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EXECUTIVE SUMMRY

The Berkeley Experimental Schools Project (BESP ) was one of
eight projects funded nationally by the federal Expe imental Schools
Program (ESP), which was launched in 1970 as part of the U.S. Office
of Education and was shifted to the National institute of Education
upon its establishment in 1972. The announced federal aim of the
program was to effect "comprehensive change" within local school
districts.

Time, scale and investment were calculated to correspond with
the project's ambitious aim. BESP extended over five years (1971-
1976). At its peak (1972-1973) average daily attendance (ADA) at
23 BESP sites, ranging from self-contained schools to modest supple-
mental programs, was 4,235, or 30 percent of the average daily
attendance of 14,250 in the Berkeley Unified School District_ (BUSD);
the ADA at BESP sites ebbed to 2,865 in 1.975/76, or 22 percent of
BUSD's total ADA of 12,977 in that school year. Over the five years,
federal ESA funneled $6,101,338 into the Berkeley project; if in-
direct costs, including federal overhead and external evaluation,
are added, the total investment exceeded $7 million.

Evaluation, performed at two levels, was an essential element
of the project. Level I, formative evaluation, was an in-project
operation, charged with ongoing assessment of the experiment in
progress, so as to provide feedback to project staff for making changes,
corrections, adjustments; for differentiating between innovations
that proved promising and those that did not, and making the appro-
priate decisions. Level II, summative evaluation, was the function
of an external agency, charged with a final and comprehensive assess-
ment of the project, its conduct and its outcomes; Level II findings
were to be delivered to the sponsoring federal agency to help it
appraise, so to speak, the return on its investment, and extract
from the project such conclusions, positive or negative, as might
be useful both for the federal government's own effort in the educa-
tional field and for the diverse components of the school system in
the localities and states.

Through competitive bidding, the Scientific Analysis Corporation
was awarded the Level II evaluation contract by NIE in 1973. The
Institute for Scientific Analysis, a division of SAC, conducted the
research for the summative evaluation during the three final school
years (1973/74 - 1975/76) of BESP. Our research included a survey
of parents and students in a cohort sample drawn from SESP and
common (i.e., non-SESP) schools in Berkeley; field observations of
BESP schools; an organizational analysis of BESP; interviews with
a sample of BESP and common school teachers and key project personnel



at all levels, and with Berkeley residents. Our three-year longi-
tudinal study, conducted along the above lines, produced the empiri-
cal data base for this, our summative evaluation report.

Given the stated oblective of federal EsP at the outset of the
program, our first summative finding is: BESP did not oroduce
:22Tpreheasivechan e" in the -Qrkelev school district; _nothinsin
the data indicats that BESP even poin -d he District in the direc-_

ion of "ca rehen chan e."

1. Replies to NIE's Detailed uestions

Requiring a more itemized account than the foregoing, the NIE
contract specified that the Level II evaluator detenAne whether
changes, attributable to BESP, occurred in various areas and practices
of the Berkeley school district. The areas ranged from such seem-
ingly simple tangibles as truancy and dropout rates to the more com-
plex and less tangible concept of "quality of education." Presumably,
if there were a significant number of changes in these several areas,
they would, in their sum, indicate "comprehensive change." The
first issue posed by NIE was whether BESP "has...led to greater
diversity in the range of educational options within the school
district." This primary emphasis meshed with the local plan for
BESP, which envisioned increased options as the seminal force from
which all other beneficent changes would sprout. We examine the
issue of options quantitatively, qualitatively and developmentally.

At its peak, BESP encompassed 23 options with considerable
diversity in teaching styles, curricular content and focus, educa-
tional values and goals, and organizational structure. However,
only 13 of these options were launched under BESP's aegis; the
other 10 (including almost all those that were most innovative)
antedated BESP. Furthermore, when BEEP was terminated only seven
of its options survived, and only two of these were produced in the
BESP years. These two surviving programs served some 200 students--
and this in a school district with about 13,000 students.

Qualitative measures are of necessity more complicated. How
diverse were the 23 options (or alternative schools, as they were
commonly called in Berkeley)? In approving these options as com-
ponents of BESP, the school district and federal ESP certified, in
effect, that each represented something "different" from the
common schools, else there would have been no rationale for funding
it as an experimental program. But how "different"?

One significant index of difference was their locale. Seven
options were "off-site"; that is, they were housed in their own
quarters, separate from any common school. The other 16 were
"on-site," sharing the classrooms, campus d facilities of a
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common school. Off-site alternatives were self-contained schooLs,
offering their students a full program at their particular grade
level. They developed a greater sense of community among staff,
students and parents. They lent themselves more readily to forms
of governance that involved those three components of the school
community. On-site alternatives ranged from minimal supplemental
programs, offering their students as few as one or two alternative
classes per day, to schools that offered a comprehensive curriculum
at their respective grade levels. students in the supplemental
programs took the remainder of their classes in the common school.
This latter arrangement made it virtually impossible to differen-
tiate with any degree of certainty between the impact of BESP and
the common school on student attitudes and overall performance.
More generally, an on-site locale tended to blur the distinct iden-
tity of BESP programs, rendered it more difficult to develop a
sense of community that involved patents, and served to create tensions
between the common school host and the possibly transient alterna-
tive guest. After all, BESP's tenure was fixed at five years, and
no BESP program had Prior guarantees that it would continue to exist
beyond the five years. Each on-site alternative understandably
calculated that its chances for survival would be influenced by the
capacity it displayed for "fitting into" its common school environ-
ment. This calculation inhibited "innovation" that might be an irri-
tant to the common school, or that might create a bureaucratic in-
convenience for the common school administration, which retained
overall administrative responsibility for its campus. Only three
of the 1.6 on-site BESP programs managee: to achieve a relatively
high degree of "alternativeness," or "difference" from the common
schools.

By and large, off-site location provided the more salubrious
climate for "innovation" and "diversfty." It is significant, then,
that less than one-third of the BEEP alternatives were off-site.
It is, perhaps, even more significant that the off-site alternatives
suffered the highest casualty rate in the course of the program.
After two years of BESP two off-site alternatives were liquidated,
and these were joined by a third a year later. That is, three out
of seven off-site experiments (43A) were truncated.

The significance of this is accentuated by the reasons for the
truncation. They were closed because the federal Office for Civil
Rights insisted that their racial separatism violated Title IV of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Two of the closed schools, Black House
and United Nations West, were all-Black (except for one student)
and the other, Casa de. la Raze, was all-Chicano. These schools
represented the greatest degree of "diversity" and "innovation" with-
in BESP. The first two to be closed set out deliberately to test
the hypothesis that students from ethnic minorities, which have been
historically oppressed, discriminated against and consigned to an



inferior status by the dominant majority, could be better motivated
to achieve their educational potential in a setting that was informed
with the culture, historical experience and contemporary reality of

eir ethnic group. Such a setting, it was argued, would cultivate
ethnic pride and self-esteem among the students, both as individuals
and members of an ethnic minority. It was argued further that auto-
nomy for the given ethnic group was best designed to create such
a setting. We are aware of powerful arguments disputing that posi-
tion. However, in attempting to assess the "diversity" introduced
by BESP, it seems to us that the closure of the three schools sig-
nificantly curtailed its quality and range.

As one facet of its longitudinal study, ISA selected six
indicators of "educational diversity" from the field observers'
data at the individual BESP sites. We found that of the 20 then-
existing BESP schools, 12 possessed two or fewer indicators of
"educational diversity," whereas eight had three or more. If all
23 sites are considered, it can be said. that 11 were distinguished
by at least three indicators of "educational diversity." (These
indicators were non-graded classrooms, peer teaching, interdisci-
plinary approach to subjects, multi-cultural emphasis, emphasis on
controversial or avant-Ecile subjects, and programed learning.)

It seems to us, however, that the issue of diversity is best
apprehended by viewing the developmental process. This process
described a curve, a short upward turn in both the quantity and
quality of diversity during the first twoyears of BESP, and then
a longer and steeper downturn on both counts in the final three years.
On one level, the decline in quality resulted from the decline in
quantity; some of the terminated alternatives, as indicated previous-
ly, represented a high degree of diversity. However, even in the
alternatives that remained through the final years there was a
qualitative decline in diversity; there was a marked tendency to
greater conformity with the common schools, prompted in part by
the feeling that this was the more likely to ensure the continued
existence of an individual site within the Berkeley school system
once the flow of BESP funds ceased.

In our view, the summative evaluation of BESP must focus,
not on the transient phenomena, but on the residual and possibly
enduring impact of the experimental project upon the Berkeley
system. Looking at the seven alternatives and lesser residues that
remained after BESP's end, we found that their contribution to
"educational diversity" was far below a level that would be required
to effect significant, let alone comprehensive, change in the
Berkeley school district.

Iv
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46 A similar developmental process applied to "parent/community
participation in school program and policies," another item that
NIE specified for evaluation. There was much more of it at the
beginning of BESP ;:han there was at the end. In the end, the
difference in such participation between BESP and common schools was
negligible. Addressing other NIE items, we found no significant
differences between BESP and common schools in dropout rates, truancy,
vandalism. The absence of significant difference also applied to
staff and fund allocation, to the locus and nature of leadership.

As for "racial-economic-academic mix Eor student and staff,"
the most striking change was introduced by the racially separatist
schools that were terminated. One all-Black BESP program survives
on the Berkeley High School campus, but in a manner that minimizes
this distinction. It is a supplemental program and most of its
students spend most of their school day in comnon school classes.
Otherwise, BESP had no impact at all on student-staff mix along the
above lines.

The final two NIE items concerned "quality of educati n" and
"policies, practices and perceptions of school staff." On the
first item, our data revealed no significant difference between
BESP and common schools. On the second item, the data indicated
that BESP's multi-cultural curricula and teacher-training programs
did impact upon teachers, and thus effected some change of an
unmeasured dimension in the perception and classroom pract ces of
the school staff.

BESP as a yederal R&D Pro'ect in Education

Honoring our contract with NIE, we have answered its speci-
fic questions in this final report, as we did in our two previous
annual reports. However, as we worked to fulfill our contract we
became increasingly uneasy about the perspective that guided our
efforts, which essentially limited evaluation to local imple-
mentation of a federal program, and evaded the burdon of evalu-
ating the federal agency's conception, methodology and strategy
in launching and overseeing the experimental program. We finally
concluded that our summative evaluation had to confront the
critical issues posed by BESP, not as a thing in itself, but as
an instrument in a large-scale federal experiment in education.

once we expanded the scope of our summative evaluation
yond the local implementation, our attention turned to the
following problems:

a. ESP, including its Berkeley component, was an applica-
tion of the research and development methodology in the field of
education. R&D gained its enormous prestige as an application



of the physical sciences to technological systems. Was this met
dology, which was primarily tested and refined in the sphere of
defense and space technology, transferable to social institutions
that involve human subjects rather than physical objects, and if
it was transferable, how was the transfer best effected?

b. The R&D model employed in Berkeley encompassed four dis-
tinct strategies: local planning, comprehensiveness, five-year
forward funding, and twin-level evaluation. How effective were
these strategies? What can be learned from the conception and
implementation of these strategies that would have a bearing on
the larger issue of the applicability of R&D tc the field of
education to bring about "comprehensive change" in the nation's
schools?

Our broader perspective also impelled us to a broader exami-
nation of the socio-political context in which the aim of 'compre-
hensive educational change" gained currency; and in which the trans-
Eei of R&D from the realm of defense and space technology to the
field of education was attempted. Such an examination could not
be definitive but it did serve to highlight the enormous diversity
and conflict in tile political and educational arenas about change
in the public schools; why it was needed, how it could be brought
about, and, indeed, what its character should be. By implication
at least the contextual examination suggested the serious diffi-
culties that attended the transfer of R&D from the relative tidi-
ness of the physical world to the turbulence of a human institu-
tion that was comonly regarded as in a state of crisis.

Reverting to the two probleWareas listed above, we deal first
th the second, the R&D strategies employed by ESP.

Local_Planning as an Educational_R&D Stratecy

Local planning was the strategic kingpin. The other three
strategies were, in a sense, conditions (comprehensiveness and
evaluation) or an incentive (forward funding) for the local planners
in devising their plan. ESP's premise was that local planning
of the local project would not only reflect local needs and aspir-
ations, would not only draw on an intimatedledgeofand respon-
siveness to local conditions, but also would most likely generate
the commitment, initiative, creativity and enthusiasm that would
enhance the possibility of achieving the project's goal: "com-
prehensive change" in the Berkeley school district.

We found that the local planning strategy, as applied, did
fulfill the high hopes that rode with it. More specifically, we
found:

VT



a. The local planning process, including submission of pro-
posals from "interested parties," the screening of these proposals,
and the integration of those chosen into an overall plan, consumed
two months at most. This extreme haste, dictated primariy by
federal ESP deadlines, precluded adecuate deliberation, severely
curtailed input from teachers, parents and others whose commitment
would be vital in implementing the plan, and stripped the planning
process of its political utility in revealing and reconciling
different viewpoints so as to ensure the broadest base of support
for the plan that was finally adopted.

b. The plan was vigorous in enunciating goals and arguing
their desirability; it was weak in delineating means for attaining
these goals, in analyzing probable obstacles and specifying ways
of overcoming them.

The local plan set three goals: (1) to provide program options
that will reflect the cultural pluralism in the community; (2)

to move toward elimination of institutional racism in the school
system, and to facilitate acquisition of basic skills by education-
ally disadvantaged students, especially ethnic minority me ers*,
and (3) to promote power-sharing in the school system.

In our previous response to NIE's questions, we presented our
findings on SESP's option-creatiOn. Our findings with respect to
the other goals follow.

Decreasing institutional racism. The data indicated that
BESP stUdentS and staff were somewhat more sensitized to racism
than their common school counterparts. BEsP.students reported
fewer incidents of overt racism in their schools than did common
school students in theirs. SESP contributed to a change in
curriculum content to reflect traditions, cultures and accomplish-
ments of different ethnic groups in America. The BESP training
componen_ trained teachers in the use of such curricula.

However, SESP did no more than overall BUSD did to increase
employment opportunities for minorities. True, many minority
persons were hired by SESP in the first three years, but most
of these were fired with the termination of non-certificated
staff at the end of the 1973/-74 school year. Generally, SUSD
hiring practices are governed by a tenure system, which results in
placing most minority personnel in the "last hired, first fired"
category; this system is formalized in the state educational code
and district practice. SESP could do nothing about that. Indeed,

At one point BUSD/SESP listed separately the goals with respect
to institutional racism and basic skills, so that four distinct
goals were presented. In this executive summary we also treat
institutional racism and basic skills separately.

9
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BESP was not vested with the power o change organizational
structures and practices of the school district. Since it is
implicit in the term, "institutional racism" that racism is institu-
tionalized through structures and practices, BESP's lack of power
to alter these institutional elements fatally circumscribed its
capacity to diminish institutional racism.

Finally, a possible line of resistance to or attack on insti-
tutional racism was thwarted with the termination of three ethni-
cally separatist schools.

Basic_skills. BESP produced at best only a minor differ-
ence in the acquisition of basic skills. comparisons of stan-
dardized test, scores by BESP and common school students in the
basic skills areas over a three-year period (1973-1976) revealed
few significant differences between the two groups. Among ethnic
minority students, the higher scores for the BESP group were some-
what more pronounced. Still, a widening gap between white and
ethnic minority students (except for Asians) in reading scores over
their school careers existed in both BESP and common schools.

One pcysibly significant but tentative finding cropped up,
not between BESP and common school students, but between Black
students in racially separatist BESP schools and Black students
in both BESP and common integrated schools. The finding is ten-
tative ber-ause the samples were so small, consisting of 19 Black
students BESP integrated sites, 40 at BESP racially separatist
sites (College Prep and United Nations West), and 55 at integrated
common schools. Aside from sample size, the absence of controls
for variables (other than the integrated or separatist nature
of the school) that might have affected outcomes prompts us to
reiterate the caution that the finding is not conclusive. None-
theless, a comparison of CTBS reading scores for the three
groups at the same grade level revealed a significantly greater
annual growth by the sample in the all-Black options than by the
other two -amples.

Power-sharing_. At several BESP sites power-sharing by
parents and/or students was significantly greater than it has been
in Berkeley's common schools. Most BEEP sites, however, did not
differ significantly from the common schools in this respect. At
these sites, the traditional distaste of school administrators and
teachers for amateurish intervention in what they perceive as the
areas of their special professional competence, and their more
overt hostility to intervention that impinges upon their economic
security and professional prerogatives effectively precluded
power-sharing, despite the rhetorical attachment to it in the BESP
plan.

VIII
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Even at ite s that were different, the difference was most
pronounced in the first two years of BESP, then it progressively
diminished so that by the end it was barely discernible.

Attr tion also played a part in diminution oZ power-sharing.
Liquidation of Casa de la Raze by OCR fiat eliminated a school
with the highest degree ofcommunity, parental and student involve-
ment in governance. Of the six BEEP sites on the Berkeley High
School campus,Agora and Genesis developed the highest level of
student involvement in site governance. Merger of these two
schools after the 1973/74 school year obliterated this dis-
tLnction. Elsewhere, especially at off-site schools (e.g.,
Odyssey and Kilimanjaro), difficulties that might have been anti-
cipated served to vitiate the impressive power-sharing that was
present at the outset. One difficulty flowed from a tendency
in power-sharing to precipitate disagreement about the slices
of power to be shared. This tendency is exacerbated in a school
situation by narrow self-interest. That is, parents as a rule
are motivated to intervene in school governance to secure what
they regard as "good" for their child, but this does not neces-
sarily coincide with what other parents regard as "good" for
their children. Such differences triggered internecine strife
at a few BEEP sites.. Internal strife is more prejudicial for
a school than for otherpublic institutions because of a deeply
ingrained public belief that the ideal learning situation is
marked by calm, stability and order. Consequently, at sites
where conflicts erupted, concern for "piiblic image" (which was
also related to the s" -'s survival) exerted a powerful pressure
to "cool it." Given the paucity of experience, tradition and
structural forms for resolving such conflict at the site level,
the tendency was to eliminate conflict by curtailing active
parental participation in the exercise of power; i.e., by reverting
to the traditional system of vesting decisive power in the site
director.

BESP's lopsided emphasis on secondary schools (only six of the
23 sites were elementary schools) also created a formidable barrier
to power-sharing. Parents are most inclined to get involved in
school affairs when their children are in the elementary grade.,
their interest wanes almost in direct ratio to the grade advance-
ment of their children. BESP did not significantly counter this
trend.

In sum, we found that SEEP did not significantly alter the
locus and exercise of power in the Berkeley school district.

Ix
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If the progress toward BESP's four stated goals is used to
evaluate the local plan, the conclusion is that the local plan
was grievously defective. However, in this instance local planning
was a particular strategy of an R&D project designed, launched and
monitored by ESP. On the most obvious level, ESP impaired its own
strategy by the very brief time it dictated for the local planning
process. Such haste left little time to ascertain how well the
Berkeley participants understood they were getting into an R&D
experiment, not an enrichment or compensatory program.

Com rehensiveness as an Educational R&D Strategy

Since comprehensive change" in a school district was the aim
of the R&D project, federal ESP speciiied that a district program
had to be "comprehensive." Comprehensiveness meant three things:
(1) the district project should include no less than a third of the
district school population, (2) it should encompass the full grade
spectrum, K-12, so that Parents and students would have alternatives
to choose at every grade level, and (3).it should construct an organi-
zation parallel to the existing district or(4anization, including an
administrative apparatus and a panoply Of support services from
training to publicity.

On the first dimension BESP never quite made i . In its peak
year it involved 30 percent of the district student population, and
the five-year mean was r ser to one-fourth than to one-third.

Oft thp second dimension the Berkeley plan provided for pro
forma compliance with the K-12 requirement, but even this formal
effort broke down after only two years. When site proposals were
submitted for BESP in Spring 1971, the missing link in the K-12
chain was at the junior high school level. Whereupon, the district
administration directed the principals of Berkeley's only two junior
high schools to produce quick proposals for alternative schools at
their sites. The hasty conception resulted in a slow birth: both
junior high alternatives did not open until Fall 1972, a year after
BESP was launched. Both program- e.,re terminated in Spring 1974,
two years before BESP had run it -_mrse. For three of the five
BESP years, the only alternative school serving grades 7-8 was
Odyssey, which also included the 9th grade and had a total student
enrollment of slightly more than 100.

Even those parts of the K-12 chain that did exist were defec-
tive in that they did not provide for articulation. Parents and
students who chose a particular option at a K-3 site for example,
were not offered a similar option at any 4-6 school. Furthermore,
the previously noted, lopsided BESP emphasis on secondary schools
foreclosed an even flow of students through the BESP network.

1 2



On the third dimension of comprehensiveness, a parallel .

PESP organization was set up and staffed, but its authority was
never clearly defined, so that it existed as a dependent of BUM.
The fate of central BESP support services indicates the weakness
of the organization. Only one of four support services, the
training unit, managed to survive into the fifth BESP year as
an autonomous and parallel entity.

In sum, we found that comprehensiveness as a strategy was not
really applied. Local performance indicated that the Berkeley
district never attached the same importance to comprehensiveness as
did the federal ESP.

5. Eim:year Forward Funding_as _an Educational IlER,JILIAta

Five-year forward funding was intended as an earnest of the
federal ccmmitment to the pioject for five years, and as an
instrument to exact a similar time commitment from the Berkeley
school district. It expressed "comprehensiveness" in .terms of
time and money. Just as "comprehensive change" was counterposed
to "piecemeal change," so five-year funding was counterposed to
"piecemeal" funding, doled out in one-year chunks.

The strategy did produce a five-year project. But it did
not exact the depth of commitment that would be commensurate with
the goal of "comprehensive change." Among the factors that im-
paired the anticipated effectt of the five-year forward funding
strategy were the following

a. The $6,101,338 that ESP channeled into Berkeley repre-
sented only 3.7 percent of the school district's total income in
the five BESP years. It represented less than one-fourth (24%)
of all federal funds allocated to the district in those five years.
For ESP the experimental schools project was "the only game in
town," but for the Berkeley school district it was only one of
several and when measured by the money it contributed it was not
even the bigoest game. The district was more prone to be pre-
occupied with its chronic fiscal crisis. This divergence of
viewpoints between Berkeley and Washington was a constant
source of tension.

b. Auditors' reports 4nd the findings of a special committee
appoihted by tile Berkeley.Soard ot Education.to review the district!s
fiscal condition agreed that "egregiously bad business management
practices" prevailed within the school district. The sheer in-
efficiency of the district's administrative and accounting systems
was in itself enough to frustrate the exercise of the refined dis-
Crimination implicit in ESP's insistence that its funds be used
only for "catalytic" change costs.

1 3
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C. ESP funds to BESP sites.provoked jealousy and resentment
among common school personnel. Because authoritative spokesmen
within the district failed to come forth as vigorous champions
of BESP to secure understanding and support among district per-
sonnel for the experimental program, ESP funds tended to create
friction, rather than a sense of security and continuity at BESP
sites.

d. Half way through the project, following the shift of ESP
from OE to NIE, the Washington-Berkeley arrangement was changed
from a grant to a contract. The change created anxieties, es-
pecially at the BESP site level, because the contract negotiations
were difficult and protracted, and there was uncertainty about
their outcome. Stbsequently, NIE/ESP threatened to withhold monies
at several junctures until BUSD/BESP complied with evolving federal
interpretations of evaluation and experimentalism. Such episodes
heightened a feeling within BESP that the funding was, in fact,
conditional and renewable on a yearly basis.

6. Evaluation as an Educational R&D Strate

In ESP's R&D model, the local pr6ject was Development and
evaluation was the Research. The Development (i.e., local project)
was funded so it could serve as the object of Research (i.e.,
evaluation). Consistent with the prime importance attached to
evaluation, it was generously funded. Initially, ESP planned
three levels of evaluation. Level I, formative evaluation, was
to be an integral component of Development. It was to be the inter-
nal monitor of the local project in progress, supplying data and
analysis to guide project personnel in directing the project, in
making rectifications and changes that seemed to be necessitated
by actual experience and outcomes. Level II, summative evaluation,
was to be an independent agency that would provide federal ESP with
an overall assessment of the local experiment and its outcomes.
Level III was to conduct a cross-site evaluation of the eight district
programs sponsored and funded by ESP. Level III was abandoned.

Level I. Symptomatic of Level I's fitful existence, it went
through four distinct reorganizations and in the fourth year
was absorbed into BUSD's Research and Evaluation unit. It was
caught between a constant drumfire of criticism from federal ESP
and a cross between passive resistance and overt hostility at the
BESP sites it was supposed to evaluate. It had no "feedback"
channels either to sites or the BESP administration. There is no
evidence that such research as it did was ever utilitized in policy
or program development at any level of BESP. Much of Level I's
troubles stemmed from the lack of a clear. understanding within the
district that BESP was an R&D project. Consequently, there was
no understanding of the central role of evaluation.



Level II. Level II evaluation went through two major organi-
zational phases. Initially, a Level II grant was awarded to DEEPS
(Documentation and Evaluation of Experimental Projects in Schools),
an ad hoc academic team. This arrangement blew up after 20 months
when NIE/ESP rejected four DEEPS evaluation plans and the DEEPS co-
director resigned. The Scientific Analysis Corporation, which was
sponsor of the DEEPS staff at that time, exercising fiscal and ad-
ministrative responsibility, was now thrust into a caretaker role;
it phased out the grant with two reports= A Study of the Choice
Structure of BESP, July 1973, and A Retrospective Description of
BUSD/BESP From Its Inception Through June 1973, September 1973.
Simultaneously, in competitive bidding, SAC secured the NIE/ESP
contract for Level II evaluation of the Berkeley project over its
final three years.

SAC's division, the Institute for Scientific Analysis, respond-
ing to NIE's questions, as itemized earlier in this summary, pro-
duced two annual reports. This third and final report concludes our
work.

In a retrospective review of how summative evaluation was em-
ployed as an R&D strategy, we find a lack of clarity and precision
with respect to Level II. The fiasco with the first Level II team
(DEEPS) is symptomatic. Patently, after the first two yearS Of the
project, there was no meeting of minds between the Level II evalua-
tors and their federal sponsors. Our own change of perspective for
this final report grew out of a conclusion that NIE's contract ques-
tions were not the most important or most releVant for a summative
evaluation of the R&D experiment that waS conducted in the Berkeley
school system.

In sum, evaluation as an R&D strategy shared a crucial defect
with the other strategies; basic schisms between the project
principals about the nature of the project and, consequently, about
their particular roles in it. Such schisms can crop up in the
application of the R&D methodology in the realm of physical science
and technology, but there the objects of research, such as physical
properties or technological instruments, are not protagonists with
attitudes and understandings that can determine outcomes. In an
educational setting the human objects of an experiment do possess
those troublesome attributes. The R&D methodology floundered in the
Berkeley school experiment because it did not reckon fully with the
diverse human elements and did not, therefore, devise adequate
.strateg es to cope with them.

On the most elemental level implicit in ESP's approach was
the assumption that the Berkeley district was ready and willing to
effect "comprehensive change," that the infusion of $6 million into
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the district over a five-year span would provide that extra in-
centive, that extra bit of money that could transform good inten-
tions into a viable and effective action program. This assumption
proved false. There was a discrepancy between Washington's anti-
cipations and Berkeley's commitments. Faith in the catalytic
effects of $6 million had been misplaced. As a consequence the
project might be described as a "$6 million misunderstanding" among
the principals involved. Given the social realities that emerged
over the five years of the project NIE/ESP might have asked Level
II more appropriately to ascertain whether "change" had been the
true commitment of the participants, and, if so, what sort of
change and under what conditions, and whether the participants
realized the project was an educational R&D experiment in which
their district had been chosen as an object of study and evaluation.

Had there beenA common understanding of the nature of the
project, and a common commitment to change, the outcomes might
have been different f om those we evaluate in this report.
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PREFACE

More than three years ago, the Institute for Scientific
Analysis undertook the study of the Berkeley Experimental Schools
Project. This publication, the final report of the study, is
directed not only to the National Institute of Education,
the contracting agency, but also to public school staffs,
legislators, e4ucational researchers interested in innovation and
change, and concerned laymen.

The research reported in this publication could never have
been coMpleted without the cooperation of the staff throughout
the Berkeley Unified School District. More than 250 teachers,
school administrators, and other school personnel participated
in the study. In the schools where extended field studies were
conducted, we tried not to disrupt daily operations but we know
that we did, and we appreciate the understanding and patience
shown by the staffs in these schools. ye are also indebted
many persons in the Berkeley community for sharing with us their
valuable knowledge and insights respecting the alternative
education movement in Berkeley. All gave freely of their time
and knowledge. We hope the findings will be useful both to the
educational professionals and concerned lay persons as they
grapple with the problems facing education.

Many persons have been associated with the institute as
staff and consultants on this project. They have shared in the
labors of implementing a complex research design by providing
expertise in data preparation and analysis. Field staff, inter-
viewers, coders and other support personnel exerted effort
without which this report could never have been completed.
Their names are listed on the following page.

Our special appreciation is extended to Mr. John Newton,
the director of the Berkeley Experimental Schools Project, for
arranging the entry into the BUSD. We are equally indebted to
Ms. Marie Wilson and Ms. Marilyn Hillard of the BESP admini-
strative staff.

Lastly, our deep appreciation is expressed to all the
students in the Berkeley Unified School District who have in
one way or another participated in the study.

Over the years, Institute staff and consultants for this
project have included:
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PART I: BEGINNINGS

This report represents the Institute for Scientific Analysis'
final summative evaluation of the five-year Berkeley Experimental
Schools Project (BESP). It is partly based on findings that
ISA has submitted to the National Institute of Education (NIE)
in previous reports, but goes beyond them to raise and answer
new questions about educational R&D projects in general and
their application,in Berkeley in particular. In fulfilling
our contractual obligations to NIE, we have divided Volume
I of this repoit into two parts:. the first contains four
chapters which are intended to serve both as groundwork for
the report and as the place where conclusions are tentatively
introduced; the second part contains the main conclusions.

In our contract with NIE, we were given three questions
to answer; we state these in Chapter 1, and provide the main
answers forthwith, depending mostly although not exclusively
on findings already explicated in our previous reports. We
then argue that the three contract questions necessarily forced
us into a specific sort of summative evaluation, namely, an
evaluation of program implementation exclusively, and that
such an eva/uative strategy is too limited for the findings
to be properly understood or interpreted. At the end of Chapter
1 we state our case for following a more encompassing strategy
wherein implemention is Merely one component--we argue that
the best way to understand the findings is to consider BESP
as simply one instance or a pilblic policy conceived as and
administered by a research-and-development logic. In our-
opinion, the confusion and agony that marked and marred
Berkeley's project are attributable more to problems of applying
an R&D strategy in education than to insufficient planning or
funding, lack of expertise, or bureaucratic ineptitude. We
summarize our overall aim at the end of Chapter 1 by stating,
"In short, we are evaluating the history, logic, utility,
and consequences of educational R&D projects as such, in
order to account for the fate of the project as it worked itself
out in Berkeley.

The remaining three chapters in Part I then follow this
theme. Chapter 2 sets the stage by recreating for the reader,
and for ourselves, those features.of the 1960's and early 1970's
that led to an interest in "comprehensive educational change"
in the White House, the Office of Education, the educational
profession, and, to some extent, the populace. The chapter
traces the establishment of NIE and the emergence of R&D as
a strategy to be followed by the federal government, first in
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the Department of Defense, then as applied to perceived
educational problems. Thesedevelopments are linked throughout
to the sociopolitical movements that gwept the country during
this period, and to their local variants in the city of Berkeley.
This chapter is by far the most comprehensive in scope of any
chapter in this report, evoking as it does the relevant political,
social, and educational developments within which educational
R&D was embedded.

The two remaining chapters in Part I narrow the scope
considerably by elaborating in some detail the logic of an
R&D strategy And its specific application in Berkeley. Chapter
3 analyzes and critieizes R&D, arguing that its application in
education and in other "human service" sectors is misconceived,
in at least two senses: on the one hand, the logic of R&D as
applied to the development of material objects (such as airplanes)
tends to be distorted in practice when applied to social objects
(such as children); and, on the other, even if R&D were applied
in its pristine form, the "state of the art" in a field such
as education is insufficiently developed to accommodate the
technical requirements of R&D for stringent definitions, pre-
dictions, and controls. The "lack of fit" between the guiding
ideas held by NIE officials and those held by BUSD/BESP adminis-
trators and staffs who were not imbued with an R&D ideology,
created considerable confusion not only for both 5 des, but also
for our own task of summative evaluation.

Following the exposition of these themes in Chapter 3, the
final chapter of Part I discusses the four specific components of
the R&D strategy initially conceived by the Office of Education
(OE) and thereafter taken over by NIE: local planning, compre-
hensiveness of program design, five-year forward funding, and
formative/summative evaluation. Chapter 4 assesses 0E/NIE's
rationales for each of these four components, as originally
formulated and as they emerged over the five years of BESP.
While ambiguities, inconsistencies, and various other shortcomings
are noted in this chapter, the main consequences of an R&D
strategy composed of these four elements are left for exposition
in Pert,II of this volume. Part II is then followed by two
appendixes: a chronology of "significant events" affecting BESP's
five-year existence, and a description of ISA's research design.
The concluding Volume II of this report contains detailed histories
of each of Berkeley's experimental/alternatiVe schools-to whOse
operations NIE/ESP contributed financially.
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C_-_PTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:OP PREVIOUB_FINDINGS

Berkeley, California is a city of approximately 117,000
persons, including 20,000 University of California students. The
social context of Berkeley is an important backdrop for under-
standing the unique climate in which the Berkeley Experimental
Schools Program operated. The University is Berkeley's dominant
economic, social, intellectual and cultural institution, but the
University itself is no monolith; aside from the most manifest
distinction's between students and faculty, and between youth and
age, employment on the same campus does not lead the janitor
and the Nobel Prize winner to resemble each other, nor does the
common designation of student erase the ethnic distinction between
Black and white.

Thus, the Univer ity's influences are as diverse as they are
1.--2rvasive. Moreover, even in Berkeley not all of life revolves
around the University. There are pockets of small-scale industry
along the city's waterfront. Berkeley is part of the San Francisco-
Oakland Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, and some of its
residents are employed in the larger cities nearby.

Although the University's stamp upon it is paramount and
indelible, Berkeley does not escape Disraeli's division into
"two nations" of the privileged and the people. In Berkeley
usage the image for this dichotomy is usually pare-sociological:
"town and gown." Sometimes, it is topographical: :hills and
flatlands. The hills, stretching eastward from the campus, are
inhabited by professors, researchers, theorists, and other pro-
fessionals or executives and managers, occupying big houses
commensurate with their socio-economic status. The flatlands,
stretching westward from the campus, are a hodge podge of small
houses, big old homes (frequently subdivided for rental or
accomodating communes), and apartment dwellings, inhabited by
workers, white or blue collar, and students. The hills are the
panorama of effluence; the flatlands are an economic sprawl that
ranges from the modest comfort of the skilled worker to the
poverty of the welfare recipient.

Ethnic slivisions are not completely identical with the socio-
economic divisions on that topographical map, but they are similar.
For the most part,- whiteness goes with effluence in the hills,
whereas the ethnic minority populations are concentrated in the
flatlands. A quarter of Berkeley's population is Black, and
another eight percent is Asian, Mexican-American, or American
Indian; thus, ethnic minorities constitute one-third of the popu-
lation. The statistics, however, do not convey the minoritY,
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particularly the Black, influence in Berkeley. The Black community
is a major political force; during 1973/74 the U.S. Congressman
from Berkeley was Illack, so was the mayor, so was one of the
city's two State Asserribly representatives. Two factors enter
ito tis political performance. The first is that the socio-
ec imic character of the Black community is also influenced by
the University presence, resulting in an unusually high repre-
sentation in white-collar and professional/business occupations.
More than half of the non-white students in the USE' alternative
schools have families whose breadwinner was in the above categories.
The second factor arises from liberal influences among the white
residents in the hills and radical influences among white students
in the flatlands, creatino diverse ideological compulsions for
political alliance with the Black community, or, in some instances,
with the moderate or radical currents within it.

Despite the diversity, all are influenced by the special
flavor of Berkeley--the home of the "free speech" movement, of
Telegraph Avenue--but also the home of Asian technicians,
Mexican-American small business operators, Black insurance sales-
men, all striving to succeed, sharing aspirations of middle-class
whites, proud of their freedoms and their cultural backgrounds,
and all partaking of the democratic and intellectual ethos that
is Berkeley. The dominant politics range from liberal to radical.
The "hippy" culture is ever present; a significant segment of the
community is "into" groups, "into" communes, "into" stained glass
and weaving, "into" rock soul and multi-cultural "reps."' Berkeley
is not an "average" American city--in some of its cultural and
social manifestations it is a pace-setter.

While it has a radical aura, "frat houses" are experiencing
a resurgence; "counter-culture" and "youth cultue" seem rampant
in Berkeley, but in the hills musical tastes run to Mozart and
Bach. And in many ways Berkeley's school system retains a
slightly "old-fashioned" atmosphere, as though it were still
teaching the sons and daughters of merchant families in the big,
brown, shingled homes of Norman Rockwell days.

The Berkeley Unified School District (BUSD) is a medium-
sized school district now serving approximately 12,000 students,
45 percent white, 44 percent Black, and 11 percent other minorities,
with an operating budget of approximately $30 million a year. It
was one of the first school systems to integrate voluntarily,
and is proud of having graduated many students who have gone on to
successful academic and professional careers. Today, BUSD con-
sists of 18 elementary schools (including two off-site ESP school ,

two junior high schools and one high school, plus one off-site
junior high and one off-site high school. BUSD also contracts
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for special education services, runs a busing system and has a
full range of educational support systems. It is funded by state
and local funds and has a multitude of additional federal grants
which provide its budget. It is facing a continuous financial
crunch, and has a high per-capita school expenditure.

BUSD is considered by many to be a "progressive school
system," and was chosen as a site for the federal Experimental
Schools Program because it was already operating ten option sites
prior to federal funding.

The federal ESP grant* was an educational research and develop-
ment pro4,ect emphasizing both internal and external evaluation.
This report is a summative evaluation by an "outside" independent
firm (Institute for Scientific-Analysis) under contract to NIE/ESF,
granted after the program had already been underway two years
and after the first summative evaluation contract had been terminated
(DEEPS).** After completion of its third year, BESP was evaluated
and the following was the "Summary of Findings" in the ISA report/
submitted September 1, 19741 Which answered three contract questions
raised by NIE/ESP in its BESP RFP.

1. Has BESP led to greater diversity in the range of
educational options within the school district

2. Has BESP been associated with change in dropout rates,
truancy, vandalism; in parent/comnunity participation
in school program and policies; in new and/or changes
in policies, practices and perceptions of school staff;
in racial-eodnomic-academic mix for students and staff;
in staff and fund allocation; in the locus and nature of
leadership?

3. Has BESP brought about change in the quality of education
as measured by objective and subjective questionnaires
administered to parents and students?

These thr( c.i.ons represent the atbitions that NIE/ESP
had for BESP in With the approval of NIE/ESP the Berkeley

*For a discussion of the significance of the federal grant as
a form and its subsequent change into a contract, see Chapter 7.
**See the ISA report, A RetrosTective_Descri-tion of BUsD/BESP
From Its_Inoiption Throuqh June, _1973; _1322aLLA1 agIL, September
1, 1973. DEEPS is an acronym for Documentation and Evaluation of
Experimental Projects in Schools.
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Unified School District had earlier placed special emphasis on four
objectives: increasing options, decreasing institutionalized
racism, increasing parent participation, and improving basic
skills of students. In pursuing its study and preparing this
report, ISA's compliance With the NIE/ESP mandate, as formulated
in the above questions, also encompassed BUSD's particular emphases.

ISA addressed the three contract questions above by using
several methodologies: an organizational analysis of BESP, field
observations of BESP schools, and a survey of parents and students
in a cohort sample drawn from BESP and common schools (i.e.,
Berkeley's public schools outside of BESP). In addition, inter-
views were conducted with key personnel at all levels of the pro-
ject and with a sample of WS? and common school teachers.
Berkeley residents were also interviewed to determine their
awareness of and support for BESP. These data constitute the
empirical base for this report (see Appendix 2 for full research
design).

Our September 1, 1974 Report represented the first year of
study and included the baseline data for follow-up change measures
in the second year (1974/75)* and the third and final year
(1975/76).

With the approval of NIE/ESP, the Institute for Scientific
Analysis initially approached its evaluative task by examining
the underlying assumptions about diversity and choice as these
concepts evolved in the creation of options in BESP.** Thereafter
we assessed the impact of these options which seem to have created
tracks within the school district for two types of disaffected
youths: (1) students from upper-middle-class families who reject
the traditional educational values of their parents and who
voluntarily choose the most diverse options; and (2) students,
largely from minorities, who are disaffected underachievers,
and who are systemtracked into remedial-oriented schools of
lesser diversity and choice.

We also investigated other issues, such as (1) the role
of federal funding and its impact upon local control, (2)

desegregation vs. racially separatist schools, and (3) the
moral and practical issues inherent in "experimenting° with public

*See ISA Report, LDescri-tiveisisofBEsPO,
September 1, 1975.

**See ISA Report, Choice Structure of the BeIhtia_E]_cperimental
Schools Pro act, July 15, 1973.



school students who are channeled into untried and untested
"alternative" schools,* perhaps without their parents' clear'
understanding about potential educational consequences for the
child's progress after the "e eriment" has been concluded.

After creating a typology of the a ternative schools according
to their degree of diversity and choice we described how the
types of alternative schools covaried with each of the following:
(a) the extent of parent-student consensus in educational values,
(b) each student's assessment of the quality of his or her educa-
tion, (c) ethnic identity, (d) parents' occupation, (e) objective
outcome measures, and (f) subjective outcome measures. We then
conducted a multiple regression analysis in relation to both
subjective and objective outcome measures.

We now turn to the questions raised by NIE/ESP in its con-
tract RFP. The following is a summary of our findings regarding
BESP's first three years- of operation, as previously reported in
our 1973 submission to NIE/ESP.

1. Has BESP led to greater diversity in the range of
educational options within BUSD?

over the first three years 23 alternative schools were
established by BESP, serving between 3,000 and 4,000 students
each year. The two most "diverse" schools were closed at the
end of the 1972/73 school year because the Federal Office for
Civil Rights ruled that the racial separatism of Casa de la
Raza and Black House violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. (These racially separate, diverse schools were closed
before they could be evaluated by ISA,.which began its BESP
evaluation June, 1973.)

During 1973/74 BESP consisted of 21 schools of considerable
variety, ranging from those that were distinctively "different"
to those which were quite conventional, including residual and
remedial schools offering little diversity or freedom of choice.
The former tended to be fewer in number and smaller in size than
the latter; as a result, our aggregate comparisons showed that
the diversity in the BESP schools resembled the diversity in
the common schools--after all, they are not homogeneous either--
and we therefore found few observable or reportable innovations

*In Berkeley the experimental program schools are commonly re-
ferred to as alternative schools, as.distinct from the "common"
schools which retain their regular or traditional programs.
We follow this community usage in this report.
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in curriculum, educational practices, teaching styles or organi-
zational structures. Further, in its later years, BESP became
increasingly less open and more structured, less autonomous and
more centralized, less scattered and more c nsolidated, less
innovative and more conventional.

Staff turnover was remarkably high at every level of
federal,district, and BESP administration and management. Major
staff changes occurred in the NIE/ESP offices, including resig-
nation by its director and frequent replacement of its contract
officers; the BUSD school board changed in composition; the BUSD
superintendent resigned and was replaced by another; a new BESP
Director was installed in Fall, 1973; the local Evaluation Director
(Level I)* resigned and several evaluation staff members were
replaced; many BESP site directors failed to retain their positions
during the five years of the project, including two who committed
suicide; many teachers flowed in and out of BESP; and all non-
certificated staff members paid by BESP funds were laid off on
one occasion. The first outside evaluation contract was cancelled
after two years and a competitive RFP was issued and awarded to
ISA. As the new outside evaluation team, we did an intensive
system-wide study in response to an NIE/ESP RIP issued in May,
1973. All these changes, in varying ways, reflect tensions within
the system, and some reflect increasing bureaucratization.

As to degrees of choice, parents and .students knew somet ng
about alternative schools, but the scope of that knowledge was
limited. Students in alternative schools perceived slightly more
choice of alternatives than did common school students, a natural
result of their status as BESP students. Since most of the
alternatives were located "on-site," i.e., within a common school,
this reinforced the perception among mare? students that alter-
native schools.were neither diverse nor particularly innovative.
Berkeley common schools also have "innovative" classes, and many
parents and students were unaware of any difference.

Analysis of interviews with BESP directors and with teachers
in both BESP and common schools revealed few differences between
BESP and SUED curricula, teaching styles, staff make-up or utili-
zation, or in their use of educationaloutput measures. Inter-
views with students in both BESP and common schools revealed no
significant differences in diversity, but did define some differ-
ences in images: proportionately more EMS? students tended to
view their schools as "hip" and unstructured, while more common
school students viewed their schools as "traditional."

*The Level I evaluation was under the authority of BESP, to be
conducted by personnel within the BESP structure, as distinct
from ISA's "outside agency" evaluation which was designated Level II.
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2= Has BESP been associated with change in dropout rates,
truancy, vandalism; in parent/community participation in
school program and policies; in new and/or changes in
policies, practices and perceptions of school staff;
in racial-economic-academic mix for students and
staff; in staff and fund allocation; in the :Locus and
nature of leadership?

a. In investigating organizational-administrative issues,
we found a variety of factors that influenced leadership function
and staff allocation. During BESP's operation there was a strong
trend toward centralization of authority and control over staff
and funding allocations. Local DES? site directors had little
automony, and, over the years, this eroded further. The turnover
of directors and staff was very high and lines of authority and
accountability were often unclear; there were few apparent alter-
native school "true believers" or "leaders." Few new or inno-
vative "programs" developed as BESP continued.

BESP was transformed from a grant to a contract as of
December 1973 when NIE/ESP entered the local alternative-school
arena and took decision-making power over certain fiscal alloca-
tions. The entire BESP noncertificated staff was terminated, as
was most of the in-project (Level I) evaluation staff. In 1973
no BESP Level I evaluation results were available to aid the
administration in making decisions about which BESP schools to
phase into BUSD or to close. Three schools (in addition to the
two racially separatist schools mentioned previously) were
terminated without the use of any objective evaluative criteria.
United Nations West was terminated because it had a high pro-
portion of Black students and staff and was considered potentially
out of compliance with Office for Civil Rights desegregation
rules. KARE and Willard Alternative, two of the largest "reme-
dial" junior high schools, were closed because they were not con-
sidered to be in any way different from common schools. Since
KARE, Willard and U.N. West were in existence during the year of
ISA's study, they are included among the 21 BESP schools encom-
passed in the evaluation.*

Some problems within BUSD stemmed from the school superin-
tendent's resignation and his replacement by an out-of-state
applicant. A bitter school board battle was waged over hiring
his successor. Symptomatic of the acritony generated in this con-
troversy was,the subsequent resignationof'oneBlack Board member.

*Detailed descriptions of each of the BESP schools are presented
in Volume I/ of this final report.
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The most serious organizational change was the great conflict
and undertainty over the future of BESP since no plan for 1974/75
was, approved until much too late. Staff morale was 1 y and hope
for BESP's future dwindled away.

b. Turning to other components of NIE/ESP's compoUnd
Question 2, comparisons of 3ESP and common schools revealed:

(1) No difference in student absentee rates
(2) No difference in vandalism, by cost or type
(3) No difference in student truancv
(4) No difference in dropout rates, except more BESP

students reported they had "thought about dropping
out"

(5) No difference in the proportion of students expelled
or suspended

(6) No difference in resort to "parent-notices" (problem
reports to parents )

7) No difference between BEEP and common school teachers'
emphasis on basic skills

(8) No differences in teachers' assessment of various
teaching techniques
No new testing procedures developed in BEsP that we e
"innovative" or even racially sensitive despite an
emphasis on multi-cultural curricula in both BESP and
common schools

(10) BESP teachers estimated their students' academic abil-
ities lower than did common school teachers

(11) BESP teachers were more likely than common school
teachers to rate themselves as "unstructured and per-
missive," although students saw no difference except
in "hippy schools"

(12) In elementary grades, What children "liked" in their
curriculum was approximately the same in BEEP and common
schools

(13) Mothers of BESP students had a greater amount of educa-
tion than mothers of common school students

(14) Proportionally, more white students attended BEEP, more
Black students attended common schools

(15) White staff in both BESP and common schools are more
experienced and better paid than minority staff

Has BESP brought About char7e in the quality of educa-
tion as measured by objective and subjective question-
naires administered to parents and students?

A quality of Education Scale (QE) was developed from student
interview data,,indicating the degree of their satisfaction with
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schooling, their actual educational attainment, and their
academic self-rating. The QE measure permitted us to examine
the relationships between students' objective achievement, per-
ceived achievement, self-esteem and degree of anomie. On the QE
scale, the significant difference revealed was not between BESP
and common schools, but among BESP schools. The percentage
of students who rated the quality of their education as high ranged
from 6 percent in one SESP school to 67 percent in another, high-
lighting the contrasts within the alternative-school universe.

Scores on the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, used by
the BUSE to tes,t all students, were unavailable for one-half of
the subjects in our sample. The test scores cannot be used as
valid measures because of the bias conttibuted by such a loss
of data. However, test data were reported and showed no signi-
ficant difference between BESP and common school students.

We next examined the grade-point averages for BESP and common
school students and found no statistically significant differences
between the two groups.

Subjective measures were then used, and no differences
between students attending BESP and common schools were found
n man scores on the Anomie Scale or in the mean scores on t'e

Sulf-Esteem Scale.

Parents and students responded to a nuMber of survey items
regarding theixperceptionof theeguityand effectiveness of
their respective schools. Analysis of these responses revealed
no statistically significant differences in perceptions between
BESP and common school parents and students.

Students and parents were asked about their image of BESP
and common schools on a range of attributes. In general, par-
ents were not familiar with BEEP schools. Both parents and
students rated common schools as having a. greater emphasis on
college preparation than BESP schools.

Students indic-ted that both BESP and common schools empha-
sized basic skills, whilt parents thought that common schools
emphasized basic skills more.

Parents and students were asked to rate the schools as to
their emphasis on ethnic identity and thure were no major dif-
ferences in rating between BESP and common schools.

Neither did parents and students feel that either BESP or
common schools placed different emphases upon personal growth.
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IsA tnen compared the opinions that students expressed about
,he valuP of educational attainment with those of their parents.
The resultant Matched-Pair Scale allowed us to distinguish be-
tween students who agreed with their parents and those who did
not. A large number of students thought poorly of education
even though their parents valued it highly. These disaffected
students were, from two types of forailiest one white, upper-class
crofessional, and the other, ethnic minorities. White "hippy"
students were disaffected and cynical, but still did well
academically; the disaffected students from ethnic minorities, on
the other hand, had low levels of academic achievement. These
two groups of disaffected students appeared to be "tracked" into
different types of BESP schools, the "hippy" schools and the
"residual" schools.

We next examdned the correlation between the Matched-Pair
Scale and students' assessment of the quality of their education.
Those students who shared their parents' high regard for education
also disproportionately rated the quality of their current edu-
cation highly.

One-half of all students in Berkeley have parents who are
professionals, and significantly more children from this group
attended highly diverse BESP high schools, while more children
from the working class attended residual schools. Children
who shared their parents' high regard for education tended to be
satisfied with the quality of their education, and dispropor-
tionately attended high schools of high diversity. However,
approximately the same proportion of this type of student also
attended common school, so there was no difference between BESP
and common schools' ability to attract such students.

Among children of middle-class parents, one-third of the
white students and one-half of the non-white students disagreed
with their Parents about the value of education, indicating a
great amount of disaffection among students of all races in
affluent families. When middle-class children shared their par-
ents' positive views toward education, the students had high
levels of achievement irrespective of race.

In conclusion, ind n s were inter.reted to mean
there are no si.nificant di erencesin diversit between BESP
and common scho 'thin BESP, there ' a dual trackin

and another trackin s stern for "turneeoff.' minorit students
who are referred to remedial schools for work in basic skills,

ithin a framework of "survival skills.
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Both groups of students are seeking new meaning, having reject d
middle-class values. These types of disaffected youths found
in BESP schools (and in Berkeley common schools as well) may well
be the "problem students" of affluent America all across the coun

Each BEEP school was rated as to its diversity and freedom of
cncice. Over the first three years of the project, the number of
BESP schools rated as having high diversity decreased, and the
umber rated adjunct or residual increased.

The hiring of minority staff has been slowed, and many
minority non-certificated staff have been laid off. However,
there is no difference between the proportion of minority staff
employed in either common or BESP schools. Students in both BEEP
and common schools reported on the incidents of racism they had
observed in their schools, and BEEP students reported less racism
than did common school students.

Asked about Parent power-sharing in government and decision-
making, BESP directors reported only relatively small amounts of
parent participation in any aspect of school policy. Parents re-
ported no significant difference between aMOUnt of participation
in BEEP and common schools.

Both common and BEST teachers indicated great concern about
the teaching of basic skills, but both groups of teachers agreed
that basic skills were mere likely to be emphasized in common
schools.

In summarY, we found no conclusive evidence that BEEP had
met its four goals in .12x_ significant manner, nor was there any
evidence to conclude that BEEP was more successful in these areas
than were_ the common schOols nor that it was able to create la
ma)_or organizational change in the BUSD.

After two additional years of evaluation (1974/75), ISA has
found no significant change in any of these findings reported in
1974. Now, after five years of the BESP, only seven of the 24
original alternative schools remain open. Five of these seven
had already been in existence as alternatives, planned or in
operation, prior to BESP funding. Only two options originated
by BESP remainCollege Prep and Early Learning Center."*

It can be reasonably argued that Early Learning Center is a hy-
brid with a BESP K-3 "free school" component having been grafted
on to an early learning experimental model that antedated BESP.



In the following analysis, we choose to go beyond the three
contract questions, since they focused upon the local schools'
imlementation of BESP rather than upon the broader range of
issues which emerged over the course of the experiment, issues
that led us to examine the methodology of educational R&D itself.
Responses to the three contract questions are included in this
report, but they are embedded in a more sweeping analysis than
the questions originally envisioned.

As Scriven (1967) has noted, summative evaluations include
not only the "measuring of performance against goals, but include
procedures for the evaluation of the goala." We have followed
this Preso :ption in the summative evaluat:xn undertaken_for
this, our final report. To enqace in such an endeavor rZquired
analytical as well as descriptive or measurement efforts, be-
cause such an evaluation assesses not only whether program goals
have been met, but also whether the stated goals properly reflect
the larger policy from which the goals were derived. In its
final stage, this sort of evaluative research is intellectual
work, resting in part on the inductive, empirical method, but
finally turning to deduction to recreate the meanings of original
policy intentions and suopositions.

Such an ambitious conception of the evaluative mandate is,
of course, not universally shared. Wortman (1975) states,
"Summative evaluation takes on the role of analyzing how effective
the particular program was in attaining certain objectives and
goals it was set up to obtain. It assumes that the treatment has
been properly implemented." Wortman's conception is more humble
than Scriven's or our own, because it restricts itself to assessing
means-ends relations and fails to ask whether the programmatic
ends fit the larger aims of the policy from which they stem.
By following such an evaluative strategy, one is likely to
conclude by "blaming the victim": if goals are not achieved, then
it logically follows that the local people are to blame, since
they are the ones responsible for operating the program and
achieving its specified goals. Even if the stated goals are
met, however, one still does not know whether the larger policy
has been successfully achieved unless one follows the more
aMbitiou evaluativra strategy we suggest here. In this summative
evaluation we do not assume that the stated "treatments" were
proper or even that these "treatments" were properly implemented.
Instead, for purposes of summation we are calling into. question
not only the efficacy of the "treatments," i.e., the programmatic
actions taken to fulfill the goals set forth in the local BESP
plan, but also the organization and logic of the whole experimental-
schools enterprise, taking into account three project levels:
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that of 0E/NIE/ESP which contracted an educational R&D project
to the Berkeley Unified School District, that of BUSD/BESP which
implemented the six-million dollar experiment, and that of the con-
sumers (students and parents) who were the project's ostensible
or presumed beneficiaries. In short, we are evaluating the
history, logic, utility, and consequences of educational R&D
projects as such, in order to account for the fate of the project
as it worked itself out in Berkeley.
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CHAPTER SOCIO-POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL CONTEXTS

In our first annual report on BESP, which not only covered the
197V74 school year but also sketched the origins, genesis and the
first two years of this program, we dealt briefly with the socio-
political background and context of ESP in general and of its
Berkeley component in particular. In this final report it is appro-
priate to revert to these matters as essential factors in any seri-
ous summative evaluation. We proceed to such a contextual examina-
tion under four major headings: (1) the overall socio-political
background and context (as these were directly related to education),
(2) relevant developments in the educational field, (3) the specific
political mold in which ESP was cast, and (4) the Berkeley environ-
ment as it influenced the public school system.

1. The Overall Socio- ol' ical Back.round and Context

In the two decades preceding ESP a gathering movement for
school reform was spurred on by a variety of socio-political phe-
nomena. In the 1950s the sharpest spurs were administered by the
Supreme Court's desegregation decision, by the technological re-
volution and "the message beeped by Sputnik" (Rafferty, 1970), a
message whose volume was magnified by the cold war. In the 1960's
the most painful pricks were inflicted by the two wars--the war on
poverty and the war in Vietnam--and their corollary movements:
ghetto upheavals and youth insurgency. Simultaneously, persisting
and growing through both decades as a public concern with the ed-
ucational outcome (e.g., nix Johnnr Can't Read) and the behavioral
performance (e.g., The Blackboard gungle) of the school system.
The several phenomena were not so separated in time as mdght be
inferred from the above; the technological revolution, the cold war,
Black discontent were not confined to just one decade, and the poor
were, indeed, always with us in all that time. Nonetheless, at
different times the relative degree to which one or another phe-
nomenon impinged upon public awareness varied.

In the 1950's the impact of the technological revolution was
manifested in academic and governmental initiatives to improve
curricula in mathematics and the physical sciences. Symptomatic
of this trend was the National Science Foundation's Course Content
Improvement Program and the emergence of NSF as the principal
federal sponsor of research and development in education (Sproull,
et al., 1975). Early in the decade the University of Illinois
Committee on School Mathematics began its revisions of the second-
ary school mathematics curriculum and a little later the Physical
Sciences Committee began to perform the same service for high
school physics (Silberman, 1970).
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It is a point of pride among pioneers in this curriculum re-
form movement that they began their labors before Sputnik was cata-
pulted into orbit, but they acknowledge that their initially modest
enterprise was given an extraordinary fillip by the Soviet satellite.
Curriculum reform was blasted from the academic cloister into the
central arena of world politics, and academic detachment was not so
detached as.to miss the implications. Not atypically, Kerber and
Smith (1968) observed:

We are presently engaged in a cold war with
Russia, in which everything the Soviets do,
and everything we do, assumes a competitive
posture....Ever since Sputnik knocked Ameri-
can provincialism into a cocked hat, we have
been making a reappraisal of our educational
system. More than ever, people are aware
that the greatest battle in the ideological
war is being conducted in the field of
education.

Despite such expansive visions of education's mission in the
cold war, it is relevant to note, especially in view of what was to
come in the post-Sputnik decade, that much of the furore occa3ioned
by the Soviet surprise had an elitist thrust. That is, the ideo-
logues could serve as cheerleaders, celebrants, priests and pro-
pagandists in the space race, and in these several roles might in-
volve a mass public, both here and abroad, but the decisive runners
in the race itself were the'scientists and technologists. The obvi-
ous conclusion was that the country needed more and better scient-
ists and technologists, but "more" is a relative term; it did not
signify so many as to alter the essentially exclusive nature of
such a talent pool. It is, of course, wise to call many even
though only few are to be chosen, as this renders the process of
competition and selection more productive. This consideration pro-
vided an added incentive to revamp high school curricula in mathe-
matics and physical sciences, but an emphasis remained on the few
to be chosen. Among the unchosen residue, there would be a cadre
to perform the lesser chores in the new technological system.

We have dwelt on this early elitist strain in the contemporary
clamor for educational reform because it persisted as an apparent
contradiction when the focus shifted to the bottom layers of our
society, the most remote from any brand of elitism. The shift was
executed with the proclamation of the war on poverty. It soon be-
came apparent that, if some saw education as the principal ideo-
logical battlefield of the cold war, others now 'perceived it as
the superweapon in the new war. Certainly President Johnson con-
veyed this impression. "As a son of a poor farmer," he said, "I
know that education is the only valid passport from poverty" (Gold-
man, 1969).
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In signing the Economic opportunity Act in August, 1964, the
President declared:

Today, for the first time in all the history
of the human race, a great nation is able to
make and is willing to make a commitment to
eradicate poverty among its people.

In signing the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in
April, 1965, he declared: "I believe deeplY that no law I have
signed or will ever sign means more to the future of America"
(Johnson, 1971).

In the President's des gn for the "Great Society" the two acts
were intertwined. Such personal conviction as may have motivated
him was also buttressed by the exigencies of politics. Hodgson
(1975) has argued that the President was bent on achieving that
"Great Society" without alienating the power structure or the Con-
gress, and as other expedients encountered stiffening political
opposition, the resort to educational programs increased. After
all, giving money to public schools was more honored in the American
tradition than giving money to the poor.

Four months after the White House fanfare that attended enact-
ment of ESEA, the most ambitious of the educational programs, gun-
fire and flames swept the Los Angeles ghetto of Watts, ushering in
a series of long, hot summers, with their shocking toll of death
and devastation in the country's ghettos. "The civil peace has
been shattered....The American people are deeply disturbed...,
baffled and dismayed by the wholesale looting and violence," said
President Johnson in appointing the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders.

The Commission's report was not reassuring: "Our nation is
moving toward two societies, one black, one white"; "the future of
every American" is now threatened. It also found that "the typical
riot participant was a high school dropout." One of the very few
of its witnesses it quoted directly was Superintendent Paul W. Briggs
of Cleveland:

Many of those whose recent acts threaten the
domestic safety and tear at the roots of the
American democracy are the products of yester-
day's inadequate and neglected inner-City
schools.

The Commission thereupon proceeded to document its finding that
"the bleak record of public education for ghetto children is grow-
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ing worse." (It is worth noting that the report was wr t en in 1968,
when the ESEA, Head Start and Upward Bound programs were well under
way, and yet found that education in the ghetto was getting worse
instead of better.)

With all the attention centered on "the typical riot partici-
pant" and the schools that produced him, when the report turned to
"Recommendations for National Action," Education led all the rest,
consuming 33 of the 73 pages devoted to recommendations, three times
the space given to Employment, and twice the space for Housing.
The section on education urged, among other things, "expanded
experimentation,, evaluation, and research," proposing that research
be oriented to learning "about the most effective methods of teach-
ing disadvantaged children in schools segregated by race and class,"
and that "current efforts to develop new patterns of education
(such as storefront schools and street academies)" be considered
and evaluated. These and other efforts, including ESEA, it was
said, should be subject to "thorough evaluation." (Although this
was 14 years after the Supreme Court's desegregation decision, the
Commission accepted schools, segregated by race as well as class,
as realities to which educational research had to be adjusted.)

The preoccupation with education had an elementary logic: if
the "typical riot participant" was a dropout from a deplorable
school system, then a less deplorable school system might produce
fewer dropouts who become typical rioters. Once again education
was thrown into the breach in confrontation with a social problem
of staggering magnitude. But what was the root of the problem?
The report said: "White racism is essentially responsible for the
explosive mixture which has been accumulating in our cities since
the end of World War II." White racism was the primary cause--but
better education of Blacks was to be a primary remedy. The logic
of this juxtaposition was more complex than that of the progression
from better schools to fewer rioters.

Whatever the logic, by the end of the 1960's our schools were
to be principal instruments to overcome white racism, or at least
some of its most serious consequences; to eliminate poverty; to
help us win the space race (and related military races); and to
triumph in the cold war. Since the existence of these challenges
was prima facie evidence that the schools, as constituted, had not
obviated them, then the schools had to be changed

As if all that were not enough, education was also shaken by
rebellion among those who were conventionally assumed to be its
principal beneficiaries. This was rebellion, not by the Black and
the poor, but by the white and relatively affluent; not by the
academic underachievers and dropouts, but by those whose places
at the top of the academic achievement ladder was attested to by
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their attendance at some of the country most prestigious univer-
sities. For a time, the country's attention shifted back and forth
between "disturbances" in the ghettos and "disturbances" on the
campuses. And not only the college campuses, unrest spread to the
high schools. Three out of five principals, responding to a national
survey in March 1969, reported some form of active protest at their
high schools during the preceding four months; in the big cities the
count was three out of four (U. S. News, September 8, 1969). The
scope and intensity of the college protests is conveyed in one set
of figures compiled by FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover: 4,000 arrests
in the 1968/69 academic year; 7,200 arrests in 1969/70 (President's
Commission on Campus Unrest, 1970).

The Commission (1967-68) on "civil disorders" in the ghettos
was followed in 1970 hy the President's Commission on Campus Unrest.
The Campus Commission fopnd that "three issues--racism, war and the
denial of personal freedoms--unquestionably were and still are con-
tributing causes of student unrest," but that these issues were sub-
sumed in "the new youth culture," which was "a basic--perhaps the
basic contributing cause of campus unrest." Curiously, although
the Commission's inquiry was directed to an arena of the educational
system, its recommendations did not center on educational reform.
Instead, it said: "The most urgent task for government must be to
restore the faith of Americans in...government" (and also in "their
fellow citizens"). "In this task the President must take the lead.
For as President Nixon has said, it is the responsibility of a
President to 'articulate the nation's values, define its goals, and
marshall its will.L The Presidency is a symbol of national unity
and values...." (Three years later the incumbent President also
became a symbol of Watergate.)

The Commission's accent ray have been on an ideological-
political response, but others, e.g., Silberman (1970) and Rafferty
(1970), saw student unrest as the symptom of a profound crisis in
education that called for drastic changes in our schools. In addi-
tion to all the other problems that had been piled on the schools
(poverty, racism, and the cold war), they were now also summoned to
overcome what was regarded as an intergenerational cultural malaise.
Heavy, indeed, were the burdens laid upon education. How did the
educators and educational theorists respond7

2. Relevant Develo-ments in the Education _ield

Two conspicuous aspects of the response of educational func-
tionaries and theorists to the swirl of pressures about them were:
(1) the remarkable swiftness of the transition in the mid-1960's
from near-euphoric optimism to what Moynihan and Mosteller (1972)
described as "a certain atmosphere of 'cultural despair'," and (2)
a rich abundance of conflicting opinions about what ailed education
and what to do about it.
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An example of the optimism that prevailed as late as 1965 was
afforded by Robert Havighurst, social psychologist, when fund alloca-
tions under ESEA Title I were begun. The next five years, he said,
will see an all-out effort to:

1. Raise the average IQ of children from low income
families by ten points.

2. Eradicate that large segment of mental retardation
which is due to environmental deprivation.

3. Clear out 50 to 75 percent of the severe retardation
in reading and arithmetic which now exists in elementary
schools. (In Beck and Saxe, eds., 1965)

Others were also bullish on experiment and change in education,
but somewhat more restrained than Havighurst, among them James E.
Allen, Commissioner of Education, first for New York State and then
the United States; Robert H. Anderson of Harvard; and Silberman
(1970). The abrupt change of mood in mid-decade may be dramatized
by names and years: 1965--Havighurst; 1966--Coleman. With the
Coleman report's massive data, which indicated that physical plant
and equipment, and even enriched curricula and lower pupil-teacher
ratios, and all the other things that money was buying for the
schools had little effect in lessening inequalities of achievement
between children from unequal socio-economic backgrounds, some
basic premises of ESEA and related programs were seemingly shattered.
Soon after, specific innovations--team teaching, curriculum reform,
nongraded primary schools, television and computers as teaching
tools--were debunked as representing "more gimmickry and packaging
than substantial change" (Silberman, 1970).

The debate touched off by the Coleman report centered not so
much on its findings of fact, which, in the main, withstood challenge,
as on the political conclusions that were drawn from those findings,
particularly the conclusion that there was little point in throwing
much money into compensatory education because of the uncertainties
about the good it would do. A representative comment on the latter
issue appeared.in a New York Times editorial (August 15, 1970):

Contrary to much politically motivated
criticism of compensatory education for
disadvantaged children, these programs are
not only too new for meaningful judgment
but, more Important, many have lagged
precisely because they have never been
adequately funded.

Controversy continued to flare around specific innovations.
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There certainly was no consensus about the issues sprouting
from the Coleman report and other findings that seemed to contra-
dict earlier assumptions about educational reform, but just as
certainly there was a marked change of general mood circa 1966.
The educational reform movement of the prior decade had been
launched, as reform movements often are, on a high wave of hope,
and now it appeared to have descended into a slough of skepticism.
It is not possible to gauge the degree to which this change of mood
was influenced by major socio-political developments external to
the educational system, but it is relevant to note some of those
developments. Ey 1966 Washington's focus had shifted from the war
on poverty to the war in Vietnam. By 1966 the ghetto upheavals had
shattered societal complacency about the progress being made to-
ward "equality" with anti-poverty expenditures, civil rights legis-
lation, and the deliberate pace of integrationist efforts. New,
militant voices clamored in Black communities, branding integration
as a euphemism for assimilation, proclaiming that the melting pot
was not for them, they wanted "Black Power." By 1966 campus unrest
had attained sufficient force so that there was a certain irony to
repeating the old complaint that white middle-class values were
alien to the children of the Black poor and it was therefore in-
appropriate for schools to attempt to foist the former upon the
latter. Now it appeared that white middle-class values were also
alien to a good many children of the white middle class.

All those developments, which were bound up with the socio-
political phenomena we described earlier, impinged ever more
directly upon educational controversy. Manifestly, "Black Power"
militancy stimulated movements for community control of ghetto
schools, for Black studies, for varied forms of Black autonomy
within the educational structure. Similarly, a resurgence of white
radicalism, which was most explosive on the campuses but which
also found a wider constituency in opposition to the Vietnam war,
stimulated a movement for "Free Schools" and for more radical
alternatives within the official school system, radical not only
in the extent of their departure from conventional forms, but also
in the cultural and social substance of what was to be taught.
These and other pressures were reflected in the educational con-
troversies that have raged since the mid-1960's. Some of the
principal antagonists and the issues they joined are listed below:

Moynihan vs. Jencks (Hodgson, 1975): "Benign neglect" vs.
far more profound governmental action against economic inequality,
up to and including establishment of "political control over the
economic institutions that shape our society," which "is what
other countries usually call socialism."*

(Footnote on _ llowing
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Silberman vs. Katz (Katz, 1973): inadve tent mindlessness vs.
deliberate policy as the explanation for the state of our schools,
which both agree is deplorable.**

Fantini vs. Kohl (Fantini, 1973). moderation and consensus vs.
radicalism and confrontation in effecting educational change.

Armor vs. Pettigre (Hodgson, 1975): the contention that
school integration has failed to improve academic achievement vs.
the argument that integration has yet to be truly tried.

Even an extension of such a list would not convey the profusion
of the arguments and what, at times, appears like a confusion, as
they criss-cross ideological lines. Central to the controversies
is the function of the public schools. Deeply rooted in tradition
is the vision of Horace Mann and other pioneers of public education
in the United States that school is the "great equalizer," and the
primary instrument, therefore, for beneficent change in society by
eradicating or diminishing social and economic inequality. A typi-
cal contemporary expression of that credo comes from Glennan (1970):

The nation's school system...faces rising expecta-
tions....Por no part of the population is this more
true than for the poor and disadvantaged who see
the nation's school system as an essential con-
tributor--perhaps the main contributor--to success
of their children and an essential means for
equalizing opportunity.

Opposed to that credo is a growing number of educational scholars
who maintain that the public schools were designed, not to elimin-
ate socio-economic inequality, but to reinforce it; that instead

To be sure, Moynihan coined "benign neglect" in an extra-educa-
tional context, but his celebration of the "splendid...achievement"
of education in overcoming "the mores of caste and class" by the
mid-1960's (Mosteller and Moynihan, 1972) invites the inference that
prevailing concerns with education's failures are excessive. Jencks'
proposals for bold societal action, on the other hand, flow from a
conviction that schools, per se, have done, and can do, little to
overcome the socio-economic consequences of "the mores of caste and
class.",
** For a specific example, both Katz and Silberman agree that
schools inculcate docility in children, and both deplore this, but
Silberman attributes it to mindlessness, whereas Katz insists that
such inculcation is part of a larger design to condition children
to accept their place in the social structure.
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of being instruments for social reform and change, they are tools
in the hands of the most powerful and privileged beneficiaries of
the existing social order to perpetuate the status soa. A typical
expression of this viewpoint: "They fthe schools] were designed to
reflect and confirm the social structure that erected them....
American education...is, andfwas...bureaucratic, racist, and class-
biased" (Katz, 1971; also see Rist, 1973, and Carnoy, 1974). Such
analyses lead to certain conclusions. One sees "the fundamental
necessity to change the economic and social structure before the
system of public schooling can be changed" (Carnoy, 1974), which in-
verts the traditional view that schools would change societY.
Another is simpler: scrap the public schools (Illich, 1971). How-
ever, most radical critics are inclined to agree that "abandoning
the children in the schools until the basic structure of society is
changed is a luxury appropriate for those who can separate them-
selves from the present needs of parents and children" (Leiner, 1975).

For these critics American public education was tainted from
its birth in the second third of the 19th century and subsequent re-
forms were merely adjustments to changing circumstances, so that
the schools could better perform their initial mission of render ng
the lower social orders economically functional and politically
acquiescent. However, another and no less critical school of thought
contended that the crisis in education began when it was taken over
in the second third of the 20th century "by the burning-eyed, thin-
lipped disciples of Dr. John Dewey," who squelched all dissent from
"Progressive Education" and its "life adjustment" cult (Rafferty,
1970). This school not only clamored for change, but celebrated its
manifestations. Typically, Dr. Rafferty declared:

...education has of late convulsed violently
against this [Progressive Education] cult of
gray-flanneled facelessness. Fireworks are
going off all over the educational map....The
winds of change are freshening.

Rafferty's advocacy of "Education in Depth" (i.e., "the systematic
imparting of organized and disciplined subject matter" in an environ-
ment of discipline and order) evoked an impressive public response.
This was demonstrated not only hy his election (1962) and a re-
election by a landslide (1966) as California State Superintendent
of Public instruction, but In other manifestations of public senti-
ment, typified by a Gallup Poll which found that a majority of
Americans, if given the choice, would send their children to a
public school "that has strict discipline, including a dress code,
and that puts emphasis on the three R's" (Phi Dg;ta Kava.al December,
1975).

It would seem that in the 1960's there was a widespread belief
in two propositions: education was in a crisis, and (2) drastic
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changes were needed to overcOMe the crisis. But what sort of change?
There the agreement ended. All over the educational landscape, edu-
cators and parents unfurled the banner of "Change"--but they marched
in different directions.

Moreover, ideological lines in themselves were no certain clues
to what was meant by the cry for change. For example, it seemed
that Katz had a much closer ideological affinity with Jonathan Kozol
than with Rafferty, and yet it also seemed, on the surface at least,
that on a critical issue he was closer to the latter than the former.
One of Rafferty's Ten Commandments foreducation (1970) was "Thou
Shalt Not Propagandize" (said he: "One of the biggest problems is

teachers with a message.") Katz (1971) concurred: schools
should concentrate on "strictly educational tasks," including
"fundamental skills" and excluding "the conscious attempt to for-
mulate social attitudes."* To Kozol, on the other hand, the "neutral
classroom" is the ultimate betrayal, a Pontius Pilate-like evasion
of the ethical obligation to challenge injustice and oppression in
our society, an evasion which tacitly acquiesces to the larger
pressures in the society that stunt or deform the moral sensibilities
of children. For him, "The only forms of educational innovation
that are serious and worth considering in this nation...are
those that constitute direct rebellion, explicit confrontation, or
totally independent ventures, such as networks, storefronts, Free
Schools, and the like, which stand entirely outside of the public
system and which at all times labor to perform the function of pro-
vocateur and counterfoil" (Kozol, 1975).

It would be presumptuous for us to pass judgments on the con-
flicting opinions we have sketched, or to embark upon an analysis
of the merits or defects of the several protagonists. Indeed, we
have not even attempted a comprehensive summary of contending view-
points. Our more limited aim was to provide a symptomatic descrip-
tion of the educational context in which the U.S. Office of Education,
in the year 1970, embarked upon a program'of research and develop-
ment to produce "comprehensive change" in the schools, without de-
fining just what this meant, leaving this burden to local school
districts which were to find their own way amid all the strident,
contentious and confusing counsels abroad in the land.

Our survey of educational cross-currents, joined with the
earlier sketch of the socio-political context, also serves as pre-

* Katz eeeMS to be more consistent than Rafferty, as the latter
aggressively champions inculcation of "Patriotism" in the class-
room, presumably on the premise that what he perceives as "Patrio-
tism" is a self-evident truth, and its advocacy, therefore, could
not be labelled propaganda.
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lude to considering the specific political circumstances that
attended the birth of ESP.

3. The Specific P itical Mold in Which ESP

By 1970 President Johnson was in retirement in Texas and the
remains of the "Great Society" lingered on in Washington. Over
all, it is fair to saY, Nixon administration policy called for re-
trenchment of programs launched under the "Great Society" rubric,
but legislative enactments and bureaucratic structures tend to ac-
quire a life force of their own, independent of their original
creators; they are not easily attenuated or dismantled. The extant
educational programs posed special problems for the administration,
not only because of education's lofty niche in the American value
system, but also because education, as President Nixon noted in 1970,
was a $65 billion a year business. An enterprise of such magnitude
begets vested interests: a bureaucracy, a work force, a network of
suppliers (from big publishing houses to crayon manufacturers).
All these interests had a stake in maintaining, and even expanding,
the flow of federal funds to the schools. Moreover, the "anti
poverty" aspects of those programs represented, on one level, a
transfer of funds to Urban slums. Finally, slum dwellers did not
read such studies as the Coleman report, and even if they did, it
is doubtful that they would be dissuaded from assuming a correlation
between more money and more education.

Cognizant of those political realities the White House esta-
blished a Working Group in 1969, under the aegis of John Ehrlichman's
office for domestic affairs, to formulate an administration policy
on public school education. Moynihan, who appeared to be the guid-
ing spirit of the group, shaped the essential guidelines for its
labors: the "Great Society" educational programs were working poorly,
the benefits of compensatory education were dubioussmore money was
not the answer (Sproull et al., 1975). What, then, was the answer?
More and better research was needed to find it. This stratagem was
not as simple as it seemed. If research was presented, in the long
run, as the quest for the answer, it also could be vested, in the_
short run, with the guise of the best answer to the immediate pro-
blem of what to do. As will soon be shown, this dual aspect of re-
search was the seed of political discord. To initiate and guide
a more ambitious research and development effort a new federal
agency was proposed, exClusively,devoted to this function. This
ideal looked even better when a young HEW staff meMber recalled that
in the 1968 election campaign Nixon had proposed a "National In-
stitute for the Educational Future." Thus, the National Institute
of Education was conceived as an educational program with a distinct
Nixon stamp and the fulfillment of a Nixon campaign promise. In a
special message to Congress (March 3, 1970), the President said that
(1) for the most part, the "aMbitious, idealistic, and costly pro-
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grams for the disadvantaged," launched in the preceding decade,
have not measurably helped poor children catch ups" (2) "we are not
getting as much as we should for the dollars we spend" for education,
and therefore more should be spent "toward finding out how to wake
our educational dollars go further:" and (3) NIE would be "a focus
for educational research and experimentation in the United States,"
as part of "a searching re-examination of our entire approach to
learning." In the meantime, while the Congress deliberated the
NIE proposal (a deliberative process that was to consume two years),
the President urged approval of an immediate increase of $67 million
for educational.research in FY 1971, including $25 million for the
Experimental Schools Program, which he considered to be "highly im-
portant." ESP was thus conceived in tandem with a more grandiose
educational research and development program, and the sane political
considerations were attached to both. The President's several re-
ferences to the defects of ongoing programs and to the inadequate
returns froth the educational dollar, coupled with his emphasis on
research and development, invited the suspicion that the NIE pro-
posal, irrespective of its intrinsic merits, was also a foil in the
politically delicate business of trimming outlays for the "idealistic
and costly programs" to which he had referred. "Will research be
largely the pause that relaxes the budget?" was the pointed ques-
tion of Fred M. Hechinger, educational commentator of the New York
Times (March 8, 1970). The Democratic Congress manifestly harborar!
suspicion of NIE and extended it to the Republican administrato.A's
overall enthusiasm for educational research and experimentation.
As a consequence, Congress did three things in considering the Iv
1971 budget: (1) for the first time it handled the appropriations
for the Office of Education separately from the total HEW budget:*
(2) it fattened the Administration's overall budget for education--
and (3) it slashed the proposed outlays for research. In his veto
of the Congressional measure, the President complained:

This bill raises the spending on old approaches
that experience has proved inadequate rather
than moving boldly on the new approaches that
we need...and it cuts requested funds for such
forward-looking programs as...research (August
11, 1970).

Separate consideration of the education budget was justified on
the grounds that this would facilitate its approval before the
school year began, and thereby enable school districts to take
federal funding into account in their planning. However, separate
consideration also ensured a focused spotlight on the politically
sensitive issue of educational funding, not blurred or obscured by
everything else that goes into an HEW budget.
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These tensions persisted even after Congress finally Voted the
legislation to establish NIE. In late 1973, Representative John
Brademas, Indiana Democrat and Chairman of the House Select Subcom-
mittee on Education, commented on a seeming paradox in the initial
funding for NIE, namely,

That the $162 million recommended by an anti-
education administration should have been re-
duced to $75 million by a Congress that con-
sistently votes more money for education than
the President wants....(Brademas, 1974).

In large measure, Brademas went on, Congress acted as it did because
"the mentality of Watergate...cropped up in...the White House attit-
ude toward the NIE." The President, Brademas said, exhibited "con-
tempt for the law of the land" by being dilatory in appointing a
National Council on Educational Research, which Congress had designed
to make policy for NIE. The point is not whether Brademas's invoca-
tion of Watergate was justified in the circumstances. The pOint is
that educational research, which, on the surface, should have been
as sanctified as motherhood, was caught in such strong political
cross-currents that probably the most influential member of the House
in educational matters could hurl the most pejorative term in the
politics of the time at the White House in a controversy about the
agency that was established to bear the principal burden of educa-
tional research and development.

To be sure, ESP antedated NIE, but both were born under the
ame political star, and although ESP's first nest was in OE, it

was commonly understood that it would be transferred to the bureau-
cratic precincts of NIE as soon as these were established.

The rationale for creating NIE was a standard one: a new
agency was needed to implement a bold, new program. Implicit in
this rationale are two assumptions: (1) the program is so new and
bold that (2) existing agencies lack the capacity to launch and
operate it. The existing agency, in this specific instance, was
the U.S. Office of Education, a venerable institution that for more
than a century has been the principal federal instrument in the
field of education. Moreover, within the constraints of the Ameri-
can governmental system which vests responsibility for public educa-
tion in the states, OE's primary function was research. Much of it
was the most elementary form of research, i.e., the collection and
dissemination of information about education, but it also embarked,
increasingly so in the 1960's, upon more sophisticated research into
educational methodology and what President Nixon termed "the mystery
of the learning process." Indeed, just prior to the conception of
NIE, OE's Bureau of Research had-been transformed into the National



Center for Educational Research and Development, reflecting the new
emphasis in educational research. Why could not NCERD have been en-
larged and entrusted with the implementation of an expanded research
and development program in education? One possible answer has al-
ready been suggested: there was political advantage in dramatizing
what was offered as an innovative federal initiative in education,
and the creation of a new agency served this purpose. However., a
scholarly study of NIE's creation (Sproull et al., 1975) suggests
that more was involved.

In the latter half of the 1960's, as misgivings grew about
federal educational programs, OE was increasingly subjected to cri-
tical surveillance. In 1967-69, for example, 10 different studies
of federal educational research and development were conducted by
arms of the Congress and executive branch. Within the executive
branch, t' most critical attitude toward OE was exhibited by three
agencies: the 0;fice of Management and Budget (OMB), the Office of
Science and Techaology (OST), and the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary for Plann-ig and Evaluation (ASPE), HEW. These three agencies
inspired the re-organization of OE's Bureau of Research into the
National Center for Educational Research and Development, but after
NCERD came Lnto being they looked at what they had helped to create,
and they were disappointed. They concluded it would be best for
educational research and development if it were removed from OE
control. Th'ireafter, they became key initiators of the proposal to
create NIE. They decided, according to Sproull et al., that it
would be easier ta launch a new agency than to reform the old one.

Underlying the bureaucratic displeasure with OE was a funda-
mental issue cf orientation. The three agencies, most especially
OMB and OST, were logical protagonists of R&D. For OMB, the cost-
benefit ratio was a paramount consideration, and patently this yard-
stick is more readily applicable to R&D than to basic research. The
coupling of science and technology in OST's name already suggests a
predilection for tangible products of scientific research. As for
ASPE, its evaluative function would predispose it to measurable out-
comes. All three were pragmatic in outlook, and R&D is the quin-
tessential pragmatism in the field of science.

Responding to the pressures for R&D in education, OE officials
entered into seminars with officers of the Defense Department, which
was the epitome of R&D expertise and performance. OE's Bureau of
Research began to resort to RFP's that followed the Pentagon models.
Many OE RFP's went so far as "to stipulate sampling design, question-
naire topics, scheduling of the projects' phases, and other features
of research design which traditionally have been the prerogatives
of the researchers" (Sproull et al., 1975). The shift from basic
research to development was striking; by FY 1970 only 8 percent of
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OE research funds went for basic research, whereas 31 percent went to
applied research and 61 percent to development. This corresponded
to the Pentagon pattern, but was in marked contrast to other HEW
agencies, such as the health institutes, that continued to devote
one-third of their budgets to basic research.

OE tried to conform to the new R&D wave but, as noted before,
it was found wanting by agencies that wielded far greater influence
in Washington. OE's directorate was traditionally staffed by per-
sonnel from the educational establishment; for education R&D, it was
felt, a different breed of leaders was needed: men trained in modern
technology and the physical sciences, experienced administrators in
the public or private sectors, business managers, systems analysts.
It is symptomatic that the first director of planning for NIE in
its pre-natal phase was Roger Levien and the man who recommended him
for the planning post, Thomas Glennan, became the first director of
NIE. Neither came out of a school of education, neither was part of
the educational establishment, and both possessed some or all of the
attributes listed above. These were men much more consonant with
the pragmatic considerations of R&D than traditional educationists.

In the next chapter of this report we examine in some detail
the origins and implications of educational R&D. Here we are con-
cerned with the background and context of ESP, and it seems that the
hard, pragmatic compulsions that entered into the creation of NIE,
which was to direct the latter phases of ESP, are significant fea-
tures of the background and context.

Spending its formative period in transition from OE to NIE also
affected the development of ESP. One gets a sense that in its first
year ESP was in OE but not of it. The knowledge that it was soon to
be transferred to another agency, that its parent agency of the
moment had been judged, in effect, deficient in the very sort of en-
deavor for which ESP had been created, imparted to ESP a unique feel-
ing of autonomy. This feeling was so pronounced that ESP withheld
information about what it was doing from its nominal chief, the U.S.
Commissioner of Education. By the time the transfer to NIE was
effected, the fundadetal outlines of ESP's operation had been com-
pleted; the principal experimental school sites had been chosen; the
several school-district projects had been approved; funds had been
allocated. From NIE's vantage point, ESP was a transplant from
another agency, not something that emerged from NIE's planning and
creative processes. At the same time, as a new institution still
evolving its own patterns of authority, NIE felt it incumbent to
establish its authority over this program which already was well
under way. Such a situation is conducive to an excess of interven-
tion. And if, in fact, this occurred, one may speculate about the
effect upon ESP, which had been habituated to the relative laissez
faire parentage of OE. We are not privy to the internal organi-
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zational operations of NIB, and our references to them must there-
fore be tentative, but we are well acquainted Icith certain external
symptoms: the changes in ESP's relationship to the Berkeley project
after N1E took over, the frequent turnover of personnel in the over-
all command of ESP and in the supervision of the Berkeley project.
These symptoms are detailed and examined elsewhere in a more appro-
priate framework: the description and evaluation of the Berkeley
project. Their relevance here goes to context; they do seem to
corroborate our tentative assumptions that ESP's transition from OE
to NIE was attended by organizationallriction, dislocation_and in-
stability, which could not help but affect the Berkeley project.

Despite the hyperbole that attended ESP's debut (the President
called it "a bridge between basic educational research and actual
school practices" and the initial ESP directorate spoke of "compre-
hensive change" and even "total changk4. in education), it was a
relatively modest program as measured by the decisive fiscal yard-
stick. Only $25 million was initially intended for it in an educa-
tion budget that exceeded $4 billion for FY 1971, and half of the
$25 million was diverted to the Division of Vocational and Technical
Education.

From all the foregoing, it appears that the origins of ESP and
NIB were clouded by political suspicion and contention, ware marked
by organizational tensions, and that in the politics shaping federal
educational policy in 1970-71, ESP was a small potato.

In the society at large, complex and conflicting social passions,
pressures and forces produced movements for change in the schools,
but the metamorphosis of inchoate public desires into federal stat-
utes and appropriations proceeds through the checks-and-balances
maze of the executive and legislative branches. These political in-
stitutions place their stamp on what ultimately emerges. Inevitably,
the quality of this stamp affects the quality of performance in im-
plementing an enactment. It may be assumed that this held true for
the enactments creating ESP and NIE.

4. The Berkeley Context.

campus radicalism and the continuing growth and assertiveness
of the Black population were two big things that happened in (and
to) Berkeley in the 1960's.

It is important to understand that the "Free Speech Movement"
on the University of California campus in late 1964 was not just
another disturbance among many on the country's campuses. Dubbing
this movement "The Berkeley Invention," the President's Commission
on Campus Unrest (1970) reported:
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What happened at Berkeley was more than the
sum of its parts. The events on that campus
...defined an authentic political invention--
a new and complex mixture of issues, tactics,
emotions, and setting--that became the proto-
type for student protest throughout the decade.

The Commission rendered its judgment in 1970; the campus pro-
testers had arrived at a similar perception six years earlier. The
sense of innovation and pioneering, of having set a pattern that was
followed by others, imparted a unique alan and vitality to Berkeley
campus radicalism for the rest of the decade.

What happens on campus is supremely important in Berkeley. The
university dominates the city's economic life; it is the paramount
influence in shaping the city's social, intellectual and cultural
ambience. Campus radicalism reverberated throughout the city. It
must be remembered that a focal point of the campus protest was the
educational system, which was condemned as dehumanized, irrelevant,
computerized, bureaucratized, and repressive. And if this was said
about the university, what was there to say about the elementary
and secondary schools? The question was both asked and answered in
Berkeley. One answer was a proliferation of private "Free Schools,
which sprouted and perished at a hectic pace; by 1970, 39 of these
were in operation with an estimated enrollment of 1,000. These were
symptomatic of a widespread desire for experimentation and change in
the schools, and this desire was shared by many more parents than
were ready for the radical leap out of the official pUblic school
system.

The conspicuous visibility and audibility of the campus radi-
calism, along with an older radical tradition (Berkeley had had a
Socialist mayor circa 1912), tended to obscure a deep, countervail-
ing conservative current that was also endemic in the city. None-
theless it manifested itself. In the 1966 election of the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Rafferty won a majority in
,Berkeley, securing 19,324 votes to 9,787 for his closest competitor.
To be sure, the ascendant radicalism in the second half of the 1960's,
which spilled over into the subsequent decade, provided a powerful
stimulus to the demand for educational change and set a style for
rhetoric within the school system, but a conservative counterweight
was also present.

We turn now to the dramatic changes in the ethnic makeup of the
city's population. Continuing a trend that had set in earlier, be-
tween 1960 and 1970 Berkeley's Black population grew by 25.5 percent,
even as the white population declined by 3.7 percent. In the same
decade the white public school enrollment dropped by 27.7 percent
and the Asian enrollment fell from 8 to 6 percent of the total. By
1970 Black students accounted for more than two-fifths of the enroll-
ment in the district.
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Berkeley was ill-prepared for such changes. In 1954 (coinci-
dentally, the year of the Supreme Court's desegregation decision)
members of the Emerson Elementary School PTA, which was white and
university-oriented, became concerned that the only Blacks their
children ever saw close up were menials. They decided to inform the
school board that they "would welcome a full time Negro teacher at
Emerson." Apparently, the PTA membership was worried by such temer-
ity; at a subsequent meeting the message was revised to say that "we
would have no objection to a Negro teacher." In the same year, Dr.
Thomas Nelson, Berkeley Superintendent of Schools, declared he would
never place a Negro teacher at Berkeley High School (Sibley, 1972).

Ready or not, Berkeley continued to receive the wave of Black
settlers. It was not impervious to the massive civil rights movement
of the early 1960's. By the late 1960's, after the ghetto volcanoes
had erupted across the country, it was not politic or possible to
say things that were said in the early 1950's In 1966-68, the con-
cerns with race and racism in the school district were manifested in
three developments:

1. An episode occurred in September, 1966, and to understand
it requires an appreciation for the socio-economic character of
Berkeley's Black population. Berkeley is not Watts or Detroit or
Newark. The city's unversity ambience exerted its most powerful
attraction to Black settlers in the white-collar and professional/
business occupations. As noted in ISA's first annual report, for
example, more than half of the Black students in its Experimental
School student sample had parents in those occupations. The ghetto
explosions produced only a faint echo in Berkeley and this, in turn,
was touched off by a relatively minor disturbance across the Bay in
San Francisco. The most serious of four Berkeley episodes, which
followed the outbreak in San Francisco, was a gathering of some 60
Black high school students after school on a Friday; they chanted
"Black Power," forced their way into several science laboratories,
and struck some white students who tried to repel them. Superin-
tendent Neil V. Sullivan reacted to these events. He recognized that
what had happened at San Francisco's Hunters Point was not of the
same magnitude as the previous year's outbreak in Watts, but, he
added, "again, as in Watts, it was the minority youth, the jobless
high school students and high school dropouts who burst out in anger."
He also said: "Glossing over the San Francisco outburst, as well as
our comparatively minor outburst in Berkeley, would be as dangerous
as treating cancer with an aspirin" (Sullivan, 1969). He took emer-
gency Steps: an informal gathering of students and teachers Sunday
evening, a general assembly at Berkeley High School Monday morning,
where students could voice grievances and "hurts." In retrospect,
Sullivan felt his efforts were successful. Tensions eased. It had
taken a small incident to lay bare the large anxiety.
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2. In SepteMber, 1968, a grand design for the bused desegrega-
tion of the entire public school system was put into effect.

3. Earlier that year, even as the plan for desegregating the
elementary schools was being completed, uneasiness grew about the
tensions at the secondary school level. Berkeley High School, being
the only high school in the district, had been desegregated, per-
force, all along. In March 1968, Superintendent Sullivan perceived
such "growing tensions between students" at the secondary level, such
"increasing alienation between students and staff," that he appointed
a committee to seek the causes of these conditions. The committee,
headed by Jeff Tudisco, reported in May that "the overall Berkeley
public school environment creates,hostility and alienation, especi-
ally among minority students." It-ilso found that "secondary educa-
tion is dull, meaningless, irrelevant, and archaic." In summary, it
placed "the blame" for the existing state of affairs "upon the adults
in the schools who have inherited and fostered the system."

The Tudisco report attested to the persistence of the tensions
and anxieties manifested in the episode of 1966. Indeed, Sullivan's
charge to the investigators, which was corroborated in their find-
ings, indicated that hostility and alienation had increased in the
intervening years. All this, coupled with the report's generic con-
demnation of "the [school] system," cried out for change. Simulta-
neously, the "free school" protagonists generated their pressures
for change from the perspective of white, largely middle-class
radicalism. There was much talk of change, and some action: ten of
the alternative schools that were to be included in BESP were created
between 1968 and 1971 before federal funding from ESP was made avail-
able.

When ESP came along with its offer of federal funds for research
and development to achieve "comprehensive change" in the schools,
Berkeley was ready to respond. In this response, as formulated in
the experimental schools plan submitted by BUSD to 0E/ESP on June
8, 1971, the background influences, as briefly sketched above, were
obtrusive.

1. The preeminence of space and emphasis was given to
"institutional racism."

2. Assessment of the school system was permeated with radical
cri icism.

3. The major thrust of the proposed program was directed to
the secondary schools.

It is worth recalling what was said under the first two head-
ings above, and to examine what was implied under the third.
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Institutional racism: By inculcating middle-class values "ed-
ucation has fulfilled the expectations of a 'racist' society and
has become itself a racist institution." The bureaucratic and hier-
archical "structural organization of the school system...provides a
major overt example of institutional racism." "For great numbers
of the oppressed minorities the educational payoff ceases to exist"
because of the school curriculum and the manner of its presentation.

Radical criticism. "The public school has served as a sifting
and sorting mechanism. It is a middle class institution. It
serves the middle class child while acting as an acculturating
agency for the ],ower class child....The school preserves the strati-
fication system by limiting 'upward mobility' to those who are will-
ing and able...to acquire the value orientations and motivations
appropriate to middle class membership." In the school system "ed-
ucation occurs--or more often fails to occur" (our emphasis).

Secondary schools.: At this level, hostility and alienation,
particularly among minority students, are the more likely to be
expressed in the most overt and disturbing forms, not only in the
school but in the community. As Sullivan (1969) phrased it, "the
jobless high school students and high school dropouts...burst out in
anger" in the ghetto disturbances. From a purely educational view-
point, according to much pedagogic theory, change and reform would
be more productive in the lower grades, but from the vantage point
of what might be termed rehabilitative or prophylactic socialization
the secondary schools provide a logical focus.

The above quotations were not culled from the report of some
external evaluator, surveying the school system in general (e.g.,
someone like Coleman or Silberman). They were produced by the re-
sponsible administration of a particular school district. It may
be assumed that the Berkeley planners were not referring to "educa-
tion," "the pdblic school," and "the school system" only in general,
but were talking about education as it is conducted in the public
schools of the Berkeley Unified School District. The Berkeley
planners said, in effect: We (not some ubiquitous and undefined
"they") are presiding over bureaucratic, class-biased, racist
schools in which the non-occurrence of education is more common than
its occurrence. In retrospect, the tenor of the Berkeley plan
suggests a difficult question for its authors:

If the catalogue of existinq evils under_lrow
leadershi2 and command is authentic, then what

Racism in the schools, is, of course also a target of radical
criticism. Under the latter heading we include other elements that
are typical of the radical critique.
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do you propose to do now that is so different
_from what y22 have been doing as to inszire
confidencein y221.determination and capacity
to effect the profound changes that are
2atent1y in order?

Before proceeding to the answer to this question, as contained
in the plan for DES?, it is well to note that alongside the self-
deprecation, and in contradiction to it, BUSD also harbored a con-
ceit that placed Berkeley on a pedestal which, in French intellec-
tual tradition, is reserved exclusively
BUSD asserted:

PariS. At one point

Berkeley by late 1967 was the conscience of the
white western world. It was, whatever else was
thought of it, the intellectual epicenter of the
United States as well. It was a logical and
fitting focus for what became, in 1971, perhaps
the most important educational experiment ever
funded by an agency of a national government:
the Berkeley Experimental Schools Project.
(BusD report to NIB in 1973, outlining plan for
final 30 months of BESP.)

Reverting to the question posed above, a general answer to it
in the original 1971 plan for DES? was couched as a statement
"philosophy," which was a list of assumptions:

1) The richest life is filled with choices,
2) in an education system the choices

not only enhance the educational experi-
ence but themselves provide an educational
tool through which students may learn pro-
blem-solving, and
the offering of options immediately opens
up the school system to others whose involve-
ment is both solicited and needed to change
the outdated policies and practices of the
institution of education.

The problems were racism, class bias, bureaucracy, and the pre-
valent failure of the schools to educate. The solution is options.
It is difficult to perceive the efficacious correlation between the
problems, which seem so complex, and the solution, which seems dis-
armingly simple. Unless, that is, the options were posed as follows:
we will give you a choice between racist and non-racist schools,

between class-biased and non-class-biased schools, between bureau-
cratic and non-bureaucratic schools, between schools that do not
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educate and schools that do. Then, presumably, the overwhelming
majority of parents and children would, in their wisdom, choose
all the second alternatives in that series, and the racist, class-
biased, bureaucratic, and non-educative school would shrivel away.
That our scenario is, on the face of it, sheer fantasy already in-
dicates the preblem of options as the solution.

The actual options or alternatives proposed by BUSD approached
the problems perceived as fundamental in a circuitous manner.
Changes in classroom environment, style, methodology, and curriculum,
coupled with some organizational innovations, would, it was hoped,
bring about changes in attitudes and power structure. Elsewhere in
this report options are discussed in greater detail. Here they are
a tangential issue. Our purpose here was to indicate how the
Berkeley environment, within the framework of the larger national
arena, influenced the perception and definition of the proiblems in
the Berkeley schools. Once done, it seemed appropriate to indicate
what struck us as a discrepancy between the perceived problems and
the proffered solution.

ESP, BUSD, and the Communit

"The richest life," wrote the Berkeley planners, "is filled
with choices." The three principal participants in ESP--the federal
office, the Berkeley school district, and the educational consumers--
were all to lead the rich life.

The Nixon administration had choices, and it chose, in the
words of the President's veto of the 1971 educational appropriations
bill, to minimize "spending on old approaches that experience has
proved inadequate" in favor of "moving boldly on the new approaches
that we need," i.e., educational research and development. The
political reactions we have cited suggest the implications of this
choice.

ESP was established and it, in turn, presented choices to the
country's school districts. Announcing the program to the districts,
Robert B. Einswanger, the first ESP director, advised them that they
were being offered "the opportunity to address the need for total
chau_ie" in the schools by assembling previously developed "promising
practices" in a "comprehensive program." Districts would have to
design their own plan, and thus would be free to choose among the
"promising practices" and also free to choose the form in which
these practices would be arranged and combined. Here, indeed, were
many choices, and the only stipulation was that they be exercised to
produce a comprehensive program, which presumably addressed the need
for total change.
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ESP, however, also r tained a choice; it would choose which
programs:would be funded. The choices it made, incidentally, appear
to have reflected the shifting emphasis of the administration in the
field of education. None of the three districts initially chosen
for funding (Minneapolis, Franklin Pierce County in Washington State,
and Berkeley) embraced a "typical" ghetto, a primary concern of the
antecedent programs. Berkeley contained the largest black population,
but, as previously noted, its socio-economic composition differed
from the ghetto norm.

At the same t me, the diversity among the three programs initi-
ally funded by ESP authenticated the considerable range of choice
open to local planners. Still, a tension was inherent between the
local districts' fkeedom to propose and ESP's freedom to dispos.e.
An excess of human frailty iS not assigned to the authors of
Berkeley's response to ESP's invitation if it is,assumed that among
all the other considerations that guided them, there was also their
perception or anticipation of what was most likely to be approved
for funding. The modern art of grant writing is highly utilitarian.
This observation is offered in no pejorative sense, but only to sug-
gest an implicit, almost natural, inhibition on BUSD's freedom of
choice.

Moreover, BUSD had been attempting changes piecemeal, but ESP
insisted that, to be funded, a program had to be comprehensive. Very
little time was given to arrange and augment the piecemeal changes in
a program that was to be both coherent and comprehensive. As a rule,
an essential element in the freedom of choice is a decent interval of
deliberation in making it. Indecent haste, externally imposed, cir-
cumscribes the freedom.

Nonetheless, BUSD made its choice, and then turned around and
offered choices to the parents and children of Berkeley. But they
could choose only among the things that were offered to them. As
documented in previous ISA reports, the hectic process out of which
the final Berkeley experimental schools plan emerged allowed no time
for significant input from parents, or from teachers for that matter.*
The alternatives submitted for ESP approval were the alternatives
chosen by a committee of the BUSD administration. And these were
the alternatives presented to parents and children.

Parent and teacher input was reflected in some extant alternative
programs, and to the degree that these were incorporated in the final
ESP package, so was the input that went into them. However, at the
critical stage when new alternatives were being proposed and the
total package was being shaped, such parent-teacher input was con-
spicuously absent.
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We have sketched the chain of choice from the top down. The
choices of the national administration and its creation, ESP, were
circumscribed, as well as dictated, at least in part, by political
considerations. BUSD's choices, in turn,were limited by the factors
we have described. By the time the chain reached the parents and
children it was already burdened with all those a priori circum-
scriptions (as well as by some others, e.g., the state educational
code, the diverse pressures of local politics, the precarious fis-
cal position of the school district, the "state of the art" of
education).

The chain can be sketched in another way. At the top, the
President declared, "we must stop pretending that we understand the
mystery of the learning process." To unravel the mystery he pro-
posed federal fundino of research and development. ESP then turned
to local school districts and said: we will give you money for
experimental programs that you devise, within the very broad speci-
fications we set, and perhaps out of them we will learn more about
the mystery of the learning process. BUSD then turned to the parents
and children, and said: we will offer alternatives to you, and your
choices will point to clues for solving the mystery.

matters were not phrased that way, of course, but it must be
assumed that the talk of "comprehensive change" referred to change
that would facilitate the learning process; that, in the ultimate
analysis, this was at the core of the furore about education. In
the end, it seemed, the burden was imposed upon the parents and
children. And unfairly so, because they did not create the alter-
natives from which they were to choose.

Furthermore, the timing was inauspicious. Some influential
persons in the Berkeley school system felt it was too soon after
bused integiation of the system in 1958. Integration at the ele-
mentary grade level was implemented by dividing the district into
zones to facilitate achievement of a desired ethnic mix, and there
was an inherent tension between a rigid zonal pattern and an option
system, which required fluidity if students and parents were to
choose among diverse sites. Moreover, the shift in priorities from
one value (integration) to another (options) also produced tensions.

However, the major problem of timing was shaped by other fac-
tors in the sociopolitical environment. A major impetus for edu-
cational reform had been generated in the turmoil of the 1960's.
Certainly this was so in Berkeley, with the pervasive effects of
the campus upheaval, with the rapid and drastic changes in the
ethnic composition of the population, coinciding with the explosive
unrest in the county's ghettos, and its echoes in Berkeley. By the
time ESP got well under way, that turmoil had subsided; the campus
was quiescent, the fear that sparks from other ghettos might touch
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off a conflagr tion had receded. Discontent with the schools might
have been as great as it had been before, but in the changed climate,
it was not prone to be so manifest and assertive. Indeed, ISA's
observations of BESP trace a diminishing parental involvement in the
program, a diminishing intensity of parental concern. The termina-
tion of three alternative schools in the fourth year (United Nations
West, KARE, and Willard Alternative) was effected without a murmur
of protest from parents. There was no powerful countervailing pres-
sure from the community against the reversionary tendencies inherent
in a school bureaucracy (or any bureaucracy for that matter).

The same held true on the national scene. By 1975-76 the most
conspicuous educational occurrences nationally (aside from racist
outbreaks in Boston) were the teachers' strikes, reflecting the acute
fiscal crisis in school district after school district. Getting a
greater yield from the educational dollar carried a different impli-
cation from what it had before. And the mounting concern was with
getting the educational dollar in the first place.

The fiscal preoccupation was certainly characteristic of
Berkeley where a teachers' strike was the most important single
event in the school district in the final year of BESP. Any attempt
to describe, let alone analyze, the fiscal crises that beset U.S.
school districts and municipalities in the mid-1970's would lead us
far afield. However, it is essential to note that the fiscal squeeze,
already chronic in the Berkeley school district when BESP was launched,
was in an acute crisiS phase at the end of the program. Certainly
this was a significant contextual factor just at the time when the
district was supposed to be concerned with'sorting and extracting
such items of educational value as might have been produced by BEM

What was or was not produced by BESP is analyzed in the pages
that follow. In this chapter, on the solid premise that the program
was neither launched nor conducted in a vacuum, we have tried to in-
dicate the complexity, variety and multiplicity of salient factors
in the socio-political environment, nationally and locally, that im-
pinged upon the origin and development of the Berkeley experimental
schools project.
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CHAPTER 3: THE R&D APPROACH MISAPPLIED

Research and Development as a methodology earned its consider-
able fame within the federal space and defense programs. This "new"
R&D methodology has created a new language, a new set of specialists
and, combined with the managerial-systems culture, has emerged as
the new doctrine, Able to place missiles in the sky and epidemics
under control. R&D is a new, large, and important industry.

The federal government allocated $21.7 billion in 1976 for R&D
projects covering 14 different areas, ranging from national defense
to international cooperation and development. The 1976 allocation
was $2.7 billion larger than the expenditure for 1975. Education
showed the largest relative rise in 1976--up 102 percent for a
total of $318.2 million. Between 1969 and 1976, the average annual
growth rate for educational R&D spending was 10.8 percent. In 1969
the education share in the federal R&D total was 1 percent and by
1976 it was 1.5 percent, up 50 percent. A breakdown of educational
R&D 1976 allocations by federal agencies follows:

TABLE 1: EDUCATIONAL R&D ALLOCATIONS, BY FEDERAL AGENCY

Office of Education
Vocational research and education
Innovative and experimental program
Education for the handicapped

Percent Percent

50.3
9.0

3-5
62.8

National Institute of Education 25.1

National Science Foundation
Science Education improvement
institu ional Science Development

8.5
3.5

12.0

As can be seen, NIE, which was established as an educational
R&D center, received only one-fourth of the education R&D funds
(National Science Foundation, 1975).

R&D work has converted the individual scientist into an employ-
ee pf a research institute or Some group with a research contract,
and organized R&D work ("Applied Science") has come to reseMble the
industrial system in the quantity and diversity of its production.
In the last decade, $150 billion was spent by the U.S. Government
on sponsored research. The returns are in the form of produc
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some 600,000 research repoLts, with 50,000 new titles added each
year. As Rapoport (1974) noted: "The evergrowing avalanches of
material products amid which we live, from nerve gas to the Salk
vaccine, from atomic-tipped warheads to cinnamon-flavored toothpicks,
is the incarceration of ideas spawned by organized research."

But while one might engineer a transistor into ever -maller
sizes by the use of R&D, is it efficacious to apply a similar metho-
dology to the elements that constitute a human institution?

Whereas many scientists, humanists, philosophers, and concerned
citizens have pondered this question in diverse public and private
arenas, albeit not always in those terms, the national administration
seems to have answered it with a resounding and self-confident "yes."
Educational R&D is viewed as an appropriate method of reforming and
changing the public school system. The proponents of educational
R&D came to define the method as One of "demonstration and evalua-
tion," or "program and evaluation." This blurring of "hard science"
R&D and "soft science" program development and evaluation has Many
mplications fOr the uses and values of this technigUe.

For one thing, our summative evaluation of DES? is itself a
very different enterprise than a research project in the strict R&D
sense. If the Berkeley Experimental Schools were a missile experi-
ment, the research team, the research design, the research work
would be the experiment. Research personnel would design, manage,
manipulate, monitor, measure, and control all phases of the experi-
ment and its interface with other systems. Their function differs
profoundly from that of evaluators in either the summative or form-
ative evaluation of an educational experiment. Misunderstanding or
lack of appreciation of this difference created serious difficulties
for our efforts in this project, as will be shown in detail in later
chapters of our summative evaluation.

Another latent consequence of using an R&D methodology on human
organizations is inattention to the range of moral and ethical is-
sues that Merge when humans are treated as "experimental" objects.
Some moral issues posed by the Berkeley school experiment were dis-
cussed in ISA's first annual report (1974). PP. 191-195. These
issues involved (1) the dubious natUre of the informed consent eli-
cited from the human subjects (i.e., students and parents) of the
experiment, (2) experimentation with a relatively large population
without adequate pre-testing, and (3) the absence of meticulous
planning that provides for vigilant monitoring of possibly harmful
side effects. These specific issues were placed in the broader
conteXt of scientifio concern with experiments designed to control
or modify human behavior.



_Many social scientista are unwilling or unable to faoe the ethi-
cal and Political reality that is an integral part of their everyday
research-efforts when they work in "applied research-areas." Sjoberg
(1974) states that socitl scientists try to reaolve or overcome the
ethical-and political issues in social R&D in three different ways:

One is to construct a highly formal system and
to obscure some of the central issues of col-
lecting and analyzing data by making the as-
sumption that problems do not exist in the best
of all possible worlds. A second tack is to
rework and 'patch up' existing research proce-
dures; a third one is to build new research
strategies or methodologies....The full meaning
of the ethical and political issues will be
realized when these are examined as an integral
part of the research process. The ethics of
the research affect every phase of research,
including the sampling procedure, the mode of
data collection, and the analysis. (p. 95)

Moral and political issues most frequently emerge when there
are disjunctures within a social system, or when there is a failure
in connecting up two different areaS of analysis. Everyone becomes
uncomfortable searching for probleM definWons and their sources
of irritation.

Perhaps the moral and political issues around sponsored or ap-
plied research might be examined more profitably in terms of a
poor fit" between the methodology (R&D) and the area of study (hu-

man behavior). The assumptions underlying R&D are the assumptions
basic to physical science, i.e., that matter is controllable, manip-
ulable, knowable. A chemical compeend can be known, in the sense
that its properties are empirically visible or ascertainable.
can be described in relation to its functions, to known chemicals,
and to chemical theory, and hypotheses can be tested under a wide
variety of conditions. The knowledge obtained can then be used to
manipulate, combine, change and control the substance under study.
Rut an educaticeal situation cannot be defined, studied and manipu-
lated in the same manner. Can control be exercised when so little
is actually known of the properties and conditions of public schools?
Many researchers have expressed doubts. Kirst (1974), reporting on
the development of federal influence in public education, points to
the instability and lack of consistent long-range planning which
have characterized the federal role. Averch et al. (1974) have stat-
ed that "... educational research has not yet identified a variant
of the existng s stem that is consistently related to educe ional
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outcomes" (emphasis ours). The "state of the art" of research in
education is hardly at the phy sical sciences' R&D level of applica-
bility, even though many of its proponents wish to add educational
"science" to "art" for the improvement or change of the present
public school system.

The increase in federal evaluative funding can easily be un-
derstood in light of the reports that educational achievement scores
have been declining in spite of rising federal expenditures on edu-
cation. In 1974 Congress mandated a study of Title I and other fed-
eral compensatory educational Programs. In his report to Congress
on the "Assessment of Reading Activities Funded tinder the Federal
Program of Aid for Educationally Deprived Children," the Assistant
Secretary for Education testified before a Congressional subcommit-
tee on education as follows:

I would have to say at the prese t stage, after
seven ears of Title 1, while many good things
can be said about it in terms of attitudes of
teachers, parents, and in some cases of chil-
dren, the bottom line does not show very much.
In other words, the measurable conditions do
not make a strong case yet for saying the $8
or $9 billion which have gone broadly to the
disadvantaged have Yet made a sweeping dif-
ference.

According to OE, the national goal of the Title I programs was
to close the gap between the achievement level of an educationally
deprived child alic the national norm. If the bottom line of the
national assessment of federally funded nrograme indicated failure
to improve the reading scores of those children who were the targets
of federal priorities, it also indicated how little was known about
the elements which contribute to improving the learning process.
It further implied that there was no direct relationship between
improved performance and the amount of federal funds expended.

The reasonable conclusion to be drawn from these results was
that the state of knowledge about the "mYstery of the learning pro-
cess" was too primitive to make an appreciable difference. The
logical, or illogical, deduction thereafter was that greater re-
search into the mysterY of the learning Process had to have federal
support. Congress created the National Institute of Education in
1972 to serve as the focal point for federal R&D in education.

Typical of the Optimism among proponents -f educational R&D
are the comments of T. H. Bell, U. S. Commissioner of Education.
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before the annual meeting of the American Educational Research
Association in March, 1975: "It is pretty obvious by now that thepotential of research and development for serving education andthe public is enormous." Conceding that delivery of the R&D po-tential was lagging behind by 10 or 15 years, Bell outlined the
reasons for this gap:

Education R&D is a young sci nce, for one thing,
still finding its way, still somewhat uncertain
about its mission and theater of operation.
What research is appropriate and what is not?
Where does research end and development begin?
Which critical issues in education merit pri-
ority? What, for that matter, is the learning
process, and how does it work for each student?

Yet, even though educat onal R&D suffers from such admitted
intellectual imprecision, its theoretical framework is based on
two elements that require precision: evaluative research and sys-tems analysis. As Sieber (1974) points out, the system require-
ments recognized by OE over the last several years have been func-
tional specialization and qualm y control.

Functional specialization is a basic property of any engi
neeredsystem. Related to educational R&D, these functions include
basic and applied research, product and systems development, dis-
semination, technical assistance, training, and evaluation. Qual-ity control also includes evaluation. The proponents of systems
analysis argue that basic elements of quality control in education,as in any applied science, are cost-benefit analysis and the meth-
odologY of evaluative research.

The central core of this new scientific mood revolves around
the concept of experimentation. Here lies a new challenge for be-
havioral scientists who can perform social ekperiments and test
their results. Testing a hypothesis has become the precursor to
developing a social program. A typical model of hypothesis-testing
cited by the Social Science Research Council was the experiment
conducted through the Institute de Nutricion de Centro America y
Panama, testing the hypothesis that protein supplements in the diets
of Pregnant women and pre-sohobl children can reduce or eliminate
retardation in cognitiVe ability at school age. MOre specifically,
this eXperiment tested the notion that such results will be ob-
tained hy biochemical and nutritional intervention without altering
the socio-cultural, educational, and economic circumstances of the
population.

The focus of the hypothesi -testing experimefit, however, is
not on program outcomes as much as it is on testing the validity of
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a proposition in order to proceed further with, abandon, or modify
a particular direction in social-policy formation. If protein sup-
plements prove ineffective in reducing retardation in cognitive
ability, then some other line of social intervention must be sought.
with all the new tools, plus support of federal funding, the social
scientis s took to the field.

The adoption of the hypothesis-testing model, even if only im-
plicit, assumed a certain logic. It entailed, first of all, the
development of a theory and the issue to be tested. In addition,
the selection of a program design was essential. In most cases,
this involved the recognition that in the field of educational R&D
there are many points of view and significant power blocs which
compete for federal allocations, requiring a compromise between the
rigorously controlled laboratory experiment and the popular or poli-
tically appealing features of community participation and local con-
trol of compensatory education.

As the concept of testing various components of an experimen-
tal design against the conventional methods won acceptance, a sys-
tem of evaluating the comparative outcomes became essential to the
measured success of programs. Evaluative research became a new
arm of educational R&D as a means of resolving conflicting claims
between alternative methods. In effect, evaluation ideally serves
as the National Bureau of Standards for consumers of education.

Thus, experimentation in educational R&D can be seen as the
integration of planning, implementation, testing, and development
of social intervention programs. To its protagonists, social ex-
perimentation structured on the R&D model promises to produce re-
sults that are convincing.

As was exemplified by Commissioner Bell, many of educat onal
R&D's strongest proponents recognize the existence of problems,
but few place the blame on the "goodness of fit" between methodol-
ogy and its object. Rather, some see insufficient funding or the
difficulties of disseminating the acquired knowledge or lack of
policy planning or bureaucratic ineptitude at any level of govern-
ance as the sources of the perceived difficulty. Typical of these
views is that expressed by Chase (1972):

Deficiencies in national planning, management,
support and evaluation are a continuing imped-
iment to the realization of the full potential
of education R&D. These shortcomings spring .

largely from the failure to place educational
R&D in charge of an adequately funded agency
at a level in the government hierarchy compar-
able to NSF or NIH (op. 29-30).
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What funding would be "adequate" if there were a specific variant
of the existing educational system that would merit an R&D effort?
And how should such experimental funds best be administered, given
the peculiar political and legal divisions of education into fede-
ral, state, and local school systems? These issues are not resolved
by assuming that R&D efforts can produce my.result if given a suf-
ficient commitment of funds (and we say this despite the fact that
R&D was the methodology that eventually took our astronauts to the
moon, at a cost equally astronomical). Further, irrespective
funds, are the technology, skills, theory, and commitment for
"changing public education" readily at hand? The application of an
R&D methodology to education is necessarily based on the premise
that our state of knowledge is sufficient so that education can be
defined, controlled, developed, researched, predicted.

Let us assume that the state of educational R&D was sufficient-
ly advanced to support an experiment in "comprehensive change," just
as U. S. Commissioner of Education S. J. Marland, Jr. did when he
proposed ESP as one of his highest priorities in 1970. The basic
information letter inviting ESP bids sent out by Robert Binswanger
stated:

Since 1945, research projects, demonstrations
and various kinds of experimentation have
generated a wide variety of products, prac-
tices and ideas which hold promise for the
improvement of American education....Dis-
satisfied with the results of piecemeal or
individual component changes, educators
have sought the opportunity to address the
need for total change by lacing a number
of these omising ractices t ether in a
comprehensive pr ram (emphasis ours).
(Experimental Schools Program, 1971, HEW/OE,
p. 149)

What would an R&D effort afford such "promising practices" in terms
of funding, support, or guidance2 In the physical or technological
fields, R&D efforts are costly indeed. Models or prototypes which
are "R&D'd" or "changed" or "improved" are known to cost a hundred
or thousandfold more than the regular product. That is, a new nose
cone for a missile might cost millions of dollars in R&D while it
could be manufactured for much less once the R&D model evolved.

Not so in the field of education, at least in BESP. As a
school system, BUSD has a yearly budget of =Proximately $30 million.
OB/ESP proposed to spend only about $1.2 million each year to create
"comprehensive change" in that $30-million system. This is hardly
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comparable to prototype-building in defense or space technology.
What could one reasonably expect from 1/25th of an investment? As
one NIE/ESP project officer wrote the BESP Directo (December a.
1972):

What ESP monies should be used for are special
catalytic change costs. Training, staff de-
velopment, building of community involvement
processes, design of evaluation procedures,
development of new assessment measures, etc.
are all the type of areas which should receive
heavy funding during the lifetime of the pro-
ject to ensure that the changes brought about
are lasting and self-mnewing.

This memo is very revealing because it shows that (1) R&D
funds were "catalytic" additions to existing school funds which
were assumed to be committed to the R&D experiment; and (2) this
memo was written after the project had been underway for over one
year, pointing up the differing interpretations with which BUSD and
the federal ESP viewed funding, control and management.

Ki st (1974) has 'stated:

At first glance federal aid appears to be a
major factor in influencing school policies.
But a closer inspection reveals that funds
have frequently not hit their targets or
have been overwhelmed by larger state and
local developments. It is very difficult to
build viable new institutions with uncertain,
fluctuating and "soft" money from Washington
(p. 456).

Let us suppose that the education R&D funds had totalled $31.5
million yearlY, i.e., that funds had been used to "buy out" the lo-
cal district in order to carry out an experiment designed to pro-
duce "comprehensive change" in BUSD. Even if this were legally
permissible, it is highly unlikely that a school district would
readily hand over such control to an outside agency, however lofty
or worthwhile its aims and purposes. Thus, the R&D methodology
again is flawed as applied to local school systems--the control and
manipulation of the experiment is not possible without the consent
of the "experimented-upon."

Clark (1974) has commented about this particular problem in
educational R&D as follows:
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The process of R&D inquiry will have to be
brought closer to the point of effective
action in education, i.e., will have to in-
volve the direct participation of practi-
tioner agencies in all the processes of ed-
ucational R&D. Without mobilizing support,
the current pattern of underfunding and fa-
cilitation from program to program will con-
tinue indefinitely* (P. 11).

Was tne ESP viewed as a true educational R&D experiment and
did it elicit the direct participation of practitioner agencies?
The initial project indeed attempted to "buy into" local school
districts that were actively engaged in some form of "promising
practices," such as having already established some sort of exper-
imental school. But a local commitment to the goals and means of
educational R&D as conceived by ESP never fully materialized in
BUSD. Almost from the beginning, local school officials had to be
told, over and over again, that they were participating in an ex-
periment which had to be evaluated.

For example, the Federal Project Officer wrote to the BESP
Directors on December 9, 1971 as follows:

Key concern is the need for the alternatives
to be designed as an experiment and hence re-
ceive exemption from those local and state
regulations which hinder or even cripple the
goals and objectives of the general programs.

Thus, from the very inception of the program, the R&D method-
ology was part hindrance, part directive. The funding and the con-
trol were inadequate for any true R&D effort, but were perhaps too
much for mere icing on an existing cake. All participants struggled
to make this school-based, relatively long-term, experimental pro-
ject into something that would answer long-standing problems in pub-
lic schools, all with their own definitions of priorities and solu-
tions.

The confusion of means and ends, of control and experimentation,
gave rise to much anguish as each of the actors tried to cope with
his own views of the script. Our summative evaluation, poorly un-
derstood by most of the participants, was not exempt from these un-
derlying dilemmas. We were "hired hands," independent of the school

For additional detail on -his view
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system we were to study, but totally bound by the terms of the
contracts signed by our firm. We were received bv some as "spies"
working for the government. We were forbidden to engage in feed-
back lest we "change" the experimental situation. We were to remain
silent, invisible but omnipresent on the local scene, reoorting di-
rectly to the federal agency about events occurring in the institu-
tion we were studying. This caused distrust and concern at every
level of BUSD/BESP. The role of NIE/ESP was that of a monitor of
Level IT's work, method, oroduction and perspective. Conflicts be-
tween such contract-monitoring activities and the role of scientist
would seem to be inevitable.

Ethical issues are ever-present when "contract research" is
being carried out. Broadhead and Rist (1976) have shown that some
of these issues arise in the area of the social control of research.
They state:

The way sponsors exert their in luence can be
broadly summarized as occurring in one of three
ways:

1, Through detailed specification of the re-
search issue so that the eventual problem is
cast within a framework congruent with the
sponsor's perspective;

2. Through emphasis upon a positivistic style
of research thought more susceptible to manipu-
lation for the purposes of controlling the re-
sults;

3. Through the threat of withdrawing present
funding and denying future support should the
researchers move into areas 7not in the best
interest" of the sponsor (p. 325).

To this list of social control mechanisms can be added several oth-
ers; for example, accounts receivable can be withheld causing cash-
flow problems for small contractors, or reports can go "unaccepted"
until changes are made which satisfy the sponsors.

Alongside this social control issue, questions such as the
following also arise. What is the moral relationship between the
persons "under study" and the evaluator? What are the understand-
ings which allow for access to observational data, for mutual ex-
changes of perspectives, for reassessment of "causal findings"?
How does the role of "spy" assigned to an outside evaluator affect
data collection and analysis? Such questions are discussed by
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Orlans (1973), as well as many others. Berk and Rossi (1976) ar-
gue that all evaluation research must necessarily rest on signifi-
cant moral and political judgments, but that despite this, evalua-
tion research may play a progressive role if one is prepared to
employ research designs that capitalize on inevitable value judg-
ments rather than ignoring them.

Our summative evaluation of BESP does not escape moral or p0-
litical issues; rather, it mUst be viewed within the context of
these social realities. We do examine contesting moral and polit-
ical positions as a method of understanding what we have observed,
documented, surveyed, read, and heard. So-called findings taken
out of their moral and political contekts are stripped of their
meaningand we urge the reader not to engage in such false bifur-
cation.

The employer-employee relationship which inheres in contractu-
al relations (albeit at two distinct points, the beginning and the
end) is one which may constitute a challenge to any scientist en-
gaged in evaluation work. As Deutscher (1976) has pointed out:

The professional social scientist always ap-
proaches an evaluation with the suspicion
that the "problem" as the client has defined
it, may require redefinition....Perhaps this
is not related to any inherent nature of
evaluation research as it is to the capacity
of the investigator to distinguish between
the technician-employee role and the scholar-
science role (p. 235).

In this final contract report, we have taken the position
that a summative evaluation requires us to go beyond the problem
definition spelled out by the terms of our current N1E contract
which asks three questions focused upon the degree of success in
the implementation of BESP. We have raised larger is6ues by view-
ing BESP as an example of an educational R&D project and by exam-
ining the problems which must be resolved within the context of
such a methodoiogy. This hecames, therefore, not an "implementa-
tion evaluation," but a study of experimentation in a public school
system wittOn the wider social context of school financing, federal-
local schoo relations, racial integration, school governance, un-
ionization of teachers, and changes in vari us aspects of social
and political life over a five-year period.

Evaluative research, at the summative level, has caused great
agonizing about the role of the research evaluator, about the so-
celled objectivity of the research design, about the impact of the
moral and political context upon the work. Why should this be the
case?
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In our view, R&D methodology, when mechanically transplanted
from the terrain of the physical sciences into a social milieu,
forces concepts such as "products," "models," "transportability"
upon social processes which defy such parameters. Social scientists
may yearn for such precision of thought, action and result, but are
unable to mold their constructs into these mechanistic4concepts.
For social systems differ in kind, not just in degreefrom physical
structures as objects of study. In one, the units are other humans,
whose actions and interactions are shaped or influenced by an intri-
cate, changing mosaic of diverse and contradictory wills, paasions,
ideologies, cultures, interests; in the other, the units are in-
animate, manipulable, knowable, and controllable objects to a degree
sufficient to meet the canons of science. One cannot reasonably
speak of an "education system" in the same manner one would speak of
a "weapons system." Proven strategies and methodologies of "testing,"
"evaluation," or "research" in one system are not necessarily appli-
cable in the other. At the very least, any attempted transference
of methodology ought to be preceded and accompanied by painstaking,
profound examination of adaptations, modifications, or'additions
that are necessitated by the differences between,the two systems.
We believe that failure to acknowledge those differences, and hence
to grapple with their implications, underlies much of the frustration,
despair, and disillusionment which is so characteristic of many
social and educational R&D projects and, in particular, of the NIB/
ESP project in Berkeley. Our "summative evaluation" of the Berkeley
Experimental Schools Program is intended to serve as an example of
what one is likely to find in similar endeavors in education, health,
welfare, crime or delinquency "systems"--indeed, in all cases where
R&D as a strategTfor_change is not clearly elucidated or understood.*

Our summative evaluation was planned by NIE as only one of a
chain of efforts to evaluate experimental education R&D projects;
eventually, Berkeley was one of eight across the nation. Three
levels of evaluation were initially conceived, each at different
levels of abstraction, each carried out independently of the others
and each to stand both alone and in concert with the other two lev-
els as the total research evaluation of comprehensive change in lo-
cal school systems. Level I evaluation was to be a part of the ed-

* For elaboration of this position as evidenced_in the field of
public housing, see Meehan (1975). He points out that (1) "dangers
are inherent in direct federal-local relations when large-scale
operations are undertaken on an inadequate factual-theoretical
base," and he questions (2) the "adequacy of the policy-making-and
implementing machinery at both federal and local levels." We found
both of these drawbacks present in the Berkeley example of an edu-
cational R&D project.
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ucational prograM itself, and was intended to provide formative re-
search for the prograM. Formative research has been called "a me-
nial role" by Cronbach (1969), and iS often seen as being only des-
criptive and illustrative, acting as a monitor and self-correction
within a prOgram. It gathers data to measure progreSs and to pro-
vide early warnings of trouble or signs of "success" in aspects of
the project. NIE/ESP described the functions of Level I as "an in-
ternal assessment which provides for the basic tracking of student
progress And for the collection of vital data. ThiS level of eval-
uation takes place within an Experimental Schools project site and
is conducted by the project staff" (DREW Publication No. (OE) 72-74,
1972, p. 3). Such A conception fits nicely into a mechanistic view
of prodUct-manufacture: factory inspcctors measure each piece to
validate its fit with all other pieces.: in assembly. This is "forma-
tive evaluation" in its most pristine and mechanistic sense, and is
what Cronbach means by its "menial role," It is evaluation which
can be used to contribute to the work while it is still fluid, still
in process.

Level II's task was to evaluate and assess the overall impact
of the R&D effort. It was described by NIE/ESP as follows: "Eval-
uation on a second level is also specific to an individual site,
but is carried out by an evaluation contractor who is external to
the project staff" (DREW Publication No. (OE) 72-74, 1972, p. 3).
The relation between sUmmative and formative research remained un-
specified.*

In addition, a Level III evaluation effort was planned by NIE/
ESP, combining all relevant data and assessments for the educational
R&D efforts in several cities and rural areas, so that a broad com-
parative overview of Experimental Schools projects would be produced.
In fact, this plan was never implemented, in part due to the failure
of the Level I and Level II evaluation models to produce such lad-
der-like products of research findings.

* In a brief review of the eight NIE/ESP projects, we learned that
in no single project did the formative-summative (Level I and Level
II) evaluation model actually work. In some cases, both "failed,"
in other cases, only one type of evaluation worked, and in others,
Level I attempted Level II work, and vice versa. We believe this
model is a faulty one for use in educational research, since it
assumes that such interface can occur despite the lack of consen-
sual definitions, operationalization of procedures, orderly pro-
cesses of communication, and common data collection methods.
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CHAPTER 4: OE ESP'S FOUR R&D STRATE TES

The U.S. Office of Education Experimental Schools Program
proposed to employ four R&D strategies: (1) local planning and
implementation, (2) comprehensive program designs for each of
the local field experiments, (3) five-year forward funding and
(4) "formative" and "summative" evaluation of each field exper-
iment.

The 0E/ESP rationale for these strategies as a whole was
that they would not only maximize the conditions and incentives
for keeping local and federal commitments intact, but they would
also serVe to have the utility of these strategies tested. The
strategies were promulgated out of a short-term pragmatic concern
for sustaining commitment to ESP in particular, and out of a
long-term experimental concern for their use in other educati nal
programs. These two objectives were interrelated, insofar as
the transportability of the strategies was keyed to their abi ity
to preserve commitments.

ESP entailed a high risk for a participating school district
and federal agency. For district and agency alike, trying to
effect.in practice the idea of far-reaching district change was
likely to involve an investment of time, money, and personnel
which could not be recouped easily if the program went funda-
mentally astray. Even assuming the two entered into an honorable
and mutually supportive partnershio, the possibility existed that
the national program and the local experiments would fail, with,
perhaos, irreversible consequences for federal funder and district
recipient. Such was the terra 'incognita of "comprehensive change."
However, the more immediate risk was that a sustained commitment
would be unforthcoming from either the school system or the govern-
ment. Once formally joined in partnership, the lapses of one
posed a threat to:the other.

In order to offset the risk to local communities, 0E/ESP
relied primarily on the local-planning/implementation and forward-
funding strategies. They were publicized by the government as
incentives to local participation and commitment. Contrarily,
0E/ESP chiefly invoked the comprehensive and evaluation strategies
to protect the federal interest and investment in local ESP
experiments. These latter two strategies were viewed by the
federal agency as conditions for receiving federal monies. Yet,
despite requiring strict federal monitoring, the strategies of
comprehensiveness and evaluation wduld logically have to respect
and support the local-determination strategy and not be used as
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excuses for withholding the promised federal money. Besides being
conditions, then, comprehensiveness and evaluation could also be re-
garded by local persons as federal pledges to take seriously the pro-
claimed incentives.

With all four strategies the difference between a condit on and
an incentive was a tenuous one. Much depended on a particular point
of view, the district's or the government's. Further, each strategy
was susceptible to being viewed as either a solution to, or an exper-
iment in, local educational change. This might depend upon whether
the district or the Agency, both undergoing changing circumstances,
stressed federal assistance and development or federal evaluation of
local ESP experiments. Crucial to the application of the strategies
would be the extent to which they were fully understood and agreed
upon in Washington and in the local districts, especially by the
"second generation" asked to take the lead from the original ESP de-
signers. Even viewed individually, the four strategies were not pre-
tested axioms of educational change. Their importance as instruments
in'the furtherance of lasting and beneficial comprehensive change had
yet to be shown. Their use in ESP partially bespoke ederal dis-
enchantment with previously tried, diametrically opposed strategies,
not a keen regard for the proven value of new ones. Keeping this in
mind, we shall describe each of the four strategies in turn.

1. The Strate -cal P in- and emento

This strategy was meant to ensure that each of ESP's field
experiments would be consonant with local wishes and desires, that
each grew organically out of a community's political, economic,
social, and educational conte*t. Local planning was especially tied
to the kind of school districts which 0E/ESP intended to fund in the
first year of the national program, for which the Berkeley Unified
School District was one of three eventually chosen. Grant awards
were earmarked for a few districts prepared to forge already tried
or intensively considered educational changes into an interrelated
plan for comprehensive change, one that offered a reasonable chance
of making the various components of a local school system's ESP plan
mutually reinforcing. The possibility of observing and assisting
"holistic" district change as such, not dramatic "breakthroughs" in
discrete practices or education technology, was the paramount con-
sideration behind ESP's FY 1971 funding. To inaugurate its program,
then,0E/ESP wanted to ally itself with seemingly ambitious change-
processes already at work in districts known for their innovative
climates.*

n December 28, 1970, 0E issued an announcement about ESP to the
nation's school districts. The announcement stated that ESP grants
initiated in subsequent years might go to district proposals urging
novel or previously untried practices.
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The Major considerations behind federal endorsement of this
strategy were: 1) the high risk tO lOcal districts and communities
of an eXperiment'in comprehensive change; 2) the apparent failure of
previouS educational R&D to bring about significant local reform;
3) the pOlitical calculation that there were insuperable obstacles
to the federal government's assuming a direct role in local educa-
tion; and 4) the assumption, later Validated hy non-ESP research,
that local adoption of innovation depends on its congruity with
emerging local pressures for change.

1. The Risk E:actor. EXperience and knowledge of What an exper-
iment of this scope would mean in practice was severely limited. By
itself, the idea of comprehensive change implied no more than an
abstract value. A specific and advanced understanding of the be-
havior appropriate to this value was missing. Indeed, no one yhas
sure if comprehensive change was capable of being recognized even if
it occurred. Yet, ESP-designated districts would be vulnerable to
the charge that they were "experimenting" on children on a supposedly
unprecedented scale, while denied an opportunity to "pilot test" the
local project in small and easily reversible ways. DE/ESP was
naturally reluctant to see federal monies used for purposes unintended
by the national program. But federal insensitivity to district under-
standings of current priorities and desired outcomes waS apt to pro-
duce this distortion of purpose, given the unpredictable difficulties
facing local ESP projects. Hence, in order to lessen distortion and
difficulties, it seemed wise tO accede to district fleXibility from
the outset.

2. Limitations of -ast Research and Demonstration Previous
federally supported education research had focused on the development
of "model" educational programs which, if deemed worthy, were then
funded as "demonstration" programs. Both types of programs were
marked by the faith that R&D in education need not be grounded in
field experience exclusively, that reform impulses and new technolo-
gies could partially arise outside the schools themselves and then
be grafted on to the "real world" setting in which actual teaching
must transpire. "Model" and "demonstration" programs were byproducts
of an educational R&D penchant for purely research centers and
laboratories.

However, at the time ESP was fashioned, disillusionment with
R&D centers had set in because they glutted education with practi-
cally unWorkable innovations (Sieber, 1975). Research and demon-
stration programs stemming from these centers tended to view educa-
tional consumers as rational and passive recipients of the conclu-
sions of education research. In this "linear" conceptualization of
R&D, the experience and views of local educators, parents,'snd
students were implicitly discounted (Sproull, Weiner, and Wolf, 1975).
In particular( the socio-economic and political barriers to their
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freedom of choice, to their ability to embrace innovation, were over-
looked. As a result, increase in the supply of educational products
and systems, mostly at a distance from the field, threatened to out-
strip knowledge about the demand for this supply. Given the reputed
"surplus" of ''hot house" innovations, the pressing need was to gauge
the effective demand of local educational interests, not the hypo-
thetical demand imputed to them by educational research centers.

ESP was intended to contain a new sensitivity to local view-
points. OE had tried a variety of approaches to educational reform
prior to ESP., none notably successful. Therefore, ESP would allow
local districts to try various approaches. Increased attention
would be Paid to the needs of particular communities at particular
points in time. The replicability of local ESP experiments was
foreseen by federal ESP officials as an unlikely program outcome,
but they'did anticipate that by permitting local actors to decide
major substantive issues, appreciation of contextual restraints and
opportunities would be heightened, thereby potentially making each
experiment Useful for other districts embarking on roughly similar
endeavors in the future. Thus, in contrast to the "linear" R&D
approach, it seemed necessary to try to understand local perceptions
of what is practical and desirable in schools. Encouraging a variety
of innovative developments at the local level seemed a plausible
alternative to past failures. Rather than pursuing hardline federal
goals--a situation encouraged by researchers removed from the
sohools--it seemed wiser to watch locally spawned innovations and to
assess intensively their consequences at first hand. Moreover, a new
emphasis on local district goals might suggest Opportunities for
significant reduction or redirection of federal education expendi-
tures without incurring deterioration in educational outcomes.

3. The Political Calculation In non-educational sectors, the
political logic of _le local planning strategy is simple enough.
Indeed, as Derthick (1970) points out, one very important justifica-
tion for many new grant programs based on local planning is their
Ability to "provoke" innovative leadership at the less-than-national
level. The prospect of a grant, when accompanied by a local-
determination strategy, is believed to set -into motion people who
want to "plan themselves into" a new venture. If incentives for
acceptance of a grant are tantalizing enough, then actors who in-
dependently share an interest in the proposed federal activities
are given excuse and opportunity to present their views more con-
fidently than is possible in the absence of federal stimuli. 'This

strategy encourages the coalescence of concerned parties who pre-
viously have net recognized their commonality or have been dis-
couraged by their lack of influence. Local influence is redistri-
buted, since reigning local officials who do not respond to the
offer of federal partnership become vulnerable to criticism for
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failing to take advantage of federal funds or for failing to meet
national standards. Or, if local officials do respond, then pre-
viously excluded groups or individuals may gain in influence.
This effort at local "consciousness-raising" could be deemed worth-
while even if a clash of local interest groups effectively squelches
the particular activities which the federal government wants to en-
courage. Considering whether or not to apply for a grant could
serve a community if this deliberation is a pause in business-as-
usual or reduces local inertia.

Since the federal government has no formally recognized right
to make decisions or to function as a lobby within local school
districts, it could be expected to value the grant system as a way
to intervene by indirection. At a minimum, 0E/ESP could hope to
place the notion of comprehensive change on the political agenda of
local districts. This in itself would be no mean achievement, given
what iannaccone (1967) describes as the usual "politics" of American
pUblic education, the retreat into "closed-system tendencies" of
"invisible" internal factionalism. By requiring local planning to
conform to the comprehensivenesS and evaluation requirements, 0E/E5P
might be able to insert itself by proxy into a deceptively polite,
non-partisan environment and create a 1oCus for the more Publicly
evident politics of the market place. Beyond this minimal aim,
possibly damaging political costs could be transferred from the
federal to the local level. Billing ESP as a research program is in
tune with the political calculation, because this tactic assigns to
local persons the obligation to choose aides on volatile issues such
as community control and integration, thereby enabling the federal
government to avoid an uncomfortable political limelight.

In sum, local planning and implementation implied that 0E/ESP,
by relying on a grant incentive, would encourage the mobilization
and increase the influence of local persons devoted philosophically
or obliged by official position to making drastic educational
changes. ESP districts funded in the program's first year were in-
tended to be true exemplars of incipient comprehensive change; and
their genuine innovators were encouraged to apply for ESP funds so
that district applications might be in line with previous district
innovation and reform. Afterwards, and pursuing the logic of this
strategy, 0E/ESP would stand aside to permit Oistriot processes to
run their natural course. Then ESP-funded districts might have to
be treated as special entities, not to be hampered by larger federal
requirements for commensurability or uniform treatment of nationally
dispersed ESP sites resting on radically divergent student popula- .

tions. An ESP district, possessing its own peculiar, perhaps
accelerated, change processes, could be victimized by federal mana-
gement unprepared to deal with this uniqueness in its own contextual
terns. Without district freedom, the federal rationale for support-
ing a variety of districtsto explore the implications of different
comprehensive schemeswould be indefensible.
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4. oompatibility_with District Trends. One of the few findings
of which education researcherS are fairly confident is that school
reform depends on an exogenous shock to the system that is to be
changed (Averch, et al., in Levine and Bane, eds., 1975). Real
innovation seems to depend on the leverage that can be exerted from
outside the syStem--by the federal government or by consumers. In
the absence ofexternal pressure, the essentially conservative,
system-maintaining proclivities of school districts tend to prevail.
The best of stated intentions are then shunted aside.or channeled
into "safe" directions, those that involve the Kinds of changes that
do not threaten well-organized groups in or out of the district
bureaucracy (Pincus, 1973).

In apparent conflict with this view of educational change is
one that stresses a need for pre-existing district interest in inno-
vation6 A Rand Corporation study of major federal programs support-
ing educational change has concluded that "the success and suitabil-
ity of an innovation depend primarily on local conditions" (Berman
and McLaughlin, 1975). Local-school personnel are rarely persuaded
to adopt an innovation that cannot be grounded in knowledge already
accepted by the school district. A new program, if it is to be re-
garded seriously, cannot deviate markedly from a district's resolve
to move in particular directions. District impressions about the
usefulness of a given innovation tend to harden early, and are very
much shaped by its consistency with pre-existing pressures for
change. To quote the Rand study again:

The initial patterns of motivation that under-
lay initiation [of an innovation] persist;
support or commitment is not altered by evalu-
ation data

Also, as Sarason (1971) and Averch, et al. (1975) note, principals_
and teachers often possess in advance of a new program the techno--
logical and organizational ability to surmount school rigidities;
what is usually missing is the professional's will to change. This
implies that for adoption to occur, a new program aimed at change
must enable the staff to choose that which is already thinkable and
close to being implemented.

Because of the tens_ on between externally recommended innova-
tion and local ideas and beliefs, Turnbull, Thorn, and Hutchins
(1974) maintain that the preconditions for local adoption are usually
at odds with the innovation itself. That is to saY, if a new prac-
tice must evidence a close fit with locally prevailing ideas and
emerging practices, then in what sense can it be considered "inno-
vative"? Change agents typically face a dilemma: whether to in-
crease the likelihood of a program's adoption by decreasing its
distinctiveness--therehy running the risk that its adoption will be
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in name onlyor whether to stress its distinctiveness, thereby de-
creasing the likelihood of its adoption. This dilemma is accentu-
ated in the very districts that Lindeman, et al. (1968) and Baldridge
(1974) found the most disposed toward innovation, namely, ones that
are complexly organized to grapple with heterogeneous populations
and institutions.

In complex, heterogeneous districts the demand for innovation
tends to be incessant, but the visibility of any single program tends
to be engulfed by a myriad of other, unrelated responses. How can
a new program become a discernible locus for comprehens= change in
a district selected for its inherent change properties? Movement
occurs incessantly in schools, particularly in ones noted for inno-
vativeness. Indeed, this is one of the complaints about schools:
change parades as improvement. EsPecially in a venturesome district
living off many federal and state programs, change is a fact of life.
But if change is a constant, in relation to what does one measure
its comprehensieness, short of a district being overhauled beyond
all previous signs of recognition? The very social forces that might
encourage the selection of a particulr district for its change
capacity may also militate against the detection and measurement of
change. Vocal community groups, for instance, suggest a readiness
for more intensive school participation, but, by their volatility
and wide range of c)ncerns, they also have the ability to blur an
educational experiment.

Adelson (1967) and Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) have argued that
school improvement can acsually be impeded by untimely or mutually
exclusive innovations. Even in the case of complex, heterogeneous
districts, there may be a maximum rate of change. Adelson states:
"It is sometimes more important that the system be known than that
it be improved." Tha sheer outpouring of established and discarded
alternatives, oppoltunities, and incentives may present a bewilder-
ing maze to participants and evaluators alike. Change in education
can mean increased complexity leading --) c'onsumer perplexity. or,

even more disturbing, teachers may rkt to familiar methods when
asked to use ever-new materials and tecnniques. The change route
of multiple offerings for diverse student populations provides ample
opportunity for the hidden retention of old ways. And a school
district which stakes its reputation on change may decide to cover
its mistakes by more of the same.

.
Still, even though American scLools require tremendous over-

hauling, they are caught in the above-sta4: dilemma. Smith and
Keith (1971) point to a typical but artieicial resolution of it by
school bureaucracies: the substitution of the language of innova-
tion for its substance, what these authors term the "alternative
of grandeur.' The increasing tendency over time is likely to be
rhetorical exaggeration of program distinctiveness--meant to counter
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past disappointments with innovative programs and to gain support
for new ones--while simultaneously reducing actual distinctiveness,
owing to the difficulty of incorporating something genuinely new
into an existing social structure. This cycle is probably more
likely to occur in districts that have become adept at grantstrhj.

Thruqh a delicate balancing of incentives and conditions to
ESP partieiPation, 0E/ESP sought to work around the tension be-
tween federally recommended innovation and local adoption. This
federal decision was a prescient one, arising before much of the
research evidence on the nature of the tensions had been gathered.
In ESP, the intention was to leave to local persons the task ot
estAblishing substantive program goals which would be consistent n
only with the federally prescribed comprehensiveness and evalua-
tion themes but also with continuing district reform initiatives
from the recent past. Local planning and implementation would re-
present the "active" change component of the R&D model; the other
three strategies would represent a "passive" framework which would
remain constant, thereby permitting school districts to know al-
ways the limiting constraints within which they could plan. The
melding of district goals with federal requirements was deemed
feasible, since the latter were judged to be sufficiently value-
neutral as to be applicable regardless of the more specific dis-
trict goals.

2. The Stratenv of Comorehensiveness

0E/ESP stipulated that each local experiment would have to be
"comprehensive" in two primary senses: (1) a vertical or longi-
tudinal structuring which would permit students from kindergarten
through the twelfth grade (K-I2) to participate in the program;
and (2) a horizontal or lateral inclusion of all the important com-
ponents of a school system, including, but not limited to, "curr'
ulum development, community participation, staff development,
administration, aad organization" (U.S. Of ice of Education, 1971).

The target population for the five-year local experiment was
to be limited to approximately 2,000 to 5,000 students, one-fourth
to one-third of the total district enrollment. The primary but re:
exclusive emphasis was to be placed on low-income children. Withil=
tae scope of a local ESP program the entire school environment was
to be altered, by making every aspect interconnected and mutually
reinforcing, within and between grade levels and other system com-
ponents. The central theme of educational change was intended to
inform and permeate the local ESP program, thereby easing the task
of planning and implementing a comprehensive framework. Beyond
the target population, however, 0E/ESP envisaged that the K-12 and
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multiple components requirements, as they affected the-ESP sites
within a given district, would have repercussions throughout the
total school system. Ultimately, it was hoped, a comprehensive
local experiment would impinge upon and challenge a district's
standard approach to instruction and go'rernance, extending fuher
the transformation process.

The basic rationale for the requirement of comprehensiveness
aa the government's desire to investigate two basic questions:
(1) What promising educational practices grow out of or are made
possible by a comprehensive local plan for change? (2) Are compre-
hensive change efforts more effective and lasting than piecemeal or
segmental ones? These research interests stemmed from a widespread
belief that reform programs producing relatively isolated educa-
tional changes had failed. Federal ESP planners wished to get away
from "piecemeal change," but they were far less certain about the
precise meaning to be assigned the -presumed antidote--"comprehen-
sive change."* Conceivably, the K-l2 and interlocking components
requirements were but one version of comprehensiveness; however,
these requirements may have been tntended as desired results or as
the means for creating comprehensive change. In any case, the gov-
ernment Planners pinned their hopes on comprehensiveness mainly
because of the dismal record of federal education prograys which
were piecemeal in character.

Research findings supported the conclusion that the infusionof new federal monies into only partially modified school systems
produced neither higher levels of academic performance nor greater
school efficiency. Even the larger categorical aid programs had
come under acute suspicion :.ollowing'federally sponsored evalua-
tion. The Piccariello study (1969) concluded that the Title I

Commenting on urban school reform, Janowitz (970) states: "The
first phase in 'inner city' experimentation has ended. The first
phase, roughly de.,Lgnated from 1960 to 1967, emphasized piecemeal
change, the demorration project, and the process of change from
the bottom up or by lateral diffusion. There has been a great deal
of social learning, but of course, this whole first phase might well
have been avoided or more readily terminated by more rational ana-
lysis and more forthright leadership. The emerging second phase is
that of strategic innovation, or institutional building, which
focuses on the system as a whole. It involves a strategy from the
top down, it is more comprehensive in scope, and it is concerned
with the realities of authority and decision making. What is needed
from our social scientists is a conceptual framework, as comprehen-
sive as the schemes that have b en developed for other 'people-
changing' institutions."
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programs, sizably funded under the 19_65 Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, revealed i=,D Marked improvement of students in the
cognitive skills. At any rate, students exposed to Title I programs
were found not to do appreciably betzer than similar students not
in such programs. In addition, the WestiThouse study (1969) con-
cluded that ..:Ather year-round nor summer .ead Start programs had
had significant long-term effects on cognitive growth.

According to Rogers (1968) , both demonstration and categorical
aid programs appeared to share certain inherent liabilities from
the standpoint of being able to change the public school. As par-
tial models of transformation, they suffered from an inadeauacy of
zcale. If one tried to move from a demonstration in a particular
school to a district or city-wide level, or from a concentration
on a particular grade level or curriculum to system-wide planning,
the difference in the kinds of persons, roles, and organizations
affected was seemingly too great to permit the application of les-
sons learned at the more restricted, "local" level. Moreover, less
than system-wide planning involved a political cost, since it per-
mitted opposition to coalesce against the isolated experiment
thereby inhibiting its spread into the larger system. If a local
or segmental experiment did fail, perhaps for reasons unrelated to
its intrinsic merits, a ready but spurious excuse was available for
not trying it out on a larger scale.

Aside from the lack of comparability due to differences in
scale, the piecemeal, "add-on" nature of federal programs conducted
ii. the 'sixties ran athwart the mounting research conclusion that
no particular innovation always works regardless of other aspects
of the educational environment (Averch, et al., 1975) . No practice
seemed effective universally, thereby suggesting that insufficient
attention had been paid to the interaction between innovations and
between innovations and traditional practices. Even more disturb-
ing, "input-output" studies (Coleman,. 1966; Jencks, 1972) emphasized
the limited role that formal education plays in the lives of in-
dividuals as contrasted to the importance of non-school factors.
Hence a piecemeal change in schooling could be expected to represent
such a small increment in the total experience of a child that there
was no reason to expect dramatic improvement in attitude or perfor-
mance. And the small changes which may be produced are hard to
detect amidst other, more constant influences on a child. To sum-
marize, piecemeal and segmental reforms were considered inherently
self-limiting; once federal funding retracted from a given program,
the "carry-over" effect was considered minimal (Pincus, 1973).

. the end of the 1960s, a rare consensus in American educe-
tiLil wa, taking shape among academic critics and federal officials
as to what should be opposed in public school reform. What had
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been done in the recent past to eradicate defective schools was re-
garded as either too fragmental or too small. At the same time, a
subtle shift in educational emphasis had occurred in a relatively
few Public schools. The shift was toward a new recognition of the
importance of organizational climate, institutional milieu, and
operational doctrine, and away from a priority on narrowly specific
programs and techniques (Janowitz, 1970). This shift seemed to
call for a greater i estment in human as opposed to technological
resources. The sheer need to mobilize interest in sdbject matter
before teaching it was impressed upon the professionals, especi-
ally regarding urban schools. These new awarenesses, as yet more
rhetorically than practically expressed, were there to be prodded
and capitalized upon. The creativity of the national ESP con-
sisted in merging the idea of comprehensive change with its pre-
sumed but faint reflection in a handful of ptiblio school districts.
The K-12 and multiple components requirements were to provide the
operational definition of comprehensiveness in order to bridge
theory and practice.

3. The Strate _ive-Year Forward Fundin

Federal ESP planners reasoned that comprehensive change in a
local school district required an unusually long period of federal
support, relative to past national programs. The risk to local
communities of implementing a comprehensive design also figured
prominently in the federal decision to provide full and guaranteed
five-year financial support to ESP districts. If the federal .

funder was to adhere consistently to the strategy of local flexi-
bility and determination, then to renege on the financial guarantee
could only be done in the extreme case of malfeasance in the use of
ptiblic money or evident abandonment of a local experiment's primary
objectives. Also integral to the federal ESP funding strategy,
however, was the need for participating sites to plan for the
"phase-out" of EsP monies upon the conclusion of five years. As a
result, sites would have to learn how to spend the additional ESP
monies, so-called "catalyst" incentives for innovation intended as
a supplement to regular district outlays, as well as gear -slem-

selves to living without these extra fvlds. To abet this local
learning process while furthering innovation, the federal ESP in-
tended to put a heavy mphasis on supplementing such local costs
as staff training and development, building of community involve-
ment procedures, and the designing of appropriate evaluation
measures.

At the time ESP was created, however, there was an ingrown
resistance on the part of school districts to accept federal fund-
ing for innovative purposes. Pincus (1973) has pointed to several
causes for local cynicism about the seriousness of feperal interest
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in innovation. Among the major ones were: (1) the belief that
federal aid for innovation tends to be small-scale, unreliable
"soft money" that will disappear as suddenly as it arrives; (2)
the consequent belief that not enough time is allowed to separate
effects of the innovation from effects of the frictions arising
from the effort to implement; and (3) the lack of ), long-term
benefit or penalty to districts which adopt or fail to adopt one
set of innovations in preference to another.

This local uncertainty about stability and continuity in
federal funding was bred by such diverse programs as the National
Defense ,luoation Act of 1958, the Economic Opportunity Act of
1965, the school lunch program, and assistance to federally impacted
areas. Funds for these programs were categorical in nature, i.e.,
they were intended to reduce fiscal inequities among states and
among specific groups of individuals within states. Yet, in all of
these, funds were disbursed on a yearly basis. The amount the local
district received would vary from year to year with the number of
its eligible students and the changing eligibility criteria est-
blished by the government. Thus, it was difficult for school dis-
tricts to predict in advance the amount of income from each of
these programs, especially since the next school-year's budget had
to be decided many months in advance of the receipt of federal
funds. While all of the federal prograys mentioned here did pro-
vide funding for more than one year, the actual amount of support
to be received was not guaranteed.

But many federal grants did not even provide minimal fiscal
security to local districts. Many grants were for a one-year
period only; others required expensive and distracting renewal pro-
posals. Also, federal-local grants which bypassed state offices
of education were often accompanied by more explicit federal con-
trols than grants that had to rely upon general guidelines for
states to reinterpret (Kirst, 1974). School districts tended to
draw one of two conclusions: they should seek funding for easily
assimilable alternatives to current practices and avoid rigorous
federal conditiors accompanying even the unreliable aid for genuine
innovation, or they should keep federal aid insulated from regular
programs so that its sudden withdrawal would not precipitate an en-
during "hard money" obligation. In either case, though, federal
aid was viewed as providing "slack" resources for ancillary
services, not for innovations that could be expected to affect
significantly student outcomes (Berman and McLaughlin, 1974) . More-
over, there was no recognized optimal financial incentive for local
planning of innovation and reform. Too little money discouraged
local planning and too much led, irresistibly, to calling almost
anything by the name of innovation, simply in order to get desper-
ately needed funds (Pincus, 1973):

8 8
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Just a few months before the idea of a national experimental
schools proaram was presented to Congress, the Center for the Study
of Public Policy released its Education Vouchers study (1970), done
under contract for the Office of Economic Opportunity. This study
urged a minimum funding period of five years for pilot voucher pro-
grams in a few select districts, and also contained a strong recom-
mendation for an eight-year funding period. The recommendations
contained in this study mav have had some influence on federal ESP
planners because of broad similarities between the two proposed
types of federal programs. In any event, it is noteworthy that the
voucher study tied the notion of long-term funding to the encour-
agement of certain generally stated changes in a school system'-
comoonents. The study suggested that an extended funding period
was required to more adequately: "(1) provide sufficient options
and diversity; (2) develop supplemental programs to those which al-
ready existed; (3) provide a greater amount of programmatic infor-
mation to parents; (4) encourage the development of a parallel
organizational structure; (5) encourage a higher degree of parental/
community governance; (6) develop continuity in the articulation of
curriculum; and (7) develop programs which were to be aimed predomi-
nantly toward low-income families."

For federal ESP designers, too, ample money,and general guide-
lines .7eemed to require one another. In conjunction with ESP's
compreh.:1nsiveness requirements, the forward-funding strategy was
developed to allay district uncertainty while compelling districts
to plan authentically for holistic change. By offering a seemingly
subst _tial sum of money to communities at a time when uncommitted
dollars were hard to come by, ESP was supposed to create a powerful
incentive for school districts to think in comprehensive terms. A
constant monitoring of local experiments, justified by the govern-
ment's own long-term financial commitment, might also arrest
school districts natural tendency to controvert the federal purpose.

4. The Strate7yof Evaluation

Federal official, :ontended that evaluation and documentation
of ESP projects were necessary and important due to the lack of
reliable evaluation in other federal education programs and to thi
unknown ingredients of comprehensive change. Past failure to evalu-
ate or to understand change processes was explicitly traced by the
government to the lack of "sufficient edtoaation theory and suffi-
ciently powerful statistical techniques to identify and determine
the relative importance of the various factors influ9ncing educa-
tional progress" (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and eielfare,
1969).
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The federal ESP intention was to authorize 1 cal project staff
to undertake "formative" evaluation of local experiments; "semmative"
evaluation would be undertaken by external contractors who would
report to the federal ESP office, not to local school officials.
Formative evaluation was to assist in the improvement of local pro-
jects while they were in the throes of development and operation.
Summative evaluation was to assess the overall impact of a local
project throughout its lifetime. The rationales for combining in
one local project both types of evaluation were as follows:

1. Funding. Education evaluations tended to be funded mea-
gerly; this necessitated very limited types of studies. Evalua-
tions of large-scale and complex programs tended to depend on
"economic" measures and techniques, given the scarce funding. How-
ever, in ESP, the level of investment in evaluation was meant to be
commensurate with the formidable task.

2. Personnel. Evaluators were frequently brought in after
the fact rather than at the early stages of a project. Even then,
studies were most often conducted hanhazardly and intermittently,
rather than by continuous on-site presence. Evaluators often had
limited training and experience, and were asked to play multiple
and conflicting roles in a particular project. In ESP, though,
continuous on-site evaluation was intended as a hallmark of the
program. Experienced inter-disciplinary teams would be recruited.

3. Method. Host evaluations were stationed outside the pro-
gram to be evaluated, in the sense that a few important variables
under investigation were settled upon in a pripri fashion, without
their selection being sensitive to all the factors crucial to a
given program. As a consequence, such evaluations were unable to
appraise tne interdependencies and interactions of variables. Few
studies attempted to document fully what a school system's program
actually was. Instead, most reported what was supposed to be
happening rather than what did happen. But the evaluation-and-
documentation designs for ESP were meant to be as comprehensive as
the local programs themselves. Maximizing what one could learn
from diverse field experiments called for the adoption of techni-
ques from a number of academic fields.

In concluding this chapter's discussion of the four R&D
strategies followed by 0E/NIE, we may say that differing and fluc-
tuating perspectives about the strategies make it exceedingly dif-
ficult to recapture exactly the relative weight to be accorded the
several rationales for each. Some of these rationales were more
implicit in the strategies themselves than expressed outright 70
the time of ESP's inauguration. Others seemed to have emerged
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during local implementation. However, we have presented the major
and most persuasive rationales for each strategy and shall assess
in Part II of this report the actual impact of the strategies on
the Berkeley Experimental Schools Program.
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PART CONcLusIONS

Drawing on the specific context of EUSD/BESP, this second
part of Volume I presents and analyzes our findings about the
largely negative impact of the four federal R&D strategies.
Local program outcomes are interwoven with and explained by an
analysis of the distrust, confusion, and uncertainty surrounding
BESP as an R&D "experiment." We examine in detail the manner in
which the R&D strategies were applied and not applied to BESP,
and with what consequences. We assees the conditions at the
local and federal levels under which the attempt to test the
strategies was made; we raise theoretical issues concerning the
preconditions to testing assumed or implied by the strategies.

Part II consists of four chapters, each organized around
a single and different R&D strategy. Each chapter begins with
a brief overview of BESP outcomes that were particularly in-
fluenced by a given strategy. However, in all four chapters,
we show that the strategies could not be neatly compartmented
in practice, that they affected one another and were mutually
incompatible in some crucial respects. In particular, the
tension between the strategy of local planning and the other
three strategies (comprehensiveness, forward funding, and
eveluation) is explicated.

Throughout Part II we stress that BESP was not a univocal
program but rather an uneasy mixture of various attitudes,
values, and behavior. The various people and institutions in-
volved in BESP seldom held converging and consistent perspectives
on the strategies. To evoke for analytical Purposes the impli-
cations of these divisions, we examine the interpretations (and
lack thereof) placed on the strategies by federal ESP, BUSD,
and Consumers (students, parents, and, when appropriate, teachers).
Elaborating on this explanatory scheme, we analyze the effects
on BESP of changing actors and emerging institutional prefer-
ences, showing how apparent agreements often gave way to under-
lying differences in viewpoint. The absence in RESP of binding
consensual definitions of the strategies is a theme which per-
meates and unifies the separate chapters on each strategy.

This theme is appropriately introduced in Chapter 5,
which centers on the haste, indecisiveness, and disinterest
with which RESP goals were planned. We show that for the follow-
ing goals there was no true plan: the creation of options, the
elimination of institutional racism and increase in basic
skills, and the provision of decision-making power to site

9
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consumer,. For each goal, we establish criteria against which
to assess and measure fulfillment. Chapter 5 sots the tone for

- remaining three chapters insofar as it notes structural
and policy rigidities in SUSI:), uncorrected by original BESF
planning.

Similar rigidities beset the introduction .nto BESP of the
other derallv mandated strategies, and lack of agreement on
the meaning of the strategies prohibited the expulsion of local
obstacles to comprehensive change. As we demonstrate in Chapter
6, the two main indexes to SESP comprehensiveness--K-12 options
and a parallel organizationwere not seriously planned, with
resulting deficiencies inthe impact and scope of the local pro-
gram. Variations on the same basic problems of lack of con-
sistent agreement and inflexibility in BUSD as a "receiving"
system are delineated in our analysis of five-year forward
funding in Chapter 7. In keeping with the theme that SESP
was a "$6 million misunderstanding," we reserve to final
Chapter 8 a capsule history of the 1,roblems afflicting the dual-
level evaluation strategy, for it epitomdzed the whole program's
flawed funding logic, hesitant conceptualization, and unclear
lines of responsibility.
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CHAPTER 51 BESP'S EDUCATIONAL R&D STPEGY

The ,elopmen cal Plan

The local plan concept was in many ways the mos_ important
strategy exemplified by nEsp within the framework of an educational
R&D project. As has been previously described, local participation,
commitment and innovative ideas expressed in a "local plan" were
thought to be the major mechanism for bridging the interface gap
between federal aspirations and local school district desires. The
ESP was a brave federal attempt to build upon this time-honored
concept, but there was, in reality, neither sufficient time nor
support for the local planning process in the 0E/ESP scheme of
things.

All school districts are pluralistic--different groups want
different things, and a "local plan" capable of bringing compre-
hensive change to a school district could only emerge after a very
complex planning process which is itself preeminently political.
It is more than the generation of a master plan or of position
papers, more than the outlining of goals and the detailing of well-
defined, coordinated, organizational roles. Planning certifies who
is important and what is important even if this has to result from
contending parties fighting over the spoils. This certification
process may aptly be termed "political," since it serves to capture
the sympathy of an "audience" which is "played to." The spirit in
which planning is conducted sets precedents and expectations which
are likely to help or hinder a new program throughout its later
implementation. If the process includes the bona fide opinion-
_makers in a district, and appears to be rational, doubts about the
:substance of a program do not necessarily interfere with arousal of
enthusiasm and support for it. Planning can make the "plan" some-
what immune to criticism. True, planning does not end with the
start-up of a local program, the develepment of policy and its
initial application. Planning continues to help cope with slippage
in conditions and the need to modify goals. But an ability to sus-
tain an initially favorable impression

( ¶ a new program enhances the
likelihood that disputes over content can eventually be ironed out.
The words that Sproull, Weiner, and Wolf (1975) use to describe tl
sgnificance of planning for the creation of the NIE also apply 'cc
that agency's stepchild, ESP:

The process of planning demonstrates a style
of analysis and decision-making. If the
audience is impressed with the style, it is
unlikely to quarrel wlth the con ent. Finally,
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to announce that an agency is being planned
endows the concept of that agency with an
aura of judiciousness and rationality. The
"plan" itself becomes a symbolic reassurance
that good faith and sound minds stand behind
the proposal.

However, it is also true that the "plan" tends to be forgotten
unless used as an enforcement document. Plans can, moreover, be
misleading.

Yet, in order to encourage the sort of innovation that dis-
tricts would not ordinarily permit, federal education money cannot
be permitted tl reinforce an "artificial" resolution of district
apprehensions in the local plan. If precautions are not taken,
federal money may allow a district to buy time, to avoid genuine
resolution of fundamental conflicts. The soundness of the federal
grant system is imoaired when the government misperceives the local
conditions forming.the backdrop of a district's application. To
have a reasonable chance that grants will further innovation, the
government must fund the district, not simply its proposal.

The federal ESP sought to work around the tension between ex-
ternally recommended innovation and local adoption. It proposed to
leave to local definition and practice the fixing of goals which
would be consistent with the past, yet which would mark another step
forward.

Turning to BESP planning that led to the production of a "local
plan," we find it to have been deficient in three areas: (1) school
board and central administration's confidence and resolve about what
the District was taking on; (2) inclusion of newly emergent values
and groups; and (3) conveyance of a sense of responsibility and in-
formation to all BUSD personnel, especially teachers and principals.

Farther, the federally imposed timeline for ESP initiation
severely hampered BUSD planning. In February 1971, "interested
persons," meaning those whom the central administration could pre-
dict to be "interested," were told by the BUSD central planning staff
that they had only a few days to fashion their ideas alnot possible
innovations. Between February 26 and March 2, as the I Inning and
Development Director later confirmed, the bulk of the proposals were
received by his staff. The Director waited until March 15 to send a
memorandum to persons selected by the central administration for a
screening committL which would rate the proposals on the following
day, March 16. They had little more than 24 hours to read a packet
of information, consisting of 38 project proposals, a prospectus, a
set of federal guidelines, a statement on District-established BESP
goals, and the March news release. The screening committee was com-
posed of representatives from toe,. _ -:-Ianizations, the Board, and



some parents and students. The full comoleme't of 55 proposals
initially received by the BUSD planning staff was not considered
by the committee. Moreover, the Director later admitted that the
committee's ratings were "combined" by his office with its own
independent ratings, and that the Superintendent then made recom-
mendations to the Board as to which sites should be included in
BESP. The Board endorsed the combined set of ratings and on April 1
the administrative staff began writing the final proposal which was
due April 10 in Washington. The proposal was refined, revised, and
submitted to 0E/ESP two days before the deadline.

The institutional role of the BUSD Office of Planrhg and
Development is also noteworthy. The OPD is headed by a highly pro-
ficient grant-writer, a virtuoso at the increasingly valued craft
of bringing outside money into a school district. He played a con-
siderable part in coordinating the RES? application. More generally,
however, OPD's impact on BUSD policy has been immense. Its sway has
not depended on officially recognized power, but on the adaptations
to its bureaucratically prescribed activities by more fully legit-
imized school authorities. Simply by expediting funding applications,
the 0BD writes the tune to which the rest of the BUSD must dance.
But having written, the hand moves on: other federal programs beckon.
Ironically, a BESP proposal which heralded a need for organizational
change was chiefly fashioned by an office which symbolized unaccount-
ability to the community.

Once set in motion, the Berkeley application had its own
dynamic. The creation of local site proposals was the result of
BUSD planning. The overall proposal to Washington was ame: ed after
intensive questioning of BUSD officials by federal ones. Standing
between these two planning processes was the BUSD central adminis-
tration, notably the Superintendent and the Director for Planning
and Development. Even the BUS!) school board, when finally called
upon to ratify the application, was asked, in effect, to rubberstamp
a set of individual site proposals which had to be read and endorsed
hurriedly if the District was to meet the application deadline.
Indeed, the _Superintendent later admitted to Level II staff that the
school board was only exposed briefly to abbreviated versions of
site proposals. The precise agreements reached by the BUSD and the
federal ESP office, particularly about district compliance with
federal conditic,n, remain obfuscated to this day.

According to the BUSD/BESP proposal, the District would be
guided by these goals:

1. To provide program options that wi I reflect the cultural
pluralism extant in the school community and affirm the
District's value of it.



To provide a system which can move toward the elimination
of racism in the schools and the larger community, and
whidh will facilitate the acquisition of basic skills for
those youngsters who are educationally disadvantaged,
with special focus on those who are members of the ethnic
minority groups.

To provide signific: t changes in the a diuinistration and
organization of the system so that power of decision-
aking becomes a shared activity.

How did SESP implement these goals and how effective were
these activities in producing "comprehensive change" in BUSD?
This hPs been one of the tasks of our summative evaluation durin
which we evaluated the outcome of each of the three goals specified
by the local plan.

B. Suirtmaryof the Findings

We present below a brief precis of our summative.evaluation
of the outcome of BESP's efforts to attain the three goals implicit
in its local plan.

1. ogramn o.tions 71-1976)

a. Of the 23 options actually developed in BESP, only one-
half were evaluated as being different in ..ny degree from common
schools. Of those options which were eventually phased-in, only 27
percent were evaluated as being "diverse" or "innovative" in curri-
culum, teaching styles or structure.

b. Options which provided separate ethnic schools were clo ed
by the BUSD for fear of losing federal monetary support. At the
end of the 1972/73 school year, Casa de la Raza and Black House
were discontinued hy the BUSE) because HEW's Office for Civil Rights
ruled that the racial separatism of these two schools violated Title
VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. One year later, the school dis-
trict closed United Nations West as racially separatist, leaving one
Berkeley High School .sub-school as an all-Black "option" (albeit
students attend regular classes as well as separatist classes).

c. Options which did not receive school-wide support or could
not sustain enrollment were phased out or merged during the last
two years of BESP funding. The first two such program casualities
were the two junior high on-site options, KARS and Willard Alternative.

d. The actual phase-in of BESP included only seven options,
five of which existed before BESP planning. The five are East
Campus, Jefferson Tri-Part, Kilimanjaro, Model School A, and Odyssey.
Only Early Learning Center and College Prep remain of the 13 options
established with BESP funding.

9 7
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e. BESP has not led to increased diversity of education with-
in the BUSD. There have been few observable or reportable innova-
tions in curriculum, educational practices, teaching styles or
organizational structures. Over the last three years of funding,
BESP has become less open and more structured, less autonomous an
more centralized, less scattered and more consolidated. interv-ews
with BESP directors and with teachers in both BESP and common
schools reN:ealed cew differences between the BESP/BUSD curricul
teaching styles, staff make-up or utilization, or in the use of
educational output measures.

f. BESP has not led to increased knowledge of choice bY
parents and students. As to degrees of choice, parents and students
knew something about BESP, but the scope of their knowledge was
limited. Students in alternative schools perceived slightly more
choice of alternatives than did common school students, a natural
result of their status as BEsP students. Since most of the alter-
natives were located within a common school, this reinforced the
perception among many students that alternatives were neither di-
verse nor particularly innovative. Berkeley common schools are
also innovative in many of their classrooms, and many students and
parentsdidnot know of any differences between them and BESP option
programs.

2. Outcome
basic sk

decreasing -_- ra

lls (1971-1976
d increasing a uisiti n ,

a. BESP did not significantly alter the organize' _nal format
of BUSD. Employment opportunities for minorities have not in-
creased because of BESP. Although many minority persons were hired
during the first three years of BESP, most of the non-certificated
BEV classroom staff were terminated at the end of the 1973/74
school year. Some BESP certificated staff members were laid off at
the end of the 1975/76 school year because of the fiscal squeeze
and their lack of seniority in BUSD. Although the BESP training
component did establish a credentialing program to enable 58 non-
credentialed staff to obtain professional status by earning- academic
credit towards State credential requirements, the program was dis-
continued during the second phase of the project.

b. BESP did seer% to contribute to changing curricular contents
to reflect traditions and accomplishments of ethnic groups in
America. The BESP training component developed curricula in the
area of ethnic histories and cultures. It trained a large number
BESP teachers in the use of the TABA social studies series. It
offered social studies and history courses with a multi-cultural
approach.
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c. Students and staff in BESP were more sensitized to institu -
tional racism than were those in BUSD. Students in BESP reported
they had observed less racism in their school than did students in
the common schools. Teadhers in BESP were somewhat more concerned
About the problems of institutional racism than were BUSD teadhers,
based on responses to an interview questionnaire.

d. The BESP had no differential impact on the acquisition of
basic skills as measured by standardized test scores. Comparisons
were made between SESP and common school students over a three-year
period (1973-1976). An analysis of these comparisons showed no
significant differences between the test scores of BESP and common
school students in any grade, at any time in the program.

e. SESP had no significant effect on the acquisition of basic
skills by those students who are members of ethnic minority groups.
An analysis of CTBS reading scores for each grade showed that test
scores for Black students diverged dramatically from those of whites
from the 4th grade level on. The gap between, minority and white
students increased steadily through their school careers regardless
of their enrollment in the SESP or common schools.

3. outcome of deve er-sha

a. The RESP did not make structural changes in the BUSD cap-
able of putting a site community (students, parents, and teachers)
in control of its program or school. A closer solidarity among
consumers and teadhers than traditional schools seem able or will-
ing to grant did emerge at off-site BESP schools. However, this
achievement was not supported by a continuing basis for power-sharing;
therefore, the new-found "sense of community" was fitful and
evanescent.

b. The power-sharing that did occur marked the opening three
years of the BESP rather than existing at its close. By 1973/74,
real experiments in power-sharing were lost with the closing of Casa
de la Raza and Black House, or substantially diluted by adminis-
trative intervention or a diminution of parent activity in the
governance of Odyssey and Kilimanjaro.

c. It proved impossible to devise incentives and opportunities
to involve parents, students, and teachers consistently in school
affairs, either at a given site Of throughout the school career.
What worked at one time and place did not necessarily work at
another. The history of BESP power-sharing is a checkered one.

d. Some sites deliberately rejected power-sharing. This was
true of the "supplementary" West Campus 9th grade sites (HUI, Yoga/
Reading, Career Exploration, Work/Study), the aborted junior high
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"alternatives" (KPE and Willard), d certain Berkeley Fich School
sites emphasizing "academics" inste of social experience" (Model
School A, On Target, Collece Free).

e. Some sites we- so locked into normal BUSD operations as
to have, past a point, little po.er to share, deSPite their feeble
encouragement of this goal. This was true of sites which either
predated the BESP as essentially zone-restricted common schools
(Jefferson, Franklin Alternative, John Muir) or were established
for special clienteles with EUSD encouragement (Early Learning
Center and East Campus).

f. Some si_es stressed more than the others an identity pre-
dicated upon community involvement in order to persis4- in the face
of Cisruotion; however, actual power-sharing was largely fictitious
at these times, as was shown when internal site conflict was halted
by the site director or the BUSD and BESP central administrations.
This was true of Odyssey, Kilimanjaro, Other Ways, Agora, Genesis,
and, to a lesser degree, Environmental Studies.

g. The more active interest that parents usually take in the
schooling of younger children was not counterbalanced by BESP, des-
pite the fact that most sites existed at the junior and senior high
levels. New and attractive forms for parental involvement at the
secondary level were not created. Only Casa de la Raza (K-12),
Odyssey (7-9), Early Learning Center (K-3), and Kilimanjaro (k-6)
developed formal governing boards with Parental Participation.
In facto Parental -involvement at Berkeley High BESP site$ suffered
in comparison to that at the regular senior high school, owing to
the almost exclusive student-oriented biases of the sites and the
greater number of standard parent-oriented activities at the common
school.

h. Even more generally, however, the BUSD/BESP central admin-
istrations did not plan for power-sharing; a corporate form thereof,
applicable across sites, was not devised from above. Instead, dis-
cretion was conferred on each site to fashion a form of community
involvement that wolild coincide with the particular circumstances of
each. °Pinions about what would actually cOnstitute "power-sharing,"
when they existed, varied within and between sites. Thus, the reali-
zation of this goal was frustrated by its incompatibility with BUSD
priorities and structures, and by disinterest or differences of
opinion at the site level.

i. BESP parental participation differed little statistically
from parental participation in the common schools, whose presumed
failure to share power provided one of the rationales for SESP.

1 J
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j. There was no significant difference between parents of
DES? and common school students when they were asked if they knew
what was going on in their Child's school. The same lack of dif-
ference prevailed when paxents were asked if they could get something
changed in their child's school if they had a complaint. Of both
BEEP and common school parents, at every grade level, About half be-
lieved they could get successful complaint resolution. Parents were
also asked whether they were satisfied with the meetings they had
with their child's teacher; again, the data revealed no significant
difference at any grade level.

C. he indings

We no,w turn to an elaboration and ox
followillg the same sequence as above.

Goal The Deve

a ion of rhse fi gs,

-am 0 nS

One of the essential goals of BESP was to create educational
alternatives to the common schools that already existed in the dis-
trict. Students themselves could then elect, if they and their par-
ents so chose, to attend one or another of the options provided.
But what mnstitutes an option, how can it be described and studied?
An option must have two distinct properties. It must offer something
educationally different, and it must be available to parents and
students in such a way that they can choose among different offerings.
Each option must therefore be assessed in terms of its degree of
diversity and the degree of freedom with which it may be chosen.

If options (meeting the two criteria of diversity and choice)
were not found in the alternative schools, then it followed that no
comprehensive change attributable to BESP would occur in the public
school system. Therefore, oux first task was to discover whether and
how BUSD/BESP offered educational diversity and allowed its consumers
(parents and students) freedom to select among the schools so as to
match each child's educational interest with a specific school that
would meet the child's educational needs, would maintain his/her inter-
est, and would maximize his r motivation for learning.

Diversity in. BEM? Schools, Empirically, almost all of the 20
BESP programs* appear to have contained some degree of uniqueness,
according to the six basic items we used to define diversity: (1)

a non-graded classroom structure, (2) peer teaching visible in the
majority of the school's classes, (3) an interdisciplinary approach
to subjects, (4) a thematic emphasis on multi-cultural curriculum,

the 23 BESP si-e_ two programs terminated before ISA's class-
room observation began' and Agora merged with Genesis in the Pall
of 1974.
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(5) a thematic emphasis on controversial or avant-garde subjects,
and (6) programmed learning.

These six indicators of "diversity" were chosen from observa-
tional data which reported "distinct" or "unique" or "different"
aspects of BESP sites, combined with interview data obtained from
BESP directors and teachers, claiming that their site provided
educational "0 ons" or " versity" or "innovation.

Table 2 Presents the number of indicators of diversity we
found in each of the BESP schools. One site had no indicators of
diversity, seven had one indicator, four had two, five had three,
two had four and one had five. It is particularly noteworthy that
although the local plan called specifically for program options to
meet the needs of culturally pluralistic student groups, only one-
half of the sites were found by our observers to be presenting any
type of culturally pluralistic curricula or activit es to their
students.

Freedom of Choice. A second criterion of an option is the
freedom of its consuners (parents/students) to choose the site they
feel will best meet their interests or needs. Choice addresses the
question: regardless of whether or not a program is unique, has
freedom of choice been exercised in the decision to attend a par-
ticular school?

Early in the process of documenting and evaluating BESP we
noted that the ideal model of a "free market," where students
exercised freedom of choice in selecting schools, was more rhetor-
ical than substantive.* At certain schools and at certain grade
levels, choice was severely restricted because of a number of
structural constraints that operated at the district level. Systemic
barriers to choice were of three types: (1) integration and zoning
regulations, (2) prOgrams devised exclusively for special "problem"
students, and (3) channeling processes within BUSE'.

The EUSD initiated a policy of school integration in September,
1968, and several consequences flowed from the implementation of the
school integration plan.

*For a more thorough discussion of this point, see ISA's report,
The Choice Structure of the Berkeley Experimental Schoo_ls, July 15,
1973.
**In noting the limitations on choice that flowed from zoning regu-
lations, instituted to achieve desegregation, ISA does not imply,
of course, that segregation--either de jure or de facto--affords, _
greater "freedom." On the contrary, institutional segregation,
tailored by institutional racism, is the deprivation of choice.
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TABLE 2: EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY INDICATORS BY SITE, BEEP SCH_

Indicators of Diversit

BESP Schools
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Jefferson

Kilimanjaro x 1

John Muir 0

Franklin AlternatiVe x x

Environ ental Studies x x

Early Learning Cen er

Odyssey x x 5

Willard Alternative x x 2

KARE x x 2

HUI x

Work Study

Career Explora-':- x 1

HILC x 1

College Prep x x

Model School A x x x x 4

Agora/Genesis x x x x 4

On Target x 1

East CaMpus I
X X X

x 1

School of the Arts

Un West x

TOtal 4 10 5 10 6 8 43
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In order to facilitate a racial balance in all sdhools the
district was divided into a nuMber of geographic zones. At the
primary level (especially K-3), these zones defined the potential
population for a given school. Students were bused to a given
primary schcol according to the zone in which they lived. Tn
contrast, the high sohool drew from the entire school disLrict;
therefore, zoning played no role in the freedom cf individual
choice for high school students. In general, our evidence sug-
gests that zoning was inversely related to grade level; that is,
the higher the grade level, the less the impact that district-
mandated zoning had on freedom of individual choice of schools.

In characterizing the situation as one in which zoning
fluenced freedom of choice, 't is important to note tht the dis-
tinctions were not so much matters of kind as of degree. There
were no situations where zoning operated in such a way as to be
absolutely determinative. Even in the lower grades (K-3), where
the designated zone was most restrictive, various options existed
within schools from which a given student could select. For some
of the schools from the fourth grade to high school, zoning played
an important role, but the main pattern was one wherein a student
had a choice between the "regular" school in the zone or the al-
ternative (BESP) school that drew largely from that same zone.

In addition to district-mandated zoning, other "systemic"
factors affected individual choice. Several schools were specific-
ally intended for students who had special problems that made it
difficult for them to function in "regular" school settings (e.g.,
students "sent" to the continuation school, East Campus). It is
a tenable conclusion that because there was no other place (or few
other places) where a student enrolled in one of these programs
could, go, such a student had little freedom of Choice. His "prob-
lem" was defined on a district-wide basis, and such students were
channeled to "special" schools froM other distict programs, schools
or community agencies.

Obviously all public school districts engage in "matching"
educational programs and presumed student characteristics, at least
to some degree. An exhaustive study of educational channeling in
a secondary school (Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963) concluded that
specialization of bureaucratic function increases its extent:

It is our thesis that the bureaucratization of
the counseling system in large, comprehensive
high schools leads to an emphasis upon and con-
cern for professional status among counselors,
and that this professionalization will produce
a greater range and frequency of student prob-
lems (e.g., over and underachievers) than in
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schools in which counseling duties are assigned
to and performed by less professionalized
teacher-counselors. Furthermore, there should
be a specific emphasis upon defining the aca-
demic difficulties of students in clinical
terms, and this emphasis should significantly
affect the processing of students in the search
for talent, the differential sponsorship of
students to higher educational opportunities,
and the processes of social mobility within t
larger society.

These conclusions were based on observations in a high school where
the student-counselor ratio averaged approximately 225 to one.
This school was chosen because it represented an extreme: it was
atypical in the sense that each counselor had relatively few stu-
dents to advise, in comparison with other possible high school
settings. Our study found that student-counselor ratios at
Berkeley High School were even lower than those in the school men-
tioned above. Depending on the definition used, between 15 and 20
persons employed at Berkeley High could be conceived as "counselor
Even the most strict definition produced a ratio of students to
counselors below 200 to one. Our field observations tended to
corroborate the Cicourel and Kitsuse conclusions quoted above.
Counselors and administrative personnel did play an important role
in student choice at the high school level. In most cases this role
was only informational or advisory; nevertheless, by setting bound-
aries on student options and defining the nature of student and
program characteristics, counselors and administrators could and
did have an important impact on student choice.

Obviously, some of the system-barriers to choice mentioned
above aftected the structure of student choice more than others.
In general, the most important factor affecting choice was the
district's zoning policy. Secondly, the "special problem" programs
functioned in conjunction with the counseling system to produce
channeling, thereby reducing choice. And thirdly, "channeling" or
"tracking" also occurred independently, since "special programs"
could and did acquire students without assignment by counselors.

Using these three factors, we classified the BESP schools
along a single continuum, ranging from those which permitted the
most freedom of choice to those with the least:

o "Relative Free Choice." Observations indicated that
there were few barriers to free choice. Five schools
were of this type: Early Learning Center, Kiliman-
jaro, Odyssey, Agora/Genesis, and On Target.
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° "Choice Within Individual Site." Although choice in
these schools was hindered by zoning, there were
options within these schools from which a student or
parent could select. Three schools fell in this cate-
gory: Jefferson, Franklin Alternative, and Willard
Alternative.

"Little Freedom of Choice." Zoning 'played an impor-
tant role, or counselors and other school personnel
restricted choice significantly on the basis of
achievement or other presumed student Characteristics.
The remaining BESP schools fell into this last cate-
gory: John Muir, Environmental StUdies, HUI, HILC,
KARE, Work Study, Career Exploration, East Campus,
MSA, College Prep, School of the Arts, and UN West.

payalaplinan_Emalam. After classifying the SESP
schools separately along the two continua of diversity and freedom
of choice (by using the criteria explicated in the two preceding
sections), we combined the results to form a typology of schools,
resulting in the four types shown in Table 3*

_

The Type I siteS had neither free choice nor diversity--they
had a regular school structure. The following BM' schools were
in the Low-Choice and Low-Diversity Category: John Muir, Environ-
mental Studies, HUI, Career Exploration, HILC, Work Study, East
Campus, 7d KARE.

The Type II sites had a routinized intake, but had some diver-
sity within their educational offerings. The following BESP schools
were in the Low-Choice and High-Diversity Category: Model School A,
College Prep, School of the Arts, and UN West,

The Type III sites had a relatively free-choice potential, but
had few innovative or unique programs for their students. The
following BESP schools were in the High-Choice and Low-Diversity
Category; Kilimanjaro, On Target, Jefferson and Willard Alternative.

The Type IV sites had both a relatively open choice structure
and a diverse curriculum and/or unique teaching practices, etc. The
following schools were in the High-Choice and High-Diversity Cate-
gory: Early Learning Center, Franklin Alternative, OdysseY, and
Agora/Genesia.

*For statistical purposes and reasons of practicality, we simplified
the "freedom of choice" continuum by reducing its categories from
three to two, combining the schools classified as "Choice within
individual Site" and those clAssified as having "Relative Free Choice.
The "diversity" continuum was also dichotomized.
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TABLE 3 TYPOLOGY pF BESP SCH00-, BASED ON
DEGREE OF DIVERSITY AND CHOICE

-ee of Choice

Low

High

tow
Degree of Diversity

Hicth

-pe I Type_ _II

John Muir
Environmental Studies
HUI
Career Exploration
HILC
Wc.rk Study
East Campus

Model School A
College Prep
School of the Arts
UN West

Type III Type TV

Kilimanjaro
On Target
Jefferson
Willard Alternative

Early Learning Center
Odyssey
Agora/Genesis
Franklin Alternative

Effect of Option Types on Students. We will now examine whether
these four option t7--1 have any relation to a student's achievement,
self-esteem, and anomie. Many researchers have tried to relate
school variations to student outcomes, but few have been able to
report that such variation has any differential effect.

The first relationship examined is that between options and stu-
dent gains in achievement. For this analysis, we asked if the BESP
option types had any hmpact on a student's average annual growth in
CTBS reading scores ovce three years (1973-1976). Examining Table 4,
we find that white and Asian students attending different option
types do not differ significantly in their achievement gains. How-
ever, we do find statistically significant differences in the Black
and Chicano group. Those students who are in either high choice or
high diversity options are better achievers than those who are in
the options with low choice/low diversity or high choice/high diversity.

. In Table 4 and the two that follow it, we have combined Blacks
and Chicanos into one group and whites and Asians into another.
The rationale for this procedure is twofold; (1) the data revealed
a conspicuous and significant division between Blacks and Chicanos
on the one hand, and whites and Asians on the other; and (2) since
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TABLE 4: AVERAG
TYPE OF SC

BESp Type I: Low Choice,
Low Diversity

BESP Type Low Choice,
High Diversity

BESP Tvne ITT: H.gh Choice,
Low Diver ty

BEEP Type IV: High Choice,
High Diversity

Blacks and
Chicanos

Whites end
Asians Total

Gain n

99

108

51

73

ean
Gain n

223

160

95

114

Mean
Gain_

124

52

44

41

.725

.885

.905

.756

1.284

1.298

1.323

1.296

.975

1.164

1.129

1.142

Total, HES? Schools

Total, Common Schools

261

147

.809

.756 137

297

1.297

592

284

1.083

1.016

Grand Total 408 .790 468 1.297 876 1.061

the numbers of Chicanos and Asians were so small as to be of little
use in statistical analysis, it seemed utilitarian to join them
with the respective larger groups whose scores were similar. In
connection with this procedure, it might be relevant to cite Ogbu
(1974), who wrote:

I shall distinguish between two types of ethn c
minorities..., designating one group as 2-ub-
bordinate minority and the other as immigrant
minorities. By subordinate minorities I mean
those minority groups o were incorporated
into the United States -)re or less against
their will. Subordinate minorites include
the American Indians who were already here be-
fore the dominant whites arrived and conquered
them, the Mexican-Americans of the Southwest
and Texas who were similarly incorporated by
conquest, and blacks who were brought here as
slaves. Lmmigrant minorities include Arabs,
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Chinese, Filippinos, Japanese, among others.
These groups came to the United States for
the same reasons ag the dominant whites--
for political or religious asylum, but es-
pecially for economic betterment. Subordi-
nate and immigrant minorities appear to dif-
fer in the way they perceive American society
and in how they respond to the educational
system.*

Next in Table 5, we examine the relationship between option
types and the academic self-concept of students (Appendix II con-

tains a detailed description of how the academic self-concept scale

was constructed). Here, among Blacks and Chicanos, we find the
same variation between option types and self-concept as we did in
reading scores: Blacks and Chicanos have the highest self-concept
scores in the low-choice/high-diversity and high-choice/low-diversity
options. 'Among whites and Asians, there is considerably more vari-
ation in academic self-concept than there was in reading gains, but
none of the differences between students enrolled in different option
types is statistically significant. Overall, when all students are
considered jointly, students with the highest academic self-concepts
are found in the low-choice/high-diversity options.

Finally, we examine the relationship between anomie scores and
option types. The Srole Anomie Scale is an instrument generally
deemed to be a measure of an individual's belief in the suitability
or unsuitability of the social structure, and his sense of power or
powerlessness in that structure (see Appendix II). A high anomie
score indicates a low sense of social control. For Black and Chicano
students, those wh7,-;.re in the low-choice/high-diversity option
have lower anomie scores than those in the other three options. The
white and Asian students with low anomie scores are also dispropor-
tionately in low-choice/high-diversity options, while those in the
high-choice/low-diversity options scored highest in anomie (Table 6).

*Although the differences we found cannot be attributed to the
option types alone, we did find that the low-choice/high-diversity
students scored slightly better than students in the other option
types on each of the three measures, regardless of student ethnicity.
Second, the high-choice/high-diveristy options do not significantly

*Ogbu's distinction runs counter to that of "Third World" protagon-
ists who perceive an essential affinity among all "people of color"
and a fundamental schism between them and whites. However that may
be, in the Berkeley school system all the available evaluative data
Indicate an affinity between Asians and whites and a gap between
them and Blacks and Chicanos.
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TABLE 5: ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT SCO RE, BY
TYPE OF SCHOOL AND ETHNICITY

BESP Type 1: Low Choice,
Low Diversity

BESP Type 11: Low Choice,
High Diversity

BESP Type III: High Choice,
Low Diversity

BESP Type IV: High ce,
High Diversity

Blacks and
Chicanos

Whites and
Asians Total

n Mean n Mean fl Mean

154 .916

131 1.225

15 .967

84 .827

85

33

6

33

.759

1.152

1.083

.636

69

98

9

51

1.101

1.250

.889

.951

Total, BESP Schools

Total, Common Schools

157

85

.828

.971

227

86

1.123

-1.116

384

171

1.004

1.044

Grand Total 242 .878 313 1.121 555 1.016

TABLE 6: ANOMIE SCORES*, BY TYPE_Of SCHOOL AND_ETHVICITY

BESP Type 1: Low Choice,

Blacks and
Chicatnos

Whites and
Asians Total

n Mean

Low Diversity 72 3.417 63 1.921 135 2.713

BESP Type II: Low Choice,
High Diversity 31 2.710 93 1.538 124 1.831

BESP Type III: High Choice,
Low Diversity 16 3.563 14 2.429 30 3.033

BESP Type IV: High Ch ice,
High Diversity 17 3.353 20 2.300 37 2.784

Total, BESP Sdhools 136 3.264 190 1.811 326 2.415

Total, Common Schools 74 3.568 77 1.727 151 2.629

Grand Total 210 3.371 267 1.787 477 2.483

*High scores indicate a low belief in ability to control one's own
destiny.
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impact on student achievement, academic self-concept, or anomie.
These findings are suggestive of the idea that choice may not be
impOrtant in affecting achievement. Further, diversity b_y_plan or
by system design may best appeal to minority students. Since, as
we have previously shown, much of the so-called "diversity" is in
the multi-cultural curriculum field, it might be reasoned that
minority students are more likely to respond positively to schools
which offer diverse, perhaps more relevant courses.

We caution the reader that while these findings are provocative,
the fact remains that Blacks and Chicanos still scored significantly
lower than whites and Asians on all measures. Compared to the
latter, Blacks and Chicanos have lower average reading gains, less
favorable academic self-concepts, and substantially higher anomie.
Nevertheless, Blacks and Chicanos in BESP programs do somewhat better
than do Blacks and Chicanos in the common schools, at least in read-
ing gains and levels of anomie; and it is of interest that school
diversity (particularly in sites with peer teaching and a multi-
cultural emphasis) favorably affected minority students on all three
measures.

Yet, when we examine the options that remain after the close
of BESP, we find that low-choice/high-diversity sites were not
necessarily selected to remain. Among the seven options phased-in,
cnly two (Model School A and College Prep) are such sites. Both
are sub-schools within the high school, and one is all-Black. It
would be of interest to continue to encourage such options for dis-
affected minority students. The other five phase-in options do not
impact as well upon the achievement, self-concept and anomie scores
of minority students as do some of the options which were "phased-
out" (especially UN West and School of the Arts).

2. Local Plan Goal Eliminate Racism and Facilitate Ac
of Basic Skills

The second goal in the BESP plan addressed a value, rather than
a goal per se. The plan writers asserted that racism was the barrier
to learning, especially for minority students, and that BESP would,
in some unspecified manner, attempt to "move toward eliminating
racism in the schools and the larger community."

Throughout these passing years, we have come to recognize the
complex, pervasive tenacity of institutionalized racism, and we no
longer expect any one social institution to "cure" this deep-seated

'disease. Berkeley is sensitive to the deep racial divisions in our
society and this concern loomed large in BESP's local plan.

But this "goal" of the local plan was never operationalized, nor
were the mechanisms linking racism to options, and options to acqui-
sition of basic skills, ever thought through or presented in the
plan.
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We have assumed that the major mechanism for achieving such
goals would be found in the program options, and have therefore
analzed student attitudes and achievement by option types. We
turn now to a fuller discussion of the BESP local plan's second
goal.

BEsP's aim to decrease racism and its effects was to be
achieved partly by improving minority students' basic skills. To
test BESP's impact on the acquisition of basic skills among its
students, we analyzed the standardized achievement tests (Compre-
hensive Test of Basic Skills in grades 2-11) administered to the
BUSD student body at semester intervals for the duration of the
program. A comparison of the standardized* mean scores of BESP
and common school students in each grade is given in Table 7,
covering a three-year period (1974-1976).

In general, the table reveals some differences in achievement
between BESP and common school students, but these differences form
no clear pattern, and the differences in the upper grades are sub-
ject to special explanations.

The apparent disparity between BESP and common school student
scores in grades 7 and 8 can be accounted-for by the nature of the
BESP program in those junior high school grades. KAM, a remedial
program, accounted for 78 percent of BESP students in these two
grades. Therefore, the difference in scores between BESP and com-
mon school students in grades 7 and 8 is the result of selection
bias, rather than an effect of the experimental program. After
KARE and Willard Alternative were terminated, Odyssey was the only
BESP site with grades 7 and 13 in 1975 and 1976. As the table shows,
scores for very few odyssey 7th and 8th graders were available in
those years.

In the 9th grade, the vast bulk of the BESP students attended
HUI' a high-potential program that selected the most Able students
in grade 9. Once again, the gap in achievement can be explained by
factors other than an effect of BESP vs. the common school.

The explanation of the apparent variation at the high school
level is different. -The testing policy of BUSD allowed students
in grades 10-11 to "top cut" of the CTBS, based on their teachers'
prior assessment of their basic skills ability. The population
that remained to take the test was biased towards the lowest basic
skills levels and too small-for reliable aggregate data".

*Test scores have been standardized on the national mean and stand-
ard deviation for each grade level, resulting in standardized scores
ranging from 200 to 999.
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TABLE 7: CIBS READING MEAZS, BY GRADE AND TYPE
0

Grade
BESP Sdhools Common Schools % of Tot- Total n

Grade** in Grade
n Mean S.D. n Mean S.D.

4 120 464.77 74.39

_al

78.55 80 1055724 444.13
5 104 511.13 88.17 695 489.03 93.54 76 1051
6 94 539.19 93.77 797 521.32 100.31 79 1128
7 93 485.09 109.67 660 538.25 108.45 72 10468 103 513.51 105.06 638 573.97 115.98 72 1029
9 287 644.56 130.56 333 571.08 115.96 61 101610 137 605.51 151.98 143 506.27 76.38 25 112011 75 614.68 122.27 71 512.06 86.25 14 1043

Spriu_1975

2 176 366.66 54.57 519 360.57 59.36 67 1037
3 186 411.95 89.05 558 429.41 89.27 68 1094
4 30 415.72 85.72 582 450.58 92.71 61 1003
5 133 507.67 98.43 613 491.09 102.98 72 1036
6 92 539.34 106.30 666 535.70 107.50 74 1024
7 8 538.38 127.16 779 532.24 106.05 69 1140
8 13 802.23 113.94 693 568.61 114.33 70 1009
9 383 631.38 128.28 193 554.99 110.42 54 1067

10 48 552.85 129.73 101 517.26 79.83 13 1146
11 36 583.50 124.92 88 500.89 85.75 12 1033

Spring 1976

2 116 372.31 61.67 542 363.57 56.78 69 953
3 121 438.36 78.60 522 438.02 86.11 68 946
4 76 480.26 78.27 494 457.74 90.21 65 877
5 102 470.39 89.27 464 477.90 96.38 64 884
6 91 541.15 100.35 475 531.90 103.20 68 832
7 7 506.86 107.60 668 545.79 109.72 70 1064
8 7 509.00 119.84 720 582.58 110.55 68 1069
9 438 638.86 118.18 157 506.22 90.09 61 975

10 37 565.54 80.41 46 491.35 92.90 8 1037
11 11 561.91 114.19 46 517.00 68.09 6 950

*Figures from BUSD Office of Research and Evaluation. Test results
for 12th-graders are not included because, in that grade, the CTBS is
administered only to a few students of lowest skill levels. The
Spring 1974 data do not include test results for grades 2 and 3 be-
cause the Coop Primary rather than the CTBS was used in those grades
that year.

**The percentage figures represent the proportions in each grade for
whom test results are available and recorded in the table.
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However, we would also suggest other interpretations-of the
findings. We question the validity of the testing procedures and
of the design of BESP itself as an "experiment." On the latter
point, the implicit assumption aPpears to be that BESP students
constitute an "experimental" group who spent their entire school
day in a BESP school, to be measured against a "control" group of
randomly selected students who were, by and large, concentrated in
two separate zones, and who attended a BUSD school. This logic is
inappropriate, however, at the secondary level. Except for the
two off-site schools, Odyssey and East Campus, BESP programs were
not full-spectrum curricula, as were those in the elementary schools.
They were, rather, partial programs which themselves depended on the
common school to provide an appreciable part of their curriculum.
Even in the most comprehensive BESP programs almost all students
still took a majority of their classes in the common school. To
test the impact of BESP requires an experimental design, but the
"experimental" group was so thoroughly contaminated that j: was
practically impossible to assess the differential effect of BESP.

The second objection is that the BUSD testing program during
the five years of BESP injected both bias and measurement non-
comparability into the assessment of BESP impact. At the high
school level, the BUSD Office of Research and Evaluation, which was
charged with the supervision of all standardized test administration
in District schools, actually had no effective control either of
choice of testing materials or of procedures for administering them.
As a result, instruments to measure achievement were not used con-
sistently over the five years of the program. Forms were changed
periodically; in addition, it was up to the discretion of each
teacher which test (CTBS or COOP) his/her class took. These incon--
sistencies biased the achievement measures of the high school sample.

The objections outlined above indicate that at best the high
school data were inconclusive as measures of BESP's impact. The
sources of error and bias discussed did not affect elementary level
students.

Despite these shortcomings, we analyzed the achievement data
and did find systematic variations in the basic skills mastery of
Berkeley students. Indeed, the variations that do exist in test
scores would seem to strike at the heart of a major objective of
BESP and of the Berkeley system as a whole--the elimination of the
effects of racism by narrowing the achievement gap between white
and minority students.

Table 8 below, comparing ethnic groups by the average annual
CTBS reading gains they achieved over the five years of BESP's ex-
istence, shows considerable and statistically significant differences
between these groups.

1 .t
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TABLE 8; AVERAGE ANNUAL CTBS READING GAINS

n

BY_ETHNICITY 972-1976

Mean
fthnicity Gain S.D.

White 1.359 .353 320
Black .759 .300 354
Asian 1.304 .390 64
Chicano .892 .309 23
Other .993 .570 16

Total 1.063 .462 777

Between groups variance = 13.132615 4 df
Within groups variance .1140681 772 df
Total variance 13.2466831 776 df

F(4,777 ) a 115.878 p < .001

The table clearly indicates that the mean growth scores of white
and Asian students are substantially larger than those of Black and
Chicano students. Over the span of the program, the disadvantaged
minority students have lagged obviously and severely in their reading
mastery. BESP has not managed to erase the gap.

This is certainly a most serious finding, given the emphasis
placed by BUSD policy-makers on removing institutional racism and
remedyinl, the effects of past discrimination. It would indicate
failure of two of BESP's primary goals: improving basic skills and
eliminAing institutional racimn.*

*Since these are disturbing findings, we subjected the data to a path
analysis in order to account for the demonstrable effect of ethni-
city on achievement gains. Briefly, we found (among high school
students) that ethnicity by itself accounts for 11 percent of the
variance; its first-order effects through father's and mother's
education account for an additional 15 percent; its further first-
order effects through peer group loyalties and anomie attitudes
account for another 16 percent; and second- and high-order effects
account for five percent of the total variance. In short, ethnicity
affects reading gains independently of socio-economic background,
peer attachments, and other attitudes and beliefs,-but it-also ex-
ercises an effect indirectly in that the parents of Blacks and
Chicanos tend to be less educated, which has a depressing effect
on academic achievement, and minority students are more likely than
others to have peer loyalties and anomie attitudes which also tend
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Actually, even though the BESP plan was Vague about the strat-
egies BESP would employ to overcome institutional racism, two fur-
ther lines of attack were activated: (1) minority staff, both cer-
tificated and classified, were to be hired at every level of BESP;
and (2) every BESP site was to have some type of multi-cultural cur-
riculum,

Due to pressures from sectors of the minority communities, an-
other potential means to decrease racism also emerged: the develop-
ment of racially separate options within BESP. Four such racially
separate sites developed, one for Chicano students (Casa de la Raza),
and three for Black students (Black House, UN West, and College Prep).
The racially separate schools found an uneasy home within BUSD, given
its commitment to racial integration, but were tolerated as "experi-
ments" with the support of the federal ESP staff. Three were short-
lived, and.one remains after BESP's end.

How well did these three tactics to decrease intitutioual
racism fare?

Increase in Minority Staff. Over the last three years of BESP
(the period covered by 1SA's Level II evaluation), the percentages
of minority staff employed by BESP were as follows:

TABLE 9: BESP STAFF BY ETHNICITY (1973/74 - 1975/76)

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76

White 46% 51% 54%
Black 34% 30% 29%
Asian 13% 12% 10%
Chicano 6% 6% 7%
Other 1% 1% 0%

Total 100% 100% 100%
215 184 157

Table 9 shows that, in fact, the proportion of minorities em-
ployed hy BESP decreased over this period (Blacks by 15 percentage
points, Asians by 23 percentage points) while the proportion of
whites increased by 17 percentage points. In absolute figures,

to fOwer -their achievement. The single most powerful effect we
found was an indirect one: ETHNICITY----ANOMIE----ACH GAINS.
While schools cannot be expected to influence "objective" factors
such as parental educations and occupations, action regarding the
more "subjective" factors of peer attachments and anemic attitudes
and beliefs is well within the bounds of school district authority.
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the BESP staff was reduced during these three years by 58 persons.
Of these, 14 were white, 27 were Black, 12 were Asian, three were
Chicano, and two were "other." Among the classified, non-
certificated staff, BESP initially hired a significant proportion
of minority persons. When the decision was made in 1974 to lay
off all classified staff, 75 percent of those who were laid off
were minority employees.

Compared to the staff of the common schools, BESP staff had
about the same percentage of minority persons. In fact, common
schools had a slightly higher proportion of Black staff than did
BEEP, although they had a somewhat lower proportion of Asian staff.

Thus, BESP staffs_did not differ a e-' 1 --o- BUSD staffs
in_their ethnic commition, and the trend was in the direction o
reduced minority_staffs. One might conclude that the relatively
high proportions of minority staff in BUSD and BESP were a result
of an overall district commitment to affirmative action, rather
than a particular'"change" prompted by BESP's goal of decreasing
institutional racism. BESP did not have the power to revise the
institutional norms or organizational rules that bore the imprint
of racism, served to perpetuate it, and were, therefore, structural
impediments to a reduction in institutionalized racism. BESP was
given a goal, but not vested with an essential power for its real-
ization. No major organizational changes occurred within the
Berkeley schools that would have impacted upon racial imbalance.
For example, tenure was not Changed; minority staff were last hired,
first fired. The tenure system prescribed by state law ensured
this, and one can only oonjecture about what BUSD/BESP might have
done without state constraints. No special attempts were made to
purchase books, supplies or equipment from minority firms. Indeed,
the goal of reducing institutional racism was itself differently
understood by different participants in the project, and the ab-
sence of clear definitions to guide policy or practice obstructed
the development of consensus.*

Relative to the severity of the problem, some rather simplis-
tic attempts were made to improve racial sensitivity in BEEP train-
ing programs. For example, BEEP-funded teacher training included
in-service workshops on the "Self Image of the Minority Child" and
on "multi-cultural Social Studies." Yet, no one in BUSD would
claim that institutional racism had been "cured," and most would
agree_that this deeply-ingrained American penchant could not he

. -rooted out by holding a few courses.

*See our report, A Preliminary Descri tive Analysis of pEsp
(1973-1974), Sept. 1, 1974, pp. 160-168.
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Multi-Cultural Curricula. BESP developec various types
of multi-cultural curricula as one way of combating institutional-
ized racism. In almost every PESP site, some courses covered var-
ious ethnic subjects, from "Swahili" to the "White Experience."
As we showed in Table 2, one-half of the BESP sites used multi-
cultural curricula fairly extensively. BESP youth, both minority
and white, were sensitized to different cultural styles. About one-
half of all students in BESP felt that their school emphasized
ethnic identity and their curriculum contained a multi-cultural
aspect. About two-thirds of BESP's teachers reported the same
thing.

However, BUSD classes also use multi-cultural curricula. An
equal proportion of BESP and BUSD students reported that their
sOhools emphasized ethnic identity and multi-culturalism, and the
proportion of BUSD teadhers who said so was only slightly less than
that of BESP teachers. Several of the multi-cultural courses or
materialS which were originally developed in BESP spread to BUSD,
principally via the in-service training funded by ESP. Included
in these materials were the multi-cultural aspects of the TABA
Social Studies series, Project Read, and Project Write, and the
materials created by teachers and others At the individual BESB
sites.

Thus, to a limited degree, BESP has managed to encourage the
development of curricula which emphasized ethnic identity and
multi-culturalism, although this is not unique in BESP since one
finds such courses throughout BUSD.

Racially Separate Schools. Three of the racially separate
schools were located "off-site" and were embattled from their open-
ing day. The one exception, College Prep, is an on-site high school,
a sub-school which uses traditional means to spur Black students on
to college. It is not a full-time option, and students take only
two courses in the sub-school, enrolling in BUSD for the balance of
their work. With approximately 130 students, it has survived the
BESP phase-in. College Prep has an all-Black faculty, and a high
proportion of its graduates have enrolled in college. It has main-
tained a high degree of organizational and constituent support, and
is, in many ways, fully established within the Berkeley High School
as an all-Black sub-school. It escapes "integrationist attacks"
because its students also attend Berkeley High classes.

In contrast, the_fate of the off-site, racially separate op-
tions (Black House, Casa de la Raza, and UN West) was that of a
short and harried existence. We present the following case study
of Black House as an example of the fate of one attempt to impact
on institutional racism within BESP. A fuller account of all three
schools (and ail other BESP schools) is to be found in Volume II of
this report.

1 1 8
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Black House was conceived by a young B ack teacher and a group
of Black students at Community High School I, the pioneering alter-
native venture on the Berkeley High School campus. The students
complained that CHS was not responsive to Black needs. The teacher
perceived a fundamental dichotomy between the large high school, in
which the values and cultural predilections of the white majority
were pervasive, and the Black experience. As a consequence, he
argued, Berkeley High could not solve "the real problem," which was
"how to motivate and teach Black students," who were "not perform-
ing according to their best abilities." A promising alternative,
he concluded, was a school rooted in the Black ambience, where shared
experience and culture, and a broad community of aspirations, created
the possibilities for empathic communication between staff and
students.

Guided by such perceptions, Black House opened in Fall 1970
with School Board approval and was included in the BESP package
submitted to Washington in May 1971. Its acceptance by 0E/EBP as
part of the package presumably legitimized it as an experimental
project. However, it was immediately subjected to investigation by
the Office for Civil Rights on charges that its all-Black composi-
tion violated Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Even before
OCR intervention, Black House, "surrounded by heated controversy."
was the target of "many angry epithets," according to its first
director. By challenging the integrationist credo, Black House
offended much of Berkeley's educational establishment, its white
liberal community, and some articulate Black community spokespersons,
all of whom took pride in the desegregation of the city's schools
in 1968.

Amid these diverse pressures Black House resembled a be-
leaguered fortress during its two-year life span as a BESP site,
before its liquidation in June 1973 at OCR insistence and the
Superintendent's concurrence. The struggle for the right to exist
consumed much staff time and energy. There was little inclination
to internal evaluation, and considerable suspicion of outside evalu-
ators. Hard evaluative data are non-existent. In a sense, such
data would have been irrelevant because the decisive "evaluation,"
rendered by OCR, hinged on socio-political and legal factors, nct
educational performance.

From the Imprecise statistical data available, Black House
student enrollment was between 40 and 80 in grades 9-12, served by
certificated staff that-ranged between 1.4 and 3.5 full-time equiv-
alents, supPleMented by five to seven classified personnel, six con-
sultants and four work-study students. Curriculum had two emphases:
basic skills and Black consciousness and pride. ISA observers
noted, on the whole, good morale and self-discipline among Black
House students, a dedicated staff, an atmosphere of "restrained
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relaxation," a sense of community, and a salutary rapport between
staff and students. Central BESP reported that the success of
Black House, "whether measured in terms of student enthusiasm or
student willingness to pursue further education, has been remark-
able." Even allowing for excessive zeal in the BESP estimate, all
the foregoing indicates that, on its own terms, Black House was a
viable alternative.

Nonetheless, it was liquidated. The school's protests that
the student composition resulted from free student choice, not
system coercion, were in vain. So was the argument that the school
was constituted as it was to achieve an affirmative educational
purpose, which was altogether different from a negative intent to
enforce racial exclusion as the expression of racial superiority.
Black House protagonists also argued the dUbious efficacy of inte-
gration if it simply meant thrusting Black students into an educa-
tional environment dominated by the prevailing mores, needs and
aspirations of white society, and permeated by institutional racism.
SuCh an environment, they contended, lacerates the self-esteem of
many Black students and diminishes their educational achievement.
The experimental hypothesis for Black House was that Black autonomy,
which creates an atmosphere and program that are rooted in Black ex-
perience and are responsive to distinct Black needs, would create
the educational environment to motivate Black students to realize
their learning potential. it would instill in them the sense of
self-worth and self-confidence, both as individuals and members of
an ethnic community, that could make for authentic, not illusorY,
integration as they encountered their contemporaries of other ethnic
strains on a psychological plane of equality.

It seems to ISA that this was a tenable hypothesis, worth test-
ing in an experiment. OCR thought otherwise. So do others, who
bslieve that at this juncture racial separatism, in whatever form,
would be a retrograde step educationally, politically and socially.
Still, Black House might have offered some clues as to what could
usefully be done to cope with problems in education that are recog-
nized as staggering. Perhaps, it could have shed some light on what
should not be done. Truncation of the experiment precluded the
possibility of gaining such knowledge.

We sought other ways to evaluate the potential effect of an
all-Black school upon the acquisition of basic skills by Black youth.
We noted two all-Black schools on which we have some data, albeit
suggestive rather than firm. We have average CTBS reading gain
scores for College Prep and UN West, representing 40 students from
our total sample of 47 Black students at those two sites. These
growth scores were compared with growth scores of Black students
who attended integrated BESP and common schools (Table 10).
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TABLE 10: AVERAGE ANNUAL C_ S
OF SCHOOL SETTIN__

INC GATNS IN_YEARS Y TYP
BLACK HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ONLY

Mean
n_ Gain

BESP Integrated 19 .605
BESP Racially Separate 40 .866
Common Integrated 55 .658

F(1,58)=5.854
p< .05

We note a statis ically significant difference in the annual
growth rate on CTBS reading tests for Black high school students
in all-Black options. But we caution the reader that these data,
though provocative, are only suggestive.

We further examined the scores on anomie and academic self-
concept for Black students in the three different settings (Table 1
While the samples are small and one of the relations is not statis-
tically significant, the findings are in the expected direction:
Black students attending all7Black BESP sites sense more power and
have more favorable academic self-concepts than Black students
attending integrated sites.

TABLE 1 ANOMIE AND ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT SCORES, BY TYPE OF
SCHOOL SETTIN- BLACK HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ONLY)

Anomie
n Mean

Academic
Self-Concept

n Mean
_

BESP Integrated 14 3.143 15 .438
BESP Racially Separate 27 2.815 29 1.172
Common Integrated 34 3.618 34 1.074

F(1,40)=1.965 F (1,43)=5.455
n.s. p

These three tentative findings need far more invest gation than
we have been able to devote to them here. To many of us who feel
racial justice to be crucial, an adequate understanding of the
schdoling of minorities would seem to require an examination of the
three major structures in which they are schooled: segregated facili-
ties (such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools), integrated
schools (such as BUSD), and .L..tELItit schools (such as Black House or
Black Muslim schools). The difference between segregated and
separatist schools is poorly understood. At least theoretically,
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in a segregated school the atmosphere and power structure are those
of colonalism; in a separate school, the ambience and control con-
stitute self-government, self-determination. Clarification of
these differences should lead us into more germane research, rather
than relentless rhetoric.

In sum, the four major strategieS which BESP utilized to de-
crease institutional racism produced checkered results, but on
balance the advance toWard the stated goal was not significant.
BESP did not erase the gap between the academic adhievements of
white and Asian students on the one hand, and Black and Chicano
studentS on the other. No difference was found between BESP and
BUSD in hiring minority staff. The BESP multi-cultural emphasis
has contributed to a similar emphasis district-wide, and has ap-
parently influenced staff and student attitudes toward ethnic
identity. BESP development of racially separate schools was trun-
cated by OCR pressure, and their adequate evaluation was inhibited.
Thus, only one of the strategies (i.e., multi-cultural emphasis)
had an observable impact upon the Berkeley school system, but this
did not come to grips with the structUral institutionalization of
racism.

3. Local Plan Goal #3 Po r-Sharing

The third goal of the BESP Local Plan was "to provide signi
ficant changes in the administration and organization of the sys-
tem so that power of decision-making becomes a shared activity."
Our evaluation finds that BESP did not structurally change BUSD so
that a site community could be in control of its school. Rules
and roles within the totaJPistrict,were not reordered so as to
permit the development of sites highly responsive to consumer en-
treaties. Indeed, BUSD never seriously activated systemic changes,
and the federal ESP offices had other and more pressing priorities.
On the whole, power-sharing was a slogan, not a planned and oper-
ationalized reality.

Further militating against limited attempts at power-sharing
by certain, though not all, BESP sites were (1) BUSD and ESP bud-
getary inflexibility, (2) the administrative origins of on-site
schools and programs, (3) the fractionated character of BUSD grade
configurations (K-3, 4-6, etc.) and (4) consumer and staff concern
for site phase-in.

In combination, these pressures (1) removed substantial
decision-making authority from the sites; (2) hampered the ability
of parents to identify with particular sites and to develop that
identity organizationally; (3) prevented the emergence of consis-
tently used formal governing bodies composed of parents, teachers,
and students; and (4) fortified the normal disinclination of
secondary school parents toward formal school participation.
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These evaluative findings are elaborated in the remainder of
this chapter.

_Tower-Sharing Was Not an Authentic BESP Goal

when ESP was created in 1971 tha idea of community control of
s J31s was in national vogue. This idea had gained currency from
the publicized failure of desegregation and compensatory education
to raise the educational performance of minority students. In-
creased participation of, and accountability to, a local school
community seemed another way to unlock a school's potential. This
latest straw in the educational wind was seized upon by 0E/ESP.
In its original December 28, 1970 announcement, this office made
"community participation" in ESP-designated school districts a
prerequisite to funding.

BUSD/BESP planners responded In kind to this language. The
idea of parental/student participation in decision-making figured
prominently in the BESP proposal. BESP sites were envisioned as
dramatically altering the traditional relationships between admin-
istrators, teadhers, parents, and students. To amplify the stated
BESP intent, the Board of Education issued a "draft" statement on
June 13, 1971, reaffirming in these words the local commitment to
organizational change at BESP sites:

Experimental Schools will be administratively
autonomous and responsible directly on the
one hand to the youngsters and their parents,
on the other to the Superintendent of Schools,
for carrying out BUSD policy. They shall
relate to both of these with the least
possible bureaucratic intervention. Develop-
ment of a child-centered, simplified adminis-
trative structure is a major goal of our alte
native schools program. Alternative schools
must develop from staff, parents and teachers
working together.

District planners had not only the federal announcement to
consider. In addition, Berkeley's pre-existing alternative schools
had evidencela community voice, and these schools provided Berkeley
with its most attractive case for ESP funding. Further, the power-
sharing language in the BESP proposal provided a post hoc compen-
sation to consumers for having neglected them during the planning
phase. The Board's June 13 statement offered this consolation to
consumers:

The process by which the proposal was developed
has been criticized for lack of community
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participation, and specifics of the proposal
have met with much community comment and some
hostility regarding content, philosophy, and
implementation....The School Board is satis-
fied that the terms on which Berkeley was
awarded the grant are sufficiently flexible
to accommodate the changes our guidelines and
community involvement may bring to the specific
proposals prior to and during their implemen-
tation. Emphases added.

Admittedly, little is known about the educational effects of
parent and student power.* There are still many unresolved ques-
tions about the most productive relationship between parents and
students on the one hand, and professional educators on the other.
Given the unpredictable results of parent/student decision-making,
BUSD cannot be faulted for conferring discretion on sites to fashion
forms of community involvement that would coincide with their own
distinctive situations and experiences. However, BUSD was not pre-
pared to honor site preferences, for the endorsement of community
power ran counter to other potent BUSD tendencies, especially those
of the Superintendent who guided BESP into the District. In this
vein, we note an initial BUSD resistance to administrative decen-
tralization and to evaluation of school staff by consumers.

Besistance_to decentralization. After consideration in late
1971, the Board of Education voted to decentralize its budget pro-
cedures and to give school principals the key role in allocating
funds. However, this decision was made over the strenuous objec-
tion of the Superintendent, whO refused to implement it during a
tenure which lasted until June 1974. Interestingly, the reaction
of several school principals was also negative; they asserted that
decentralization of the BUSD would be tantamount to shifting an ex-
plosive political issue from the Board to the schools. It also
might reduce the extent to which principals could play central pres-
sures off against local ones. Thus, some of those occupying posi-
tions of de facto_authority over BESP schools, and who were author-
ized toenlist tal involvement,were clearly uncommitted to
power-sharinc7 y vewed even limited decentralization as an
abnegation of 7d responsibility., The formal policy adoption

*The Coleman Report (1966) does not reveal any association between
parental participation in schools and student achievement.' On the
basis of Coleman's findinos, Cohen (1971) alleges that small school
districts, presumably having fewer bureaucratic impediments to par-
ental participation than do larger ones, do not produce higher
levels of achievement. A brief literature review of the unknovm
impact of consumer participation in school decision-making is con-
tained in Chesier and Lohman (1974).
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occurred subsequent to the first revelations of BUSD financial em-
barrassment, which increasingly dampened enthusiasm for decentral-
ization during the BESP years.*

Resistance to evaluation by consumers. There was also dead-
lock over another District-wide issue of parent and student power-
sharing: should consumers be directly involved in evaluating
teachers and administrators? In June 1973, a proposal to perm t
consumer evaluation was brought before the Board of Education.
Unable to decide at that time, the Board waited until late November
1973 to vote unanimously to include parents in the evaluation of
teachers, and to include students in such evaluations in the higher
grades, altogether excluding administrative positions. But the
Board left to the BUSD central administration the determination of
how such a policy would work. The administration formally opted
to confine the oolicy to only half of the tenured teachers per
year; however, even this compromise was not implemented. Only in
1974/75, under a new superintendent, was "user" evaluation given a
trial run at a few common schools. Significantly, an affirmative
Board vote was taken after the earlier Superintend3nt had repeated
his opposition to direct participation by parents or students in
teacher evaluation. Previously, in June, he had explained his
opposition by pointing to his difficulties with other citizens'
committees "which get so politicized.** Noteworthy, too, is that
the November 1973 vote had only the qualified support of two Black
members of the Board. One charged that the policy would inadvert-
ently enact a hardship on both underachieving minority students
and poor working parents, since they would lack a sustained and
persuasive voice in decisions; the other claimed that the adminis-
tratively watered-down version of teacher evaluation lacked the
bite necessary to remove incompetent teachers from the District.

Power-sharing was not a real BUSD goaA despite its prominent
position in the BESP local plan. Signs of power-sharing at the
District level were responses to state and federal demands.
California legislation compelled the BUSD to set up a teacher evalu-
ation system in 1973, and federal guidelines prompted the Super-
intendent to convene a COmmunity Educational Advisory Committee to
advise him on the development and implementation of federal pro-
jects in the District. The guidelines, requiring one-half of the

*The divided opinion within the BUSD over decentralization is illus-
trated by the reaction of a Board member who consistently favored
decentralization. This meMber later charged that "the administra-
tion has essentially sabotaged the pOlicy" and accused it of being
composed of "empire builders who don't want to yield power to the
school principals." As for the principals, they were described as
being "afraid of the responsibility that would go with more power."
Berkeley Daily Gazette, December 18, 1973.
**BerkeleyDaily Gazette, June 21, 1973.
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30-member Comrr ttee to be parents of BUSD students, were issued in
February 1973, too late to play a part in SESP planning. Compli-
ance with the guidelines was perfunctory at best. The BUSE) cen-
tral administration lacked the determination to advance the sort
of decentralization and community participation which Weiler (1974)
found to be crucial for the limited first-year success of the Alum
Rock voucher project.

The absorbing federal concern in BESP's first year was that
each alternative receive the added advantage of ESP funding, es-
pecially support services for off-site schools which would bring
them up to par with those provided regular BUSD schools. Power-
sharing was not a first-year federal priority. Afterwards, NIE/ESP
highlighted the importance of evaluation, articulation, and teacher
training, but never power-sharing. Though ESP funtls.: were initially
routed to the central BESP for the development of community in-
volvement mechanisms, this funding tapered off dramatically and the
services of the Family-School Transaction component were suspended.
Even at the central project level, then, federal funding and mon-
itoring did not abet power-sharing as a critical element of pEsP.

The BUSD and BESP central administrations did not -lan for
power-sharing. A corporate form of power-sharing, applicab1e
across sites, was not devised from above. Since time did not
permit extensive BESP planning, BUSD accepted the proposals of
sites with a previous community orientation, but without attending
to structural obstacles to power-sharing. The underlying tensions
between the District administration and the pre-BESP alternatives
(i.e., those with the greatest parent, student, and teacher input)
tended to be submerged rather than resolved in the BUSD planning
process. Yet, by failing to concede this, the BUSD tended to pre-
suppose the existence of what had never occurred, that is, the
resolution of these and other political tensions. Despite the
self-criticism in its proposal to 0E, especially in regard to in-
stitutional racism, BUSD in its planning for BESP did not take the
accusations seriously. BUSD acted as if local power-sharing could
be attached to normal District operations, for teachers were not
presumed to be racist or protective of professional prerogatives,
and the school bureaucracy was not thought to be opposed to reform.
In other words, the negative attributes imputed to BUSD in its
BESP proposal justified funding, but the positive traits were as-
sumed correct for the purpose of local planning. In respect to
power-sharing, BESP built on presumed BUSD strengths instead of
guarding against admitted BUSD weaknesses. Community power was
viewed as thoroughly compatible with District power. As a result,
stuMbling blocks to power-sharing arose, among which the following
were the most crucial.
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ibility in BUSD and BESP budges. It was difficult to
create and maintain an organization of parents and/or students
when such organizations could not point to accomplishments for
which spending authority was a vital prerequisite. Site commun-
ities lacked important decision-making authority since about 85
percent of the BUSD budget was tied up in fixed salary commit-
ments. Site power tended to vanish, then, because of pre-existing
BUSD decisions. The BESP and BUSD decentralization policies were
announced after the BUSD budgetary process had grown inflexible.
A Citizens' Budget and Finance Committee reported to the School
Board in 1972 that many principals were too embarrassed even to
call meetings of school advisory committees "because there is no
real decision-making capacity and the amount of non-allocated
funds is very small." The Committee concluded that BUSD's small
size--abc%_t 15,000 students and 21 principals--prevented the
District from realizing any advantage through a decentralization
policy "that is not practically capable of implementation."*
Turning the OE grant into a NIE contract further restricted the
type and amount of discretionary money available to sites. Hence,
the forms which community participation took were generally in-
capable of engendering power-sharing. Sometimes these forms al-
ready existed in BUSD (e.g., using parents as volunteer teacher's
aides at K-3, 4-6, and off-site secondary schools), or they could
be erased by num policies (e.g., giving students influence over
curricula through sign-up lists, a privilege at some secondary
level sites that was substantially withheld in BESP's last two
years by shrinking enrollments and, thusly, by BUSD formulas affect-
ing the number of teachers available to sites).

The administrative_origins of most on-site schools. Parti-
cipation by parents and students in school governance partly de-
pends on their identification with a particular school and their
decision-making talents, which take time to develop (Cronin and
Hailer, 1973). But the majority of BESP sites were created by
their directors or BUSD principals, or by central BuSD edict.
Parent/student participation was mostly added to schoolS and pro-
graMS whose directions were already set, making it difficult to
to arouse consumer interest in power-sharing.**

*Berkeley. Daily Gazette, December 18, 1973.
**BUSD rejected two community-proposed sites outside the two BESP
zones, despite their acceptable ratings by the District screening
committee. BUSD then moved to provide sites at two common schools
whose principals, teachers and parents had not shown a strong de-
sire to be included in the program. This turnabout was accomplished
by assigning to John Muir a new principal committed to an "open
classroom" approach, and by telling the Franklin staff to write a
proposal which would be convincing to UE. Later, the BESP central
administration encouraged what had not been explicitly denied to
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Fragmentation in the BUSD school career. The K-3, 4-6, 7-8,
9, 10-12 grade-configuration of BUSD schools upon which the major-
ity of BESP sites were superimposed, and the narrowly programmatic
quality of some BESP sites, restricted consumer interest in power-
sharing. Parents could not continue their role once their children
moved to a new site. However, the major effect of this fragmenta-
tion was felt at BESP's beginning, when some sites abjured com-
munity involvement altogether. Power-sharing was deliberately re-
jected at the "supplementary" West Campus 9th grade sites (Hul,
Yoga/Reading, Career Exploration, Work/Study), at the aborted
junior high "alternatives" (KABE and Willard), and at Berkeley
Hiah sites emphasizing "academics" instead of 'social experience"
(Model School A, On Target, College Prep).

Limitations inheren_ in the role of _1*-e -or/principal.

Some sites were so lockedinto normal BUSD operations as to have
little power to share, despite their feeble encouragement of this
goal. This was true of sites which either predated BESP as es-
sentially zone-restricted common schools, or which were established
for special clienteles with BUSD encouragement. Increased par-
ticipation was initially bequeathed to parents ' directors, who
were themselves soon influenced by their larger District identifi-
cation and responsibilities. Implicitly assured of phase-in by
virtue of their central BUSD origins, some sites were not allowed
to encroach upon the customary prerogatives of principals. Unable
to modify traditonal leadership patterns, BESP parents at Franklin
and Jefferson did help to create enough turmoil to have director/
principals removed by BuSD officials. However, in these instances,
parents acted as external pressure groups upon those who commanded
the power of decision, not as inside participants in the decision-
making process. Furthermore, teachers' recommendations based on
parents' suggestions were no match for principal or central BUSD
recommendations. When, for example, a crisis ensured at the Early
Learning Center in 1973/74, teachers and parents discovered that
they lacked the authority to evaluate or remove certificated
teachers. Even earlier, in 1972/73, Jefferson teachers beseeched
the site director for a more formalized teacher-parent governance
process; yet, after two versions were agreed upon, neither was
implemented. In the same year, some Franklin staff unsuccessfully
attempted, against the wishes of the director/principal, to create
another instructional model within the school, one with a Black
ethnic focus.

porents atid teachers hy 0E/ESP: the planning of new ESP-funded
schools. On this matter, the federal predilection for- staying
but of controversial value choices in the short run, only to affect
them later by defining specific budget items non-admissable, led to
consumer disappointment.
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Consumer and staff concern_for site_ phase7in. Most off-site
BESP schools, plus Agora, Genesis, School of the Arts, and Environ-
mental Studies, encouraged some form of community involvement. The
off-site schools interpreted power-sharing to mean: (a) sharing
power with parents (Casa and Kilimanjaro); (b) sharing power with
students (Other Ways and Black House). Odyssey alone attempted to
join parents and students in governance. Agora and Genesis were
unique among the on-site sub-schools, especially before their consol-
idation in 1974/75, in attempting to govern themselves by student-
dominated school meetings. Environmental Studies restricted itself
to informal consultation between parents and staff, School of the
Arts to warmer student-staff relations than existed in the common
school's Performing Arts Department.

Despite their attempts to involve parents or students, -
ever, power-sharing either never occurred or was substantially di-
luted at these sites. Other trends intervened. Black House staff
decided that the disciplined imparting of basic skills was incom-
patible with student decisionmaking. A similar evolution marked
Other Ways as it turned into Garvey and then UN West. Casa ex-
perienced a communication block between its governing board (La
Mesa Directive) and its staff, which nullified the powers of the
former. At Odyssey and Kilimanjaro, directors supported and im-
plemented the desire of the BUSD and BESP central offices to check
the unruly and disruptive features of community governance. With-
out an influential director unencumbered by conflicting or chang-
ing community preferences, BESP sites were threatened by bureaU-
cratic insensitivity. Communitarian sites especially felt the need,
and were pushed by the BUSD, the central BESP, the NIE/ESP, and
their directors, to choose survival over power-sharing. In BESP,
strong community sentiments tended to be seen as a k,arometer of
site instability. Yet, directors reported that parents required
crisis before they would become actively involved, an outcome un-
anticipated by BESP planners. Parents were not interested in being
involved in a regular decision-making process. Even governing
boards became inert when there was nothing crucial to decide and
the community was pleased. There was a constant tension between a
desire for phase-in and consumer involvement, since the latter was
best "incited" by controversial issues, while the former was
threatened by them.

Teachers and directors at sites which originally invited par-
ental participation eventually blunted it. They believed that a
majority of parents would prefer no parental input over domination
of site meetings by a parental clique. Even Odyssey and Kiliman-
jaro, which had formal governing boards, were believed by their
staffs to be dominated in the first three years by a few outspoken
parents narrowly concerned about their own children rather than the
welfare of the school.
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New "arent forums were not_created at the secondary school
level. Parents usual y take a more active irterest in the schOol-
ing of their young as opposed to their teenage offspring, and this
pattern was not countered by BESP, despite the fact that most sites
existed at the junior and senior high levels. Only Casa de la Reza
(K-12), Odyssey (7-9) , Early Learning Center (K-3), and Kilimanjaro
(K-6) developed formal governing boards with consumer oarticipation.
The authors of the power-sharing goal did not consider that parental
involvement at the secondary level might require an inducement
which sites themselves lacked the authority to offer. At the same
time, staffs at the senior high sites believed there were unbridge-
able differences in viewpoint between adolescents and their parents.
Because of their rebellious outlook, either imputed or real, ado-
lescents were granted immunity from strong parental influence in
the schools. Thus, planners and implementers collaborated to re-
duce parental involvement at Berkeley High sites. In fact, BESP
parental involvement suffered in comparison with that at the regu-
lar senior high school, owing to the almost exclusively student-
oriented activities of the sites and the greater number of standard
parent-oriented activities at the common school.

In IsA's parent Survey, proportionately more BESP parents than
common school parents at the high school reported that they never
visited their offspring's sChool (39% vs. 23%, p(.02). To examine
how students in our sample saw their parents' participation in the
governance of their school, we asked them, "How often do your parents
participate in the decision-making at your school?" Only among high
schoolers did we find a significant difference between the percep-
tions of BESP and common school students: BESP students were more
likely than common students (46% vs. 22%, p<.01) to see their parents
as never participating in school governance.- _

Parent artic 'on in BESP and common schools. Sixty-nine
percent of the parents in our parent survey reported that they knew
"what went on" in their children's schools, and there was no per-
centage difference on this score between parents of students in the
BESP and in the common schools. However, parental participation
permitting this knowledge was too divorced from critical school de-
cisions to constitute power-sharing.

In four categories BEEP sites featured more parental partici-
pation than the cOmMOn schools (Table 12). At the elementary level,
a significantly higher proportion of BESP parents than of common
school parents (36% vs. 19%, p4.02) reported going to their child's
school as classroom volunteers. At the junior high level, nearly
half of the BESP parents reported a counselor/teacher-requested
conference with school officials as a reason for visiting the school,
whereas in the common schools a significantly smaller proportion
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(45% vs. 34%, p4.05) listed this as t-e reason for coming to school.
At the senior high level, parents of BESP students reported a higher
proportion of visits to observe their child's classroom. Three times
the proportion of parents at SESP sites than at the common schools
(6% vs. 2%, p4.01) reported that they went to their child's school to
observe classrooms, although the parents who did so were relatively
few. Also, over one-fifth of the BESP parents reported visiting the
high school for "other" reasons, while far fewer did so at the common
schools (22% vs. 3%, p4.001).

On the
visitations
high level:
6%, p<.02),
pating in a
vs. 16%, p<
counselors

other hand, the common school parents reported
than the BESP parents in four categories at the
attending parent committees or PTA meetings (14% vs.

attending special events (30% vs. 19%, p<.02), partici-
parent-requested conference with school officials (32%
.01), and attending conferences requested by teachers or
(35% vs. 19%, p4.01).

-er

enior

While these are differences in minute details, when the activ-
ities of all BESP parents (regardless of grade level) are compared
to those of all common school parents, the differences between them
are not striking. Common school parents were somewhat more likely
than BESP parents to participate in parents' night and to attend
parent-requested and counselor/teacher-requested conferences; SESP
parents were somewhat more likely than common school parents to serve
as school volunteers/aides and to observe classroom activities. For
both groups, however, the four most frequent forms of school partici-
pation were attendance at parents' night and at special events, and
conversation with school staff at parent- and staff-initiated confer-
ences. These are quite conventional forms of parent-school relations.
If some parents shared power with school administratorsand teachers,
it is quite clear from these data that the vast majority did not.

TABLE 12 ONS FOR PARENT VISITs TO SCHOOLS, BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Elementary Junior High High School Total Grand
BESP Common BEOP Couution BESP Common BESP Common Total_

Parents' Night 67% 72% 32% 52% 27% 36% 43% 54% 48%

Volunteer/Aide 36% 19% 3% 1% 2% 15% 8% 11%
Attend Parent
Committee or
PTA Meeting 33% 29% 21% 21% 6% 14% 19% 21% 20%

Special Event 49% 35% 30% 29% 19% 30% 32% 30% 31%

Parent-requested
Conference 29% 29% 45% 34% 16% 32% 26% 29%

Counselor/
Teacher-requested
Conference 54% 47% 17% 31% 19% 35% 31% 36% 34%

Observe Classroom
Activities 52% 40% 13% 18% 6% 2% 24% 20% 22%

Other 26% 35% 9% 15% 22% 3% 21% 17% 19%

(111) (72) (53) (160) (139) (63) 295) (598)
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MOreover, differential results in types of participation did not
create statistically significant differences between BESP parents and
parents in the cornmon schools with respect to parental satisfaction.
ResultS cf the final ISA parent survey show this and are presented
below.

O Parents of both BESP and common school students overwhelmingly
responded "Yes" when asked, 'IS parent participation in your
child's SCh001 important?"

O There was no significant difference between parents (7f BESP
and common school students when they were asked if t: y knew
what was going on in their child's school.

O The save lack of difference prevailed when oarents were asked
if they could get something changed in their child's school
if they had a complaint. Of both BESP and common school par-
ents, at every grade level, about half believed they could
get successful complaint resolution.

The parent sample was asked to evaluate their satisfaction
with their meetings with their child's teacher, and the data
revealed no significant difference between BESP and common
school parents at any grade level.

Soymurlity participation in BE$P. We conducted two surveys
random samples of Berkeley residents (described in greater detail in
Appendix 11) to determine (a) the extent of awareness of BESP, (b)

the extent of community support for its continuance, and (c) the
extent of community acceptance of alternative education.

In 1973/74, 54 percent of Berkeley residents an= ered "yes"
when asked if they were familiar with BESP; the affirmative response
declined to 42 percent in 1974/75. Despite the drop in public aware-
ness, the 1974/75 survey revealed that 50 percent of the community
respondents favored supporting BESP with BUSD money after federal
fUnding expired, while 16 percent opposed such a commitment and 27
percent were undecided. Berkeley residents seemed to be favorably
disposed to the experimental schools.

This impression is fortified by the preponderant majorities
in both years' community samples who felt that alternative educa ion
is at least desirable. Table 13 indicates that 81 percent in
1973/74 and 79 percent in 1974/75 held this opinion, even though far
fewer had any familiarity with BEBE, itself.
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TABT,r ATT la_ E
EDUCATIO_ 1973/74 - 1974/75

1973/74 1974/75

Very desirable 50% 44%
Desirable 31% 35%
Undesirable 9% 14%
Don't know/undecid d 10% 8%

Total
Il

100% 100%
442 545

Contributing to the stark contrast between no more than a bare
majority aware cf or supporting BESP, and a significant majority
favoring the idea of alternative education, was the fact that no
city-wide group made a prominent issue out of BESP. Unlike BUSD's
desegregation drive, BESP did not become a focal point for pUblic
debate. Existing pressure groups did not publicize BESP, and no
new city-wide organizations emerged because of BESP. Neither com-
munity groups interested in minority education (e.g., the Black
Aces) nor the teachers' unions (Berkeley Federation Of Teachers and
the Berkeley Education Association) dvamatized, by praise Or criti-
ciSm, the BESP presence. While faVorable attitudes existed in the
general populace, they.were given no organizational embodiment.
Thus, they formed a backdrop to school decisions, rather than exer-
Cising power in their _wn right.

Conclusion. The history of BESP power-sharing was a checkered
one. It proVed impossible to devise incentives and opportunities
to involve parents, teachers, and students consistently in school
governance, either at a given site or throughout the school career.
What worked at one time and place did not work at another. The
limited power-sharing that marked the opening three years of BESF
did not exist at its close. By 1973/74, real experiments in power-
sharing were lost with the closings of Casa and Black House, or sub-
stantially diluted by administrative intevention at Odyssey and
Kilimanjaro. Power-sharing was never firmly attained in the BESP,
not even at sites most disposed toward this local plan goal.
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HAPTER -COREHENSIVENESS AS A1 EDUCATIONAL R&D STRATEGY

In BESP, the R&D st egv of comprehensiveness was embodied
in two major indicators: 1 options at every grade level (K-12);
(2) an organization parallel to BUSD, combining within itself
aspects of holistic change, i.e., administration, training, publi-
city, and other support services.

The BESP K-12 structure was exceedingly unbalanced. The re-
ponderant number of sites existed at the secondarY school level
(18 out of 23). There was a radical discrepancy between BESP's
ability to serve elementary-S-4)=1 stUdents and to serve secondary
ones. The unemphasized elementary level was further reduced in im-
portance when matriculating 6th-graders experienced a "bottleneck"
at the junior high level, after the program lost 7-8th grade sites.
BESP planning ruled out an essential continuity for students and
parents desirous of a particular teaching style and/or curricular
emphasis.

A parallel organization to the BWSD hierarchy, one capable of
serving and defending the K-12 structure and the special nature of
alternative/experimental sites, was never fully implemented. The
BEEP central office contained a multiplicity of official functions
without corresponding authority and ability to carry them out evenly.
BEEP lacked the organizational muscle to coordinate sites and pre-
sent a united front to BUSD decision-makers, for the purpose of
avoiding program dilution and of changing BUSD. BEEP "parallelism"
was an ineffectual compromise hetween project autonomy and BUSD
alignment.

1. Initial Agreement about BEEP Comprehensiveness

BUSD and 0E/ESP originally concurred that BESP could stress
diversification of options and evolutionary organization, rather
than continuity in consumer chOice and early specification of
roles and functions. BUSD began with a preference for project
"looseness," to which 0E/ESP acceded, and there were no countervail-
ing pressures frOM consumers for anything different. However, this
agreement minimized the strong federal interest in an experimental
cOmprehenSive design, one sOon at variance with BEEP practice. Be-
fore tUrning to this lurking discord, however, we shall examine the
initial consensus about comprehensiveness from the three major
viewpoints on BESP.

The BUSD View. To BUSD officials, BEEP was not to be permitted
to fOrestall the District's future evolution, tobecome an obstacle
around which total RUED planning would have to work. "Creative"
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implementation, responsive to newly arising pressures, was the pre-
ferred BuSD approach. By becoming a detailed, irreversible commit-
ment, BESP might have prevented the District from keeping important
client groups in some kind of equilibrium. BESP, so far as top-
most BUSD officials were concerned, had to appear--simultaneously--
of dramatic immediate consequence and of perhaps negligible long-
term importance. The Superintendent expreSsed these predispositions
soon after BESP began (Kohn, 1973):

From the alternatives will emerge the next stage
of development. They will be part of an ongoing
process, rather than a stopping place, and they'll
also be important in changing nonalternatives to
pick up alternative concepts that are important
to them and therefore will affect the rest of
the system. I see them as another stage in the
process of the development of mankind. It's a
much more humanizing stage than what we've had.
But I hope that no one will see alternative
schools as the final conception of what education
ought to be. They're a stage in the process;
they will take us another leap.

The Superintendent proceeded to ask:

Whether a school, as a subsystem within the
culture, can survive doing things like exper-
imenting with alternatives if the rest of the
culture is doing different things?

Haphazardness in the K-12 structure was forecast by the
Berkeley plan, by its primary stress on diversity in education
rather than articulation. Alluding to the desirability of choice
for parents and students at every grade level, the BESP proposal
gave the impression that choice per se could satisfy this desider-
atum, that continuity for the same kind of choice might not be
possible throughout a student's career in the Berkeley schools:

The design will provide a mechanism for con-
tinuous participation in educational experi-
mentation throughout the entire school life
of students, who, in collaboration with their
parents and teachers, choose this educational
path. The program will be so structured
that no student, K-12, who enters an experi-
mental school at any juncture, will be denied
the choice of alternatives at a future junc-
ture. While the specific mode of a student's
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initial choice may not, and need not, persist
throughout all 12 years of public schooling,
the availability of choice will maintain.

Further, the BESP proposal avoided what local planners feared
to be a premature precision in project organization. /On how to en-
courage, coordinate, and serve diverse sites, BUSD grant writers
were reticent. They merely provided a skeleton outline of how
various parts of BESP and BUSD would be interfaced, despite BUSD's
principal role in funding Sites. Due regard, the BESP proposal
contended, had to be paid to the fact that all too frequently the
organizational context into which new educational approaches are
placed tends to be inappropriate to their purpose. The proposal
declared that "these positions, their relation to one another, and
their place on the organization chart, will be evolutionary in
nature during the duration of the program." Where and how organi-
zation might need strengthening was to depend on what needs developed
and results achieved. Values were to shape institutional arrange-
ments rather than organization molding values to fit bureaucratic
convenience.

The Federal View. The first 0E/ESP posture on co prehensive-
ness was struck by the original federal ESP director. It was main-
tained during the pre-implementation period and overlapped into
BESP's beginning year. Ihe federal director condoned more than he
positively endorsed BUSD-dominated project organization and sites
eMbracing a variety of educational purposes--basic skills, career
preparation, and individual creativity.

That 0E/ESP funded BESP, with its medley of schools, sub-
schools, and prOgrams, testifies to original federal satisfaction
with the minimal value of some option at every grade level. Im-
plicitly at least, 0E/ESP expressed interest in discrete schools
and programs, not in one or a few distinctive school careers and
in sites offering a diffusive curriculum, not in ones articulated
on the basis of narrow or fixed identities. According to the BUSD
Superintendent who spearheaded the Berkeley application, he was
quizzed by federal ESP officials About the compatibility of options
and racial integration. But the basic focus of this interchange
was the number, not the kind, of sites necessary for BESP represen-
tation at every grade level within a two-zone restricted experiment.

Confining BESP to two of the four BUSD school zones superceded
in imoortance linkages between sites. It proved difficult enough
to create sites at every grade level within the two zones, let
alone give adequate forethOught to interconnecting sites. BESP
planning stressed the two-zon requirement over articulation be-
cause of local interest in not endangering the BUSD's desegregation
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plan and federal interest in not so diffusing the program across
the District that experimentalism was lost. Black House and Casa
de la Raze aggravated local concerrl over integration and federal
concern over K-12 experimentation; their presence reinforced the
primacy of the two-zone limitation in early 1971 BUSD-ESP negotia-
tions.

0E/ESP originally lacked a strong demonstrated interest in
bolstering a parallel organization. At first, the main federal
objective was to ensure equitable funding for BESP sites, and this
end seemed realizable through more direct ties to the BUSD bureau-
cracy than to a parallel BESP organization. Central BESP preroga-
tives, especially those of the BESP director, were not stressed by
the federal director. In fact, he proposed a parallel office to
that of the BESP director: an "ombudsman" who would act as a liai-
son to BUSD in order to provide for the effective delivery of ser-
vices to sites. Although this proposed office was never instituted,
the federal director indicated by his recommendation that he did not
expect BESP coordination to occur as a result of central BESP super-
vision alone. OE/ESP participated in the early failure to breathe
life into the BESP organizational skeleton. For instance, financial
leverage was not used to create an Alternative Schools Council
capable of informing and influencing central BUSD policy-makers.

The Consumer View. BESP was funded without extensive study or
sensitive understanding of "community demands." The BUSD did not
engage in an educational equivalent to market research. However, it
would appear from ISA surveys of parents and students that consumer
preference in Berkeley was for schools answering a number of demands,
rather than for an options system of highly specialized and hence
potentially interrelated schools. Athough consumers did not actively
participate in BESP planning, indeed were excluded from it, the
structure of consumer demand in Berkeley did not reveal a strong
latent interest in articulation. As shown in Table 14, demands on
the Berkeley schools by the "average" consumer were multiple and
sizable.

BESP sites which were individually comprehensive and function-
..

ally diffuse addressed themselves to the mainstream of consumer de-
mands. The structure of demand uncovered by ISA surveys would
appear to lend consumer support to schools which only with sub-
stantial difficulty could use highly specialized teaching skills
and be tightly articulated vertically- And, neither the project
autonomy craved by some pre-BESP alternative school staffs nor the
District alignment favored by some BUSD authorities was clearly and
automatically inconsistent with Berkeley consumer preferences.
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TABLE 14: FEATURES OF SCHOOLING _THAT PARENTS ANDSTUDENTS
DEEMED_ WORTANT IN CHOOSING THEIR SCHOOL*

Studentseatures of Schoolin Parents

Friendly atmosphere Amirg students 95% 86%
2. Friendly and considerate teachers 94% 84%
3. Emphasis on learning basic skills 90% 82%
4. Emphasis on personal growth 88% 75%
5. College preparation 83% 79%
6. Ethnically integrated 81% 65%
7. Good program in art, music or drama 80% 56%
B. Wide choice of electives 78% 75%
9. Job training or developing a job skill 61% 71%

10. Emphasis on political education 56% 59%
11. Strict discipline 51% 46%
12. Emphasis on ethnic identity 50% 55%
13. Loose structure 37% 61%

Totals **% **%

(603)*** (498-608)***

* Parents were asked, "In choosing a chool for (child's name], are
each of the following items important in making your choice?" Stu-
dents were asked, "As you choose the school you attend, how important
were the following items in making this choice?"
** Since students and parents.were asked about each feature separ-
ately, and since they could therefore designate more than one as
important, the totals far exceed 100 percent.
*** The sample of parents on which the percentages are based is
composed of students' parents ip grades 2, 5, 8, 9, and 11. The stu-
dent sample does not include 2nd-graders; 5th-graders were asked to
respond only to the items numbered 1, 2, 3, 6, 11, 12, 13, and not
to the others; students in grades 8, 9, and 11 were asked to respond
to all the features of schooling listed.
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2. pi ficance of Agreement

Hasty planning is an important explanation for why ESP did not
extract a deep-seated five-year Commitment from BUSD (see Chapter 7).
But slapdash BESP beginnings cannot adequately expaain the failure
to balance and articulate the composition of sites or to invest
power and authority in the BESP central office. Planning gaps re-
flected choices that neither BUSD nor 0E/ESP were willing to make.
After their opening compact, and despite the federal ESP becoming
disenchanted with BUSD performance, weaknesses in BESP comprehen-
siveness were so far advanced as to discourage corrective steps.
The disappointing performance of Level I evaluation, as seen by
federal eyes, cautioned NIE/ESP against expanding sites to cover
holes in the K-12 structure. Moreover, it proved too late for
NIE/ESP to bolster parallel organization. BUSD persisted in divided
and uncoordinated responses to elementary and secondary school re-
form and in control over the project from atop the District hier-
archy.

1. Gradual Emer ence of Federal Position on C rehensivenesS.
Under the cumulative impact of a series of BUSD-Washington disputes,
the federal ESP director grew increasingly disillusioned with the
BUSD central administration, which ramified into a new federal con-
cern for articulation. Major disagreements between the federal
director and the BUSD superintendent involved: (1) the size of the
administrative overhead properly due BUSD on the basis of early
BUBD-OE negotiations; (2) off-site complaints that $200 per BESP
student of ESP monies was not reaching the sites, that these monies
were being used to defray normal BUSD expenses; and, (3) the proper
activities of the Level I evaluation unit, which the federal director
had originally hoped the BUSD Superintendent would whip into com-
pliance with the expressed federal yearning for top-notch evaluation.

The federal ESP tried to tighten program requirements during
the summer of 1972. This task fell increasingly to the federal
project officer assigned by the federal director to monitor BESP.
The project officer hoped to provide for better articulation between
mutually supporting programs at all grade levels. At the end of
the first year, the project officer asked the BESP director to have
students and parents polled, especially those ready to move from
one site to another,about what kinds of programs they desired.
Possible readjustments in site curriculum were suggested by the pro-
ject officer: one or more of the distinctive classroom prototypes
at Jefferson and Franklin might have to be deemphasized; KARR might
have to change its entire focus to accommodate seventh graders want-
ing a more open or free program; BES? sites on the Berkeley High
campus might have to cater to a wider racial mix. At a relatively
advanced stage of BESP, the project director was seeking to redress
the failure of planning to survey extensively community desires.
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The federal ESP clarified its understanding of a K-12 options
system. To the project officer, the value of educational diversity,
taken alone, too much encouraged site enrollments which were
racially drawn and prevented choice for parents and students wanting
to pursue a distinctive school career. The project officer was call-
ing, in effect, for alternative schools that served whites and
minorities alike, and that could be interrelated at every grade
level. The question of which value--integration or articulation--
was most esteemed is rather moot, since the project officer felt
that one supported the other. Certainly by the end of the third
year there were simply too few sites to provide for diversity and
ethnic focus as well as for articulated programs. The project
officer was prepared to scuttle existing diversity for the sake of
consumers previously denied continuity in schooling.

However, negotiations between BUSD/BESP and NIE/ESP over the
second-phase 30-months contract made evident that ESP monies could
not be used for newly proposed sites; consumer demands would have to
be satisfied through a shrinking number of sites. The federal
justification for prohibiting new BESP sites was that even existing
ones'had not collected sufficient student data. ,If existing sites
lacked an evaluative focus, so the federal reasoning went, even less
could be expected of new sites. Thus, at the very peak of outward
federal indignation over poor evaluation, the national ESP office
was begrudgingly admitting that good evaluation was no longer pos-
sible. Given the desire of the federal funding agency te reduce
significantly its financial contribution in the last half of the
program, in order that BUSD become accustomed to paying the full
cost for sites, baseline data would have had to exist from the
start.

Local attachment to an evolutionary conception of the program
was fortified by the early federal impreciseness on the importance
of the K-12 structure and on the issue of adding new sites over the
course of the program. First-year remoteness between the central
BESP and the 0E/ESP, created by the roadblock of the central BUSD
allowed the BESP director to encourage the planning of new sites, to
engage in idle utopia-building. It turned out, though, that what
OE/ESP had not explicitly agreed to was interpreted by NIE/ESP as
consciously prohibited.*

This interpretation prevailed, for instance, in the case of the
central BESP's independent encouragement of a new junior high option
(Model School Y), planned by a group of parents expecting eventual
inclusion in BESP funding. During contract negotiations between BUSD
and NIE, the latter finally stipulated that sites other than original
ones would not be funded. However, under the OE grant, the federal
project officer had previously informed this same groups of parents
that, as a local program, the BESP waS to be evolutionary in design,
thereby giving the parents cause for optimism.
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The federal agency also developed greater interest in the central
BESP in 1972/73, after becoming disenchanted with the Superintendent.
The project officer sought to bypass a new distrusted Superintendent.
For instance, the Superintendent's invitation to the project officer
to meet with the BUSD administrative cabinet was spurned. Instead,
the project officer unsuccessfully attempted to meet with the Board
of Education in public session in order to lay out the federal inter-
pretation of articulation, evaluation, and comprehensiveness. In
the same vein, the project officer did succeed in removing the local
BESP fiscal officer from the BUSE, =Business Manager's supervision,
placing this officer more directly under the BESP director in order
that an ESP-paid salary would not be used to facilitate strictly
BUSD functions. The federal ESP director certainly supported the
mid-program idea of circumventing the BUSD, as was evidenced by his
May 3, 1973 stipulation (included as part of a revised evaluation
plan) that all Level I personnel be hired outside of the normal
jurisdictional limits imposed by BUSD policies. HIE/ESP considered
a more independent BESP central office a possible avenue to greater
project accountability and to greater pressure on the WED to up-
grade its services to all BUSD and MS? schools. However, the
government had missed its chance to shore up a parallel organization
during initial BESP planning. As a result, the HIE/ESP found the
central BESP office to lack focus and strength.

The BUSD central administration remained the final arbiter of
what would be permitted within its legal jurisdiction. In some
cases, as those involving the BUSD status of off-site schools, the
federal ESP office left central BEEP and the concerned sites sus-
pended in tension while it waited to get a reading on more general
BUSD intentions. The comprehensive change of BUSD, then, was
stymied by the need to get central administrators to decide how they
were willing to be changed. Once the funding agency became suspi-
cious of central BUSD, it turned its pique upon its own offspring,
the local BESP program. Open conflict between the BESP and the BUSD
over appropriate changes in the latter were superceded by a series
of clashes between BESP central administration and sites-,--on the one
hand, and the federal ESP office, on the other. But these bouts
did not alter the opinions of key central BuSD actors.

2. BUSD Reforms at Eleme-nta ------ r4_econda::Lvels Unreconciled.
Concentration of BM? sites at the secondary level permitted the
BUSD to assert a special interest in pre-school and elementary ed-
ucation. Eighteen of the originally proposed 24 schools and pro-
grams were to exist at the junior and senior high levels, thereby
lending the impression that the uncompleted agenda in secondary
school. reform would be filled in. Through BESP, it seemed, stimula-
ting elective courses, a small school environment, and a modicum of
choice, would be provided 7-12th grade students. Thus, the federal
grant relieved BUSD of community pressure for secondary school
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reform. The grant allowed the BUSD central administration and school
board the luxury of appealing to a greater number of publics within
its jurisdiction. Failure in BUSD secondary school reform could be
shared with the federal funder. For undertaking a shift in educa-
tional emphasis, BUSD's ability to transfer political costs to the
federal government was as important as its ability to transfer
monetary ones.* Not surprisingly, the BUSD resisted from first to
last the sometimes federal conception of BESP implementation as an
exclusively District responsibility. For BUSD to veer publicly to-
ward this federal conception would have reduced its credibility in
proposing other educational directions, ones at variance with the
pre-BESP alternative movement in Berkeley.

Shortly, after the BESP began, BUSD statements reverberated with
a new emphasis upon K-6 education. In a draft budget assumption
letter of February 1972, a Board of Education member gave an exposi-
tion of the goals for the 1972-73 BUSD budget. Among four goals
cited was "the primary goal" of teaching reading, but also, and
second, "to break the cycle of non-learning resulting from years of
unequal educational opportunities for poor and minority youngsters."
To fulfill this second goal, it was claimed that the proper remedy
was to "shift the allocation of resources toward the early childhood
through sixth grade levels" and away from the secondary schools.
The Superintendent quickly countered that secondary school students
had suffered segregated education earlier in their school careers and
should not now be subjected to reduced spending. Despite the Super-
intendent's opposition in this instance, BUSD policy thereafter re-
flected the sentiment of a three-member Board majority consistently
comprised of whites favoring the shift.

Soon, too, the BUSD central administration proved itself fully
capable of mixing the K-6 emphasis with budgetary opportunism.
Support of early childhood and elementary education "at maximum

BUSD decision-makers reaped solid dividends from the political
transfer upon the closure of some BESP secondary schools. The barely
audible disgruntlement of the Black and Chicano communities in
Berkeley is explainable in part by the remoteness of the apparent
foe--the federal government. After giving due recognition to lack
of community enthusiasm for these schools, it must also be noted
that resentment was stifled by lack of a creditable District tar-
get for opposition. By having defended Black House and Casa, though
without exhausting all appeal processes, BUSD fixed the onus for
later shutdowns on the government. Federal-ESP sponsorship eased
this transfer of responsibility. However, respecting U.N. West,
KARS, and Willard Alternative, the second BESP director said that
he and theBUSD administration were instrumental in the closings;
the initiative came from the District, though Washington was a will-
ing accessory.
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possible levels" appeared in subsequent budget assumption letters;
on these later occasions they were put out by the Board but in
essence justified the financial figures put together by the Super-
intendent's office. Expansion of early childhood education repre-
sented a financial saving for BUSD in addition tO its putative
educational importance. Expanded children's centers at common
schools and the Early Learning Center fell under A budgetary cate-
gory permitting new revenue from a tax "override." Expansion of
pre-school education circumvented the State's restriction (SB 90) on
increasing local property taxes for general purposes, allowing the
transfer of expensive teachers' salaries into this category, thereby
relaxing demand on general purpose funds.

Due to its affinity with BESP planning style, one attempted
elementary school reform deserves special mention. In April 1973
the BUSD Office of Planning and Development prepared a $1.8 million
proposal to gain federal funds for two 4-6 common schools. The
money was available under the Emergency Schools Assistance Act (ESAA)
for districts experiencing problems in the wake of desegregation.
The proposed BUSD program would have restructured the basic skills
curriculum at both schools and divided one school of 600 students
into three mini-schools. This was a BESP-type program in many re-
spects, though available federal money, not the example of BESP
4-6 schools, was crucial in the District's decision to introduce
another ambitious program.* Without time to read the proposal in
advance, the Board approved it. Two members dissented, terming the
Board vote "illegal" in light of the premature closing of public
hearings and lack of sufficient opportunity for the Board to con-
sider the proposal. The chairman of the citizens' advisory committee
mandated by federal law to work with BUSD on this proposal also
affirmed that none of the 28 committee members had even seen the
73-page proposal.

Nonetheless, the proposal was submitted to federal review,
where it was rejected. What makes this drawn-out affair more re-
markable is that concurrently BUSD was at loggerheads with N1E/ESP
in BESP contract negotiations. During a time when the past and
future of DES? were severely questioned, from within and without
the District, BUSD was replicating the BESP planning syndrome in
seeking still another sizable federal fund allocation.

* The BUSD Director for Planning and Development called the pro-
gram "as monumental as integratio4 itself," saying it represented
the "third phase of the desegregation process" (Berkeley Daily
Gazette, April 26, 1973). The other two stages were said to be
the busing program begun in 1968 and the subsequent pilot programs
tacklinirtpe problems of "minority underachievement," BESP in
particular.
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Along with the proposed remodeling of K-6 programs, BUSD se-
condary school programs were trimmed. The Berkeley High School
principal announced on December 16, 1971, that at least 40 elective
courses would be discarded from the regular school program. As
reasons for this move, he pointed to loss of enrollment at Berkeley
High School, lack of student interest, and the need to expand pro-
grams in basic English skills.* But expanded funding for alterna-
tives under BESP auspices made plausible the more restricted effort
of the common school. Even so, the implication was that BESP/
Berkeley High School sites would be planned amidst an environment
leaning another way. Before the actual trial, the offerings at
many secondary level sites promised to cut across the District grain
by zirtue of their student-generated, non-traditional qualities.**
In addition, financial constraint in the summer of 1973 induced the
Board to abandon Room 210, a two-year-old alternative education pro-
ject, and Model School Y, the proposed junior high alternative which
had failed to get ESP funding. And BUSD refused to support with its
own funds the Berkeley High School "Phase-In" Program (proposed in
1973 by the Berkeley High School principal as a way to achieve
orderly assimilation of BESP sites on that campus).

At issue in the BUSD's divided allegiance to preschool and
elementary education on the one hand, and secondary on the other,
were two different understandings of how to upgrade minority student
achievement. Implicitly at least, the first emphasis is pitched to
the individual student, in the belief that schooling can have a
strong and independent effect on the youngest school-age groups;
the.second is aimed more at the entire minority community in the
belief that older students are opinion leaders for the younger, up-
coming generation. Taken by itself, each emphasis has a signal
drawback. The first ignores an early sense of frustration with
school stemming from exposure to larger community frustrations,
especially those experienced by older siblings. The second ignores

The English Department Chairman offered a slightly more economic
justification: "In a time when the central thrust is in the area
of basic skills, when a financial crisis exists within the district,
and when many of these courses have grown moribund over the past
few years, we felt such programs had ceased to merit further con-
sideration in our curriculum" (Berkeley Daily Gazette, December 16,
1973).

In fact, School of the Arts and College Prep were at this moment
still designing courses for their inaugural the next semester. The
same could be said for the four BESP programs at the 9th grade West
Campus, which were not to open until Fall 1972, but would eventually
"feed" students onto the Berkeley High School campus.
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that older students are likely to be impervious to belated signs of
school reform; their hostility may be too advanced already. The
promising contribution of BESP was that it would free BUSD to devote
greater resources to the neglected side of the equation: the educa-
tion of the youngest. In combination, the two emphases would seem
to offer a better prospect for comprehensive change than one pur-
sued alone.

Yet, in the BUSD, a two-pronged attack on minority underachieve-
ment lacked a clear recognition of the interrelationship of local
strategies. To combine them effectively, it would have been neces-
sary to plan continuously the educational nexus between the two,
rather than simply letting each slip into District practice under
the pressure of fiscal and political considerations. Symbolizing
the failure to make this linkage, the BUSD options system was the
softest at the junior high level, particularly at grade seven where
the two reform impulses touched. Throughout the history of BESP,
Berkeley's unsure and uncoordinated response to junior high education
served as visible evidence that BESP planning and BUSD planning took
place in isolation from one another. The 4-6 curriculum had been cri-
ticized by Berkeley parents and teachers; but even this criticism
paled before the disaffection engendered by violence and truancy at
the junior highs. But the BUSD record on community participation in
planning was blotted at the junior highs. There, the central ad-
ministration acted unilaterally, without receiving any federal edict.
Berkeley's two junior high campuses were informed that they would
have to submit BESP proposals. The principal wrote a proposal for
Willard Alternative as did a small group of teachers for KARE.* When
KARE and Willard Alternative were eliminated as BESP sites, for being
too remedial and no different from the common school, the BUSD
lacked the resiliency to beef up this sector. The federal disinclina-
tion to expand 7-8 BESP sites was greeted with BUSD inattention.
The District had become preoccupied with lower grade levels.

* A retrospective account of King Cluster School by members of the
parent group responsible for its creation (whose allegations went
undenied by the BUSD administration), contended that parts of this
7-8 school's proposal were incorporated into the administratively
sanctioned KARE proposal, but without the Cluster group's knowledge
or consent. Although this school existed as an alternative during
1971-72, it never obtained BESP funding, despite encouragement by
the Superintendent and the BESP director that it would. Unable to
get minority-group support or guaranteed staffing, the school folded
in a year's time, but without the BUSD central administration coming
to a considered decision on its utility.

At this writing, the groundswell proceeds: the present BUSD super-
intendent issued a plan in April 1976 to take effect in the Fall
semester, which would divide each BUSD 4-6 school into several mini-
schools whose accent would be diagnostic-prescriptive attention to
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A bifurcated approach to school reform--the alternation between
preschool, elementary and secondary education--thinned the District's
resolve to see to conclusion developments in any one restricted area.
The BUSD was trying to accomplish several objectives as pursestrings
tightened. These objectives were not so intrinsically related that
planning for their interconnection would rightly be dispensed with.
Yet the Experimental schools Program had been launched in a school
district unexceptional in its steady postponement of overall evalua-
tion of activities and prograne. Only in late December 1974 did
Misr) attempt to get an objective assessment of its myriad activities
by hiring an outside research and consulting firm. Strapped by
limited funds for this evaluation, BUSD contracted for a 6-9 month
rUsh-order appraisal.

3. Parallelism as Co remise. The pre-ESP alternative schools
within the BUSD constituted an informal network of personal and pro-
fessional relationships. The majority of these schools were linked
by staff contact and exchange rather than by membership in a formal
organization. Around selected and short-run issues, they sometimes
supported one another in negotiations with the BUSD bureaucracy:
far example, in 1970-71, Black House, Community High, Odyssey, and
Other Ways jointly presented to the BUSD Board of Education a pro-
posal for a new system of student evaluation, including a reading
test devised by Herb Kohl.* The small group of radical educators
revolving around Kohl formed the initial backbone of the pre-ESP
alternatives in Berkeley. It was held together by a shared belief
in site autonomy, full-time student and teacher commitment to a
particular site, and educational priorities based on the expressed
needs of students. However, over time, the compromises which the
"radicals" struck With BUSD rules and officials impaired their sense
of being bound together in a common endeavor.

On March lo 1971, a group of alternative school advocates sub-
mitted a package of 16 proposals to the BUSD for ESP funding. This
group included Herb Kohl as well as other leaders from the New
Schools Network. The proposal package included alternative schools

individual students. According to the Superintendent's report, the
eXample of the BESP influenced this proposed extension of the op-
tion system less than had a steady stream of complaints from
Berkeley parents, lamenting the lacklustre performance of these
particular sohools.
* There were exceptions to this mutuality, notably those sites
which existed before the ESP but which were never considered "alter-
native" by the originators of off-site schools. Jefferson Tri-
Model School (K-3) and Model School A (10-12) were so regarded by
the Kohl group, Since these schools were more administratively than
teacher inspired, and were solidly implanted on traditional Busu
caopuses.
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such as Black House, Casa de la Raze, Other Ways, and Odyssey.
After submitting the proposals, this group decided to stick to-
gether in the hope that a united front would guarantee the funding
of all their proposals. In addition, its members agreed that
several demands would have to be met before they would Participate
in the District's application: an autonomous budget for each site;
control over hiring and firing of teachers; the right to develop
curriculum independently; accountability to parents and the Board
alone; an influential voice in evaluation of their respective sites.

This group selected a few of its members to serve as an Alter-
native Schools Council which would negotiate these demands with the
Superintendent. Reportedly backed by his top administrative staff,
the Superintendent decisively rebuffed this pitch for autonomy and
for collective inclusion in the BESP proposal. The central admini-
stration's main contention was that the compoSition of the group
was limited to teachers in alternative schools; consequently, this
group lacked an appropriate overview of how individual schools fit
into the larger BUSD scheme. Moreover, by virtue of acting collec-
tively, the group was viewed as trying to gain control of the whole
program. Conversely, the group interpreted the BUSD administrators'
position this way: we will not be the ones to lose power.

Confrontation with the Superintendent soon resulted in the
group's dissolution. It was split apart by the possibility of
acquiring unassailable standing for the pre-BESP alternative schools,
a legitimacy previously denied by shoestring budgets. Persisting
in unison, then, seemed to be jeopardizing the future of particular
schools. The BUSD central administration was in the driver's seat;
it had the line to the federal dollar. As the group disintegrated,
so did the idea of the site independence which it had advocated.
The BUSD central administration had divided and conquered. The
federal ESP negotiators turned their backs to this dismemberment
of Berkeley's indigenous alternative school movement--one based on
independent teacher-parent initiatives.

Now, in the BUSD, there were two distinguishable groups who
were diametrically opposed on whether or not to seek central Dis-
trict administrative repponsibility for the BESP. The two groups
were comparatively small and compact in membership and by no means
spoke for extensive Berkeley constituencies. Still, they tended
to frame the decisive choices bonfronting BESP planning. One group,
composed of the teachers most influential in starting the District's
pre-BESP alternative schools, favored going outside the bureaucracy.
In effect, they wanted to establish a new organization for alter-
native education in Berkeley, one permitting autonomy from the BUM
central administration. The teachers were opposed by another inter-
connected group, dominated by BUSD administrators who were mostly
in the central office. They claimed that less than full District
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alignment would prevent BUSD from benefiting from HES?, would make
evaluation a fraud since it would consist of site self-appraisal,
and would, in effect, allocate public funds for essentially un-
accountable "private" schools.

BESP planning did hot meet this division head-on. Instead, it
excluded the first grouP [of teachers] from a legitimate role in the
planning process; at the same time, it bowed toward this group's
viewpoint by adopting an organizational form which left sites auton-
omous. However, the resulting autonomy was equivalent to isolation.
Teachers who were inexperienced in BUSD administrative corridors
became directors at the community-based sites. The right to formu-
late site objectives we're accorded them and their staffs, yet this
was accompanied by an in'sistence upon evaluation relevant to evolv-
ing federal concerns in whose formulation they lacked a voice. Con-
versely, the administrators were accorded the right of selective
intervention when sites proved out of compliance with BUSD regula-
tions, but were denied an opportunity for continuous concern and
involvement. Twin results flowed from this compromise: individual
sites were given a great deal of formal independence, which was
rendered spurious since many crucial decisions were beyond their
recognized ken; decisions by the BUSD central administration were
made fitfully, without benefit of continuous and reliable information
about particular sites. Individual BESP sites were thus thrown back
on themselves, forced to choose survival strategies in isolation from
District guidance, yet severely constrained in their latitude for
choice.

The most tangible expression of this compromise was the semr
blance of a nonburiaucracy within a bureaucracy. A "parallel"
organization to the BUSD administrative hierarchy was established.
It was publicized as being capable of serving and defending the
special nature of alternative/experimental education. Its pro-
claimed reason for existence was to get something done in a hurry,
to launch a program and perhaps provide a quick object lesson to
regular BUSD personnel who would eventually have to take an im-
portant role in sustaining alternative education. Few if any per-
sons expected or wanted this nonbureaucracy to last. It was in-
tended as a short-lived, one-time, makeshift device.

However, no one could really explicate what a separate BESP
organization was meant to accomplish. Indeed, its presence often
grated on certain BUSD Board members concerned about the soaring
number of administrative posts in the District. Central adminis-
trators still favoring bureaucratic control of BESP sometimes saw
it as a roadblock to long-range planning. Moreover, its temporary
quality failed to impress or benefit site people worried about
"phase-in" permanence and the apparent need to appeal to the power-
wielders at the District apex. For those smitten with the idea of
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comprehensive change, the existence of a central BESP office seemed
to soften the impact of BESP on BUSD, since the latter did not have
to adjust to the BESP during the course of the program. On the con-
trary, central BESP had to adjust, while its transiency made it
powerless to change the total system. In turn, the lack of continu-
ous BUSD involvement perpetuated an original disunity among sites.

BESP organization served to disguise the conflict between site
autonomy and interdependence with the District. The BESP hierarchy
was a "paper" solution to conflict. Since, in theory, the BESP
administration was to be the one point where all project interests
were to intersect, it was conveniently viewed asa crucible which
could transform conflict into coordination. But the word "coordina-
tion" had a deceptively simple appearance in the context of a com-
plicated program like BESP, wherein divergent perspectives met and
clashed.*

3. Deficiencies in BESP's K-12 Structure

BESP sites were so many educational "islands," cut off from one
another and the larger BUSD.** Separate jurisdictions were established
for local BESP staffs within a program that was initially viewed as

Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) state succinctly our point about
BESP coordination:

Here we have one aspect of an apparently desir-
able trait of antibureaucratic administration
that covers up the very problem--conflict versus
cooperation, coercion versus consent--its in-
vocation is supposed to resolve. Everyone wants
coordination--on his awn terms. Invocation of
coordination does not necessarily provide either
a statement of or a solution to the problem, but
it may be a way of avoiding both when accurate
prescription would be too painful. Coordination
means getting what you do not have. It means
creating unity in a city that is not unified.

Also, BESP planners never entertained the possibility of pro-
moting direct educational partnerships between BM? sites and all
or some of the common schools. However, the lack of communication
between sites and common schools was regretted by some site directors
and staff who felt that, within the BUSD, they had pioneered "pro-
mising" practices of immediate interest to BUSD common schools. The
John Muir director stated that two common school staffs were "re-
inventing the wheel" in their isolated endeavors to develop an open-
classroom approach. The ELC director lamented that her site's uni-
que multi-cultural library was not used by the common schools.
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an emergent process rather than a rigorously interlocking system of
alternative schools. Sites were cordoned off from one another, so
to speak, limiting their potential for articulytion. The "separate-
ness" and diversity of BESP sites conflicted with articulation. It
proved impossible to create a coherent panoply of sites once BESP
included pre-BESP alternatives and added new ones by administrative
fiat in order to comply with the two-zone requirement.

Created by different people for different reasons, most BESP
sites lacked indigenous ties capable of promoting vertical communi-
cation. To some degree all sites turned inward, some to the point
of internal feuding over power-sharing. This made it particularly
difficult for off-site and on-site programs to collaborate, since
the former tended to be community-oriented while the latter were
lander the closer supervision of BUSD administration. BESP was
highly splintered at the site level, with each site's special iden-
tity being surrogate for project-level autonomy.

Site attrition further undermined articulation. Not even the
original cast of sites was large enough to accommodate diversity and
articulation. Reduction in the number of sites further affected the
form and content of the K-12 structuring. Only 12 sites existed
during the final BESP year.* The most significant effects of the
attrition were felt at three crucial points:

7th-8th grade Junior high level. . With the closings of KARE,
U.N. West, and Willard Alternative, a gap opened in junior high alter-
native education after 1973/74, leaving only sparsely populated
Odyssey to fill the 7-8 void. As a result, the K-12 structure was
weakest in grades 7 and 8, where BUSD's announced reforms of elemen-
tary and secondary education had to be joined.

Ethnic:schools, The elimination of Black House and Casa de
Raza in 1972/73; along with the later consolidation of Agora and
Genesis in 1974/75, effectively stopped BESP sites from catering to
the self-defined, special interests of minority students (as opposed
to their academic deficiences :4,dentified by regular school staff for
remedial treatment).

Individual K-12 schools, The closing of Casa de la Raze and
the failure to start New Ark did away with the "built-in," natural
articulation between grade levels of such comprehensive schools,
making all BESP students and their parents subject to whatever con-
tinuities could be agreed upon between sites, which proved negli-
gible.

* This count of 12 sites excludes Environmental Studies, which con-
tinued to receive USE' funds as a diffused 6th grade program at
Malcolm X and not as a distinct entity; and On Target, which also
continued to receive BESP funds as a facet of a "Career Center" prc-
cram at Berkeley High. 150
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Reduction in the number of sites indirectly affected the
ability of surviving ones to stick to a coherent educational em-
phasis. This further limited the possibilitY for articulating
across grade levels, as surviving sites had to dbsorb students
from the terminated sites, even though the former were sometimes
guided by a different philosophy, were designed to serve a dif-
ferent clientele, and had asseMbled staff skills that corresponded
to initial purpose and target population, skills that were not
necessarily apPropriate for different purposes and populations.
HUI, Model School A, and Kilimanjaro directors, for instance, felt
pressured to increase Black student enrollments; however, in ISA
interviews, these directors z,:knowledge that the initial rationales
for their sites were not well-suited to students who might have
benefited most from individualized instruction. According to their
directors, ion Target, Career Exploration, and Yoga/Reading had
their original purposes thwarted by the kind of student they could
get to enroll.

The gulf separating an inflated senior high BESP program from
the comparatively reduced program at lower grade levels militated
against the creation of a distinctive school career for BESP
student. Specific programs were not "followed through" from one
segment of the BUSD grade'configuration to another. Students exper-
ienced discontinuity at the twodsmentary school levels:

rades 3 to 4. The bilingual program at Jefferson, in grades
K-3, had no matching program at Kilimanjaro or Franklin, the "re-
ceiving" SESP sites for matriculating Jefferson students. Third
graders who had had English and Spanish or Chinese as languages of
instruction at Jefferson were unable to choose a comparable program
in the fourth grade, at a common or MS? school. A similar pre-
dicament faced students graduating from the John Muir K-3 school,
where an "open classroom" philosophy Obtained, for the "receiving"
4-6 Environmental Studies lacked an equivalent classroom emphasis.
And 4-6 sites were either smaller (Environmental Studies) or less
monopolized by a BESP orientation (Franklin) than were K-3 sites,
which further frustrated continuity.

Grades 6 to 7. The kinds of programs and types of teaching
styles available in grade 6 were not consciously planned in grade
7. KARE and Willard Alternative, in the number of students enrolled,
were the primary junior high sites. However, they had been adminis-
tratively concocted in order to meet the federal N-12 demand and to
ease BUSD's problem with truancy and violence at this school level.
Thus, the educational rationale for these schools was brittle and
unstable, a conclusion which figured in the BUSD decision to close
them.
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Increasingly, DES? at the senior high level was basically a
loosely contrived "elective" education, not an ensemble of tightly-
knit "sub-schools" capable of powerfully reinforcing alternative ed-
ucation provided at lower grade levels. Especially in BESP's last
two years, sites at West Campus and Berkeley High were characterized
by: (I) the opening of more DES? classes to common school students;
(2) a reduction in BESP courses coMbined with a readdition of BESP-
type, elective courses in the common school curriculum; (3) the in-
ability of students and their parents to discern at all times
whether the students were regisfering in common or BESP classes;
(4) appreciable mobility of students, BESP and common, between site
and regular classes; (5) obstacles to recruitment of new BESP students
by current ones and staff, which affected the enrollment size neces-
sary to add new courses and augment a suffusive alternative climate.

4. Parallelism in Practic

Diverse parties brought complexities and contradictions into
DES?. These were superimposed upon, rather than reconciled by, its
central administration. The central BESP was responsible to all
participants but empowered by none. The June 1971 school board
guidelines aptly summarized the predicament while straining to make
it seem a positive virtue. Referring to the position of BESP
director, the guidelines declared: "He would not be viewed by him elf
or his colleagues as allied with either sector (the sites or the
BUSD hierarchy] nor as deriving his power or status from either."
From whence the "power" and "status" of the DES? director would de-
rive was never made evident. BESP central administration was liter-
ally consumed by conflicting demands from diverse quarters. Pres-
sures on its core activities came laterally from Washington, down-
ward from BUSE), and upward from sites. A parallel organization was
used as a convenience for others' organization-maintaining interests.

More implied than stated by the BESP proposal were three main
functions of a parallel organization. First, one can infer, it was
to promote cooperation between disparate sites and between the sites
and the BUSD hierarchy. Second, it was to provide services to in-
dividual sites. Third, it was to be a model worthy of BUSD emulation,
either in some of its parts (e.g., staffing, administration, curri-
culum development) or, perhaps, as an integral whole.

However, each of the main central DES? functions was partially
thwarted by other DES? participants. The coordinating function was
chiefly impeded by an unreliable relationship between the central
DES? office and the sites. The servicing function was never fully
developed, principally because of truncated federal-local planning.
The exemplary, or demonstration, function was impaired, not only by
deficiencies in performing the other two functions, but also by in-
decisiveness at the top of the District hierarchy and the inherent
subordination of DES? to BUSD.
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1. PI-Elect Coordination. The critical role of project advocate
was never adequately assumed by either of two successive BEEP cen-
tral directors. Instead, BESP central administration became a re-
siduary legatee, shouldering those tasks which other groups and
organizations were unwilling or unable to perform. In the main,
these tasks were administrative in the narrowest sense: acting as
a liaison for individual sites, the BUSD, and concerned federal
agencies.

Though selected by the BUSD, the BESP central director was not
given real line authority within the school system. His potential
for long-range cooperative planning with BUSD was acutely circum-
scribed. He had to make essentially intuitive judgments about what
others would tolerate andbe prepared to draw back when his views
were seriously challenged. He was able to make decisions only with-
in the interstices created by others' disinterest, not within
formally acknowledged spheres of authority and competence.

According to the BESP plan, the central director was to be ad-
vised by a council of student, parent, and project staff represen-
tatives and by local advisory committees from eadh site. But the
representative composition of an Alternative Schools Council never
developed, nor did local site committees for other than intrasite
decision-making. Instead, a less prestigious council of site
directors, one not formally recognized by the BUSD administration,
met sporadically during the first year but was then disbanded in
favor of occasional meetings between the BESP director and parti-
cular site directors as specific issues compelled. So, too, a
formal meChanism for bringing "grass roots" recommendations to
upper-level BUSD decision-makers was missing from the program.

Still, some sites were better situated than others to take advantage
of the internal politics and hierarchical structure of BUSD. Not
all sites enjoyed favorable access to sources of money and influence;
not all broke from the starting gate with the same chance for success.
Some sites did not need a parallel support structure, while others
felt that they could not depend on it for survival. Thus, BESP cen-
tral administration was cast into a passive role: sites could exer-
cise discretion over how a parallel organization would be used, if
at all. The BESP central administration responded to this situation
by treating sites discretely rather than collectively.

The dynamics of the DES? director's relationship to various
sites was largely framed by the BUSD-defined status of their direc-
tors. The relationship was governed, then, by whether site directors
were located off-site or on-site and whether or not tHey were also
BUSD principals. To the degree that site directors' roles were
multiple and contradictory, the central BESP administration found it
hard to harmonize and articulate the sites.
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In the last two years, the BESP director's impact on on-site
activities was minimal. Especially his visits to sites at Berkeley
High School were steadily reduced. As he himself pointed out, they
harbored directors who most criticized central BESP performance.
The tensions between alternative and traditional education at
Berkeley High, the BESP director claimed, made ever more appealing
the insulation provided by office work. Throughout BESP, the cen-
tral director lacked a dependable constituency at the site level.

2. Service Delivery. The BESP director was assisted by a
central support Staff, consisting of these components: Evaluation,
Family-School Transaction, Media and Public Information, and Train-
ing. However, they were consolidated within BESP or merged with
BUSD central administration prior to the program's completion, with
an attendant loss of "parallelism" in BESP organization. In the
third year, Family-School Transaction and Public Information were
merged into a new Community Education unit. The BESP director de-
cided there was little parental support for the new unit, and NIE/
ESP concurred that this short-lived component be phased out by the
start of 1974/75. The responsibilities of the Family-School unit
devolved upon sites, where they were handled sparingly by site
directors coping with a down-winding program. The lone public in-
formation specialist was transferred to District offices and asked
to function in a dual capacity for BUSD and BESP. The separate
Media component was dissolved in 1974/75, with its lone specialist
being subsumed under Training. For the final year, Evaluation was
put under the supervision of the BUSD Director of Research and
Evaluation.

The Evaluation unit within the BESP central office was the
heart of this office's anticipated functions. The other proposed
components were dependent on the results of formative evaluation
to greater and lesser degrees. For evaluative findings were origin-
ally conceived by the BEST' director and the federal ESP project
officer as being available not only to sites, but alSO to any in-
terested parent, teacher, community group, or school district. The
scope and performance of the other components were to be affected
by the Evaluation unit, since, on paper, they appeared to be "feeders"
or conduits for it. Specification of their fUnctions awaited a
fuller understanding of the substantive information available to
them, for which Evaluation was, logically, a prime supplier.

Level I evaluation is discussed elsewhere in this report
(especially in Chapter 8). Nonetheless, that there were short-
comingS to the Evaluation component must be mentioned in the present
context, for these affected other BESP support units. Failing the
integration of Evaluation with the other components, the latter
were diminished in importance and required to improv se new aims
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as the program unfolded. Without evaluative input, the several BESP
components overlapped in function, owing to scarce tasks having to
be divided among them; this, in turn, offered excuse and reason to
collapse them still further. Moreover, the resulting uncertainty
in purpose led to frictions within the central BESP office.

Family-School Transaction. This component was intended as a
new alternative to the District s counseling and guidance services.
The BESP proposal called for a racially mixed team of pupil per-
sonnel staff (psychologists, social workers, and counselors) to be
assigned to families instead of schools, in order to advance "a
participatory, interactionary, reciprocal relationship between
school persons rendering services and consumer or user groups need-
ing service." Basically, the main purposes were to assist families
to make appropriate school choices and to gain optimal benefit from
their Choices.

In truth, however, the original staff of four func ioned in a
variety of ways, many of which were unrelated to the stated objec-
tives. The Family-School component was an early victim of a be-
leaguered BESP director having to use this small staff for his own
administrative needs. He was too busy responding to requestsrun-
ning errands for sites--to be able to use project staff on ill-
defined community assignments.

By the end of 1971/72, recommendations by the USE' director
and the Family-School coordinator did aim at redressing the unclear
definition of roles. These recommendations were intended to give
this component a closer tie to the consumer, especially in the non-
white population. Transfers within the overall BUSD pupil personnel
staff had left two professional staff positions vacant; the BESP
director converted these two slots intb three classified positions,
and hired persons with Asian and Spanish language abilities. In
addition, the coordinator asked the.new staff to set up a central
information service center where families could obtain accurate in-
formation about BESP. However, the center was housed in poor
facilities on the outer fringe of the school district, and subse_
quently received meager parental use.*

To some, this comp,:;nent was seen as the agent of the central
BESP support services, with only loose ties to the various BESP
sites; to others, it was seen as the agent of the various sites,

* Interestingly, in March 1972, the Family-School.staff urged the
BESP director to narrow the component's roles by confining it to an
evaluation function. The staff asked that it be permitted in the
forthcoming year to provide data from the community on "the effec-
tiveness of the total ESP" (Memorandum, March 9, 1972).
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providing support in achieving their respective goals. Seldom, if
at all, was the staff seen as agents of the consumer--parents and
students. Aside from this confusion, there was the unresolved ques-
tion of whether to limit the services to geographic zone, to
specific BEsP sites, to transitional populations within BESP (at
grades 3-4, 6-7, 8-9), or to a specific age group such as early
childhood, K-3, etc. The component's coordinator asserted that in-
adequate staffing made such a decision both necessary and impossible,
given the previously mentioned constraints on the BESP director.

Media and Public Information. These two components, though
listed separately in the BESP proposal and yearly budgets, were
jointly charged with the task of providing information on the exis-
tence, activities, and accomplishments of sites. Limited to one
media expert and one public information specialist, however, these
two components devoted themselves primarily to designing and updat-
ing site brochures and issuing occasional news releases.

According to the second BESP director, the program was vastly
underplanned in this area of publicity. If Berkeley had really
wanted to become a bellwether for alternative education, he claimed,
professional outsiders should have been hired to disseminate aspects
of the program. By BESP's end, he concluded that money expended on
media equipment and materials was largely wasted, insofar as publi-
city and dissemination should have been done properly or not at all.
He interpreted BUSD inattentiveness to BESP's pUblic relations as
exemplifying the District's generally insular character, which he
felt also tended to restrict other regional and state interassocia-
tions.

Adequa e publicity about sites was critical to fashioning an
options system, at least one that would provide consumer choice.
However, the site descriptions contained in the brochures available
to parents and students did not give them what they would need to
make a choice. Budget information was not included in any program
deScription, nor were the qualifications or profiles of staff. The
manner used to describe the sites resulted in their using different
methods to describe themselves, thus making it hard to compare the
programs before selecting one. Apparently the media specialist
simply edited and put into a common format the descriptions pro-
vided by site directors, who themselves had no organizational
mechanism for collaborating on the task of creating useful, com-
parable information. Admittedly, though, BESP dependency on fluc-
tuating BUSD staff assignments exacerbated the problem of providing
this information, as did an Evaluation unit which was not set up to
assist students who were not enrolled, or parents not involved, in
a particular site.
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Training. This component was to be responsive to the needs of
sites and support staff in the areas of media, curriculum and in-
struction, and staff development. The primary strategy for BEBE'
trainers was to encourage staff to try out alternative roles. In
the DEB? proposal, it was stated that in-service training would de-
part from a tradition of organizing sessions around issues of "the
cognitive aspects of mastery, i.e., techniques and information which
have been handed down from the top echelon of the school system."
Trainers were not to use the "T-group" style of "aiming at achieving
personal support" when dealing with "affective trainina" issues. Instead,
they were "to recognize the major issues in interpersonal life,"
namely, "mastery versus powerlessness," "mutual support versus isola-
tion," "accountability for action based on clear mutual expectations
versus mistrust," and "racism and its resulting effect upon the pro-
gram."

In the first year, the one person assigned to Training spent
most of his time in administrative consultation with various site
directors. This consultation with directors was deemed necessary
for they lacked experience negotiating their Way through the BUSD
bureaucracy. Also during the first year a WS? teacher intern pro-
gram was started in conjunction with a local college. This was a
program whereby people who had B.A.'s and had been hired by sites
could get teaching credentials; this had the effect of credential-
ing minority teachers, which continued until the fourth year, when
BUSD closed the door on new BEEP hiring. With an additional re-
quest and a small fee from teachers, some workshops allowed college
credit in a program that MS? training coordinated with a private
college in the area. Although the BUSD, in conjunction with several
districti, in the Bay Area, coordinates a training program with in-
structors from several colleges, BEEP training was unique in offer-
ing college credit as well as in-service credit for its workshops.

BESP Training met with more satisfaction among teachers and
principals than any other single feature of the program. This unit
ended on an upnote, as its workshops and High Intensity Learning
Centers were gradually refined and extended over the five years.
Teacher training in the first year was confined to "one-shot" kinds
of workshops, e.g., on how tO Manage. the HILCs supported by ESP
funding. Similarly in the second year, most of this unit's time
was spent writing plans and materials. But, by year three, work-
shops were added in multiethnic studies, teaching reading and writ-
ing, communication skills, and classroom problem-solving. Teachers
from the common schools were invited to the workshops when space
permitted. As shown in the table below, a total of 372 teachers
participated in the workshops in 1974/75, when the training effo t
crested.
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TABLE 15 : NUMBER OF TEACHERS IN BESP TRAINING,BY
G-DE LEVEL AND TYPE OF SCHOO 974/75*

ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH
BESP COMMON BESP COMMON

Number of Total
Teaching Staff

Number of Total
Worksho S Attended

95 439

202 154

28 158

Average Number of
Workshops Attended
per Teacher

2.13 .11 .02

p< .05 05

SENIOR HIGH
BESP COMMON

64 176

05

* According to the Above table, in eve aging the number of BESP work-
shops attended per staff, BESP teachers were more involved than the
common school teachers. At each level this was statistically signi-
ficant at the .05 level. In general, the elementary teachers, both
BESP and common, were the most involved in BESP Training. According
to the BESP Training Coordinator, "It's historically a much tougher
problem getting secondary teachers [involved in training]. They
think they're experts; they'd rather go to college in the summer than
take courses in Training workshops."

A partial explanation for Training's success, relative to other
support units, is that it assumed an evaluative function by under-
taking a "needs assessment" among BESP teachers. Before workshops
were planned, site directors met with teachers to discuss possible
areas for training. Site recommendations were passed on to the
Training component, which slated workshops oriented to teachers'
expressed needs. BESP funds permitted teachers "release time" for
the workshops, by enabling sites to hire substitute teachers. Site
directors and principals could require teachers to attend, though
this prerogative was generally declined by the administrators, as
they preferred to make participation voluntary.*

Nonetheless, the accomplishments of BESP Training were hedged
by a BUSD "no fire-no hire" staffing policy which prevented the pro-
gram from drawing heavily upon extra-District personnel, curbing

* Voluntary BESP Training reduced possibilities for following a
diagnostic and prescriptive approach vis-a-vis individual teachers.
A Training associate remarked that "some of the teachers who show
up at the workshops are teachers who might be doing well anyway,
and who are looking for reinforcement." The smallness of the Train-
ing staff also precluded diagnosis-precription, though the staff
was involved in many on-site consultations.
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extensive use of teachers' experiences in alternative education.
Though DES? was partially able to remedy racial imbalance in staff-
ing between sites by hiring classified (non-certificated) personnel,
even this practice ended with the 1973/74 school year. In April
1974, the BUSD gave most classified staff at BESP sites notices of
termination. BUSD hiring policies put a significant lirdtation on
the ability of BESP to "stretch" BUSD's imagination.

3. Demonstration. Central DES? support units were also intended
as instructive contrasts to regular District practices. However,
their operations, as described in the above survey, hardly commended
them as exemplars. Furthermore, even if their performance had been
better, their demonstration function would have been confounded by
structural and situational handicaps. Currying favor, doing things
differently, and "turning around" the system could not be pursued
simultaneously, especially by a small central BESP office encouraged
to mirror and promote other, sUbstantive BESP goals. And, given the
sites were only partially funded by the government, and that the
survival of each depended on BUSD acceptance, they required and
sought BUSD services and support. Thus, site survival-seeking and
system change were at variance. So, too, were site diversity and
system change. From BESP's start, BUSD failed to clarify what the
program should or should not attempt; it had an uncertain status
within BUSD.

The DES? central administration shared in the uncertainty, was
itself trapped between the idea of alternativeness and of alignment.
The isolation of this "parallel" office was reinforced by the BUSD's
reluctance to decide what would happen to the director and his staff
after federal funding ceased. The selection of a BESP director who
would be able and willing to combat vigorously BUSD inertia was ex-
ceedingly improbable. Neither of two successive directors was so
inclined. Drawn from the ranks of BUSD principals, they were used
to the System's constraints despite their relatively forward-looking
views on education. The first director almost immediately found
himself having to salvage a program gone astray, rather than press-
ing dhead with his avowed commitment to cultural pluralism.

The second director accepted,the post in order to conduct a
"_ pping up" operation. He believed that DES? should have been con-
sciously intermeshed with BUSD from the start, in order to mitigate
specific problems, rather than vainly presenting itself as an utter
contrast to the regular system. He also commented on the "loneliness"
of the directorship, the lack of accountability within the program,
and his situational limitations for grasping power,. Entering the
directorship in the BESP's third year, he claimed that by then site
staffs had staked out "territories" which his office could not en-
croach upon without causing renewed, damaging controversy. He
adopted a defensive posture himself, wary of becoming a stalking
horse in sites' losing battles with BUSD and the federal ESP office.
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The two Superintendents who successively presided over BESP
advocated and hastened, respectively, an initial BUSD-cumBESP
expansionist phase and a concluding consolidation phase. Their
differing administrative styles and principal areas of competency
reinforced viewpoints also being dictated by the particular problems
facing BUSD in each phase. The times and the personalities inter-
acted, indeed seemed to require one another.

Judging from most local commentarie- the first Superintendent's
forte and passion was to bring outside monies into the BUSD, at
which he excelled. He was not particularly interested in becoming
immersed in the execution, administration, and coordination of pro-
jects. While building up an exceedingly,complex BUSD program, the
Superintendent was content to let others run it. BESP in particular
was permitted free rein until crisis or governmental regulations
made his intervention inescapable. Operating within specified plans,
irrespective of the political "fallout," held little appeal for him.
He was sensitive to the bargaining power of interest groups, which
made tight formal organization a liability from his standpoint.

Under this BUSD administration, the BESP had difficulty making
an acknowledged chain of command work. Communication upward and
downward, between sites and central BUSD administration, was prone
to getting stalled at the central DES? level. For the gap between
this level and the central BUSD was, in fact, bridged primarily by
personal contact between the first BEsP director and the sometimes
distracted Superintendent. Despite the official reporting line
running through the Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, this
BESP director depended on his personal ties to the Superintendent.

If the first Superintendent was handicapped in pushing the DES?
cause, owing to his sensitivity to political debts and pressures,
the second was none the leas restricted because of the systematizing,
economizing role for which he was hired. Neither the time nor the
circumstances augured well for a fruitful relationship between the
second Superintendent and BEM The initial stimulating injection
of federal ESP funds was giving way to a dreary problem of with-
drawal: how to effect phase-in with the least financial burden for
the BUSD. Subjecting BESP to gradual consolidation with BUSD cen-
tralized activities had the interim effect of running the project
on neither a strictly program nor a strictly functional basis.
Under the new Superintendent, BESP's last two years were spent in
a twilight zone, wherein it was neither autonomous from nor inte-
gral to the BUSD hierarchy. For example, the BUSD Director of
Research and Evaluation assumed titular control of the Evaluation
unit but had to rely fundamentally on a BESP-chosen staff trained
in and for an autonomous program conception; also, the task of
publicizing BESP was newly attached to a BUSD public information
specialist, but materials and intimate knowledge of sites remained
at separate BESP headquarters.
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So long as BESP sites did not establish "liberated' territories
for teachers, parents, and students, and BUSD problems could be re-
solved or accentuated by BESP, a separate BESP organization would
exist only at BUSD discretion. Only the previous Superintendent's
willingness to work with the first BESP director inhibited the
collapse of formal channels. Even so, site directors in the first
three years occasionally routed information and inquiries around
the central BESP office to the Superintendent's top staff officers.
The On Target director, for example, was exempted by the BUSD Direc-
tor of Research and Evaluation from having to administer state-man-
dated tests in reading and math; contrarily, the Model School A
director fUnnelled his students' test results to the first NIE/ESP
project officer by way of the Assistant Superintendent for Instruc-
tion. Apparently, these departures from BESP-centered procedures
were not discouraged by BUSD central administration. However, other
DES? sites were excluded from knowing about even the practical
efficacy of appealing to BUSD officials on similar concerns. With
both BUSD administrations there was a tendency to focus on trouble
spots, to proceed on a case-by-case basis. As a result, the problem
of one school failed to provide a solution for another facing
similar constraints.*

5. Conclusion

The national ESP regarded the R&D strategy of comprehensiveness
as the bulwark of the local program design. The truth of this pro-
position is borne out by two basic considerations. First, the
substantive ESP purpose was to correct the deficiencies of "piece-
meal" or partial programs, since they seemed unable to make any
appreciable impact on school systems. Second, the correlat ve
federal interest in evaluation would lack scope and purpose if the
local program was not comprehensively structured.

Despite the importance of this strategy in the federal ESP for-
mulation, however, 0E/ESP did not reveal a painstaking concern for
comprehensiveness during initial BESP planning. Respecting the
K-12 composition of sites, 0E/ESP emphasized the two-zone limitation

e failure of BUSD central administrators to respond to site
inquiries had a similar effect. For instance, the John Muir director/
principal protested the preSence at her school of two other federal
programs (Criterion Reading and Math Wirtz). Upon BUSD request,
she wrote a formal letter to the Assistant Superintendent for in-
struction asking for exemption. Receiving no response, John Muir
exempted itself, but without drawing attention to the issue of non-
BESP programs at BESP sites.
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to BESP but did not exhibit a strong interest in the kinds of alter-
natives available or in their distribution throughout the school
career. As a consequence, BESP was permitted to become a top-
heavy inverted pyramid. A relatively large number of sites existed
at the secondary level, coming too late in the school career to
:ur_her a belated federal interest in articulation. Similarly,
0E/ESP originally deferred to the BUSD interpretation of the inter-
locking, multiple components requirement, which resulted in a
"parallel" BESP central office which was neither autonomous from
nor integral to regular BUSD activities.

The R&D strategies of comprehensiveness and of local planning
proved to be in tension with one another. Neither a federal nor
a local assessment of priorities was able to prevail. Although
BUSD was required by OE/ESP to establish some sites which were not
congruent with local wishes, BUSD based the remainder of BESP on
preexisting alternatives which were already functional:y diffuse
because haphazardly created. The conjunction of the fc.deral com-
prehensiveness requirement and deference to local wishas imparted
further centrifugal tendencies to alternative schooling in Berkeley.
On the whole, one had neither "experimental" nor "alternative"
schools in BESP, but, rather, a hybrid product unsusceptible to
overall program organization or articulation. Never truly planned
at the local level, the R&D strategy of comprehensiveness actually
contributed to piecemeal change endeavors from which ESP had pro-
posed to depart.
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CHAPTER 7 FIVE-YEAR FORWARD FUNDING
AS AN EDUCATIONAL R&D STRATEGY

The primary aim of five-year forward funding as an educational
R&D strategy was to exact and solidify a five-year commitment from
a local school district to the experimental project as the means
for effecting "comprehensive change." However, the strategy did
not exact a special local commitment to BESP.

BUSD failed to clarify the place of alternative education
in the total District program, to undertake cost-benefit analysis
of BESP, to make DES? the centerpiece of other local programs.
Intermeshed with central BUSD fiscal policies and procedures,
BESP became mired in and engulfed by the District's chronic
fiscal crisis and unsure management. The $6 million plus that
0E/ESP promised to the Berkeley experiment over a five-year
period could neither be spent nor claimed efficiently. Further,
BUSD financial control of BESP was not accompanied by a concerted
effort to allay community suspicion of BESP. Distrust and mis-
understanding of the f?_deral funding strategy pervaded BusD
ranks.

Although NIE/ESP heeded 0E/ESP's promise to provide five-
year funding, it threatened to withhold monies at several
junctures until BUSD and BESP complied with evolving federal
intery.retations of evaluation and experimentalism. In effect/
federal funding of BESP occurred on a yearly renewable basis.
A "stop-go" effort hampered BESP. Local anxieties were pro-
voked by what amounted to conditional funding based on perfor-
mance. In practice, the forward-funding strategy never fully
enshrined consistent federal service to or monitoring of BESP.
Federal ESP slid from one view of its proper role to another,
making reliable financial support of locally planned and imple-
mented change seem to local persons a strategy missing from BESP.
Thus, the amount and method of ESP funding failed to correct
appreciably the uncertainty of past federal funding of educational
innovation and research.

The strategy foundered before two basic problems. First,
there WAS lack of agreement at and between the federal and local
levels on the purpose of ESP monies. Second, the BUSD fiscal
system was too cumbrous and unresponsive to permit BESP sites to
define and pursue their goals in a coherent manner. There was
a tension between the approaches to solving these problems. That
is/ were ESP funds to stimulate an experimental program that
might eventually alter BUSD fiscal practices or was the greater
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priority that of refoLling those practices in order to facilitate
an alternative program?* The first approach was geared to changing
personal attitudes; the second, to changing financial-administra-
tive structures. Neither approach was pursued consistently
within BESP. Initial planning emphasized the "attitude-before-
structure" approach. However, federal ESP belatedly caviled at
the weaknesses of BUSD financial controls after renouncing its
attempt to gain local support for its view of the proper uses of
ESP monies.

1. Divergent Views About Forward Funding.

When originally funding BESP, 0E/ESP felt iMpellcd to move
th the greatest possible speed. The task of "moving money"

encouraged the government to look to already advantaged school
districts, on the premise that they were in the best position
to spend money. Given the vagueness and riskiness of the compre-
hensive change motif, the most evident criterion of success
immediately present was the ability to spend money.** Going by
this criterion, BUSD was a promising recipient, hardly in a posi-
tion to demur. The preparation of BUSD's "letter of interest"
to 0E/ESP coincided with the revelation from the Superintendent
that BUSD would be facing a $2.6 million deficit which, in
accordance with state lAw, would have to be eliminated in the
1971/72 BUSD budget.

Soon after funding of BESP, however, some federal ESP officials
and Berkeley citizens' groups came to the belief that the 0E/EsP
grant was pursued by BUSD primarily because of fiscal troubles
and that this motiVe influenced adversely the kind of local
commitment with which the grant was being applied. They felt
that BUSD was never genuinely interested in educational alter-
natives, that it hurriedly whipped up the grant proposal be-
cause a large federal grant might soften BUSD budget difficulties.
Contrarily, though, BUSD felt it should not be put on the
defensive, accused of dilatory performance and subjected to forceful

* Thomas K. Glennan, the first NIE Director, has stated that a
_ilar dilemma afflicts much of educational R&D: "We cannot

conduct many kinds of R&D without creating or at least im-
proving the system, and, at the same time, we cannot create or
improve the system without conducting R&D" (Glennan, March 1973
Translate the word "system" into "BDSD" and you have a statement
of the two horns impaling BESP.

The beginning and ehd of BESP, we parenthetically add, had
this criterion in common.
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federal monitoring. To BUSD officials, national ESP had patently
erected a program keyed to District promise, not to District
performance. BUSD reasoned that once ESP funding was given to
Berkeley' the government had an implicit obligation to assume
the local effort was the best one possible under stringent finan-
cial constraints. Indeed, the BUSD versions Of the forward-
funding concept slipped easily into the notion that the federal
government should be easing the financial criges of local schools
through a program similar to revenue sharing. Pederal ESP talk
of a local-federal "partnership" iMplied to 8US13 that the govern-
ment would make allowance for the local "cash Conundrum."
Naturally, District survival was seen by BUSD officials as a
prerequisite to program sUccess.*

Actual BUSD motives are hard to ascertain with any certainty.
However, the original and relatively straightforward problem of
giving and receiving money unquestionably concealed latent differ-
ences in outlook between the major parties to BESP. Deepening
BUSD financial troubles served to Make these differences sharper.
Budgetary woes bred distrust and solidified olePositions and anta-
gonisms. Lacking consensus on the meaning and implications of
forward funding, SESP was inherently a cauldron of conflict,
irrespective of more tangible obstacles to successful BESP
financing. Stated somewhat differently, chronic BUSD fiscal
crisis did not simply reflect "objective" liMitations to BUSD
capacity to use ESP mpnies effectively; crisis also hardened
the "stbjective" variations in Perspective ameng diverse BESP
participants. By specifying these variations, We see that each
was too narrow to permit reconciliation among them and, thusly,
a basis for remedying defects in BUSD fiscal policies and methods.

The Federal View as Catalytic Incentive. The stated federal
desire was to assist in the development of mechanisms for lasting,
self-renewing change within SuSD structures. Hence, ESP funding
would be confined to "catalytic" change costs. It was to be used
in three basic ways: (1) to provide for alternative school
curriculum and program content; (2) to support new or additional
services to DES? programs (administration, evaluation, training,
etc.); (3) to hire certain BESP personnel (i.e-, professional
experts from within BUSD, outside consultants, and clerical staff).

* During a "feedback" session between BUSD/BESP administrators
and Level II staff in the summer of 1975, a Board of Education
meMber questioned the federal wisdom of funding a fiscally
troUbled BUSD for innovative purposes. According te this member,
0E/ESP should have anticipated difficulties with BESP and had only
itself to blame for discounting the obvious.
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ESP monies were therefore not simply to provide a sum per student
over and Above BUSD's own financial allotment per student, but
were to be used to change the system. With this funding formula,
federal ESP hoped to encourage,BUSD to plan BESP with a con-
stricted focus. At the end of five years, perhaps, BUSD would
possess a solid foundation for continuing reform and innovation.

In furtherance of this federal purpose, ESP expenditures

on BESP sites were planned to be higher in the first two years
than the last three. 0E/ESP reasoned that a swift injection of the
monies budgeted for sites would put them on an alternative/
experimental footing in a hurry, thereby providing a "long" five
years for evaluation and for estdblishing sites in local esteem.
Then, in mid-program, the burden of sustaining sites would swing
even more toward BUSD. However, the support units ware not to
receive the same proportional cuts in ESP funding as the program
sites. Table 16 shows that this shift in federal expenditures
was implemented.

TABLE 16: BESP EXPENDITURES BY TYPE, 1971/72 1975/76

Year Emanditurp_Oategory__

§222a1 Uni Program Sites Total

1971/72 $ 430,544 15% $ 742,194 24% $1,172,738 19%
1972/73 602,458 20% 1,143,836 36% 1,746,294 29%
1973/74 757,921 26% 708,277 23% 1,466,198 24%
1974/75 573,845 19% 391,002 12% 964,847 16%
1975/76* 578,433 20% 162,828 5% 741,261 12%

Total $2,943,201 100% $3,148,137 100% $6,091,338 100%

1975/76 expenditures are budgeted figures.

Nonetheless, the negotiated BUSD-ESP agreement to reduce
over time the federal expenditures on site_development coLld not
compel BUSD to give special prominence to BESP. Slackening
federal expenditures for sites would have to be absorbed by BUSD,
but not the intense federal zeal.* The major fallacy in the

* While another Level II evaluation of an ESP project (other. than
Berkeley's) compared the five-year federal dollars to revenue
sharing, the full import of educational R&D tied the dollars to
the "experiment"--to bringing about comprehensive change. Federal
ESP never intended that its monies be used to balance district
budgets.
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federal view was that it would be possible to dramatically change
BUM "on the cheap." Though originally riveted to the assumption
that money may change attitudes, the federal view slighted the
fact that however much ESP monies were valued locally as con-
venience, they were insufficient to make BUSD highly self-
conscious of a need for fundamental change. While federal ESP
possessed a strong proprietary interest in how its monies were
deployed locally, BUSD did not share the same lofty respect for
the sanctity of federal dollars. The reasons for this were
eMbedded in the BUSD view of the five-year commitment.

The SUSD View of BESP as_Added Revenue. To BUSD central
administration, BESP required a local administrative effort far
above that bestowed on the regular BUSD program and other federal
grants received by BUSD--provided that a full-scale effort was
indeed to be mounted. BUSD stressed the importance of these
additional and unforeseeable costs to its own budget: rent,
renovation, and transportation needs of off-site schools; in-
creased paper work, disruption of routine, and decreased ability
to rely on past experience; the long-term effect of hiring
new BESP staff with BUSD monies. In exchange for this effort,
central BUSD required adequate compensation from ESP monies, which
BUSD saw to be unforthcoming. However, it is doubtful that more
federal money would have been an incentive sufficient to create
BUSD resolve for "comprehensive change." This speculation aside,
the reality was that BUSD central administrators and Board
members "let the chips fall" where they might, in the knowledge
that some routine and mildly progressive school activities were
being assisted by ESP monies.*

The BUSD view received further elaboration during BUSD's
disagrpement with NWESP about the administrative support costs
properly due BUSD for the first 30-months grant period. According

ESP monies assisted BUSD by relieving it of responsibilities
and by augmenting the existing BUSD program. For example, some
BESP administrative, support, and site positions, were filled by
people who hadpreviouslyheld BUSD salaried positions, and not all
of these were subsequently filled by new hires. Thus, ESP monies
enabled BUSD to undertake the reduction in BUSD staff--at least
for a time--that BUSD officials were otherwise reluctant to undertake
because of the District's affirmative action employment policy
and system barriers. At the same time, though, ESP monies also
permitted the purchase of materials and equipment, such as the
High Intensity Learning Centers (HILCs), which were capable of
serving BESP and BUSD students. A few site directors, wishing
to ingratiate themselves with the common school officialdom
and staff,.deliberately followed a purchase policy attuned to
BUSD equipment needs (e.g., video equipment, additional supplies,
etC.). 167
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to the Superintendent, the Director of Planning and Development,
and the Director of Business Services, BUSD had sought and gained
verbal approval for a fixed administrative support cost, i.e
stated in dollars, rather than for a fixed percentage overhead
rate. The 4.6 percent overhead which NIE/ESP ascertained to be
the proper rate due BUSD for the first 30 months was strenuously
resisted by the Superintendent, but to no avail. For this per-
centage was one applicable to the "average" program in the District.
On the contrary, said BUSD officials: ESP monies were in the
nature of special categorical aid and, as such, in no way assimilable
to noLmal District operations.

Also during contract negotiations, a corollary to this
basic BUSD stance emerged: BESP should be regarded as one con-
tract rather than a group of site-specific contracts. Behind
the BUSD opposition to the reverse federal interpretation were
two primary BUSD fears. First, BUSD was apprehensive that autono-
mous sites, not financially subject to central BUSD direction,
might make independent agreements with the federal ESP, causing
BUSD to incur long-term obligations and stimulating the develop-
ment of local political pressure groups. BUSD was wary of
federal expenditures necessitating use of local funds in per-
petually short supply. Second, BUSD was afraid that monies from
eliminated or reduced sites would not remain in the BUSD treasury.
FOr this reason, the contractual arrangement with NIE/ESP was
itself suspect in BUSD eyes, since the contract disallowed the
"recycling" of untapped monies budgeted for DES? and eliminated
the payment of indirect or overhead costs to BUSD during the
second 30-months contract phase of BESP. The contract tied the
receipt of ESP funds to cost-reimbursement instead of allowing
a monthly cash flow in advance as had the first 30-months 0E/ESP
grant. As the Director of Business Services informed the Super-
intendent in a memorandum dated November 12, 1973:

This fthe contractl will mean about
$300,000 less average cash balance in
the County Treasury and a loss of approx-
imately $9,000 in interest income.

But BUSD also had to balance against the nct altogether
satisfactory terms of the contract the impecuniousness of EsP
monies when contrasted with the larger District program. Federal
ESP funded the high-flown ideals stated in the BESP proposal.
It did not heed the reality that BUSD had no compelling reason
to reform itself by spotlighting BESP. In Berkeley, ESP forward
funding was dwarfed by the size, complexity, and munificence of
the total BUSD program. BUSD became an ESP recipient because it
had ready-to-go programs on its back burners. The federal policy
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of awarding the "haves" instead of the "have-nots" backfired,
however. For the same local conditions that encouraged federal
ESP to favor BUSD also offered BUSD a plausible excuse to resist
pressure to make it act in ways local officials deemed undesirable.
The major characteristics of the BUSD program which offered such
excuse are cited below.

Hi h ex enditures er student. In a June 1975 issue of
Nation's Schools and Colleges, it was stated that the 1974/75
national "cost per student" was $1,170. BUSD's $2,713.99 "cps"
for the same year was 132 percent higher than the national
average. In a recent publication, About Berkele Schools (1975)
the League of Women Voters in Berkeley pointed out that, in 1974/75,
BUSD commanded a tax rate of nearly $7.50 per $100 of assessed
valuation, while the City of Berkeley's portion was less than
$3.50 per $100. The sane report noted that the BUSD tax rate
was the highest in the State.

Sizable BUSD enrollment relative toBESP enrollment. Whereas
total BUSD student enrollment dropped 15 percent over the five-
year period 1971/72-1975/76, BESP student enrollment showed a
decline of 31 percent from its peak of 1972/73 (from 4,235
students to 2,865). Thus, the decline in enrollment was greater
for BESP than for BUSD as a whole. Closure of five BESP sites
after the enrollment peak of 1972/73 accounts for this, in part.
Black House and Casa de la Raza, with a combined to'tal of 180
students, were closed fa June 1973. The closing of KARE, UN West,
and Willard Alternative in June 1974 affected 357 other students,
making a total of 537 displaced BESP students, most of whom could
not be accommodated by still remaining BESP programs. As Table 17
below makes evident, only in 1972/73 did BESP approach the Average
Daily Attendance (ADA) of 5,000 students which BUSD and federal
ESP officials initially forecast as a reasonable BESP objective
(which would have been 35 percent of the 1971/72 and 40 percent
of the 1975/76 school population)

TABLE 17: BUSD AND BESP_ENROLLMENTS 1971/72 - 1975 76

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76

BUSD ADA* 14,457 14,250 13,777 13,038 12,977
BESP ADA 3,632 4,235 3,857 3,210 2,865
BESP ADA As a
% of-BG6D ASA 25% 30% 28% 25% 22%

ADA figures for K-12 only and do not include adult enroll-
ment since adults arenot comparable to BESP students.



Revenue sources other than BESP. In terms of dollar and
cents, BESP was a comparatively small portion of the BUSD program.
BESP represented no more than 5 percent of the total BUSD
budget, in any one BESP year. The reader is provided with com-
parisons between BUSD and BESP expenditures in the tables below.

TABLE 18: BUSD COST PER STUDENT 1971/72 - 1975/76

1971/72 1972/73 _1973/74 1974/75 1975/76

ADA* 14,457 14,250 13,777 13,038 12,977
Total**
Expen-
ditures $28,409,472 $33,284,130 $31,318,185 $35,358,002 $35,247,686

CPS $ 1,965.03 $ 2,335.73 $ 2,273.22 $ 2,713.92 $ 2,716.17

* ADA figures for K-12 only and do-not include adult enrollment.
Total expenditures do not reflect expenses of adult education,

and are "General Fund" expenditures only.

TABLE 19: BESP SUPPLEMENTAL EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT, 1971/72 1975/76

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 74/75 1975/76*

ADA 3,632 4,235 3,857 3,210 2,865
Total BESP
Expenditures $1,172,738 $1,746,294 $1,466,198 $964,847 $741,261

CPS/BESP $ 322.89 $ 412.34 $ 380.14 $300.58 258.73

* . Figures in this column represent the BUSD budgetary.estimate
for 1975/76.

Especially noteworthy, however, is that ESP monies comprised
no more than 38 percent of total federal funding of BUSD in any
one BESP year. In its first-year, BESP was but one of 42 outside
grants and contracts, most of which were federal, managed-through
BUSD central administration. In fact, prior to 1973/74, BESP
was second to Bilingual Children's Television in total federal
dollar amount broUghtinto BUSD. By 1975/76, as a percentago of
total BUM income, the federal contribution was the highest in
nine yezrs (except for 1972/73), though the ESP share of all
federal allocations to.BUSD had dwindled to 13 percent. Over its
five-year involvement in Berkeley, ESP accounted for less than a
fourth of the federal funds flowing into the school district.
The relevant comparisons between ESP and all other federal monies
in BUSD during the five-year period of BESP. are shown in Table 20
below.
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TABLE 20: INCOME RECEIVED BY BUSD FROM ESP AND OTHER FEDERAL
GRANTS, 1971/72 - 1975/7-6

1973/74

All Federal income $4,128,874

_1211E2

$60774,881 $ 3,822,812
EsP income $1,172,738* $1,746,294 $ 1,466,198
EsP az a % of
Federal Income 28% 26% 38%

1974/75 Five-Year To

All Federal income $4,734,626

_1275a6

$5,874,190 $25,335,383
ESP income $ 964,847 $ 741,261 $ 6,091'338*
ESP as a % of
Federal Income 20% 13% 24%

* Figures for 1971/72 ESP income, and total ESP income,
eludes the $10,000 planning grant received from USOE in
February, 1971.

Multiple funding of BESP sites. Other special District and
state minnitored programs existed.at certain BESP sites, ones that
'had been proposed by BUSD administrators. BESP was not the soli-
tary source of extra-BUSD funding and identity for these sites.
Other program at Franklin included BABEL (bilingual education) and
at Arts sub-school, while state childcare funds were one of five
non-ESP funding sources for the Early Learning Center. Among
other incomes, John Muir received Follow Through monies; Jeffers n
had a BABEL program; East Campus received state funds as a con-
tinuation school.

No matter whether BUSD officials felt pride in wealth or
alarm over swelling costs, BESP was apt to be a relatively negli-
gible factor in their calculations. Either way, BESP diminished
in importance over time. A five-year diffusion over many sites
and services of ESP's $6 million--as against an annual BUSD
budget of $30 million plus--did not seem to comprise a "critical
mass" for anything approaching a demand for comprehensive change in
BUSD. True, the plunge in BUSD student enrollment negatively
affected the income BUSD received from the state in the form of
ADA monies during a five-year BESP period in which BUSD expendi-
tures soared 25 percentz Yet, viewed froffi the angle of BUSD
officials struggling to balance ledgers, BESP sites became competi-
tors to more established BUSD schools in the clueSt for uncommitted
BUSD revenues. As indicated previously in this report, competition
and phase-in.were site problems which dampened enthusiasm for
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alternativeness and experimentation. At the same time( BUSD
overspending meant that the central BUSD administration did not
stand pat in the search for federal monies. Other promising
federal revenues were sought, and the pivotal role of BESP had
to be played down in order to play up the importance of each new
BUSD bid for additional revenue, as in the case of the ESAA
monies previously discussed. The federal cash flow into BUSD
in 1975/76 was the highest it has ever been except for 1972/73,
and none of the latest federal programs in BUSD had to be justi-
fied by or built upon a connection to BESP.*

The Site View as Discretiona Ipm(1142,11. ESP grant monies,
though a minor supplement to largely BUSD-supportedsites, were
expected by BESP.staffs and consumers to be that godsend of
financial flexibility seldom visited on BUSD common schools.
And, in reality, so long as tha grant arrangement and the initial
infusion of monies to sitea obtained, BESP was not quite the
BUSD-dominated program that were other state and federal programs
in which BUSD funnelled external monies to schools and enforced
guidelines. Although central BM? and BUSD.had to approve
site budgets even under the OE/ESP grant, there was enough
flexibility in the uses of ESP monies by sites to say that their
budgets for these particular monies genuinely originated within
sites themselves. The major qualification to this judgment was
that site discretion had to await BUSD determination of what
District allocations to sites would be forthcoming. This meant
that sites had to await final BUSD budgetary decisions, which
impelled sites to "fill in" their needs hastily with ESP monies,
without the advantage of long-range planning. Still, in the first
two years, the BESP affiliation permitted site directors and some
teachers to deviate somewhat from the budgetary rigidity of common
schools.

Yet, a sense of doing something extra for students because
of:ESP funding was stronger at on-site than off-site programs.
The latter programs, requiring high "capital intensities" due
to their relative isolation from BUSD services, started out in
arrears in physical plant capacity. They suffered from dilapi-
dated facilities (Other Ways and Casa de la Reza) or incessant
movement from one location to_another (Odyssey was forced to move

* Speaking of the $2.6 million deficit requiring elimination in
the 1976/77 BUSD budget, a Board of Education member argued that
"the present crisis is a legacy of the past where previous school
boards accepted federal monies" (Berkeley Daily_Gazette, July 12,
1976). However, the five-year upward trend in federal funding of
BUSD seems to be at odds with this statement.
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on six occasions). But on-site programs, including those with
income other than BUSD and ESP, prized the small amount of
leverage within BUSD that ESP monies afforded them. Paradoxi-
cally, then, BESP programs under the close supervision of BUSD
felt that ESP monies freed them from BUSD constraints to some
extent, while more structurally discrete off-site schools did
not share in this belief.

The usual site attitude toward ESP monies, pegged as it was
to gaining freedom and flexibility, conflicted with the stimulus-
to-planning view of federal ESP. The federal decision to start
DES? with heavter site funding in the first two than the last
three years did not produce the results intended by federal
ESP s_te focuses that were--timuitaneously--alternative, exper-
imental, evaluable. The exPlanations for site "waywardness,"
as given by site directors, split along lines governed by the
type of site program involvecL- Directors of programs with fairly
turbulent beginnings--staff and/or parental conflicts, undefined
student clienteles, rebellion against BUSD rules--pointed to the
actual centrifugal effects of the federal grant. It encouraged
the belief that every new idea could be tried at once and that
site dissension could be handled internally, without resorting
to a supravening office like the BESP or BUSD central administra-
tions. Contrarily, directors of programs that had substantial
centralized BUSD support (moral and financial) testified that
these sites never really contemplated the full range of local
BESP goals.

Thus, most DES? site directors experienced a tension be-
tween the forward-fundipg and local-planning strategies. Sites
sided with either the forward-funding emphasis on judicious but
narrow use of ESP monies or the local-plan emphasis on extrin-
sically comprehensive but diffuse and general goals. Still
anxious to see DES? take certain directions, NIE/ESP tried by
contract negotiations to achieve the federal aim for ESP monies:
precise formulation of site priorities and BUSD commitment to a
permanent groundwork for future District overhauling. Almost
immediately in open conflict with the BUSD view, the federal view
of forward funding more directly clashed with that of siteS upon
the advent of the NIE/ESP contract.

In off-site schools, the ability to remain flexible and
"spontaneous" had been important. Now they were directed to
plan, with increasing specificity, innovations and program expen-
ditures for the second 30 months. This site planning had to
proceed while several sites (Odyssey, Kilimanjaro, Early Learning
Center) were in a state of uncertain flux over appropriate teaching
styles and goals. No expenditure item was to be exempt from close
scrutiny. N1E/ESP monies were not to be used to supplement the
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salaries of BUSD personnel, or to help build new site facilities,
or even to refurbish BUSD properties whose use had not been
guaranteed by BUSD to a BEEP site on a lasting basis. NIE/ESP
also signalled its intention to withhold monies from central
BEEP personnel who might not be able to survive the end of
governmental funding. In effect, NIE/ESP asked sites not only
to have confirmation from BUSD that it would pick up the salaries
of presently NIE/ESP-supported personnel during the fifth year
and beyond, but that sites regard even confirmation with skep-
ticism and plan accordingly.

Whether realizing or not that these stringent limitations
on site flexibility were likely to produce considerable uneasiness
among site staffs, NIE/ESP did attempt to put requirements on BUSD,
which, if followed, might have ameliorated site anxieties. As
part of the 1973-74 BUSD-NIE contract 'planning, federal ESP
pressed the Board of Education to get as specific as possible
about what would make it start, support, and terminate alter-
native schools generally, not simply US? sites. Specificity
was also requested on phase-in plans for individual sites, which
federal ESP wanted to settle prior to final conti- negotiations
(save, possibly, for a few justified exceptions). It also wanted
to know what would be done with all BESP personnel paid from ESP
funds. Further, it stipulated that any merger of a central BESP
support unit with BUSD would require at least 60 days advance
approval from the contract officer.

BUSD remained in the driver's seat where phase-in was con-
cerned; it sloughed off program rationalization as a threat to
centralized BUSD discretion. BESP sites not well-advantaged
strategically, being on the periphery of central BUSD's priorities
and politics, had to bear the brunt of the tighter contract terms.
They were pushed inexorably by diminished federal funding into
narrower basic skills orientations. Yet, despite BUSD's parallel
drift toward a basic skills orientation, there was no assurana
given by the BUM central administratiOn or Board of Education:that
they would consider curtailed site objectives to be "optional"
enough to merit phase-in. During the program's last two years,
the troubling question of how to be unique, without help from
those very budget categories which the NIE contract disallowed,
haunted BESP sites which were not also BUSD "showcases."

The completion of BUSD-NIE contract negotiations in August
1974 marked the significant watershed in BESP history. Then began
several developments that proceeded apace with each of the two
subsequent year's slashes in federal monies: the shifting of all
key budgetary and administrative decisions from BEEP to BUSD and
N1E/ESP; increased course and secretarial "loads" for site directors;
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curricula turned more sharply toward basic skills instruction; Ind
concentration oh site survival strategies for post-BESP phase-in.
These developments led by the end of the fourth year to a claim
from directors that, for all practical purposes, their sites were
"institutionalized," brought into the larger-rschool system, by
diminished funding. The directions of the last two years were
seen by site directors as interrelated; these directions affirmed
the indivisibility of the total school system. Directors more
fully understood that BESP was but one program among many in the
District, having no ultimate right to special consideration.

Federal program officers "made up" the local scenario as
BESP unfolded. Changing federal officials, each with a separate
and special interest, contributed to shifting emphases at the local
level. An elusive conception of comprehensive change allowed
broad scope to federal admanistrative discretion. Changing
government regulations sent site staffs back to the drawing boards
time and again, especially over their attempts to write accept-
able'plans for the second-half, contract phase of BESP. The
choice presented BESP sites often seemed the best and worst of
two evils: either take government funding and attached stipulations
or fall back completely into the clutches of BUSD. Site per-
sonnel often believed that Washington was too remote to appre-
ciate highly individualized eXperiences. They directly faced the
multitudinous reality of everyday life, becoming aware through
this exposure of the degree to which events in one site were too
special to lend themselves to neat equation with those in another.
Federal intervention was often interpreted at the site level to
be unwarranted rationalization of project activities. However
much the federal money-giver was seen as a disruptive irritant,
BESP sites could not relinguish the knowledge that the BUSD
bureaucracy would ultimately decide their fates_. In the absence
of BUSD effort to systematize the program, federal efforts to
obtain phase-in criteria, cooperation among site directors, and
student evaluation data were experienced by site staff as unreal
"game-playing."

2. BLISD_asain.:The_Ca-_acit- to Tnnovate

BUSD capacity to "systematize- and "rationalize" BESP was
always in doubt. Federal planning did not consider the organiza-
tional and technological ability of BUSD to absorb and install
BESP efficiently. Since the forward-funding strategy was to award
a fixed-term sum of money--a blanket award--it was not geared to
BUSD capability to deal satisfactorily with well-defined stages
of planning and implementation. The federal perspective entailed
the assumption that the integrity of BESP would elicit integrity
from the "receiving" BUSD system. While the local-planning strategy
was meant to'give scope to local formulation of substantive project
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goals, the forward-funding strategy acted at cross purposes. That
is, the latter strategy implied an external impingement on BUSD
structures and services.* Local determination stressed the need
for BESP to be consonant with the vagaries of a distinctive BUSD
culture; however, forward funding tended to assume the existence
of a rational educational system eager to (and capable of) change.
Forward funding was more sorrily dependent on local good will
toward the federal purpose than was local planning. Once local
and federal views about the proper use of ESP monies diverged,
BESP had to be implanted in a school system lacking internal
mechanisms for fiscal control and accountability and any special
reason to reform because of BESP.

Many of the same BUSD management problems disclosed by annual
audits of District budgets and accounting procedures also afflicted
BESP. Unable to put adequate controls on a burgeoning educational
program, BUSD imprinted on BESP its own shortcomings as a vessel
and instrument of change.

Outmoded data ocessin echni-ues. From 1971/72 through
1974/75, BUSD audits reported that the BUSD computer system was
too limited in capacity to digest the sheer volume of data necessary
to keeping adequate records. Exacerbating this situation was the
selection of BUSD as one of six California school districts to
pilot test a Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS),
beginning July 1, 1969. According to the BUSD Audit Report for
1971/72, "When the complexities of maintaining both a standard
accounting system as well as the PPBS system are considered, th,-
task assigned to the present equipment becomes over-burdensome."
As subsequent audits attested, many simple calculations concerning
payroll distributiens, student attendance, andomany general
accounting functions were performed manually, with an attendant
loss of many person-hours from other administrative chores.**

* Berman and McLaughlin (September 1974) suggest that this impulse
to effect system change from the outside is the heart of the imple-
mentation view of why federal programs fail: "We define implemen-
tation as the change process that occurs when an innovative project
impinges on an organization." In this view, local systems are
too obdurate to accommodate worthy externally recommended models,
rather than ederal programs misreading local conditions.
** Throughout the BESP years, BUSD tried to combat systemic
deficiencies by a large administrative staff. The 1975 League of
Women Voters report stated, "By virtually any criterion Berkeley's
school administrative staff is remarkably large." Utilizing the
administrative categories developed in the State's School Account ng
Manual, the League concluded that, among seven other districts of
medium or larger size, BUSD stood out for its exceptionally high
per-pupil eosts in most administrative categories. The State of
California agreed. In 1974/75, BUSD was asaessed $118,431 in fines
because it exceeded the state requirement that school districts
limit themselves to eight administrators per 100 classroom teachers.
For the same offense, the 1975/76 BUSD budget projected another
payment of $127,000.
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Data-processing inadequacies also manifested themselves through
the "hugu volume of transactions and dollars being processed through
the revolving cash fund (RCF)" (Audit Report for 1971/72). In
accordance with State Educational Code Section 21301, the RCF
was supposed "to be used for small miscellaneous expenditures:"
yet, in any one BESP year, hundreds of thousands of dollars were
dispersed through the RCF because too much time elapsed in the
payment of creditors, such as consultants, if other BUSD funds
were used. The BUSD audit report for 1974/75 remarked: "During
our review we noted that numerous disbursements (an estimated
20 percent of approximately 5,000 disbursements) were made from
the RCF account for amounts greater than $100" (the Education
t4dn places a $100 ceiling on disbursements from such accounts).

The audit reports suggest that the data-processing problem
contaminated most every aspect of BUSD internal controls, loosening
them to the verge of nonexistence. Not surprisingly, BESP records
were affected. A federally required audit of BESP's initial
19 months concluded that the BUSD computer system "does not generate
information for adequately allocating expenditures of the ESP
programs between the District and the DHEW grant." The same audit
found that BESP attendance figures at all but the off-site schools
were lumped together with the figures from common schools, a
procedure which made it impossible to relate costs to benefits
or even to report accurately to federal ESP. Further, most of
the consultants employed by ESP monies had been paid by checks
drawn on the RCF which the federally prescribed audit declared
to be "a violation of generally recognized principles of internal
control."*

Coupled with the "in-kind" support given by BUSD to sites
(certificated teachers and health, guidance, and library services),
the absence of fiscal control made it extremely difficult to ascer-
tain if sites were getting a "fair share" of BUSD allotments,
relative to other sites and common schools. For instance, ESP
monies given to Odyssey were nearly one and a half times those of
the next most expensive program (computed per student), yet this
site served the seventh smallest BESP enrollment. Nobody could
be sure, however, that such disproportionate ESP funding was

r-
* This federal audit report, performed by a ?rivate firm chosen
by NIE/ESP from among two bidders identified by BUSD, went on to
say: "We found numerous instances of consultants sdbmitting their
invoices without their signature, or without the amount requested.
In one instance, an invoice for $1,500 was paid twiae, on con-
secutive days. Often the director of an experimental school would
prepare and submit the payment requests for his entire staff of
consultants, and then personally pick ap all the checks at the
payroll wind-Ow for distribution" (BESP audit by Elmer Fox and
Company, April 26, 1973, p. 8).
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actually needed to rectify BUSD iMbalanced payments. Without evident
standards for differential allotments, off-site schools felt
especially threatened, since they began with less than the facili-
ties of on-site and common schools. At "off-sites," fiscal fuzzi-
ness heightened tensions appreciably. Convinced there was no
appeal to reason, off-site schools which had "intruded" into the
BESP application process sUbscribed to the notion that "only
squeaking wheels get greased." However, their displays of
discontent before BUSD decision-makers reinforced their sense
of renegade status in the District and further increased their
misgivings about the even-handedness of BUSD allotments to sites.

Blurred lines of BUSD_management respons_ibilities. Another
conclusion shared by the yearly BUSD audits during the BESP years
was that the BUSD Office of Business Services was overburdened
by duties not properly its own, yet was too often neglected or
missing when the expertise of the-trained accountant was really
needed. It did not, for example, serve as a watchdog over truly
salient issues of fiscal responsibility: budget clearances and
transfers; sUbmission of budget proposals to outside agencies;
administrative adherence to school board policies and directives;
cross-training of personnel to relieve dependence on particular
employees; the keeping of perpetual inventory records.

-- 'Defects in fiscal accounting and control were compounded by
fuzziness and duplication in administrative operations. Two
findings by independent agencies highlight the latter problems.
The BESP audit report of April 26, 1973 noted:

There is a.strong need in the District for
a person reporting to the Superintendent
who is able to identify weaknesses in
interdepartmental Communication and the
absence of clearly established written lines
of authority. At present District admin-
istrative manuals and codes are deficient in
this area.

An evaluation of the total BuSD, including BESP, by Pacific Consul-
tants (September, 1975) found:

A variety of centralized groups appear to be
providing similar support services and these
groups are organized at the central level by
program rather than function. For example,
Compensatory Education, Follow Through, ESP,
and other programs are all trying to provide
similar services to schools. In fact, they
often address the same problems, have similar
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objectives, and apply similar strategies.
This results in a duplication of services
from a District-wide perspective but also
a confusion on the part of local school
personnel as to whom to turn to for
assistance.

Contemplating the fiscal and organizational maze hich is
indicated in the above findings, one would have to have an extra-
ordinary faith in the ragical properties of money to 'Ippose that
ESP funds could somehow flow through that maze to best effect their
"catalytic" purpose. This was hardly the sort of market that a
reasonable buyer would choose in shopping for commitment.

Dela-:ed _filing of federal and state_rrogram claims and_ reports_.
Although a hefty portion of the District's revenue is received from
governmental sources, audits of BUSD revealed that during the
BESP years claims for cost reimbursement and program reports were
not being submdtted on a timely basi- to appropriate agencies. The
audits continually served warning that carelessness was jeopardizing
substantial amounts of interest revenue due to the delay in re-
ceiving cash from governmental sources. According to the audit
for the 1974/75 school year, in some cases "reports were filed
over six months late and some reports for the year ended June 30,
1975 have not yet been filed" (as of February 24, 1976). In
addition, the BUSD-hired auditors noted that records and files
related to governmental programs were not being kept in a systi.:matic
fashion, nor were they being reviewed by knowledgeable officials
prior to submission. In the audit report for 1972/73 we find this
recommendation:

...that the responsibility for maintaining
files, preparation of reports, and claims
be assigned to a cost acco:'at.ant to insure
compliance with guideline!: 1P% instructions.

Despite the lead time afforded the wrap-up of BESP by such
Awarnings and recommendations, ISA interviews with the BESP

central director and accountant at the program's end disclosed that
BESI had underspent by some $400,000 but that BUSD also held expen-
diture vouchers in about the same amount which had never been
submitted to NIE/ESP for cost reimursemant. While the diposition
of these two sums remains in limbo, they -',and as vivid reminders
of BESP's flawed fundinc logic. BESP wa, divided in two, since
central BUSD held ultimate fiscal contLol locally whele central
BESP and sites were tagged with substantive program responsibilities.
The filing of voucher claims belongra:I to central BUSD but the
filing of reports on programmatic difficulties and progress
belonged te central BEEP. Casual attitudes if not chaotic
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conditions in central BUSD inh bited the mending of this breacn.
It was hard for either central BUSD or BESP to know what was
happening in each's respective camp, let alone to develop a genuine
concern for what was happening. Ironically, not even the opening
basis for FUSD-ESP accord--the ability to spend money--survived
BESP.

* * *

The alovo illustrations of EUSD fiscal and administrative
unsoundness were presented because of their direct bearing on the
functioning of BESP. Beyond them, however, lay the whole finan-
cial crisis of BUSD, which affected in far more subtle ways the
attention and interest which BUSD could muster for BESP. Rather
than attempt an analysis of the antecedents and manifestations of
crisis, and of their implications for BUSD's handling of BESP,
we shall conclude this sub-section with the District's crowning
folly during BESP and the response it unleashed from a "blue-
ribbon" panel asked to look into its _ gnificance.

Early in 1975, the BUSD Direct:-)r of Business Services pre-
dieted that BUSD faced a budget deficit of $2.6 million for 1975/
76. Faced with this information, the Board began exploring cost-
cutting strategies, and considered making cuts in programs,
services, supplies, transfers of personnel, and reductions in
substitute teachers and preparation-time personnel. One week
later, the Board was advised that the predicted deficit to be
balanced was up to $3.2 million, and the Board considered fur
cutbacks in programs, supplies, and services. Then, on June
15, 1975, the Director of Business Services revealed that cal-
culations of estimated income were in error and there would be an
additional deficit of $1.6 million: The Director resigned with
an apology for the miscalculation in estimated income. (The

Chief Accountant had also resigned three weeks earlier.)

Following the revelation of the large budget deficit and the
resignation, the Board appointed a Citizens Fiscal Analysis and
Review Committee to "...ascertain the present solvency of the
BUSD...." The Committee's report to the Board contained these
observations:

We have not and do not wish to appear to
state that we have uncovered every example
of poor management. Frankly, there are too
many and the time was too short (p.

The Board wan nnw faced with reducing a budget imbalan_ the-
Citizens Fiscal Analysis and Review Committee estimated to be
nearly $5.1 million in its report dated July 22, 1975 (o. 18).
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...we believe the existing situation to be
extremely serious and the direct product of
egregiously bad business management practices
within BUSD (p. 3).

*

In blunt terms, BUSD is both technically
bankrupt and in violation of state and
county applicable laws and statutory codes
(p.'16).

...as difficult and alarming as the present
financial situation is, the present low level
of professional management practices is
difficult to believe (p. 20).

The Absence of C- -itment

The R&D strategy of forward funding proved itself unable
to buy BUSD commitment. In an import_int sense, federal ESP was
caught in the trap of its own strategy. Once having come to an
initial understanding with centralized BUSD authorities, an
agreement to which strictly BESP participants were neither
party nor privy, federal ESP had no effective control over BUSE.
Most reluctant to employ the one weapon in its arsenal that could
conceivably hurt but not compel BUSD--the termination of ESP
monies--federal ESP officials had only the local program itself
upon which to vent their ire. And, in fact, central BESP and
sites became the target of federal threats, real and implied.
But these were threats that NIE/ESP hesitated to hurl any longer
at the BUSD Superintendent.* The federal hesitation thus bespoke
a division within BESP, that between a centralized BUSD sub-
stantially impervious to federal retaliation aud a BESP staff
upon whom fedent officials exercised their indignation. How-
ever, BESP staft were relatively more committed to BESP ideals
than were BUSD administrators; moreover, they had precious little
influence over project problems intrinsically connected to District
problems. As a substitute object for prodding and scorn, BESP
evaluators, directors, and the like, hardly sufficed. And ESP
project officers in Washington knew it. Still, federal ESP

* In July 1975, for example, the federal project officer warned
the BESP director that ESP monies would be withheld from sites
that had compromised their alternative identities. Despite this
federal message being sent to the BESP director, the federal threat
to cut off fifth-year ESP funding was obliquely addi-lssed to
central BUSD which seemed prepared to submerge the alternativeness
of 061'ssey and Kilimanjaro.
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only begrudgingly bestowed fiscal flexibility at the local project
and site levels. The significan: exceptions occurred at BESP's
beginning when savinr- from aborted New Ark were redistributed
among four off-site schools,and at the end when last-year rental
fees were provided for Odyssey's :-lassroom trailers.

But in BESP there was a friction tween aiding sites and
a::-eaip=4 local critiic, whic the Ba6 ^ central adminstratign and
school board did very little to los,ion. If forward funding

un::ncessful hid for tonmce;t icaliten and contihuiticts,
it was no more triumphant in enlisting the support of principals,
coumnelors, and teachers at the common schools. The funding
strategy required a boost from BUSD notables lest federal aid
given to one BUSD segment alienate another. There was confusion
in mon '.cchools over the precise nature of the federal and
BUSD commitments to BESP. Common school devotees understood
well enough that SESP sites were to receive supplemental federal
funds; however, the SESP proposal language was not later buttressed
by strona demonstrations of BUSD faith and commitment. And
federal ESP was not a sufficiently creditable witness when arguing
on its own behalf.

Becauseauthoxitative spokesmen wiL:in the District did not
(:cme forth a3 vigorous champi'ons of SESP, ESP funds tended to
become seeds of discord, rather than sources of continuity and
security for BESP sites. In its first semester at Berkeley High,
BESP faced the rapidly circulating accusation that there was
inequity in funding between BESP sites and the senior high school.
As early as November 24, 1971, the Berkeley Hiah PTA informed the
BUSD central administration that the morale of teachers and students
at the main school had deteriorated because of "inequitable
distribution of ESP funds and lack of planning."* Several BESP
directors indicated to ISA observers their awareness of being
resented by their common school contemporaries. An aura of
resentment and suspicion was hardly conducive to District-wide
commitment to BESP. SOMP BESP site directors sought to allay the
resentment by sharing their ESP largesse with the common schools.
That they'felt impelled to resort to such an expedient also indi-
catQs the failure of BUSE) to secure understanding and support of
BESP among its constituents. It is reasonable to infer from such
failure the absence of a deep commitment. In such circumstances,
ESP funds could serve as an irritant rather than a catalyst.

Though the guarantee of forward funding was Jost on most
Berkeley citizens, the fact that ESP wan a federal grant received
greater attention. Local critics of foderal grants to education

.rkeley Daily (Thzette, February 1, 1972.
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contended that these monies have special requirements necessi-
tating the hiring of additional personnel in BUSD. Once hired,
thn critics said, the District is forced to continue these
salaries when the grants are terminated, since a long-running
program like BESP issues in newly tenured positions. Since a
major portion of personnel hired to staff federal grant projects
have come from minorities to operate programs for minorities,

50ard of Education has been resistant to lay-offs because
of the adverse effeot on the District's affirmative action employ-
ment policy. The 1 ard, since 1971, has generally followed a
policy of making no staff cuts for budgetary reasons since the
"last hired, firnt fired" formula would be disproportionately
directed at recently hired minorities staffing federal grant
programs.

The second BUSD Superintendent to oversee BESP syMbolized
at happened to BUSD commitment. True, he expressed the view

that some genuinely alternative schools might make the vital
difference for certain students who might otherwise perish
emotionally and intellectually in the common schools. His
commitment to this belief, he stated in a July 1975 ISA in
view, was forged prior to his BUSD appointment and had not
faltered during his first year in Berkeley. Nonetheless, sub-
seTient piiblic testimony from the second Superintendent suggests
that individualized instruction and the breakino-up of large
traditional schools into smaller sub-schools, not alternative
schools per se, were ideas closer to the core of his educational
philosophy. Both ideas did not strain his organizational view
of educational leadership: they were compatible with his strong
concurrent interest in resetting BUSD grade configurations.
Neither had to be learned from BESP, despite the Superintendent's
mild public protestations to the contrary. These ideas could
as easily be derived from prior experience or other BUSD pro-
grams. In this vein, the Superintendent stated privately that
BESP was but one of many worthwhile BUSD projects, and, on
that account, the important phase-in comparison should be between
BESP and other projects, rather than between individual BESP
sites. BESP's value to an incoming, mid-program Superintendent
was that its diffuseness permitted him to emphasize seleo"Avely
those aspects which justified any admnistrative oojective.
Lacking extensive community support, and a consistent design,
BESP was particularly incapable of putting inherent pressures
of its own on a "new face in town." BESP, then, did not prevent
the application of changing local administrators' preferences,
any more than it did those of changing federal ac _rs.

Juxtaposed to the federal claim for forward funding was one
of the major claims for alternative public schools: they "enable
communities to avoid having to decide between traditional and
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innovative schools" (Watson, 1972). Despite forward funding, BESP
also illuminated the dark side to this claim: the avoidance of
many other critical choices. The same important questions con-
stantly begged for answers, as when a joint BESP-BUSD Steering
Committee in November 1972, and the Board of Education in May
1973, sought unsuccessfully to set firm BESP guidelines. On
thosp, two occasions the questions were the same: Were BESP opals
also BUSD goals? What was the District-wide pat :rn of options
to be? Did BUSD require a master plan for options? What criteria
sag bo employed to determine if a true option did indeed
oxist? How could non-traditional and traditional, as well as
on-site and off-site options, enjoy parity of financial su!Tort?

Both BUSD and federal ESP proposed grand schemes for which
their money and administrative capacity were inadequate. Washing-
ton had limited resources to allocate, while Berkeley had limited
ability to spend, given federal reguirements Ntoreover, Berkeley
was further limited in its capacity to spend most rationally
by the glaring defects in its fiscal, accounting and administra-
tive systems. Neither side tookaccount of one another's limita-
tions. Caught between prohibited federal expenditure categories
and District economizing, BEEP site development took a backseat
to fiscal pressures on and priorities of BUSD and federal ESP.
All site and project budget items required both BUSD and federal
authorization. Yet federal R&D interest in evaluation and experi-
mentalism and District interest in avoiding further financial
embarrassment prevented sensitivity to the pressures and priori-
ties felt by BESP staff and consumers.

Since BUSD negotiated over SESP support services with Washing-
ton and dispensed teachers to sites, BESP staffs felt they were
left to choose largely between pencils and chalk, not between
the real needs of alternative education. Addi-Lional budget
requests were permitted to originate from sites, but. in a program
contained by tight BUSD and federal pursestrings,that amounted
to the privilege of being turned down. After the advent of the
NIE contract in 1973/74, less than one-third of BEEP site directors
stated that BUSD should have the primary influence over site
budgets, whereas one-half of them stated that the primary fiscal
alloCation decisions.were, in fact, made by SUSD. Although 70
percent of site directors said they should have the primary input,
only 33 percent reported actually having it. Only one site
directot reported that. parents shared in budgetary decision-
making at his school. But, then, the only funds, Bum) or ESP,
that ailowed some flexibility were those for non-salaried items.
The dicaotomy in the perceptions of BDSP site directors of what
ought to be and what actually was indicates an inadequacy of the
forward-funding strategy at the basic, operative level of the
experimental project.
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11owevpr, BF:i1-3 staffs tended to blame site difficulties on
governmental stinginess and interference, not on the experimental
nature of the R&D strategy which included BUSD .a. an ultimately
irremovable "go-between." Even after contract negotiations in
1973/74, bad feelings toward federal ESP persisted. Each refusal
from Washington, as in the case of the 1974/75 Savo island proposal,
was interpreted locally as being characteristic of historically
strained relations between sites and government. Reduced funding
for BESP sit_s led on the one hand to the despairing site belief
that there was little loft to contend over, vut,on the other,
fueled abiding site susnicions. Locally, federal ESP was n_t
known to possess a rationale for forward funding; it was seen
to be reneging on its own ciommitment. Clearly, the vaguely
concei,yej i,7i.:,1 ,7,f forward funding ao a strategy carrieci with it
connotations other than a staged reduction'in fecieral expenditures.



EVALUATION AS AN EDUCATIONAL R-D STRATEGY

Of all four educational R&D stra egies being "tested" in
BESP, none was so illustrative of the structural flaw that
hau ted the entire project as was the evaluation strategy. If
BESP had been viewed by the school district as an educational
R&D project, then the dual evaluation plans would have been re-
garded as central to the "experiment." Instead evaluation, both
internal (Formative--Level I) and external (Summative--Level
11), was viewed by most local school officials as an extra re-
ouirem_ent tied to the BESP grant. It was viewed at worst as a
nuisance and at best, a supplemental service. Since the educa-
tional R&D definition never seeped down to site directors or
teachers, the appearance and activities of two separate BESP
"evaluation teams" created considerable confusion. This dual
evaluation activity was further confounded by the discussion and
eventual passage of California's Stull Act, which mandated
"teacher evaluation." The general distrust of evaluation common
to all institutions was heightened by the BESP failure to ack-
nowledge the educational R&D definition of the project--hence
the confusion and resistanco to "evaluation" per se.

1. Overview of Three Evaluation Levels

We turn now to summarize the results of the three separate
evaluation efforts inherent in NIE/ESP plans. Over five years
of effort in BESP, Level I (the internal formative) evaluation
group did not provide regular measurements of site progress,
student achievement, or degree of system change. Level I under-
went four distinct reorganizations and revampings and failed to
achieve an organizationally feasible structure, existing margin-
ally with unclear governance and poor administrative procedures.
There were no "feedback" channels to either the sites or to the
BESP administration. After three years of ineffectual and con-
fused existence, Level I became a part of BUSD's R&D department,
and merely elaborated on testing procedures already found to be
invalid and incomplete with regards to the BESP sites. No for-
mative research was ever utilized by BESP administrators for
either policy or program development, such as adding to the
decision-making process about phase-in or developing changes in
the sites. No new or refined methods for evaluating educational
programs were ever developed at the site level. In short, the
formative purpose of BESP's internal evaluation was never a-
chieved.
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The summative evaluation team (LcIel II) was under inde-
pendent contract to NIE and was charged with evaluating the
overall value and progress of the project. It underwent two
major changes of staff and direction. The first Level II eval-
uators (DEEPS) responded to OE/ESP's RFP with a broad statement
of purpose, placing summative evaluation within a historical-
contextual methodology, with no specific evaluation "plan" dis-
played in advance. After 20 months, the relationship between
the Level II team and ESP (now part of NIE) was terminated, wit
the resignation of the DEEPS Director. Only one report, a his-
tory of BUSD's integration effort during the 1960's (Never a
Dull.Moment by Carol Sibley), was produced during these first
20 months.

Level II came under criticism from NIE/ESP, culminating in
an outside site visit when none of four sUbmitted research plans
was deemed acceptable by NIE. The DEEPS Director resigned and the
Institute for Scientific Analysis phased out the first grant
with two reports: (1) A Stud of the Choice Structure_of BESP,
July 1973, and (2) A Retros ective Descriptionof_BUSD/BESP
From Its in ion Throu h June 1973 September 1973.

ISA won a new contract in a competitive response to an
NIE/ESP RFP issued in May 1973 that focused on three questions:

1. Has BESP led to diversity in the range of educa-
tional options within BUSD?

2. Has BESP been associated with change in dropout
rees, truancy, vandalism; in racial-economic-
academic mix for students (and, in the ethnic
category, for staff); in parent/community par-
ticipation in school program and policies; in
new and/or changes in policies, practices ana
perceptions of school staff; in staff and fund
allocation policies; in the focus and nature of
leadership?

Has BnP brought about change in the quality of
education?

To address these questions ISA used two major methodolo-
gies: (1) field method, and (2) longitudinal survey of a select-
ed sample of BESP/common school students. Yearly reports cover-
ing the findings for the third and fourth years were produced.
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was dissension between N1E/ESP and ISA staff over the
scope, direction, and interpretation of the finuings from the
two reports. For the final summative report, ISA asked to en-
large the fifth year evaluation report to include a larger per-
spective than the original three contract questions. This lar-
ger perspective enabled the summative research team to do more
than study just the implementation of BESP, and allowed an eval-
uation of BESP as an example of educational R&D strategies

None of the Level II evaluation reports was distributed to
the public, although copies of reports covering the third and
fourth veers were given bv ISA (with NIE's permission) to the
BUSD Superintendent and school board. One "feedback session"
with all interested BUSD/BESP personnel was sponsored by ISA.

The third level of evaluation proposed by NIE/ESP's evalua-
tion strategy--one which would compare and contrast all EsP
efforts--never came into being. Although an RFP for a Level III
evaluation was issued, it was later cancelled and no overall
evaluation of ESP was ever made across the eight different Ex-
perimental School projects in various geographic areas. No com-
mon data base was ever established, and no overall assessment
of the various NI /ESP projects has yet been made.

Having briefly summarized the results of the evaluation
rategy in BESP, we now turn to discuss the possible explanation

for such outcomes.

Most educational evaluation projec have been seriously
under-funded: often less than 1 percent of the total program
costs is allotted for program evaluation. The evaluation come
ponent of BESP was richly funded, built into the local program
and set a precedent of hope and expectation that, at long last,
an educational effort would be fully and adeguately evaluated.
This strategy of complete. and "richly funded" evaluation was
inherent in the methodology of educational R&D. During the five
years of BESP, the Level I evaluation component was allotted 11
percent of the total program budget. Level II, under contract
to NIE/ESP for this eummative evaluation, spent $846,413.*
While these appear to be richly funded evaluation efforts, the
product- are less than satisfactory.

* The contract with ISA took effect June 30, 1973. Prior to
this date, $683,694 was spent by DEEPS as the Level II evalua-
tor. Thus, the total spent for Level II.over the five years of
BE0 as $1,530,1070
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Why was so much spent for so little? What should it cost
to conduct a "good evaluation" of an educational R&D experiment?
we argue that given the structure of BESP, either too much was
spent for evaluation--or too little. If the BESP were not set
up as an R&D effort, then the task of program evaluation could
conceivably have b:een assigned to a few "evaluators" who could
have worked with BUSD's office of Research and Evaivation.
Such c -Its would have been minimal and perhaps routine test
scores ("background data") could have been made available for
each option site, as a function of the regular BUSD test and
evaluation program.

Suppose BESP had been designed as an R&D effort, then the
research component would have designed the experiment, run the
experiment, and conducted the evaluation as an integral part of
the experiment, retesting, etc. Then the cost of the "evalua-
tion" would have been the total cost of DES?. As previously
noted, this R&D model could not be carried out, given the pre-
sent federal-local school arrangements, i.e., no local school
district would wi11'-il hand _itself _over as_ a research site Ia
a federal experiment.

We wish to raise two major issues about the faults within
BESP's evaluation: (1) the structure of BESP as an educational
R&D effort, and (2) the state of the art of educationalevalua-
tion as a research component of an R&D effort. The widespread
cmfusion about these two major issues created conflict and
communication breakdowns at all three levels of operations:
federal ESP, BESP, and the consumers (students and parents).

Let us first examine the stru ture of BESP as a research
and development uLfort. Bow could the federal agency expect
any local school district to participate willingly in a federal
R&D experiment to create "comprehensive change" in that school
district? The answer was to develop the technique of the fed-
eral agency "buying into" school districts where "change" was=
welcomed and already under waV, and where R&D as the means would
meet the ends ef both the federal Experimental Schools Program
and of the local school district. The collaborating arrangement
would,he derived frt. operationalizing a model shown in Figure
1.
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FIGURE 1: ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL FOR FEDERAL-LOCAL
EDUCATIONAL R& UATION COMPONENTS

Local School
Deveopment

Local Plan

Summative
Evaluation

Formative
Evaluation

The federal program (as previously ment oned) planned to
gain R&D sites by inviting school districts that were already
involved in some type of "change" or "innovation" to apply for a
relatively large sum ofgrant funds over a projected five-year
Period. Both of these strategies for enticing a local school to
permit itself to be used as a research site (the money and the
five-year forward funding) built upon a district's commitment to
"change." These were bold and innovative attempts by a federal
agency to develop an R&D experiment within a local school base.
In addition, local school district commitment to the R&D effort
was to be further strengthened by allowing (requiring) the local
district to deVelop its own "plan." Thus, this apparent dichot-
omy: Research was the master; the Development (i.e., local plan)
was funded as the 212ist_2f_Research (i.e., evaluation). One
part of the evaluation (Level I) was also part of the Develop-
ment, i.e., it was to be the internal monitor and self-correcting
mechanism of the Development aspect of the educational R&D pro-
ject. Level I was to be the dynamic that aided the "change
process" as it proceeded over time, i.e., it would do the forma-
tive evaluation. Level II would, independently, assess the
goal-attainment of the experiment, i.e., conduct summative eval-
uation. As will be shown, these conceptual distinctions became
fuzzy, faltered and collapsed at v rious times throughout the
five BESP years.

The theoretical R&D model was to solve that difficult
torial problem of who "owns the schools." There would be col-
laboration between the federal ESP and the local school district,
i.e., a "new partnership." Then the summative evaluation would
provide the overall research data on that particular local pro-
ject, completing the R&D model.
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But how clear was this model in the minds of the three major
participants? For example, evaluation was listed as only one of
six selection criteria by ESP, the local school district did not
view BESP as a federal "experiment," and the parents and students
viewed tile new sites as extensions of the public schools. Such
diverse views would cast a long shadow on the fa T of the overall
project.*

Level I, the local evaluation component, had great difficul-
ty defining its role, responsibilities, and chain of command. It
was never accorded full access to BESP sites, nor did it offer
any meaningful progress measurement or feedback into site devel-
opment, maintenance, or demise. It had no clear communication
channel or power to change the local sites.

Very early on, the failure of the local evaluation effort to
function as the R&D model would require became a matter of con-
cern to the federal Project Officer, who tried again and again
to clarify the expectations for local evaluation in BESP. The
combined pressures of federal needs and local site resistance,
plus the basic role confusion about "formative evaluation," in-
capacitated the effort from its very inception.

Level II, the federal ESP independent contractor, was
equally confused about its role, and about the whole methodology
involved in "summative evaluation." The Director of the DEEPS
Level II team described his views as to why the Level II con-
tract had been given to him, as follows:

...everybody wondered why we [Leonard Duhl,
M.D., Human Interaction Research Institutes]
got the grant. There were some groups al-
ready perceiving us as, "Ah, you must have
an 'in' with somebody," and "You really must
represent somebody." Well, if you know the
history of some of the cast and characters,
you know we didn't attempt to represent just
ourselves or the establishment. Jack Seeley,
for instance, has a history of being a "guru"
of the free speech movement. Steve Blum has

-e
* To this "defin tional" misunderstanding must be adde Lho in-
herently negative attitude anclresistanee by any institutional
client to "evaluation." This structural resistance has been
noted by all evalu-eion scholars, and in this project the res e-
tance to evaluation pe_E_.became even more crucial given the
ambiguous nature of the R&D objectives.



workd with Upward Bound. I [Leonard Duhl,
M.D.] had a fot of experience wo-rking with
all kinds of deviant groups; in fact, my
previous history before coming to Berkeley
was being in government, but operating with
various deviant groups. (BBSp Level I Re-
sults,_General Rte2EL, 1976, p. 124.

Dr. Duhl's descriytion of what he apparently regarded as
positive qualifications for Level II evaluators leads us tO the
second major issue which led to the general failure of the eval-
uation portion of PESP, i.e., the state of the art in educational
R&D. WAt is evaluation? Who is qualified to do it?

The dual-level formative-summative evaluation plan was the
product of such scholars as Michael Scriven (1967) who proposed
a distinction between the roles and goals of two types of eval-
uation, calling one formative and the other summative. Scriven,
a UC Berkeley philosophy professor, was a consultant to the fed-
eral educational planners, and played an important role in shap-
ing formative and summative models for many types of educational
evaluation projects. (A recent ERIC print-out on evaluation in
educational innovations yielded 75 pages of print-outs of for-
mative and summative evaluation abstracts.) Scriven, in his
important piece, "The Methodology of Evaluation" (1967), stated!
"Evaluation proper must include, as an equal partner with the
measuring of performance against goals, procedures for the eval-
uation of goals" (p. 127). It is in the area of this called-for
partnership that one of the major roadblocks occurred Ii BESP
evaluation. The federal model called for Level I (formative
evaluation) to be an integral part of BESP, totally separate
from the Level II (summative evaluation), which was given to an
outside contractor with NIE/ESP. In fact, in the first years of
BESP, Level II was expressly forbidden to have any feedback or
contact with Level I evaluation.*

Thus. an artificial chasm was structurally present between
the two evaluation efforts, and between Level II and the entire
BUSD/BESP. Level II was clearly the "eye in the sky," the

For example-, that portion of the ISA work plan (1973) in re-
sponse to NIE/ESP's RFP, which called for community and school
feedback, was deleted duringcontract negotiations. The rationale
was that input from the summative evaluation might change the
"natural process of the experiment," based on the strict inter-
pretation of the canons of the experimental method c.f science.
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NIE/ESP evaluator on the Berkeley scene, while Level I became
neither fish nor fowl, with unclear lines of authority, account-
ability, and communication within BESP. No common operational
definitions between Level I and Level II for "measurement" or
"testing" or "evaluation" ever emerged. Thus, while there was
no partnership, neither was there any competition or checks or
balances, since each evaluation effort played to its own audi-
ence. In this respeot, the Level TT effort was somewhat more
directed (at least during the last 36 months) than was the case
for Level I, which never forged a clear mandate in the rapidly
evolving political ambivalence of BUSD/BESP. Two directors of
Level I and one co-director of Level II were consumed by the
double-level pressures before BESP reached its midway point.

Some of the difficulty experienced by both Level I and
Level II was inherent in the probleme of defining the rare
species of "professional evaluator." Scriven evidenced great
concern about the paucity of professional evaluators, stating
"there are very few professionally competent evaluators in the
country today...they or someone else need to know the answers
to the important questions, whether process or outcome, they
need skills and resources which are conspicuous by their rarity
even at the national level" (p. 128, emphasis his).

But Scriven does not define the skills or the resources or
the competency of a "professional evaluator." Given this, it is
small wonder that "evaluators" are so rare, so burdened, or so
confused.

For example BESP tried to meet one of its major goals,
i.e., of decrees ng institutional racism, by hiring minority
professionals in as many positions as possible. Level I eval-
uators were hired first on the basis of minority membership and
second on the bas s of possessing some type of professional de-
gree.

The Federal ESP guidelines for "professional evaluators"
were more traditional, i.e., "key personnel were to have advan-
ced professional degrees, and/or evaluation experience." These
criteria were loose enough to include as Level II "evaluators"
a psychiatrist and a writer. In Dr. Duhl's own description of
the Level II evaluators' qualifications, he lists those who were
experienced in "working with deviancy," and makes no mention of
evaluation expertise--whatever that might be. The Level TT co-
director, Jack Seeley, did not have a professional degree, but
was characterized by Dr. Duhl as "the guru of the free speech
movement." Dr. Duhl said his own qualification was "having a
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lot of experience working with all kinds of deviant groups."
Later, Level II hired a Black graduate student to satisfy local
oressure for minority staff, given BESP's major goal to attack
"institutional racism." None of the three Level II "co-direct-
ors" had ever managed a large and complex summative evaluation,
and despite their hopes to develop a new social-historical eval-
uation methodology, they came, after 20 months, to despair of
the effort, given conflicting goals of NIE/ESP and BEEP pres-
sures and problems. DEEPS attempted to become "advocates" and
documentors of the process--but could not meet the challenge of
definitions of "reliability" and "validity" called for by NIE/
ESP in asking for a research plan.

The second Level TI contractors (ISA) emr=,10Yed a "prores-
sional evaluator," i.e., a director who had, in fact, completed
a number of erogram evaluation studies, and a multi-ethnic staff
with a variety of research evaluation and computer analysis
backgrounds. Were these staff expert in summative evaluation?
What skills would be required to conduct a "professional evalua-
tion"? The state of the art in educational evaluation is such
that the skills and competence of evaluators or the scope and
validity of the evaluation effort have not been defined. We
assert that this obscurity has created many of the problems of
evaluation =0 an R&D strategy.

Let us now turn to the history of Level I and Level II to
trace the effect of the two structural deficits mentioned above,
i.e., the structure of BEEP as an R&D project and the state of
the art in educational evaluation.

The Director of NIE/ESP defined formative evaluation as
follows: "Formative evaluation provides for a legitimate inter-
nalized role of evaluation, and can be tailored specifically to
an individual project and its goals. it shoulfl provide for
quick feedback and enhance resident and staff participation.
It is designed to aid in meeting objectives and improving per-
formance" (Memo of Robert Binswanger to J. Kent, Minneapolis
ESP, April 12, 1974).

2. Documentation and Histor of Level I (Formative Evalu-tion)

Level I was established as a part of BEEP, to provide "quick
feedback and enhance participation." in 1971 the initial pro-
posal for internal evaluation was detailed in the original BEEP
plan. The procedure as originally envisioned was to utilize a
field observation system developed by the Horace Mann-Lincoin
Institute of Teachers' College, Columbia University. As this
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was a new system, unfamiliar to the Berkeley personnel who would
eventually be involved in the evaluation effort, the actual evalu-
ation plan was at this stage quite general. Data gathered both by
on-site observation and by structured and unstructured interview-
ing would be analyzed in terms of their impact on the goals of
the individual sites (which were to be determined later on in
discussions with site directors and the Level I evaluation consul-
tants),and on BESP's overall stated goals. In the original plan
it was visualized that the data collected would take the form of
standardized tests to measure student achievement, and interviews
on the following general areas: program structure, program
content, contribution of program structure and content to outcomes,
participant evaluation and response to the program, and observa-
tional data on program operation. After an evaluation component
was organized, underwent training seminars, and had a certain
amount of field experience, it would then be possible to submit
a revised and more specific evaluation plan.

By the middle of BESP's first semester Level I had hired a
staff of observers, and had articulated what the Level I staff
felt to be the general goals of the component. However, it was
felt at that time that any gathering of data, or more specific
_ unciation of goals, would have to wait until after the inter-
viewing staff was trained in the field observation system. This
training session was scheduled for January 1972, six months after
the start-up of the evaluation component. The reason for this
delay is unclear. After this training period the Level I staff
felt that data collection, observation and conceptualization of
variables could begin, i.e after the new staff had been "trained"
in the field methodology.

By January 1972, Level I encountered pressure from 0E/ESP as to
the progress and style of its activities. In a memo dated January 26,
1972, the federal project officer for BESP expressed concern to the
BESP director that, as of that date, neither a concrete set'of goals
nor baseline data with which to begin evaluation had been forth-
coming, or, for that matter were even in the making. The project
officer noted that no ground had been gained, although the project
had been in operation for six months. This discrepancy between
federal expectations and local performance indicates a fundamental
misunderstanding between OE and the BESP evaluation team from the
onset of the project.

At the same time the evaluation effort was running into
opposition from another quarter: the personnel of the sites. In
the project progress report dated March 17, 1972, the director of
the project remarked that "it was decided to document rather than
evaluate" (emphasis added); this decision was reached,according to
the project director, because of intense resistance to the
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evaluation effort encountered by the observation team on first ob-
servations of the sites. He remarked that the site personnel looked
upon the evaluation effort as an attempt at direct surveillance of
their work on the part of both the school district and OE. Although
this progress report also indicates that "good will visits" were
used in an attempt to break down resistance and familiarize per-
sonnel with the true intent of the evaluation (i.e., an aSsessment
or the ongoing zrogram rather than of their performance and status
as personnel), the blanket statement that the observers would "docu-
ment rather than evaluate" seems to indicate the abandonment of one
of the fundamental tasks of Level I--feedback--at the very beginning
of the project. Accrding to the Coordinatoy of ESP Evaluation,
Berkeley, this morale problem was int!-mately connected with the am-

gnous nature of relations with oF in this earl,, period. Pe wrote
ix the Alternative Evaluation Report:

Initially the site directors, teachers and
students were quite receptive to our atten-
dance at their project. This, howe\w, soon
changed because cur instructions from the
associate director of Evaluation stipulated
that we were to be non-participant observers,
meaning we were to sit in on staff meetings,
visit the site and classrooms in an un-
obtrusive manner. We were instructed to
visit the sites, observe what went on, take
notes about the process and the physical des-
cription of the sites but were not to engage
in a verbal exchange with the site people.
This behavior soon caused the ste personnel
to begin viewing us with reserve and suspicion
....Since we were instructed or ordered to
operate in silence, the teachers and site
directors naturally assumed that notes we were
taking were going to be utilized in the pro-
cess of teacher evaluation....I am relatively
sure that a great part of the reason the
Evaluation observers were required to function
as such was due to the fact that ESP had not
ilad an evaluation plan formally accepted.
This was a fact that was known by all...FSP
project obervers. The lack of an accepted
plan pUt us in the Situation where we were
prevented from involving ourselves closely
with the Project. If, for instance, we began
a process of looking at certain variables and
the site people began to expend great amounts
of effort and time in order to provide us with
the data, we ran a real chance of making
groups of frustrated evalUatiOn resistant enemies.

I ti
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Strains resulting from conflict between various institutions in-
volved in the evaluation eventuated in the rest of the 1971/72
school year being taken up with negotiations between Level I and
OE on the final form of the evaluation plan, which was finally
Approved on June 1972. This plan, which spelled out in detail the
variables and measurements to be used, had undergone several re-
visions before OE deemed it acceptable. For example, on January 5,
1972, the federal ESP Project Officer wrote:

What does each opt on really offer? What
options are not included in the program
that should be? How clearly do the teach-
ers recognize their response as part of the
option? What about the financing of options?
Problems of articulation?

As this memo to BESP indicates, the federal Project Officer
x months after the start of the Level I evaluation effort was

raising critical evaluation issues--albeit issues which could be
viewed as both formative and summative in nature.

Again in April 1972, the federal Project Officer wrote to all
site directors a definition of the role of Level 1, evidently in an
effort to ease site resistance to evaluation:

The job of Level I is to keep a tight and well
documented record of what is happening: to
document each student's individual growth....
Sufficient funds were provided for a Level I
evaluation team to handle all local evaluation
and documentation needs. Bach site has a host
of assumptions which need strict evaluating....
ESP deals with comprehensive change designs--
it is a research program, hence the heavy
emphasis (in funding as well as design) on
evaluation and documentation.

This memo from the federal Project Officer to BESP site direc-
tors reveals a lack of consensus About the structure of BESP as an
educational R&D experiment and about the role of Level I evaluation.

After Level I's first uncertain and unproductive year of oper-
ation, the Research Director was dismissed, due to both federal and
BUSD concern about the progress of Level I's effort. In the in-
terim period, when the Level I effort drifted leaderless, the
federal ESP Director and Project OffiCer called a meeting of all
BESP site directorS in Washington in an attempt to get a stronger
BESP presence in BUSD. One of the agenda items at that meeting
was to urge each site director to select one or Vdo MajOr
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innovations," "promising practices" or some aspect of the individual
site's program that they (the site directors) would choose to be
evaluated by Level T. The federal view was that such a local site-
based evaluation issue would activate the latent forces of forma-
tive evaluation, and would lead each site to operationally define
its goals, its "difference," its potential for public education. No
Level I staff member was present at that meeting nor did the federal
ESP Director clarify this request in writing.

As a result of this federal "pressure," two local views About
Level I's role appeared to emerge: that Level I "belonged to the
local sites" and could be called upon to work directly for each site,
and conversely, that the functions and funds assigned for formative
evaluation could be divided up and assigned to each BEEP site, which
would do its own program evaluation.

These two definitions became an arena for considerable conflict
in the subsequent relationship between Level I and HESE, sites. (The
federal Project Officer later tried to clarify the individual site-
evaluation misunderstanding in a memo, as pressUre for Level I funds
reached its pinnacle.)

Later, BUSD hired a second Level I Director who had to meet the
approval of the federal ESP office, as a "key personnel" issue. The
criteria for selection of a director of formative evaluation re-
mained unclear, and a newly-degreed psychologist with no educational
evaluation experience was hired. He entered a situation already em-
battled, and nevermanaged to resolve the major conflicts. Level I
took a defensive position, and became increasingly isolated and em-
battled throughout the two years, until the second director was also
forced to resign, having failed to provide adequate "baseline evalua-
tions."

The federal Project Officer revealed that at NIE/ESP there was
considerable role confusion as to whose responsibility it was to
monitor and assist Level I. The local lines of authority and re-
sponsibility between SESP, the sites and BUSD were blurred. The
Level I Director reported to the School Superintendent on rare
occasions, by-passing the BESP Director. The federal ESP officials
were often at odds oVer who was responsible for Level I. This
confusing uncertainty created an atmosphere of distrust and defen-
qiveness. Level I staff retreated to existing secondary data bases
for information and produced very little--and certainly did not
function during those years as a "change agent" or as a "formative
evaluation" team.

As of the end of the 1971/72 school year, the first year of
the project, Level I had compiled baseline biographical data and
census information on BESP's student and staff populations. An
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attitude.inventory was taken among both students and parents in an
attempt to find out why students entered BESP, with an eye toward
a formulation of site and PIES? goals from the students' and parents' poin
of view. However, these Instruments were not administered until
the last week of the school year; therefore they provided only re-
trospective data, since the respondents' viewpoints were colored by
a year's experience with BESP. These instruments did not measure
growth, since they were the first measurements of any kind to be
applied to this population by Level I.

Again in July 1972, the federal Project Officer wrote, "Since
our entire focus is on research [emphasis ours] we-are deeply inter-
ested in how the work is being documented and evaluated." Again
the lack of clarity and consensus About the structure of the project
as understood by federal and local agencies is evident.

The 1972/73 school year began with several personnel changes
in the Level I staff, including replacement of the associate direc-
tor for BESP evaluation. This change in staff helped to disrupt
further the effort to define goals and collect data begun so shakily
the year before.

During 1972/73 two studies were conducted, both secondary
analyses of data colAvoted in the prevous year: (1) a "Site Uni-
queness Scale," constructed by matched pair ratings of observational
site data by the evaluation staff, and (2) "Student-Parent Choice
Satisfaction Scale," formed by factor analysis of the open-ended
attitude survey of BESP students and their parents at the end of
the previous school year.

Also, the component developed several assessment ins':ruments
for in-class use: a Cumulative Progress Chart, a Behavioral
Checklist for measuring changes in disruptive behavior, and a Site
Homogeneity/Heterogeneity Survey, for measuring the racial break-
down of each site.

On DeceMber 8, 1972, the federal Project Officer wrote to the
BESP-Director, seeking again to clarify the educational R&D stru-
cture of BESP. We quote:

ESP is testing comprehensive change in Berkeley.
This means that yoU must be sure your plans
include such variables as teacher training,
curriculum development, articulation among
alternatives, community involvement, evalua-
tion as part of the decision-making process
and new thrusts in administration and manage-
ment. What ESP monies should be used for
are special catalytic change costs. Train-
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ing, staff development, building of community
involvement processes, design of evaluation
procedures, development of new assessment
measures, etc., are all the types of areas
which should receive heavy funding during
the lifetime of the project to insure that
the changes brought about are lasting and
self-renewing.

Again, the federal definition is restated, and again the BESP
did not seem to be able to form consensual definitions.

This second year of the program found Level I staff still cop-
ing with the perennial problem of eliciting operationalizable state-
ments of goals from site personnel. The stress laid upon this task
in the proposal for the second phase of BESP, written in April 1973,
shows both the critical nature of the effort, and the degree to
which Level I had theretofore failed to achieve it.

Finally, the 1972/73 school year was noteworthy as the year of
the Off-site Testing Moratorium. The administration of standardized
tests to the alternative schools was a problem that plagued BESP
from its inception. The pre-existing off-site schools, which came
under BESP auspices at the start of the program, were ideologically
opposed to administering the tests-, and, prior to DES?, were not re-
quired to do so. However, with federal funding and the stipulations
of the ESP grant, pressure was put on the off-site schools to test,
a pressure which they resisted for the first year of the project.
At the end of this period, a compromise was worked out: the require-
ment that these schools administer standardized tests would be sus-
pended for one year, during which time each of them (aided by Level
I) would develop tests acceptable to them and NIE. At the end of
this period, the schools would either resume testing with some accept-
able instrument, or be dropped from the program. Unfortunately,
1972/73 went by without sufficient work on this problem, either on
the part of Level I or the sites themselves. As a result, at the
end of the 1972/73 school year, the off-sites were required to begin
testing their students, with an instrument not sUbstantially dif-
ferent from the District-used tests.

During July 1973, the DES? Director wrote to the Level I
Director as follows:

Level I should work out with BESP and BUSD a
detailed plan for internal evaluation geared
to supplying decision-making data to the pro-
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ject.* I cannot stress enough how important
I feel it is to focus Level I activities as
soon as possible on project-related direct
service evaluation activities....Level I
could deVelop some ways of looking at in-
stitutional racism and issue regular quar-
terly reports on progress in this area.

Here a local goal (elimination of institutional racism) was
specifically mentioned as one of the foci of Level I evaluation, as
well as service-related evaluation effort--even though the BESP was
already one-half completed, and no "baseline" or "evaluative" re-
ports had been issued for "decision-making use." But as Cohen and
Garet have pointed out (1975) the relationship between research and
decision-making is bv no means a linear one. They state:

The relationship between research and policy
in education is often relatively undisciplined,
evident in a loose and elusive interaction
among applied research, climate of knowledge
and belief, and public action.

Thus, the poor interaction relations between the federal ESP, Level
I, and BUSD/BESP was creating a climate where little or no positive
feedback could occur.

Year three of the project (1973/74) was the first year of Phase
2 of BESP, under a contract plan submitted to N1E in April 1973. In
it, Level I proposed the following data collections and analyses:

1. Analysis of standardized test scores, within and
across sites, cross-sectionallv and longitudinally,
and in terms of the staff and student profiles of
each site.

Analysis of longitudinal changes in the Behavioral
Affect check list.

A Site Efficacy Study, a replication of the earlier
parent/student choice survey,'using the 11 cate-
gories derived from the original open-ended responses.

By identifying evaluative research as a decision-making tool,
the BESP Director was following the commonly-hold ac,sumptions,
such as stated by stufflebeam (1971) who said, "Evaluation is the
process of delineating, obtaining and providing useful information
for judging decision alternatives." This simple linear relation-
ship between evaluation and decision-making is much too narrow and
mechanistic, given the socio-political climates of educational
systems.
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4. A Training Needs Assessment.

A field study of truants in Pr vo Park.

6. A study of parent knowledge in terms of the arti-
culation plan.

7. A Student General Opinion Survey.

However, at the outset of this plan period, it quickly became
evident that the proponents of this plan had outreached themselves.
In a memorandum to the director of BESP, the director of Level I
listed several reasons for the inability of Level I to fulfill the
design already agreed upon: (1) NIE had reduced Level I's budget
request by 50 percent--this was deemed too low an amount to fulfill
the plan. (2) Level I had anticipated using Level II as a source of
baseline data for the BESP student population.* It was only dis-
covered plo_s_t hoc that Level II had not yet planned the kind of data
collection that would have facilitated the Level I effort. (3) Dis-
trict records of baseline data were either badly compiled or unavail-
able. Therefore, the memorandum went on, no hard data at all would
be collected by the Level I staff, which would restrict its effort
to the design of instruments and collection of attitudinal survey
data. Thus, an important part of the second phase plan was already
nullified by Level I less than six months after it was negotiated.

Als , an internal memo circulated in Level I at about the same
time men-,J.oned once again thenecessity of concretizing site goals.
That this should continue to be an issue three years after the in-
ception of the project, shows the degree to which Level I had failed
its central responsibility.

A meeting of Level I staff with the director of BESP three
months later articulated four basic problems of the component: (1)

poor organizationthe component relied on crisis management; (2)

Level I was not following the second phase plan; (3) an ambiguous
relationship (tinged with hostility) persisted between Level I and
the sites; and (-0 the Level I personnel were basically untrained
in the research techniques to do their jobs properly.

One outcome of this meeting was a memo in December 1973 from
the BE5P director to the director of evaluation, expressing dis-
pleasure with Level I's lack of productivity and foreshadowing a
massive reorganization that was to follow in six months.

* This anticipation of conjoint use of Level II data by Level I
had grown out of a stormy session between NIE/ESP and the Level I
Director--a discussion which never involved Level II.
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Of the seven studies proposed in the Phase 2 plan, three were
completed, an analysis of standardized test scores (although not
of the broad scope originally envisioned), the Site Efficacy Study,
and the Student General Opinion Survey. .dditionallv, the component
attempted to approximate student SES by using as a measure parental
occupation, and compiled a racial breakdown of site populations.

By May 1974 the ominous tone of the BESP director's December
memo bore fruit: the entire Level I staff was terminated; the com-
ponent itself was radically restructured and reduced in scope. The
federal Project Officer wrote: "An essential link in the overall
project apparently has not been forged."

During the period, April 1 June 30, 1974, BESP revised and
updated the Five Year Educational Plan (negotiated in June, 1973,
with NIE/ESP). The Proposed Operational Plan for the final 24 months
of DES? was submitted to NIE/ESP August 4, 1974, for approval. The
plan had been revised twice: June 24, 1974, and July 30, 1974.
Both revised plans did not receive approval from NIE/ESP. Included
in the Operational Plan for the final 24 months was a proposal for
reorganizing and restructuring the Evaluation Component (Level I)
of BESP.

In its Quarterly Progress Report of April 1 to June 30, 1974,
BESP requested clarification from NIE/ESP on the funding of Level I.
It claimed:

The first 'roposed Operational Plan' of June 24,
1974, specified ten evaluation personnel plus two
clerical assistants. The revised plan due in
Washington, D.C. by August 4, 1974, prepared
under the aegis of the new BUSD Superintendent,
specified four evaluation personnel and no
clerical assistants under the direction of
BUSD's Research and Evaluation Component....The
reduction of staff was in response to oral in-
formation that ESP Washington would only approve
funding for three or four Level I personnel.
No reason has been given...[for] such an arbi-
trary and limiting decision.

In the July 30, 1974, revision of the Proposed Operational Plan
for BESP (for the period July 1, 1974, through June 30, 1976),

...the proposal to reorganize [Level I] was made
on the basis of the general dissatisfaction of
site directors, the director of the project, the
District administration, and the Washington
office of NIE.
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This was the second time the Level I Evaluation Component had under-
gone major reorganization. The July 30, 1974, proposal stated:

The remaining evaluation effort, supported by
BESP funds [will] be divided into two parts:
a formative aspect lasting 24 months, and a
summative aspect covering the initial 3-1/2 years
with work done during September, 1974, through
January, 1975.

In that report both formative and summative evaluation types were
defined.

Formative evaluation was defined by BESP Adm1nstration and
Level I as:

...information collected and used to modify
ongoing structural activities. Such informa-
tion is usually quite specific and is used to
make overall decisions regarding the relative
merits of the program. It will be developed
for improvement of particular instructional
programs on an ongoing basis.

Summative evaluation was defined as:

...that evaluation used for the comparison
of alternative programs on the basis of their
overall effectiveness to the total system.

Thus, BESP Levei I was to do both formative and summative evaluation.

This revised plan, submitted to NIE/ESP on August 4, 1974, was
not approved, primarily because NIE/ESP felt the plan was too broad.
With that, BESP Administration solicited outside help. Charles E.
Woodson, Ph.D., from the University of California School of Educatil:
was hired as a consultant to a ist in the rewriting of the July 1,
1974, through June 30, 1976, B. 2 Operational Plan that was even-
tually submitted in December, 1974, to NIE/ESP. This plan was
finally approved in January 1975.* in that plan, Level I was "to
develop a simple design to provide evaluative data from which recom-
mendations and decisions" could be made by the BESP Director "re-
garding the continuances of the individual programs within BESP."

* In fact Level I and BESP spent $93,754 on evaluative consultant
fees--truly a large sum for such consultation for a fully-staffed
evaluation project:
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The Level I Evaluation Team was reduced from 15 members in
1973/74 to five in 1974/75. Two of the 15 staff members were kept
on, two additional professional evaluators and a secretary were
hired. The reorganization of the evaluation component was completed
in September 1974 and it was placed under the direct supervision of
the BUSD Director of Research and Evaluation.

By the tine the first quarterly report of 1975 came out (Jan-
uary 1 to March 31 ), Level I defined its aim as,

...to furnish summative data for the four
priority areas: (1)--Standard achievement,
(2) criterion referenced tests, (3) survey
of satisfaction, and (4) fiscal analysis.

Information was to be site-specific as well as project-wide. The
major aim of Level I's efforts was "to investigate whether or not
there were differences between BESP and non-BESP programs."* The
information was to provide assistance to the BESP Administration con-
cerning the survival of the entire project. (Before Level I was re-
organized, major changes had occurred in BESP sites. Agora and
Genesis were scheduled to merge effective Fall 1974; U.N. West, KARE,
and Willard Alternative were scheduled for phase-out effective Fall
1974; Casa de la Raze and Black House were phased out in Spring
1973 for violation of OCR regulations; and the West Campus alter-
natives--Career Exploration, Yoga/Reading (HILC), Work/Study, and
HUI--were scheduled for placement under one director and budget
effective Fall 1974.)

The areas of highest priority, developed by Level I (approved
in January 1975 by N1E/ESP), were in order: (1) Examine data on
BUSD and state-mandated achievement tests in reading and math for
grades 10-12 and language arts for grades 4-12, administered in the
Fall 1974 semester and Spring 1975 semester.** Two major areas were
emphasized: (a) descriptive data on currently enrolled students and
(h) longitudinal data on individual students. (2) Collect and exa-
mine semi-locally developed criterion-referenced tests. (3) Survey
satiefaction on the part of students, parents and staff in BESP and
non-BESP schools. (4) Collect other data useful for the decision-
making purposes of the BESP director available frOm BUSD sources and
developed by sites, including fiscal operation and staff utilization.
(5) Examine attendance patterns of BESP and non-BESP students for
differences. (6) Examine,evidence of cultural pluralism within BESP.

* Note the ,similarity with:Level 11's 1973 SAC contract in terms
of aims of evaluation.
** These standard achievement test scores.were very limited data
indeed. We have elsewhere criticized the ability to use such data
for this type of analysis.
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During the 1974/75 school ye__, Level I summarized the results
of data concerning priorities 1, 3 and 4 above. With respect to
standard achievement analysis, data were collected in Spring 1973
and Spring 1974 on BESP and non-BESP students from district-wide
testing programS; the Cooperative Primary Tests (grades 2-3), Com-
prehensive Tests of Basic Skills (grades 4-11) and the Cooperative
English Test (grades 10-11). The data from the Cooperative Primary
Tests (grades 2-3) and the CTBS tests (grades 4-6) were again
collected in Spring 1975 by Level I. The analyses focused on dif-
ferences between BESP and non-BESP student achievement. The ad-
ministration of the tests was mandated by BUSD for all students.

With respect to the survey of Satisfaction of students, parents
and teachers within BESP, Level I developed and administered sur-
veys for 2nd graders, 5th graders and 7-12th graders, plus parents
and teachers, to assess differences between BESP and non-BESP
students, staff and parents. For students, data were collected in
December 1974 and May 1975; for parents and staff, data were
collected in February 1975.

The 1974/75 SuMmaryReport of Level I claimed:

The fiscal analysis consisted of securing all
1973/74 and 1974/75 expenditure information
from the BUSE) data processing office, the trans-
lating of that information for maximum analytic
flexibility on University of California com-
puters...the basis for the budget planning
process of the BESP site directors.

To supplement the information gathered from BUSD et al., Level
also interviewed site directors. Because the Board of Education

contracted outside the district to review fiscal management within
BUSD, Level I felt it would be wise to withhold its findings until
BUSD released its report. Level I had hoped to complete data
collection and develop a fiscal analytic system during the 1975/76
school year. A six-year cost plan of BESP was published by Level
in Decetber 1975. For each component and program of BESP, a pro-
gram description, rationale for phase-in (survival) and budget
justification were presented. There was no budget planning for in-
dividual sites or the BESP program as a whole.

Other information/analysis systems under development during
the 1974/75 school year by Level I included: The Student Data File
and the Standardized Achievement Analysis System. Both systems
were developed for potential use by BUSD after DES? funding ended,
not for use during the life of BESP.
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Recommendations coming out of the 1974/75 Level I report were
geared primarily to the evaluation component or design itself. The
most detailed recommendation concerned BESP Evaluation commitment to
the maintenance of a strong BUSD Office of Research and Evaluation,
expanding to include three more evaluators.

During the 1974/75 school year, Level I proposed changes in the
evaluation design, deleting some facts and adding others. The major
areas of Level I examination for the 1974/75 school year included:
Administrative Survey, fUrther development of a BUSD information
system and information Needs Survey, Achievement Analysis prepara-
tions, a Narrative History of BESP, evaluation of the HILC's, and
development of materials for the post-AERA Conference entitled
Educational Evaluation and Public Policy, 1976.

Duties of Level I staff were redistributed for the 1975/76
school year. Rather than four.full-time evaluators (as in 1974/75),
there were three full-time evaluators concentrating their energies
on: (1) Narrative History, (2) Administrative Survey, and (3) the
Information System Development Project, and pneparation for the
post-AERA Conference. The fourth evaluator was employed half-time
by Level I, and continued to evaluate the HILC System.

A number of consultants were contracted by Level I to help with
the Student Achievement Analysis and development of the Information
System. Individuals from the Survey Research Center,,the University
of California Computer Center, and the University of California
School of Education assisted Level I during the 1975/76 school year.

The criterion-referenced testing was dropped from the Level I
design for the 1975/76 school year. Level I claimed that the
locally developed tests were intended to be responsive to BESP per-
sonnel who felt CTBS was not an adequate instrument for assessing
educational effectiveness. However, CTBS testing was found to be
as good a gauge (or as poor a gauge) as the IOX and EPIC tests
(criterion-referenced tests utilized), particularly for the K-6th
grades.

The BESP site staff attitude toward the criterion-referenced
tests was the major cause for Level I's proposal to discontinue
their use. Most staff of DES? projects viewed evaluation as use-
less, and additional testing of children created hard feelings
between BESP sitestaff and Level I staff. Level I was anxious to
becorwinvolved in roore personal relationships and to provide a
supportive role for the entire project, a role different than what
had been the experience prior to reorganization of the Level I
team in June 1974. NIVESP approved the discontinuance of the
criterion-referenced tests.
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During the 1975/76 school year, the evaluation of the High In-
tensity Learning System was amended to provide a summative view
(rather than formative), determining the impact and output of the
HILC System in BESP.

The High Intensity Learning Center Evaluation report provides
an in-depth description of the practices in the reading centers.
The evaluators did not find any difference in achievement of HILC
over non-HILC students in either reading or student attitude toward
reading. Level I did not have the resources or time to determine
interactive effects among attendance, attitudes, time spent in read-
ing and growth in reading scores.

The Information Needs Survey was compiled from open-ended ques-
tioning of the BUSD administrative staff the report's recommenda-
tions included the necessity for more study, more funding and, not
surprisingly, the continuance of an evaluation staff in the District.

The section of the report entitled "Student Achievement on Norm
Referenced Tests" detailed a series of analyses of variance in
Spring 1976 test scores in Reading and Mathematics, comparing BESP
to common schools, and sites with each other, for etudents at three
different pretest (Fall 1975) levels. Notable in this effort is the
fact that no further comparisons, particularly in terms of student
background variables which conceivably confound the resultS, were
attempted; thus, the results can be construed as inconclusive, since
possible masking and specification effects were not taken into
account. In addition the sample studied was biased, in that it in-
cluded only those students who took the pretest; since, on the high
school level, teachers select students to take the test (CTBS) on
the basis of the teachers' estimates of the students' low achieve-
ment, the sample screens out the brightest students in the District,
leaving a population below mean achievement for the District.

The Administrative Survey was conducted during the first quar-
ter of 1976 (January 1 to March 31). According to Level I,

Persons who make key decisions in BUSD which
directly affected alternative schools were
interviewed. The major purpose of the survey
was to assess the impact of federal funds in
bringing about comprehensive changes in BUSD.

The Administrative Survey Report drew on intensive interviews
with the BUSD superintendent, School Board, BESP director, and site
directors. Because of the small sample size involved (N=11), the
report is highly anecdotal in nature, the percentage figures given
are not useful for any but illustrative purposes.
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The Narrative History of BESP was added to the evaluation de-
sign in the period July 1 through September 30, 1975. The History,
when completed, "was to be a collection of narrative descriptions
of project participants experiences in the BESP." (This report is
completed, but may never be issued, given the inflammatory nature of
some of the anecdotes.)

This report, entitled the "Alternative Evaluation Report, 1971-
1976," is primarily a description by its author, the Coordinator of
BESP Evaluation, Berkeley, of his experiences during the five years
of the project; for this reason, possibly, it dwells most heavily
on the evaluation aspect of the program. It is written in a conven-
tional style, directed primarily to interested laymen as a sort of
"how-to-avoid-the-pitfalls" manual. However, the documentation for
the points the author makes must be found in other sources, if at
all.

Level I Evaluation received more money in the years of 1974/
75 and 1975/76, with the exception of Jefferson Tri-Part, than any
other component of BESP during the five years of BESP funding. By
far, Level I received more throughout the five years than any other
component within BESP. Yet, it was generally duplicating Level II's
work. No formative evaluation ever materialized.

Problems Encountered by Level I. It seems clear from the above
history that, in terms of its mandate to evaluate the progress of
BESP for the specific purpose of feedback to the .6ites for their
guidance, the effort of Level I in the first three years Was markedly
unsatisfactory. Much of the time was spent in attempting to gather
basic biographical data and trying to determine the goals against
which the success of this project might be evaluated, and as a re-
sult little time, facilities, or resources were available for actual
evaluation. Why did Level I ataff apparently have such difficulty
in fulfilling the function outlined for it in the original evalua-
tion plan? Several reasons emerge-from the history of Level I.

To begin with, the personnel involved in the formative evalua-
tion-of BESP were, from the top down, unfamiliar with the method
chosen to undertake the evaluation. The technique selected was one
developed at Columbia Teachers College; a consultant was hired to
train the staff in the nuances of this technique, but no permanent
staff member was thoroughly conversant with this style of evaluation
from the beginning of the project. There remains a question, then,
of the degree to which the concept involved in the task was under-
stood by those designated to perform it.

A second problem faced by Level I in attempting to evaluate
ESP was role ambiguity on two levels. The first ambiguity felt by
the Level I staff concerned responsibility. There was considerable
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confusion evidenced by the Level I staff as to whether £ts primary
responsibility was as a support organization for the sites, or as a
representative of the BUSD and OB/ESP. This role ambiguity problem
took on a more serious character as the sense of ambiguity was also
shared by the site personnel. A feeling, prevalent among site per-
sonnel at the beginning of the project, that Level I Observers were
coming into their schools as "spies" to evaluate them for the bene,-
fit of the district bureaucracy caused an immediate show Of gendral
staff resistance to Level I. Although efforts were made atthe
outset of the project to clarify Level l's function both to the pro-
fessional staff of the sites and within Level I itself, staff hos...
tility to the presence of Level I on their sites probably contri-
buted to the continual lack of feedback provided by Level I through-
out the project.

Another area of aMbiguity was the relationship between Level I,
the internal, formative evaluation component of BESP, and 'evel II,
the external, summative component. There seem to be several facets
to this preblem: (1) general uncertainty as to the meaning of
formative evaluation, as discussed above; (2) actual overlapping of
the functions of Level I and Level II as stated in the evaluation
proposal (Level I was also given a secondary summative responsi-
bility); and (3) the uncertain position of Level II at one point in
the program, which brought pp the possibility that its function
would be transferred to Level I. At another point, it was suggested
that Level I be transferred to Level II.

These role aMbiguities were not satisfactorily resolved within
Level I during the first three years of the project. Certainly,
they brought additional strains into the working of a unit already
operating under other organizational handicaps.

Additionally, our field work indicates that there was virtually
no contact between Level I and its counterpart within BUSD, the Re-
search and Evaluation Department, until the two were merged in the
final year of the project. This lack of cooperation between two
organizations with similar needs and complementary resources sacri-
ficed an important potential facility for Level I, which could have
benefited from such additional aid.

There seems to be no question, then, that Level I's primary
mission, to monitor the ongoing project and to feed the information
back-to the sites, was largely unfulfilled. A brief survey of site
directors at the end of the third year df the project was conducted
in order to gauge their attitudes toward the performance of Level I.
Of the 15 site directors responding, more than half made uniformly
negative comments. Generally, Level I was either never seen on
their sites, or was seen only as a test-taking and test-supervising
organization--as getting information from the sites but never as
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giving information back. As a result of all the above problems
which by the third year of the project had been deemed to be of a
chronic nature by NIE, Level I was massively reorganized for the
fourth and fifth years of the project, its size and scope massively
reduced, and the formative nature of the original task largely aban-
doned in favor of an_essentially summative evaluation, paralleling
the task of Level II. It was merged with its BUSD counterpart,
losing whatever autonomy it originally had.

BLit, overarching all of these difficulties was the basic lack
of understanding that BM' was an educational R&D project. For
example, more than half way through the project, NIE/ESP wrote to
the BUSD superintendent as follows:

For your ihformation, the purpose of ESP is to
test whether change would be better and more
lasting if it were comprehensive rather than
piecemeal.

We .elieve that the fact that BUSD, and its students and corist
tuents, neither understood nor accepted to the fullest extent that
their school district was an EXperiMent, and that the six million
federal dollars were granted (unlike a morass of other educational
grants) in order to study the impact of certain educational R&D
strategies Wnder the rubric of "comprehensive change") caused such
a strUctural gap that a myriad of misunderstandings and role con-
fusions developed, as particularly evidenced in the two evaluation
components, Level I (formative) and Level II (summative)--neither
of which was ever realized in its pristine or rigorous definition.

In the spring of 1974, the new BESP Director wrote:

There seems to have been, from the beginning,
a lack of clarity as to what should or should
not take place in this project. There seems
to be a great deal of distrust from both
sides (BUSD and NIE/ESP), that should not be
present. Almost like a contest as to who is
going to be responsible for the failure.

This sense of frustration, of communication failure and
trust indeed characterized much of the project's history.

Documentation and History of Level II (S ve Evaluation)

As to the summative evaluation experience, Level II's history
lends further credence to the structural problems created by the
lack of recognition on the part of all participants that they were
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(in the words of an NIE/ESP official) "participating in a multi-
million dollar program to help provide some answers to the question:
'Should change be comprehensive rather than piecemeal?"

The first RFP for BESP's summative evaluat on allowed for a
wide scope of flexibility and innovation in the evaluation design
and effort. The well-funded summative evaluation contract was it-
self an educational innovation, a new and daring approach te educa-
tional project evaluation, one which was a substantive adaptation of
the R&D methodology for educational uses. The climate was ripe for
evaluative innovation. Further, documentation, i.e., good historical
analysis of the ongoing process of BESP, was thought to offer great
promise for further scholarly educational research. The DEEPS re-
sponse to the RFP for summative evaluation was a promissory note,
which broadly stated the evaluator's awareness of the impact of the
social context upon any educational innovation effort. The two co-
directors were innovative (and controversial) scholars. Leonard
Duhl, M.D., was a psychiatrist and prolific writer; Jack Seeley was
a professor and a writer of philosophical social commentaries. Both
were extremely sensitized to the late 1960's Berkeley climate of
"Free Speech," of student revolt, of politicalization and resistance
so characteristic of the Vietnamese War era. Both co-directors were
avant-Aarde in their views and generally resistant to bureaucracy
built on routine. Duhl intended to give only one-quarter time to
the effort while he continued to teach full-time in the School of
Envirommental Design cf the University of California, Berkeley,
leaving the day-to-day operation of Level II to Seeley, who organized
the project employees around independent study issues. One's im-
pression was that of a graduate school, with Seeley as a dean and a
teacher. Most of the DEEPS staff were graduate students, intent
upon studies which could lead to their doctoral theses. A third co-
director was later hired, a Black doctoral student in education, who
after a few months came to feel he represented DEEPS' "Black face."
He later resigned because he felt the responsaility for the major
evaluation methodology was being assigned to him, while most of the
resources were allocated to a relatively large staff of young students
engaging in independent study. In addition, DEEPS employed a number
of prominent University of California educational scholars as con-
sultants, each being free te develop summative evaluation themes.
These consultants were only marginally connected with the project,
although it was hoped that they would create new approaches to the
whole evaluation effort. The federal project officer was initially
impressed with such an array of talent and enthusiasm, and encouraged
the DEEPS staff to enlarge on the ':documentation" of processes and
issues as they emerged in BEEP.

After the first year, pressures from the new NIE director
indirectly from Congress) began to push the NIE/ESP staff to call
upon DEEPS for an "evaluation plan." The climate began to cool as
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greater pressure for the development of an acceptable summative
evaluation plan mounted. Four separate DEEPS plans were submitted
from September 1972 through January 1973. All were rejected by
NIE/ESP as too vague or too unsound methodologically. NIE/ESP de-
manded rigor instead of innovation and the rules of the game seemed
to have changed radically. DEEPS staff, now under Scientific Ana-
lysis Corporation sponsorship (following the transfer of the Level
II grant from a Los Angeles-based firm, HIRI, to the San Francisco-
based SAC),became increasingly frustrated. NIE/ESP staff became im-
patient and demanding.

Finally, after several stormy confrontations, NIE/ESP called
together a site-visit team of experts in educational evaluation
(David Cohen, Michael Scriven and Henry Dyer among others) to assess
the DEEPS effort. At that point Dr. Duhl and his major staff re-
signed, leaving the grant in the hands of SAC, which up to that time
had pnly exercised fiscal and contract administrative responsibility.

The federal NIE/ESP director and SAC staff began a stormy re-
lationship, each suspecting the other of dealing in bad faith. SAC
advanced an evaluation design, based on developing a longitudinal
study of BESP/BUSD students and an in-depth study of each BESP site.
In February 1973, SAC placed the DEEPS grant under "suspension" and
laid off all DEEPS staff. The summative evaluation effort was halted
as a skeleton SAC staff sorted out the past work of DEEPS, and NIE/
ESP deliberated the fate of the BESP summative evaluation contract.
SAC was asked to give d full report and account of DEEPS' work, and
to develop any pieces possible for early completion. The first SAC
report on the development of a choice structure in BESP was com-
pleted shortly thereafter. This report was an attempt at summative
evaluation of BESP options, focusing upon the ability of parents/
students to choose an alternative school within BUSD/BESP. The re-
port documented little choice due to a number of system effects, such
as zoning, special interest tracking, counselors, referrals and a
lack of distribution of specific site information which would have
permitted informed choice to be made by parents or students.

A second report followed in September 1973 which traced the
history of DES? over the first two years--focusing upon each site's
development. At that time the first Level II evaluation grant was
terminated and a new NIE/E3P RFP for a contract was issued. As pre-
viously stated this RFP was quite specific, calling not for an inno-
vative approach to summative evaluation, but rather for narrow,
specific responses, based on previously described methods of pro-
cedure, to three specific questions regarding how well BUSD had im-
plemented its plan and its effect upon the system and the parents
and students in BESP. This narrow perspective did not permit a
complete summative evaluation, but rather allowed for an evaluat on
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of BUSD's implementation of the BESP plan, according to criteria
specified a priori. by N1E/ESP

Problems Encountered by_Level II. SAC hesitated to reply to
the !In, but finally came to feel that, given the atmosphere of sus-
picion and doubt left behind by the DEEPS/NIE/ESP struggle, only by
bidding and winning a new contract could SAC regain its reputation
as an organization capable of competent evaluative work. Pride came
before the bid.

SAC won the new contract, competing against a dozen or more
bidders, and NIE/ESP reluctantly re-awarded the contract to SAC,
based upon the merit of its work plan as judged by outside-NIE bid
evaluators.

In September 1973, a division of SAC, the institute for Scientific
Analysis, began to work seriously to answer NIE/ESP's three questions,
placing observers at each site, selecting a sample of students for a
three-year longitudinal survey, and carrying out all the methods out-
lined in the Work Plan Chart (see Appendix II). The annual reports
were submitted which traced our findings vis a vis the three contract
questions.

The first report was received poorly by NIE/ESP. It was not
accepted, nor was it rejected. A complete rewrite of the report was
demanded, and the contract was to be cancelled if NIE/ESP's demands
for revisions in the report were not met. A summary of the findings
from ISA's first report are to be found in Chapter 1 of this report,
all of which found the BESP to be failing to meet NIE/ESP's goals as
expressed id" its RFP questions.

After a difficult confrontation and many staff changes in NIE/
ESP, the report was finally rewritten in part and accepted. The
second report consisted of interim findings and was accepted by NIE/
ESP without challenge.

After those,difficult days, after a new NIE/ESP director and a
new NIE/ESP project officer were installed, ISA's work continued.
Throughout, ISA's position has been that a summative evaluation re-
quires a broad perspective, and in this report, at the close of the
contract period, we have chosen to go beyond those RFP questions to
assess BESP as an example of an attempt to carry out an educational
R&D project. Our final summative team has consisted social
scientists, a political scientist, a social-policy writer, a computer
analyst, and two educational professionals. This final report is a
cooperative and collaborative effort of all.
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Level II's current evaluation (1974-76), as a summative effort,
is that the RFP asked erroneous, or at best, irrelevant questions,
given the social realities that emerged over the five years of the
project. Perhaps the NIE/ESP Director should have asked if "change"
had been the true commitment of the participants, and, if so, what
kind of change under what conditions, and whether or not the parti-
cipants realized the project was an educational R&D experiment in
which their district had been a subject for study and evaluation.

Had such an understanding evolved, we believe the history and
the outcome might have been different than what we observe today.
Indeed, BESP might be described as a six million dollar misunder-
standing on the part of all parties involved.

4. Su of Level I and Level II Ef

Summarizing the history of Level I and Level II jevaluation
efforts in BESP, we note that most schools had little contact with
either Level I or Level II evaluation teams during the first 2-1/2
years. Contact was often made under crisis situations with little
advance warning, when one or the other team had a sudden need for
some kind of data. Roles and purposes were unclear to most parti-
cipants. Information gathered under these less than ideal con-
ditions was seldom if ever fed back to the schools in any useful
form. At the same time, with the "phase-in" process hmnging ominously
on the horizon, it was clear that survival was directly linked to
evaluation.

During the course of the second Level II contract, two major
reports at the close of each year were issued. These reports, us-
ing a wide variety of data collection and analysis methods, found
no differences between BESP and common schools, and, in general,
documented BESP "failure." These reports were never widely dis-
tributed or discussed at the local BESP level.

Our final summative report now raises our gaze from the narrow
RFP questions to the broader issue of methodological problems in-
herent in educational R&D. We feel this frame of reference provides
an explanation for the "failure" of this educational R&D project.
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APP CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS (1963-1976)

The choice of the Berkeley Unified School District (BUSD) as
a promising site for the federal Experimental Schools Program's
educational R&D effort derived, in part, from its reputation as
a district willing to change and ready to act on pressing social
issues. As early as 1963 the district had begun planning volun-
tarily to desegregate its schools, and its subsequent achievements
in racial integration gave BUSD a nationally acknowledoed "pro-
gressive" stamp. By 1970, and again voluntarily, the district had
moved ahead to engage in various types of "alternative education."
These features of BUSD's history could be taken as signs that the
district was willing to work toward comprehensive change. Since
ESP's eduational R&D effort needed such prior commitment, BUSD
seemed to have high potential as a site for a "comprehensive chang
experiment, and was subsequently chosen to be a beneficiary of
federal largesse for such a purpose.

The chronology that follows traces these events, although
admittedly in a somewhat sketchy fashion. Nevertheless, we in-
clude it to achieve several purposes. On the one hand, the chrono-
logy may be read simply as "background information" so that the
reader has some sense of the flow of events. Since the main text
of this volume tends to be more analytic than descriptive, an
orderly presentation of concrete details may prove useful.

Second, educational evaluati ns tend, on the whole, to be
short-sighted and narrow-minded: they tend to concentrate on the
specific programs they have been charged to evaluate, and tend
to ignore everything else. That is a serious error, because no
program in education or in any "human service" sector is encap-
sulated to such an extent that "outside" forces and events do not
impinge on it. In the chronology that follows, we have included
at least the most notable "outside" events that affected the opera-
tion of BUSD and, either directly or indirectly, of DES?.

Third, the implementation of a federal R&D strategy in a
local school district is necessarily marked by a considerable organ-
izational complexity. Interested parties include the federal govern-
ment, its several agencies, and numerous persons acting as its
agents, not always harmoniously; the state government, which in
the case of DES? stayed in the background, but which promulgated
other rules and regulations affecting local education; the legally
responsible policy and administrative organs of the district; the
district's constituency, including affected parents and students;
and the administrators and staffs who actually carried out the
program in its daily operation. To tAke these various organizational

2 '2 3
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"levels" into account, we have divided our chronology so that it
actually consists of several. By reading across the page from
left to right, one can get an appreciation of the organizational
complexity of the project; and by choosing a single coluyn and
reading down the pages that follow, the reader can appreciate
the sequence of events in any single "level."

If the reading proceeds jointly across and down, we hope to
have achieved our larger purposes of.presenting the project in as
full a complexity as possible within a limited space, and of fixing
this educational R&D effort in its proper historical perspective,
placing it in time, and tying time to event, event to process, and
process to comoietion.

1j.

plan
chronology starts with 1963 and ends
the 1976/77 school year.
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1972-73 echtel pier.

.

Black Souse ani-Ease de liIEM,..
WA A$ in 'probable non=
-...

liance with Title VI of

the Civil rhhts Act of

1964,'

,

idernal irises end ate

litkE to infredliii by

USN siiioistritionl

Odysiey MAO tO MOH tO

adoit student* cooing froo

Rilisenjarol by deeign of

project, BEEP itUdinte aro

t4 hiVi first priority At

other ARS7 schools: Other

Way. Alters its fccue tO

*01111 en ethnocentric

(continued On next page) ,

...-_,..,......,-
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toga imas!,
ACIODISPI=

Blair/ nap
Danl. DISTeln

IS IIIRMIT EteellTY STATE AND MAE

MK=

197142 soin Mei sfillni

yiti Jefferson school LW to

Narch-Juot ME requests

athool Friendly for Black

etodente aral la rood
Garvey Institute, Jeffr
son prints and staff

charge their BOP site air-

tutor itith ignoring their

recommndition. Cue

coolunity diwido over

isaue of best teaching

style. Kilimojaro divides

over whether or not to fire

a teacher. Goole rejets
in early BM deadline for

projecting 1912.13 enroll .

lint, and logo three

teachers (allotted an bail

of enrollment) ni A result..

krAl festiol crisis,

fArintendent foster to intercede

in crlaie about their ;hod dir.
ector. foster directs Director of

BOP to intercede et the echool .

I

glii ejjeidin- to Level I trifle
involving Level 1, UDR,

od NEU off.iite solvolet

Level I is unable to prolate

an evaluation doign accept-

able to ME (March-Joe).

NIT Lod I and BED pip,

with USte, SuperintTrdent Driers ill

IMP lokols to tiloieter dietrict.
oniated tehievesent testa * Jul
15,

SuNintendent and off-lite

from Level I an evaluation

dAz and ihr collection of

baseline date on ell DM

etmiente,

achoole work out ktini poiroTla.,
error order achTols to T Offiltel tenTsve one year (1912.

73) to create alternative Wive.

sent tote. KID end NOP valor

tioo ottgattite eh tO inlet than.

!sinister dietrict tests.

Offlite schmis refuse.

Juni Will I mincee !
at accepts!! to a
Level Ili director fillips,

..........7.,4====..._
246



BERKELEY EXPERIMERIAL

SCHX1,5 MEC:

BEWELSY UNIFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICT

THE BRKELEY CY sva AEO PEDEPU

CMANCiTS

1971-72 SCHOOL YEAR, MIK:

Activities of BESP's

Ei121 ccilMntst
Training arranges for BM

olassifiad staff to enroll

in teacher crodentialing

program 'and plans to insti.

tUte High Intensity Let.

hio4 CPRtCr5 in BESp

schooln, Family Trans.

actions holds comounity

mooting; to jutorm etMic

oinoritios ibOut BESP,

Meiia Alloporta 1.ite USES of

Media and Pub11C Informa-

tion assists BESP's dir.

oCtOr with NOE progress

report; and prepares pEsp

brochure. Adoinistration

begins wOrk on Alliance

proposal tO COUriter OCR's

charges against Black

HOUR and Casa.

BE5P's Central. lk

p21 Staff. Wantifies se

critical prObloos 1. BESP

SChools' isolation from

eath'Other; 2, BESP admin .

istration's inability to

'decentra1ire decision .

making; due to its account.

Ability to USOR,

247

kll classroom ttithen ro-

Hired bl Assintant Superintendent

of Instruction to write behavioral_

objectives for their 197M1

Classes. Plirpone in tO Collect dati

uPOR which tO base evsluations of

teathers' performances (Stun Bill).

TeaChert' succoss in raising minor-

ity stiidents' skills will be basis

Of their evaluations.

BHS Administration announces

EESP that ER5 UP no longer
;......-----

accrodit dipimo issued a oft-

lite sch0011, in feels that off.

sits COUr$e offtrino aro below

their standards, Director of BESP

proposes to boom@ thE principal of

the off-site ohm's, And thus

ra9 e their Matitibh,

!a: BBSP workgs2 with Board,

BESP'l director citea heeds; USD

financial support ill staffing;

lutomony for onlites: BUSO

nUpport for off-titss; lifting of

rostrictiOAS on hiring of classi.

Mel pernonnol,



HMV( MEDD%
KICOLS Mar

Summer, 1972:

BEDILD NIFTED

scrim misrucT

SLAW Itiehere I10104 otiat

with BUSD over Usti to be used tO

:mug fetchers' maccoss with itn-

dents (Stull Sill eveluations).

Compromise includes teacherdsdg and

ctiterien-referenced tests as will

dlifrict.mAndatad achieve:tent

tests.

TE BE= mart STATE AND mipg

coimws

June: National ESP moves to

newly created National In .

stitnte of Educarioni NIE is

to foster educational re-

search.

1972-73 SCHOOL YEAR, fALL!

September: Three now

Schools bring SS? total to

21. aril, Learning Center

is an ungraded free $6001

.1K-21 Combining day Care

with instruction. Willard

and KARS (74) focus on de-

livery Of basic skills to

underarhievine minority

students,

October: part of lulioan.

till's Rd ell of Odyss46

litt$ aft declared in vio.

lafion of !Ay codes by thi

Berkeley Firs Marshall:

Kanjaro Stirt3 rifftidelE

ing and Odyssey locetes

tg wily At West CA.24 1,

ykteToetoher: All Dm Eno.

nel involved with instruction Et

HE! '101f.evalustion form" for

the Attletant Superintendent of

Inattgetion required by Stull Bill,

Emphasis in evaluations will be on

how Well employee enhancee the balk

skills of samority students.

1
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BEWLEY EXPERICW

2:1=5PWSCT

BERKELEY UNMED

SCOL DISITICT

11724) SCHOOL YEAR, PALL!

Octobm BESP

Alliance Pr000stl, Alli-

iS tO COZbia0

tini Of PiEi5 at

OCyssey, Black House, Caea

de 11,Rata and In Asian

aomponent: thj design

is Prssented a$ el answer

to °probable non.compliance

by Black House and Casa

(cited by 00), rhi$ grid

two subsequent plans ere

rejected by CCR,

NOVeter! Or, Edwed

Turner, Of ()X, Davis,

coves chiefly revansible

for Level tvaluaton.=z2

Turner eommOiCates to sites

that Leval Will asiumg

'advocacy role,* Evalik

tiOn t$ to be Yiewed as i

tesource fat sites, Sites

ate asked to appoint their

own internal '04111eAte

who will Wit a yeatty

'advocate's report" On

lire *110010%

TKE BERKELEY COKNITY

Dctobtri Board directs Soatrinten,

dot to take $30;000 (fro) udigri.

hted Bu5; reserveal 04 apply It to

Wainq nmis of the offItte

seltola,

Fill Ett, sOools. imp=

reit 14111 Learning

Centers to fOSter language

skills of oaderaehiteerk

(MSA, College Prep, Wttlatd,

KAU, Jefferson, Genesis,

WRY. Wt ciPpg),

NOVel,bArleattri BESP's DiteCtor..ffas
neStiates with BUBO about how to

putpin off-kites ahd allot these

schools We teaching slots,

STATE AND FEDERAL

WERNCNTS

October! U0 diret s BESP

to pro4uce plan tor seCond

30.rontha funding, Deadline

15 Mara 1, nifi tist 11-

dude nethod of phasing BESP

into the RUM

'52



SEBUM EXPERIMENTAL

SCHEEPFOCT

BEAMEY UNIFIED

San DISTRICT

Tg BENTLEY DIDNe.cry

------
srAn Ar.) =PAL

CiCNEMTS

1972=73 SCHOOL YEAR EAU._ _ , .

January! Board discusses tensions

/

between corm school arki Alter-

natives at NS, BM adadnistra

tion fapkts that the situation has

improved, hut that cormunication

between the tao Mats is gill

inadwate,

Janilaz; Accreditation Team of

woturn AS of5OciatiOri Schools kM
........

Colleges. reports to Board on

*meditation of Watley high.

Team givn enthusiastic moll
for SHE, but wastes coucern

over rengionS between MO achool
and BESP subsclols,

anuarvale.brugy BDSD and the

Posrd are preoccupied with the

subjedt of Idol violence.
Lengthy Board meetings raault in

ro disciplinary procedural

ipalaed by Board, PO. 21),



BERELSY EXPERIVOL

SCS)01 PriNECT

DEMO INIFIED

SCOWL DISTRICT

TEE BEWLEY COMITY STATE AND FECEPAI.

CUERISTS

------------

072-71 SCHOOL YEAR, UT*:_ ._.

.---..-----

FebruArip sESP plal iBeOeltyll rehruatyi COMmunity Fehrugy_i Scientific airam; Ott hore BO

;:,Tcl is estahliOed rive Year Educitional Plahi E27 go,T IConCernedileck si$ Corpreon OK)

Career Exploration (gth

grade) gives job.criented

classes to middle schie-

vers, ,

Mardi SESP Site Dir.

stilted to Board for onproyll,_, ;II wea wn( omb to
_._
assuliel responsibility for

BESp's Level 1; evaluation,

Change from DUPS to SAC is

result of ilSOE's diapitasize

over eVeluation and damn-

tattoo conducted by DEEPS.

yIll Finsl Allieue Pro.

coyssey alwerffiog Board protests

that the 54yesty Plan has nOt been

seheitteti to nor supported by them.

The former Bing Cluster School

(King bnier nigh) Asti that their

plan Oindel YI to included, Board

Approves plan tot submittal, stip-

latleg that Model Y should be in=

Ciudad and that BESP director

hould telt Vith parent groups ob-

jtoting to any part of the planning

ProOla. Plan inClOdee 26 Ian

(the 23 tn existence plus Wel Yi

in Aiiin Cosponeht, And e Berkeley

High School Learning COWS pro

pill. herd reserves prerogative

o oat BM guidelines At a later

date, Hen lablitted to tte Nation.

Al tSP with kird ipprOval,

Board; tighter etricturj

and more diseipline for

Bled students; and

direct involvement of

Black parents with

Untrue Ind in prolaa-

ling for Blot student's

_-_-

eotors at IILITComnon.

Int tqLoie evaluate

OESP's aftintStrative
----__-_-_-_. .

structure. Concern§ in.----
aide!

1. Poles ambiguous, Div

'ector Of OESP ban little

per in BM, but mueh

pOver in ESP.

L kiwis art ineleted

ad ire Unfamiliar with

administrative decision'

regarding other schools,

3, Lack of site input

into staff selection or

Services by Support $tAft

eorvonente,

11; bette subechnol dtr*

ecters bye little 4utomny

in teletlon to their roman

ichool adrainiitration,

----.

ni ii quoted
to OCR, Propsial atipuletes

that Use, Black Meuse and

Odyaley will IAN half of

tech day in Oared entivi-

tiel With other Alliage and

USD 16001e,



ELMO M00%
Mama-7

;;7Z-73

Baggy Toro

smooL DIsTRIcT

nz an= won STATE AND FZDERAL

WVERNall

so, MR, PRIM:

257

511Printtndent infOrisS Beard

that HEW la to Reed' Plops
qrn to BR2211 ta held
mall the OffiCe for Civil Rights

Wing On the OUP glance Plan fo

BlaCk HOuse an4 Casa, Federal fonds

to B4SD undtr Emergency Sc4101

AsSietence Act too Wen withheld

hY Rtif SinCe Janoery 1973, pending

such i settleMent,

ant; izimrks Tote toti*

fie; OCR Ind BUSO thet BlacA HOgle

And CASI do li Rote will he Cloud,

Befkeley's ESP

audited by N1E,

jut! OCR's assullent of

AlliOce is. discuseed ![

BUSD officials, CCR ahd NIE.

E. funds fOr second 30

matte ire threatened uoieel

Black HOUSE And CAll ATt

closed: Those school; are

cited for not.00mplience

vith Titlo IV of 1964 Civil

Righte ACt And Esecutive

Order 11245.

Jone! N1E awards UMW

$2! million to fund otsp

flu tha aeond 30 Wilt,

June! OCR eets cOnditions

under which Black 004At end

Cala lay be reopened!

RAMA CAA only opend

25 percent of dor it theit

iohoola, cl& progottlote

of teaching ;tiff Wet he in

Dm with cverell dletrict

ratio.



Smay EXPERIMAI.

scoungac7
EMMY VNIFIED

XVI DISTRICT

fiE UMW many van no FIZEM

GOVUOTS

Sumer, 1971
---

1721z1 BESP Guidelines are spt bv Saner; SAC is awarded

Board after three months gt Board contract to conduct Level

and abfnistrative disrmioni 11 EVeluation of BM

Guidelines address all alterhativet

in BUM

1. To De OM into OUBB. uo
schools and any other new alter-

native M4St ShOw adherence to BUSD,

policies, he racially integrated,

AIWA COMmonity involvement and

participant latisfactioni and demon-

atrial that Students perform an well

16 Mach Och001 students On den-

&razed testp or other Pacceptalle

measutts.!

2. All alternatives Arc to he

trottO wally, gtth sem gaffing

end flied ellocetione 11 other

IBUSD schools. Staffing is to con*

form to BM staffing pattern, The

right to rental fuhds for off-site

schools was uhresolead

3! Alternetives will he encouraged

at all grade levels and ih Ill

Atterldihre LIAM

4, klternative Rhode will not

he leperate4 adligiteredo

_..,..."



BEI= EXPSIMNIAL HMV Map TIE EMMY COMITY STATE MD nnERE

mom= mai plum wows

Sumer, 1973: Sumer: BUSD approve! 270 to Soot School titeS Scum: Serrano vs, Priest

increase, The 4 mint rise,

passed by 4 three to teo vote, in.

employees consider court *Won requiring

ntrike. Proposed 5,75 equal funding of all educe.
Mtn WM hike re-clUdes a 1 percent lay hap in lied tionel facilities in Cali-

, .of a proposed SOS percent hike;

nand eliminate; 301O programs. Total

revenue will still be $2 million

less thin 141t yOIL

Jectedi 1 percent hike

Rollo* by Board

Superintendent's offer

of "2 percent plus" in

fornie due to go into

effect, but returned to

leder court,

wow It.liatInkt tells

A4gOti4tiAlll rejected

bY union; who Argue too

loch epat OA edministra.

tion, $trike possible,

Stoperi Black coss_luit-

Board of inili skills scores.

Although minorities improve yeerlyi

tlAt results Are AO bOttOr or worse

in ExPerimentel program, Says

tote ere questionale and improved

Wile ecores tske time,

a: SUOrint0A4Ont Ihnonee$

_i resentativet continue

diecustion with BUM.5 'mre
about more effective IA-

itrOetiM lAd intrialed

teacher accountability.receipt of ESP grant of $20867f7350

excluding Bleck liouse end Cali de le

Bina.

Alatt Joip Nevton ii

appointed ovsew Director of

DM 4erry Wells bermes
,

Assistant Superintendent

of Instruction.

,---.....,..r._

,



r

263

STRKELD WENDT=

SCHOOis

1973.74 OA naRi

Neay ail 9TSP ZgLis

are iffetted adveriely by

reduced ESII funding! Oyer,

crowding due to increased

rudiments; and oder-

staffing he to BOSD's

hiring from, firing of

many classified inetruv

tional gaff in HER

$601s, and reassignment

Of Othar Han teaching

giff into BEsP mum.

alli attin IQ 2
ligglaus, but irtercts tO

retain ethnically relevant

educetioot Slack How

and Cass are disbanded:

Uses direCtOr Ames

ESP director of Chico°

54111, Ind cm etwleste

ire moved to Jefferson,

Co1usbuel Franklin, Wyteey

'rod Agora, The Bleck House

Director become a env .

um to BM and Neck

Mom students Ire placed

At Car.veyr RaeSis and

College Pm: Garvey 11 rn-

vmptli P3v1n9 Ws a Black

fociis to a tultkulkural

eraphigli and ie relorited

in the old Black Houle sire,

changing Lin am to ubitei

tiatinns west and trying to

attract white atudents to

the program,

BEWLEY oNIFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICT

ya_ibers Newton ammo to

Board that Hack House and Cala

art child.

y12_11011 School bus drivers in

!liqk strike .for one week to

(lewd ply raiserfanted by tbo

Egn.

IERELET =PM STATE AND FENIX,

GOVERNMENTS

Wester! NIE/ENR is re.

organieed, budding, WI-

odor ot [Ad Dew=

Lion, reggae, Gold bow
DR Director of Desluationl

Willies takes over ae PIO-

gram DirectOr for UP.

NOM bran Bakeley'r

holed Officer for feel
Ivalution.



BERIEL2 EXPERIMENTAL

SC3)016PROJECT

19,304 SCHOOL YEAR, FALL!

bcdoiting becomes an

iSsee' BEEF Director

!ream RESP program bed-

WS pending hii own aedit

and balancing Of Open-

41tureL 1103D/BESF enters

into negOtiitions with NIE

COnCerning overhead costs

that BUD wants charged tO

the ESP contract,

October: Commtm 1ty eke*

tiOni 4 new BCSP 2.011C

1nformation unit, opens 4

l'aceOt Resource Canter to

Inform Berkeley Co Cray,

about ESP,

MILEY ENVIED

sum DISTRICT

To maw mom

FalU Violence and vandalism are 0

iS513 On BDED's Secondary school

catpuses. Adeiniatratoes recommend

that juvenile offiCers patrol cam-

pus; atudenta and Board protiat the

PresenCe of armed officerei

October, Administrators and

WOWS aarl DOM that

Berkeloy Nigh Sciii;o1 1$ in trouble

due to increased enrollment, lack

of Instructional supplies, and

outhaea of teaching eta%

october: BOO Adeinistretion E-

V"' torativi tag for 19705

10001 Year, It hold line on Us

rete and Waage teachers $ per=

ont pay hikto A teduction of total

taff by lO Ii promed,

265

Detoher: BUD subMIta

Witt* of A new super-

intendont to public de=

bate,

STATE AND FEDERAL

GOVERNMENTS

Fall: Federal CAD EIR

Wit 0 RDSD'S bilingeal

Childtte's Television

jet (MEL) and of OP

ordered by NIE. lusgisop

nagotiatee 01th Nig to in.

clede Overhead COM in the

ESP contract for the second

30 oaths,



mu,/ ExpERNErm

scat8pWET

MP %MED
SCHOOL DISTRICT

TRE SEP= COMITY Kan IC FENN,
-.ourme,s

1973.74 Sc lica Yrat_

.

.

,

studeno At (IL Berk. ,

1

Evaluation FA ile:

molted: Level I COntinues

--... -...., ,

Graduate School of NMI'

to serve individual sites

on a consultant basis: em.

phasizes criterion-based

tests for basic skills:

studies demOgraphic char-

acteristios of PCSR's popu.

lation and partiCipants'

opinions about the programl

And ranks individual sites

in terms of "altelativo-

ftess And 'effectiveneW

Level II addresses ques-

lions `01' edueetioneuw

stitUtional change in BUSO

regulting from SP, by Rano

Of a longitudinal study of

samples of students in BER

and emu schools, and by

documenting for each site

significant changes in

staffing, educational style,

Organization, and rates of

attendancoi studeht drOpOut

and vandalism,

gse rrIna Cop-Tient ini-

Policy are ommissioned

by LeVel 1 to do coat-

benefit 'Wylie of BM;

repOrt being unable to do

go becatise of poorly

kept budgetary and

attendihel Wadi It

OtSi' Sate ihd ih BUBD

aninistrative Am,

,

tigtes "mini gags," small

sus of money are made

available to MP sites for

innovative programs etch as

JOnn Ma§ tO purchase

Woking equipment in order

to provide a lie breakfast

fOr disadvantaged stodents,

267



BERKELEY UPtIIIMENTAL

SCOLSPBOJECT

1973.74 scopu YEAR, SPRINol

BEBP AdminiTation

ceOrganicari5 Of zr,s.-

!!!!!1 DWe to fillihg

rollrent and other pro

bleu, BESP plans in 1974.

75 to close KM and United

Nations West, to merge

Willard alternative with

its 00seon school, end to

merge WA AM GAIISSiS4

269

BEWLEY UNIFIED

sp000i DISTRICT

!PARA; NOM arld claasitia

Egsym rleptink with watd

btdget and staffing pattern for the

1974-75 tCh0o1 year, loud pro?

Mille tO Also employeet' Wades

by $2.1 aillion and to continue t

rely On ettrition to reduce star(

costs ,

Beettql BOard and cominity

discussion! over 1.tai of ntv

Super1tndant Board aplits

along 4041 line* over whether to

hire 4 local Black resident or A

Bleck applicant from out of towo,

One of the two Black Board whirl,

H. Williems, retigns ifter hitter

fight and A well Oreati

Tne Bold allocntel 1182 to

investigate the plasibilitiel of

reopening WI de 11 giaa Ind ilea

ginuee

THE RIMY COMITY

IttlyuarY1 The National.

Task force for 4ngl3e1

Culturelly Base Idada.

LOA ind members of

Berke1e0 Chicano 02.

mat* Board to in-

vejilialireor4rACala

de II gen, Tne loard

climates getting $3,000

on reviewing the lei*

ponlibilitlee of zein.

eating Casa and Bleck

Howse,

MI Three teachers

fired from UN West totp

gilt° Boaol that no

one Mills in the pro-

gra to teach Wit

skills to MUM,

STATE AND FEDERAL

COYERMENTB

altut Firms resigot AS

Berkeley's NIE/ESP Project

Officer in charge of pro.

Vat, Alvarez Wee her

place,

270



BERCLEY min

son unto
THE BEWLEY MEET? STATE AND FEDERAL

GOVERMTE

!al Laval S. Wilson is ztrlid
Board al Barka ley'a first Black

Suparintendent of schools,

Amon Board .b.gla discgaioins

bout bringing six schools up ro

nas sarthquake Wes/ U 4ocriti4 by

FOrbia"§ ?j1d AM,



BMW EiPERINNAL

*NUPE=
BEMBY IIIIMO

son DIM?

aLlv RR Director Newton proposes

TO BEN= COMITY gArg AND FEDERAL

VERMIN

Stinter, 19741

.

zi....ati PER garttoipates

wan BDiD aad other dis=-- to Board the 'elimination of Wiliard,.=F
tricts in three=day nation.-

al conference in Mufti ile

on alternative education,

,

A.L,Ett: Nrational Dle

Am.

KANt and ON West; and weer of

Agora and Genesis, MA and College

Prep, And West Mous program

(Career Exploration and Basin

Skills), Level 1 Director dis

Agrees, stating these schools rate

high on 'alternativeneepeffectivir

nese 41 in soiling Ner and

minority students, Board o la ris

over lark of adequate evaluation

intonation About progress and

follows Newton's recormendstions,

Jjk Lave Killen hems ker
intendent,

1. Board Eloptl 1974.75 bijael

atalLd py pap for the

list 74 thma of the MD.

.797st:

And staffini dams, including A

7SC property tax increase; a slight

reduction in classified :off; and

a reshuffling of existing teaching,

administrative and support staffs to

fill vacancies owed by attrition,

Amine; Board continues to discos

_:_ _ ;..
Al, tiajor eaphasis is on

the integration of folly

developed alternitiven and

support $1tvites into the

BED by the end of the

fwnding period. Level I is
again reornanizedi mu is

reduced esd s new plan is

drawn up for the final No

years of DESP.

B1so part!, deems for hatter

education, allocates $10,0130 to

Assistant Superintendent for this

porPOSe!

7 4



r%)

FriPMIN7L

N4r:F2 qi75:`L YEM:____

5EiP Sites lu
_

osvrotion, K;RE, Willard

Wvif ddt:o hsoo

Ind A,:cfA

T4;a; Wet -:a7::A

bCr, Mee, N

in,ted;lty

Learning Centvr ana hesn

7'iven instrotionil

nil nn Yogi

Staffing as A m410r pro=

nroi tonporitv sn.

and t.,17

'4A*4 F,UlZ tolilbOr8 iron the

Arun sdhouli trim.

toffea in the bew staffing

program..

LOL i5 gain. re-
: _

sf,macturei. taff is cot

t5 tval,.Ators an'

7,1acqd udder siipervirion of

tns ::_rctor of Re-

soarcn Aad Evaljtann, a

new ovegation design aecks
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strike sanction.
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STATE A. =PAL
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(continued on next page)
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.
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APPENDIX II : METHODOLOGY

This appendix outlines the procedures by which the Institute
for Scientific Anaiysis carried out its summative evaluation of
the Berkeley Experimental Schools Program.

Our analysis plan was des'T ed to be comprehensive (see Work
Plan, next page). Both field observation and quantitative analysis
were employed on a number of data bases reflecting the different
segments of the community affected by or affecting BESP. In term
of qualitative research, classrooms were directly and systematically
observed from the outset of BEEP, both by ourselves and by our pre-
decessors, Documentation and Evaluation of Experimental Programs in
Schools (DEEPS). Additionally, our field staff conducted a series of
open-ended interviews with administrators responsible for BEEP, from
individual site directors to officials in BUSD's central adminis-
tration. Finally, a continuing record was kept of published material
pertaining to BESP, both that produced by the program and district
(e.g., publicity releases, information brochures), and relevant
articles appearing in the local press.

Quantitative research took three forms: collection and analy-
sis of statistical information on various data bases, the adminis-
tration and analysis of structured survey instruments, and analyses
Of coded classroom observations. The first category included re-
cord searches for background statistics on our sample of students
and teachers (sampling procedures for each of the data bases will
be discussed below), analysis of BUSD's standardized test data for
our student SaMple, and evaluation of fiscal data bearing on the
budgetary impact of ESP on BUSD. The second category included
structured interviews carried out with both our student sample and
their parents for the duration of the program; with a sample of
BESP and common School teachers; and with random samples of the
Berkeley popUlation. Finally, the field workers' observations were
coded on-site so as to Make theM amenable to quantitative analysis.

Naturally, a study of this magnitude is bound to be extremely
complex, both in terms of the various units of analysis and of the
Methods used to study them. The following is an attempt to clarify
the procedures used by this study. The first section describes the
various sampleS that comprised our data bases and their mode of
selection; the second concerns itself with the design of the in-
struments Used and the construction of scales to tap the achievement
of program goals; and the third section describes the methods by
which the data were processed.
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1. sAmPLING DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

In discussing our techniques of sample selection, we must des-
cribe three different processes: the selection of tha student
sample, the selection of classes for observation, and the drawing
of samples for the community survey. The administrators and direc-
tors interviewed by our field staff were not subjected to sampling,
since they comprise a very snail population; the field staff simply
interviewed all of them (N-25).

The Student Sam-le

The overall goal of the sampling design was to select a student
sample for interviewing that would permit us to make inferences
about all students in Busp--and certain subsets of those students--
'thin atolerable range oferror at a specified level of confidence.

A second goal was to use a sampling design that would facilitate
the three-year longitudinal study of the students in our sample.
For financial and methodological reasons, we finally decided that
the sample would consist of first, fourth, seventh and tenth grade
students. Parents of the student sample (presumably the real choice
agents at the first and fourth grades) were also surveyed.

The first step toward this goal was to obtain the most current
available list of registered students from the school district. This
list of 14,200 ID nuMbers was obtained on October 15, 1973 from the
data processing service of the district and provided the foundation
for our sample selection. Like all lists of this type, certain
students included on it no longer attended a school in the district,
anc: others in attendance were not yet listed. Without further in-
vestigation, it was assumed that the characteristics of those who
had left and of the new arrivals were similar in the aggregate.

The list included the following data for each student: grade,
room assignment or counselor's code, physical school (address of
school), last school attended, BUSD ID number, birthdate, sex, race,
and zip code.

The data cards we were given did not, however, denote the
student's actLal school; i.e., on-site alternatives did not have
unique codes. only the physical school site itself was given, and
to obtain a listing of students in a particular on-site alternative
it was necessary to examine each student's home classroom assignmen
comparing the classroom with a list of "alternative rooms" at the
school. In this manner, we created a new variable equal to the
child's school.

'2 9 7
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However, even after extensive consultation with BUSD data pro-
cessing personnel, not all classroom nuMbers could be defined as
common or alternative with absolute certainty. In some cases, no
on-site alternative classrooms could be identified on the cards.
Specifically, identifications could not be made for KAPE and Willard
Alternative schools because they have no standard BUSD administrative
code to identify their students. Further, the BUSD had not identi-
fied any students as participating in the On Target School Program,
although an administrative coCe does exist for this purpose. In
effect, these three alternatives were administratively invisible
and their students could not be distinguished from the common
school students at their sites simply by using the data made avail-
able to us initially.

Two lists from the original list of ID numbers were then
created. The first consisted of all first, fourth, seventh and
tenth grade common school students regardless of site. The second
was a list of alternative school students, including students from
KARE and Willard Alternative whose names were obtained directly from
their schools. Since no list of students in On Target could be ob-
tained either from the school cr the district, On Target was ex-
cluded from the sample.

Sam lin Within the BESP Sites

T procedure used for sampling the BESP student population was
prediceed on our need for a sufficient nuMber of sample subjects
from each school in order to enable us to describe its unique aspects.
With this in mind, the total population of those BESP schools which
had fewer than 30 students the first, fourth, seventh and tenth
grades were included in the sample. Students in the other ?ESP
sehools were then selected bv a stratified random procedure and use
cf sampling fractions. Since our previous surveys and field work
1-ad shown that secondary school students transfer out of a district
at a relatively higher rate than other students, we used a higher
sampling fraction at the seventh and tenth grade levels. Accordingly,
after each BESP school was stratified by grade and ethnicity, a
larger proportion of seventh and tenth grade students was selected in
order to increase the likelihood of having an adequate number of
students at the ninth and 12th erode levels two years hence (see
Sampling Chart, next page).

ithin Common School

The common school population was not stratified by school since
this procedure would have produced no appreciable gain in information
required by the contract. However, a minimum number of students in
each grade was sought and more students in the seventh and tenth
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grades were sampled, as in the BESP sample. The sampling procedure
in the conmon schools consisted of stratifying the whole population
by grade and ethnicity, and randomly selecting students within each
of the ethnic strata from first, fourth, seventh and tenth grades.
Varying sampling fractions were used to assure minimum acceptable
cell sire and a common school sample not to exceed 300 (see Sampling
Chart, next page)..

As mentioned above, the sample was drawn in order to facili-
tate longitudinal study; therefore, it was stratified by selected
grade levels so that a three-year follow-up would give us a popula-
tion of whom-some members would have been in all grades of the pro-
gram at some point in the study. However, in the second year of
the study, it was thought necessary to add a sample of students who
were then in ninth-grade BESP programs (the junior high sdhool age
cohort of the original sample was then in the eighth g4Ade). The
primary reasoning behind this was that the ninth-grade programs
were unique in being single-year programs, "bridges" between the
junior high and high school BESP. With the sample designed as it
was, the evaluation would have ended before the effects of these
programs on their students could have been measured. For this
reason, a special 10 percent sample of eaCh ninth-grade BESP pro-
gram, stratified by race, was drawn in the second year. This sample
wa5 used only to describe the ninth-grade sites, and was not com-
bined with the three-year sample for longitudinal analysis.

The_Classroom Sam le

In choosing a sample of classrooms for observation, our goal
was to highlight distinctive features of the program, rather than
to achieve randomness. Therefore, classrooms had to meet two cri-
teria in order to be observed: (1) they had to include at least
five of our student sample, and (2) they had to offer either in-
struction in basic skills (reading or mathematics) in the case of
.elementary school classes, or a course unique to the program (e.g.,
drama in School of the Arts). The number of classes which met
these criteria were 288.

All of these classes were observed with use of a structured
observational protocol; additional1V1 in the second year, the
teadhers of these classes themselves became a sample with whom a
structured interview was conducted.

The Comm-ity Sample

Two community surveys were undertaken by telephone, one in
1974 and the other in 1975, to get an idea of how knowledgeable
the Berkeley populace was of BESP. The community samples were
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drawn from a "reverse" (street address) telephone directory with
the object of obtaining a random sample of all Berkeley residents.

The telephone numbers in Berkeley were contained in 54 pages
of the directory. A calculation determined the numbers per page
needed to draw 500 random telephone numbers from the directory.
Once that determination was made, the length of the columns on a
page were calculated at intervals. Numbers from commercial places
or offices vere discarded if selected, and the next non-commercial
or non-office telephone number was used. In short, the ptocedure
comprised a systematic sample with a random start, using each page
of the directory.

Interviewers were instructed to go through the complete list
before making a return call to unanswered phones. Numbers which
were out of service were replaced by the next phone number in the
directory column. Calls were made in the evening as well as during
the day to insure that the sample would not be biased by an over-
representation of retired people and housewives. Interviews with
492 residents were completed after two rounds of return calls.

2. INSTRUMNT DESIGN AND SCALE CONSTRU -ON*

For the student interviews, three forms were used: one for
seventh-12th graders, one for fourth-sixth graders, and one for
first-third graders. The separate forms were necessary because of
the disparities in maturational level in our large sample. The
junior-senior high school instrument made cognitive demands and
discussed topics that were considered inappropriate for elementary
school students. Therefore, we developed simplified interview
schedules for the younger segment of the sample.

The Elementarx Interview

The elementary level instrument was restricted to inquiries
abOut the degree of a student's satisfaction with his or her school
experience. We wanted a measure that was appropriate for first and
fourth graders, and our first concern, therefore, was that the in-
strument not require the Children to be verbally or conceptually
sophisticated.

*In this section we briefly summarize the contents of the interview
-

guides and questonnair,i used, and some of the major scales con-
structed from the resulting data. Actual copies of the instruments
were included in our previous ISA Report, Desc4p4ye
BESP (1974-1975), September 1, 1975.

4
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Obviously, it was inevitable that some skill was required, but
we attempted to minimize the skills that were necessary. The ques-
tionnaire we developed was administered to small groups of 2-3
children.

For each question we offered a trichotomous set of respondent
alternatives consisting of faces: one smiling, one frowning, and
one intended to be non-committal. Each student was asked to color
in the face that indicated how he or she felt about various educa-
tional areas being probed, and the child responded by coloring in
the face that corresponded with his or her feelings.

Initially we worried about whether first and fourth graders
would be able to answer questions about their sense of satisfaction
with school. It was possible that the attitudes of children in
these age groups are situationally determined and that no consistent
attitude about schooling is likely to have coalesced. Yet, when we
administered the questionnaire, we found that most of the children
were able to respond meaningfully to our major categories. For
example, we asked our first graders if they had been inatrUcted in
reading or arithmetic, and virtually all of them knew what we were
referring to when we used these terms.

Another validity question that we investigated while pre-testing
our instrument concerned the test situation itself. We noted that
many of the children seemed to be anxious about having the "right
answer," and some copied the answers of others.

This anxiety waS apparent even among first graders. Perhaps
some degree of anxiety About proper performance is endemic to any
educational setting. Be that as it may, we worried lest such anxiety
serve to decrease the validity of instruments based on subjective
reports.

In order to minimize such distortions we emphasized to the
children that there was no "right answer," that the questionnaire
was not a test, and that we were interested in opinions and feelings.
We also asked our proctors to seat students (without being obvious
about it) in such a way that copying would be detected. We then
reduced the ratio of students to proctors, so that for each proctor
the number of students was rarely more than three; this allowed us
to monitor each child's performance fairly closely.

In the second year of the study, we felt that sampled students
who were by then.in the fifth4rade were capable of giving more in-
formation than had been asked for in the elementary interview. We
therefore developed a third form, a modification of the junior-senior
high schedule described below, for use with the fifth grade.
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The Senior High School arid Parent Instr -ents

The instrument for the Parent Survey was constructed to parallel
closely the junior/senior high school interview schedule. This was
considered important in view of our desire to compare the educational
attitudes of students with those of their parents and to assess the
effect of their correspondence or disparity on educational outcomes.

The questionnaire included, but was not limited to, (1) a choice
structure battery to tap both the effectiveness of information and
the sources of consumer choice in BESP, (2) a knowledge of violence
and vandalism battery and (3) measures of outcomes for both parents
and students. Various scales were formed in the first year by factor
analysis of individual items and thereafter by B-C-TRY Cluster
Analysis which was deemed, after the first year's experience, to be
a more robust technique for determining relationships between the
variables. A description of the scales built in this way follows.

Factor_Analysie

A. Parent-Student Ex ectations and Satisfaction w th School

We included identical questions about expectations of and
satisfaction with school in both student and parent interviews.
Student and parent responses were then combined in a Matched-Pair
Scale built on student-parent consensus about the following six
general areas: agreement on Choice, agreement on satisfaction with
present school, agreement on perception of student progress, agree-
ment on trust in the function of education, agreement on high
interaction at home About the student's education, and agreement on
future educational expectations of students.

B. 2uality of Education Scale (QE)

Since the validity of standardized test data has been placed
in doubt in recent years, educational researchers have turned to
affective measures to assess student progress. The quality of edu-
cation scale is one such measure that ISA developed, and is composed
of the following items in the student questionnaire:

1. How satisfied are you with this school? That is, in terms
of satisfaction how would you rate how you feel about your
school?

2. What would you like to do when you leave high school?
3. What do you expect to do when you leave high school?
4. In academic terms, what kind of 'a student would you say

you are?
5. How often do you cut classes?



6. Have you ever thought of dropping out?
7. Teacher-student interaction scale score:

1. How often are your teachers willing to listen to your
problems with school work and help find solutions?

2. How often do your teachers encourage students to get
together and help each other with homework?

3. How often do they give you positive suggestions about
your school work?
How often do you work with teachers in planning what
the school work will be--like what topics will be
studied, or how they will be studied?

Student decision-making scale score:
1. How often does your school give you chances to do

things that are challenging?
2. How often does your school give you chances to make

your own decision about rules?
9. Trust in the function of education scale score:

1. Do you believe if you study hard, you can succeed in
the future?

2. Do you believe that you are getting a good education
in this school?

3. Do your parents expect you to do well in chool?
Can you honestly say you like school?

11. Do you think your school is preparing you for what you
want to do in the future?

Cluster Analysis

In the second year, having investigated more efficacious methods
for constructing the scales necessary for the study, we typologized
each of our samples according to the following process.

For each sample we took batteries of attitude questions (in the
case of classroom data, we took a battery of observation variables),
and clustered each of them by means of the B-C-TRY Cluster Analysis
Program. This is a program that defines the structure of relation-
ships between variables in a correlation matrix; it is similar to
factor analysis with certain important differences: (1) B-C-TRY
clusters are never orthogonal, but are always intercorrelated to
some degree; (2) cluster analysis attempts to define each cluster by
extracting for each a set of cluster-defining variables chosen as
the most collinear variables on the cluster.*

*This method was developed by R. C. Tryon and D. Bailey; a computer
program and de4'cription ire available at fhe Uni:rersity of California
Computer Center, Berkeley.
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The batteries used in this process were as follows:

Student Sample

A. Student Educational Choice Battery. A battery of Likert
items investigating the importance of various aspects of schools to
the student choosing the school he/she attends is posed, as follows:

As you chose the school you attend, how 'mportant were the
following items in making this choice

1. Very important
2. Fairly important
3. Not very important
4. Not important at all

1. College Preparation
2. Job training or developing a job skill
3. Emphasis on ethnic identity
4. Emphasis on personal growth
5. Emphasis on political education
6. Emphasis on learning basic skills
7. Ethnically integrated
8. Friendly and considerate teadhers
9. Friendly atmosphere among students

10. Good program in art, music, and drama
11. Wide choice of electives
12. Strict discipline
13. Loose structure

An empirical cluster analysis of this battery revealed three
clusters which intercorrelated at approximately .6. Since cluster
III was defined by variables which were also definers of the other
clusters, the empirical solution appeared to be a poor one; since
two clusters alone accounted for nearly 90 percent of the communality
in the matrix, it was suggested that a two-cluster solution would be
a satisfaCtory one. Therefore, the operation was performed again,
but restricting the rank to two. The resulting two clusters, account-
ing for 58 percent and 30 percent of the communality in the matrix,
were identical to the first two clusters extracted empirically, con-
firming the validity of the manipulation.

The two clusters extracted and their de iners are as follows:

Cl --Humanistic Educational Goals, defined by:

8. Friendly and considerate teachers important
9. Friendly atmosphere among students important
4. Emphasis on personal growth important
7. Ethnic integration important
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Cl IISkill-Oriented Educational Goals, defined by:

2. Job training or developing a job skill important
6. Emphasis on learning basic skills important
12. Strict discipline important
1. College preparation important
5. Political education important

The cor elation between these two clusters is .57; these clus-
ters are positively associated in this sample, so some members of
the sample hold both humanistic and skills-oriented goals important.
This finding reflects, to some degree, the format in which the
items were administered: respondents were asked, simply, which
goals were important, and were not askec to rank-order the goals in
terms of their importance, a procedure which would have produced
sets of competing goals.

B. Student Values Index. An index of dichotomous (yes-no)
questions asking which of a set of typical short and long-term
goals are important to respondents is posed, as follows:

important are each of the following items to you?

Important
Not important

1. Getting a good job when I get out of school
2. Having friends think I am all right
3. Staying out of trouble
4. Driving around in a really nice car
5. Getting good grades in school
6. Getting by in school without doing too much work
7. Getting what I want without cheating
8. Being loyal to my friends, whateverhappens
9. Having enough time to do things I want to do

10. Getting by in life without working too hard
11. Making it through the day without too much hassle

Cluster analysis extracted three clusters which had very low
intercorrelations, ranging from .02 to .22. This structure accounted
for more than 90 percent of the communality in the correlation matrix;
however, a three-dimensional space plot of the cluster structure pro-
vided by the program revealed that one of the definers of Cluster II
was actually located in the area of Cluster I; in addition, its em-
pirically derived assignment was inconsistent with the substantive
meaning of its cluster. It was therefore decided to reassign this
variable (#11 below) to Cluster I; this reassignment raised the clus-
ter intercorrelations, but did not otherwise affect the parameters of
the structure. The new structure had a clearer, more interpretable
meaning.
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e clusters extracted and their definers are as follows:

Cluste IPresent-Oriented Values., defined by:

10. Getting by in life without working too hard
6. Getting by in school without doing too much work

11. Making it through the day without too much hassle
4. Driving around in a really nice car

Cluster IIPeer/Socially Oriented Values, defined by:

8. Being loyal to my friends, whatever happens
2. Having friends think I am all right
9. Having enough time to do things I want to do

Cluster IIIFuture-Oriented_Values, defined by:

5. Getting good grades in school
3. Staying out of trouble
1. Getting a good job when I get out of school

All three clusters are weakly but positively intercorrelated:
Clusters I and III correlate more highly with Cluster II than with
each other. The Present and FutUre-Oriented Value Clusters are,
for all intents and purposes, orthogonal.

C. Parent Educational Choice Bat The parent sample was
asked identical questions to those in the Student Educational Choice
Battery. An attempt at a cluster analysis of this matrix was unsuc-
cessful, since there was little variance in the matrix to start with;
most of the parents thought all of the goals "important" in choosing
a school. Thus, we had no choice but to abandon the use of this
batte-:- in our analysis.

Student _Record Sear:

In addition to the structured interview material on each student
In the sample, background information was gathered by a search of the
students' BUSD records. This background information included students'
sex, ethnicity, the occupational level of their parents, and informa-
tion on the students' school history, including schools attended,
special status, if any, and disciplinary history. This information
was merged with interview data, so that they could be analyzed
together.

Our student data included a record of standardized test scores
over the five years of BESP, collected and provided us by Level
Evaluation. These test scores provided an alternative Indicator for
the analysis of student progress.
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Scores were provided for two test series: the Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), with subtests in Reading, Language,
and Mathematics; and the Cooperative Achievement Tests in English
and Mathematics. In general, the CTBS was administered in grades
1-13, and the Cooperative in grades 9-12; unfortunately, however,

due to irregularities in the testing procedure, many scores on each
test battery were missing for a large segment of the sample. Never-
theless, the remaining test data were integrated into the student
data file and used, with caution, to supplement attitudinal indi-
cators as a measure of program outcome.

Site Directo Interviews

All BESP site directors were interviewed twice during the
1973/74 school year. The first interview,conducted early in the
fall semester,elicited from the directors lists of classes which
they felt were the most innovative in BESP. These classrooms were
initially observed, since BESP protagonists felt they were the best.
Subsequently, classrooms were chosen for observation according to
the sampling plan described in the previous section on the Classroom
Sample.

The second directors' interview was conducted at the beginning
of the second semester. Most of the interview questions were de-
signed to elicit opinions about the four BESP goals:

Questions 1-11, imProvement of basic skills.
Questions 12-31, educational options and practices.
Questions 32-49, racism.
Questions 50-61, incidences of violence and school vandalism.

Several other subjects were also included in the interview,
especially those bearing on the rapport between school staffs, stu-
dents, and parents:

Questions 62-68, student responses toeducational opportunities.
Questions 69-77, parental participation and responses to edu-

cational opportunities.
Questions 78-83, power-sharing and decision-making.

Executive and Administrative Interviews

Key administrators in BUSD and BESP were interviewed to obtain
an overall view of the project. The BESP director wasinterviewed
numerous times during eadh school year. Important-decisions and
project interaction with NIE/ESP were monitored. Other administra-
tive staff, e.g., of the training component and accounting office,
were also interviewed.
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Interviews were held during the first year with the superin-
tendent and members of the Berkeley School Board*, Central Adminis-
tration, and other key administrators in BUSD. Upon attaining office,
the new Superintendent was also interviewed.

Although initially the staff and administrative interviews were
intended to be similar, it was decided that different approaches
would result in more useful information.

The administrative interview, unlike the staff interview, was
more loosely structured and was tape recorded. The questions that
were asked of the BESP director dealt with the project as a whole,
and were of the following sort:

1. Define innovation, what it means to you in an educational
setting.

2 Do you think the people who are involved in BESP perceive
these goals as something real and tangible? Or do you
think they are still operating in a way they think is
effective?

How about your perception of the organizational structure
within BESP? What types of decisions are easily made?

The questions directed to the support staff dealt more with
the operation of the project. Sore questions included were:

1. Describe the history of the entire central support staff.

2. Where does the pressure foc accountability come from?

3. Do you think there is competition between the alternative
and common schools, or what?

Teacher Interviews

The sample of BESP teachers selected for interview during the
first year was a 20 percent random sample of each BESP school. In
BESP schools with a large staff, the sample was stratified by race
and sex. The sample for the common school staff was selected to
match the BEST, sample by sex, race, and grade level.

The interview guide included the following topics:

1. Teacher goals and strategies.

*All were interviewed with the exception of one school board member
who was unavailable during the school year.
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2. Educational options.
3. Basic skills.
4. Violence/vandalism.
5. Parental participation.
6. Racism.
7. Opinions about the Experimental Schools Pro e

In the second year the teacher interview was expanded and held
in conjunction with classroom observations. The second-year ques-
tionnaire contained items that covered the following issues:

1. Respondent's assessment of his/her students.
2. Judgment of the "uniqueness" of respondent's program.
3. Respondent's educational goals.
4. Retrospective comparison of program with regard to goal

achievement.
5. Assessment of program's effect on vandalism, violence, and

racial tension.
6. Respondent's personal educational ideology.
7. Degree to which respondent has input into curriculum changes.
S. Teaching techniques used.
9. In-service training taken.

10. Respondent's professional identity.
11. Student attendance.
12. Parent participation.

The items dealing with issue #3 above were identical to corres-
ponding batteries in the student and parent interviews. For compar-
ison purposes, these items were cluster-analyzed, using the B-C-TRY
method (see above), revealing two goal clusters indicative of "Tra-
ditional" and "Liberal" educational goals:

Cl
I

I--Traditional Educational Goals defined by:

9. Improved student scores on standardized tests.
1. Increase basic skills Ability in your students
5. Develop greater respect for discipline in your students.

13. Prepare your students for the next school year.

Cluster Il--Liberal Educational Goals, defined by:

12. Encourage.greater participation of students in choosing
goals, Planning curriculum, and other classroom activities.

4. Encourage independent activity and cre,4tive expression.
B. Develop a positive self-image in students.

13. Develop a respect for cultural pluralism in your students.
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The Community Survey

The community survey, a trend study carried on in the Berkeley
community over two successive years, was concerned principally with
the success of BESP in responding to the demands of consumers and
potential consumers. To that end, the brief telephone questionnaire
contained items referring to (1) the respondent's familiarity with
BESP in general and individual BESP programs in particular, and (2)
satisfaction with the school system in Berkeley, and where appro-
priate, with BESP.

Classroom Observations

Observations by ISA field observers were undertaken both in-
formally and formally. After a letter of introduction by ISA for
entry into the school (classroom), the field observer's presence,
impressions and subsequent informal discussions with the classroom
teachers expedited the descriptions of the BESP programs as pre-
sented in Volume II. Aside from this informal means of gathering
information, the development of an observation code assisted the
systematic collection of data for Volume I with respect to the
classroom structure, curriculum, teaching styles and use of aides.
The observation code finally developed was incorporated into a
checksheet format, adapted from the Weber Teacher Observation Code
(Weber County School District, Ogden, Utahk 1962) and based on
techniques suggested by Dr. Francis G. Cornell and his associates
at the University of Illinois.

In addition, the observers noted for each classroom such infor-
mation as teacher ethnicity and sex, and ethnic and sex character-
istics of students. This information was combined with data from
the coded observations to form a classroom observation file.

The observation instrument was pre-tested at each sampled grade
level for inter-observer reliability by several ISA field observers.
They completed the protocol twice per period; each recorded obser-
vation covered five minutes, during which they were instructed to
focus intensely upon the classroom situation rather than to indulge
in leisurely perusal or random ethnographic recording. A ten-minute
interval between the two five-minute spans allowed the observers
also to record classroom events other than those specifically asked
for by the observation instrument.

Randomizing the observation times necessitated different ap-
proaches in elementary and secondary school classes, because the
elementary schools have longer and more undifferentiated time seg-
ments per subject than those at the secondary level. In the ele-
mentary school classes the observers recorded their sets of obser-
vations at the beginning, middle and end of class periods. The
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original intention of dividing secondary school class periods into
two segments turned out to be unfeasible, because most classes spent
at least the first five minutes "getting organized"--a factor which
z-'ut into the period considerably. Therefore, in the secondary school
classes, only one five-minute time span was used for recorded obser-
vations, leaving plenty of time, of course, for noting events and
details that were not covered in the observation instrument. At both

elementary and secondary level.;, each class was observed (at
least) on two different days, selected at random. The recorded ob-
servations began in December, 1974, and extended through March, 1975
for the elementary schools and the end of January, 1975 for the
secondary schools.

From the coded information garnered from these structured obser-
vations, we cluster-analyzed a number of var ables so as to type the
classes along empirically derived dimensions. The variables analyzed
were:

1. Type of delivery--lectu e/structured discussion/equal par-
ticipation.

2. Type of thinking required--memory-identificat on/thinking-
generalized/thinking-interpretation.

3. Degree of affect--none/low/high.
4. Teacher domination--does the teacher dominate class dis-

cussion, or do the students, or neither?
5. Mutuality--do both students and teadhers share equally in

class discussion?
Student dominationdo students dominate class discussion,
or does the teacher, or neither?
(Questions 4, 5, and 6 were derived by dichotomizing Item
5 [Types of Dominationl--teacher vs. all other categories,
mutual vs. all other, categories, and student vs. all other
categories.)

7. Number of disciplinary interruptions.
8. Type of class goals--short/long.
9. Do students leave room without reprirnand?--yes/no.

10. Peer teaching--yes/no.
11. Number of aides.
12. Number of groups into which students are divided.
13. Punitive affect.
14. Rewarding effect.

(QueStions 13 and 14 were derived by dichotomizing item 4
[Types of Affect], similar to Questions 4, 5, and 6 above.)

15. Physical freedom.
16. Verbal freedom.

(QUestiOns 15 and 16 were derived by dichotomizing item 6
[Degrees of Freedom], similar to Questions 4, 5, and 6 above.)
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Since each class had anywhere from one to six observations,
each of these indicators is an average of all observations of that
characteristic.

Cluster analysis of the Clas room Observations Matrix pro-
duced four factors, of which two were defined by only two items
in the matrix, and were also defined by definers of another cluster.
The matrix was therefore reanalyzed with a rank limited to two.
The resulting two cluster dimensions, which account for 52 percent
and 25 percent of the communality in the matrix, correlate with each
other at .36. The two clusters and their definers are:

Cluster --Structure
/ defined by:

5. Mutality in class discussion
1. Type of delivery, from lecture to equal participation

12. Number of groups into which students are divided
11. Number of aides

Cluster II--Affect, defined by:

3. Degree of affect, from high to none
14. Rewarding affect
16. Verbal freedom

Using scales composed of these two sets of items, we typed each
classroom according to its degree of structural and affective "open-
ness," and used this typology to investigate whether BESP classes
differed from BUSD classes, and whether any differences found had
appreciable effects on student progress.

Finally, aggregate data were collected on staffins_patterns
in BESP, to determine age, sex, ethnicity,.teaching status, and teach-
ing experience of the staff at each site.

3. DATA PROCESSING

All data processing on the Level II project was done with a
software package the social sciences called the Berkeley Trans-
posed File Stal ,a1 System, nicknamed "PICKLE." The package was
designed by the 1. vey Research Center at the University of California,
Berkeley. The hardware system used by the project is the CDC 6400 at
the University of California Computer Center.

The software system pro ides most of the operations required by
social scientists performing statistical analyses on large amounts of
data. The system includes capabilities for file management, for vari-
able generation or transformation and for univariate, bivariate and
multivariate analysis. The same "language" is used throughout the
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system, so that once general rules are learned they may be app ied
In many instances.

The system is designed to handle a large volume of data by a
transposed or inverted data structure. Most file systems store
data by cases, PICKLE has the unique property of storing data by
variables. The advantage of an inverted or transposed system is
that it cuts down machine time needed to process data, thereby
saving costs, unlike packages such as the Statistical Package for
Social Science (SPSS) which can only handle a limited number of
variables. The data collected by the Level II research team would
have been too voluminous to be handled by most social science soft-
ware packages without splitting the data into different files and
thus increasing costs in machine time. In addition, a feature of
PICKLE gives it the capability of creating, from its own file, a
binary file suitable for direct input to SPSS, thereby giving the
PICKLE user the advantages of both programs.
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